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MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13 84 Dead Women, Unknown 13 84 Dead Women, Unknown 13 84 Dead Women, Unknown 13 84 Dead Women, Unknown 
vet's in anothervet's in anothervet's in anothervet's in another "Lost War" of the Pentagons... the  "Lost War" of the Pentagons... the  "Lost War" of the Pentagons... the  "Lost War" of the Pentagons... the 
War On Cancer! Pentagon doesn't scan everyoneWar On Cancer! Pentagon doesn't scan everyoneWar On Cancer! Pentagon doesn't scan everyoneWar On Cancer! Pentagon doesn't scan everyone for  for  for  for 
breast cancer, syphilis, hepatitis, STD's, whooping breast cancer, syphilis, hepatitis, STD's, whooping breast cancer, syphilis, hepatitis, STD's, whooping breast cancer, syphilis, hepatitis, STD's, whooping 
cough, and a hundredcough, and a hundredcough, and a hundredcough, and a hundred other diseases! Pentagon  other diseases! Pentagon  other diseases! Pentagon  other diseases! Pentagon 
MD's know diseases kill way more than war... this isMD's know diseases kill way more than war... this isMD's know diseases kill way more than war... this isMD's know diseases kill way more than war... this is
"Treason" by Pentagon MD's! "Treason" by Pentagon MD's! "Treason" by Pentagon MD's! "Treason" by Pentagon MD's! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13 Today! 84 Dead women13 Today! 84 Dead women13 Today! 84 Dead women13 Today! 84 Dead women
every day for the last 40 years and ABC refused to every day for the last 40 years and ABC refused to every day for the last 40 years and ABC refused to every day for the last 40 years and ABC refused to 
put this on Nightly Newsput this on Nightly Newsput this on Nightly Newsput this on Nightly News Today with their Vietnam  Today with their Vietnam  Today with their Vietnam  Today with their Vietnam 
Special with Diane Sawyer! Special with Diane Sawyer! Special with Diane Sawyer! Special with Diane Sawyer! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13131313 84 Dead Women is the Daily  84 Dead Women is the Daily  84 Dead Women is the Daily  84 Dead Women is the Daily 
Dead Body Count since the "Vietnam War's" end 40Dead Body Count since the "Vietnam War's" end 40Dead Body Count since the "Vietnam War's" end 40Dead Body Count since the "Vietnam War's" end 40
years ago... just from Breast Cancer, if you add in years ago... just from Breast Cancer, if you add in years ago... just from Breast Cancer, if you add in years ago... just from Breast Cancer, if you add in 
troops from Iraqi warstroops from Iraqi warstroops from Iraqi warstroops from Iraqi wars killing the wife when they get  killing the wife when they get  killing the wife when they get  killing the wife when they get 
home it's 94 Dead Women every day!home it's 94 Dead Women every day!home it's 94 Dead Women every day!home it's 94 Dead Women every day!

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13 "Disney" supported these 13 "Disney" supported these 13 "Disney" supported these 13 "Disney" supported these 
Iraqi "Wars" on ABCIraqi "Wars" on ABCIraqi "Wars" on ABCIraqi "Wars" on ABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer  Nightly News with Diane Sawyer  Nightly News with Diane Sawyer  Nightly News with Diane Sawyer 
instead of a $ Trillion Dollar "Manhattan Projectinstead of a $ Trillion Dollar "Manhattan Projectinstead of a $ Trillion Dollar "Manhattan Projectinstead of a $ Trillion Dollar "Manhattan Project
For the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" For the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" For the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" For the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer" 
With Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer!With Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer!With Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer!With Dr. Nancy Oppenheimer!

So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have gained So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have gained So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have gained So... Greg + Wives in Key West would have gained 
control of Los Alamoscontrol of Los Alamoscontrol of Los Alamoscontrol of Los Alamos Super Computers and all the  Super Computers and all the  Super Computers and all the  Super Computers and all the 
SWF + MWF on our team in the "Race" to Get theSWF + MWF on our team in the "Race" to Get theSWF + MWF on our team in the "Race" to Get theSWF + MWF on our team in the "Race" to Get the
Cure... All SWF + MFW with Greg Lovestar the Cure... All SWF + MFW with Greg Lovestar the Cure... All SWF + MFW with Greg Lovestar the Cure... All SWF + MFW with Greg Lovestar the 
inventor of the 1980inventor of the 1980inventor of the 1980inventor of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7  ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7  ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7  ElectricWindmillCar! 24/7 
Brainstorming! Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 "Work" Brainstorming! Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 "Work" Brainstorming! Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 "Work" Brainstorming! Top Brass MD's outlawed 24/7 "Work" 
forforforfor Medical Students as being unproductive... of  Medical Students as being unproductive... of  Medical Students as being unproductive... of  Medical Students as being unproductive... of 
course most Med Students todaycourse most Med Students todaycourse most Med Students todaycourse most Med Students today think these Numb  think these Numb  think these Numb  think these Numb 
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Nuts MD Dictators were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 Nuts MD Dictators were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 Nuts MD Dictators were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 Nuts MD Dictators were + are "Crazy" to stop 24/7 
work for awork for awork for awork for a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! Cancer! 

MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5MEMORIAL DAY 5----27272727----13 Epic13 Epic13 Epic13 Epic Autobiography Movie  Autobiography Movie  Autobiography Movie  Autobiography Movie 
about Greg + Wives in Key West and how Disney about Greg + Wives in Key West and how Disney about Greg + Wives in Key West and how Disney about Greg + Wives in Key West and how Disney 
failed tofailed tofailed tofailed to expose the 84 dead women who died every  expose the 84 dead women who died every  expose the 84 dead women who died every  expose the 84 dead women who died every 
single day since the end of the Vietnamsingle day since the end of the Vietnamsingle day since the end of the Vietnamsingle day since the end of the Vietnam War 40  War 40  War 40  War 40 
years ago... World Wide dead body count just from years ago... World Wide dead body count just from years ago... World Wide dead body count just from years ago... World Wide dead body count just from 
Breast Cancer is 40Breast Cancer is 40Breast Cancer is 40Breast Cancer is 40 million!!!! Disney will only make  million!!!! Disney will only make  million!!!! Disney will only make  million!!!! Disney will only make 
this movie if the New French Revolution isthis movie if the New French Revolution isthis movie if the New French Revolution isthis movie if the New French Revolution is successful  successful  successful  successful 
in confiscating the $177 Trillion from BP Oil in confiscating the $177 Trillion from BP Oil in confiscating the $177 Trillion from BP Oil in confiscating the $177 Trillion from BP Oil 
Revenues, and SaudiRevenues, and SaudiRevenues, and SaudiRevenues, and Saudi Arabia!  Arabia!  Arabia!  Arabia! 
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5555----18181818----13 Star Trek Into Darkness 13 Star Trek Into Darkness 13 Star Trek Into Darkness 13 Star Trek Into Darkness ---- Alien Darkness in Alien Darkness in Alien Darkness in Alien Darkness in
reality! 4 Light Years and No Navy! reality! 4 Light Years and No Navy! reality! 4 Light Years and No Navy! reality! 4 Light Years and No Navy! 

5555----18181818----13 Towards the end of Star13 Towards the end of Star13 Towards the end of Star13 Towards the end of Star Trek: Into Darkness  Trek: Into Darkness  Trek: Into Darkness  Trek: Into Darkness 
the plot parallels some very iconic scenes from Star the plot parallels some very iconic scenes from Star the plot parallels some very iconic scenes from Star the plot parallels some very iconic scenes from Star 
TrekTrekTrekTrek II: The Wrath of Khan. 1,001 Invention projects  II: The Wrath of Khan. 1,001 Invention projects  II: The Wrath of Khan. 1,001 Invention projects  II: The Wrath of Khan. 1,001 Invention projects 
Preinstalled in the Windows 8.1Preinstalled in the Windows 8.1Preinstalled in the Windows 8.1Preinstalled in the Windows 8.1 fix... Rx Perfume for  fix... Rx Perfume for  fix... Rx Perfume for  fix... Rx Perfume for 
a MD's memory for all! a MD's memory for all! a MD's memory for all! a MD's memory for all! 

5555----18181818----13 Star Trek Into13 Star Trek Into13 Star Trek Into13 Star Trek Into Darkness  Darkness  Darkness  Darkness ---- Alien Darkness in  Alien Darkness in  Alien Darkness in  Alien Darkness in 
reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at the 10reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at the 10reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at the 10reality is the 177 Trillion Aliens at the 10 Nearest  Nearest  Nearest  Nearest 
Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on Stars... Pentagon Admirals are addicted, drunk, on 
Wars, especially withWars, especially withWars, especially withWars, especially with Oil Money Windfall$  Oil Money Windfall$  Oil Money Windfall$  Oil Money Windfall$ 
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5555----18181818----13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at times to 13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at times to 13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at times to 13 Admiral Marcus, who appears at times to 
havehavehavehave wandered in from Key West, addicted to War  wandered in from Key West, addicted to War  wandered in from Key West, addicted to War  wandered in from Key West, addicted to War 
On Earth. With the Navy Windfall ofOn Earth. With the Navy Windfall ofOn Earth. With the Navy Windfall ofOn Earth. With the Navy Windfall of $177 Trillion in  $177 Trillion in  $177 Trillion in  $177 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues their gov perk for suppressing theOil Revenues their gov perk for suppressing theOil Revenues their gov perk for suppressing theOil Revenues their gov perk for suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built a ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built a ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built a ElectricWindmillCar the Admirals have built a 
Super Fleet of 1,001 Ships sinceSuper Fleet of 1,001 Ships sinceSuper Fleet of 1,001 Ships sinceSuper Fleet of 1,001 Ships since 1980. Inventor of the  1980. Inventor of the  1980. Inventor of the  1980. Inventor of the 
ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Wives can sink the 2013ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Wives can sink the 2013ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Wives can sink the 2013ElectricWindmillCar, Greg + Wives can sink the 2013
Admirals Hundred Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Admirals Hundred Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Admirals Hundred Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 Admirals Hundred Trillion $$$$ Dollar Fleet with 1 
Invention.... One InventionInvention.... One InventionInvention.... One InventionInvention.... One Invention to Hear or Observe the  to Hear or Observe the  to Hear or Observe the  to Hear or Observe the 
Trillions of Aliens at the Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!Trillions of Aliens at the Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!Trillions of Aliens at the Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!Trillions of Aliens at the Nearest 10 Stars to Earth!

5555----18181818----13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion 13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion 13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion 13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion 
Aliens at the 10Aliens at the 10Aliens at the 10Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals  Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals  Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals  Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals 
are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially withare addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially withare addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially withare addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially with Oil  Oil  Oil  Oil 
Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ 
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5555----18181818----13 Alien Darkness in reality is the 17713 Alien Darkness in reality is the 17713 Alien Darkness in reality is the 17713 Alien Darkness in reality is the 177 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 
Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals Aliens at the 10 Nearest Stars... Pentagon Admirals 
are addicted,are addicted,are addicted,are addicted, drunk, on Wars, especially with Oil  drunk, on Wars, especially with Oil  drunk, on Wars, especially with Oil  drunk, on Wars, especially with Oil 
Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ Money Windfall$ 

5555----18181818----13 Star13 Star13 Star13 Star Trek Into Darkness  Trek Into Darkness  Trek Into Darkness  Trek Into Darkness ---- Alien Darkness in  Alien Darkness in  Alien Darkness in  Alien Darkness in 
reality! 4 Light Years and No Navy!reality! 4 Light Years and No Navy!reality! 4 Light Years and No Navy!reality! 4 Light Years and No Navy!

5555----16161616----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 
HELP NoHELP NoHELP NoHELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War!  Hope... Cure Cancer End War!  Hope... Cure Cancer End War!  Hope... Cure Cancer End War! 

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No  JOLIE... No  JOLIE... No  JOLIE... No 
HELP HELP HELP HELP 

22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS Key 22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS Key 22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS Key 22 1st Graders killed in Afghanistan by USS Key 
West!West!West!West! The first fast The first fast The first fast The first fast----attack nuclearattack nuclearattack nuclearattack nuclear----powered powered powered powered 
submarine to launch missiles intosubmarine to launch missiles intosubmarine to launch missiles intosubmarine to launch missiles into Afghanistan Afghanistan Afghanistan Afghanistan 
after the Sept. 11 attacks after the Sept. 11 attacks after the Sept. 11 attacks after the Sept. 11 attacks ---- 9/11 would never have  9/11 would never have  9/11 would never have  9/11 would never have 
happened if thehappened if thehappened if thehappened if the Admirals would have exposed the  Admirals would have exposed the  Admirals would have exposed the  Admirals would have exposed the 
suppression of the 1980 invention of thesuppression of the 1980 invention of thesuppression of the 1980 invention of thesuppression of the 1980 invention of the
ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! ElectricWindmillCar in Times Square! 

5555----16161616----13 CIA and UN Woman...13 CIA and UN Woman...13 CIA and UN Woman...13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No  ANGELINA JOLIE... No  ANGELINA JOLIE... No  ANGELINA JOLIE... No 
HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! 

5555----16161616----13 People13 People13 People13 People with Cancer are twice as likely to file  with Cancer are twice as likely to file  with Cancer are twice as likely to file  with Cancer are twice as likely to file 
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for bankruptcy as people without cancer.for bankruptcy as people without cancer.for bankruptcy as people without cancer.for bankruptcy as people without cancer.

5555----16161616----13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 13 $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues since 1980 
and Saudi Arabia hasand Saudi Arabia hasand Saudi Arabia hasand Saudi Arabia has free Health Care via your $4  free Health Care via your $4  free Health Care via your $4  free Health Care via your $4 
gasoline... this is illegal $ gasoline... this is illegal $ gasoline... this is illegal $ gasoline... this is illegal $ 

5555----16161616----13 USS13 USS13 USS13 USS Greg + Wives in Key West can Confiscate  Greg + Wives in Key West can Confiscate  Greg + Wives in Key West can Confiscate  Greg + Wives in Key West can Confiscate 
$177 Trillion + spend it on a Cure for$177 Trillion + spend it on a Cure for$177 Trillion + spend it on a Cure for$177 Trillion + spend it on a Cure for Cancer and  Cancer and  Cancer and  Cancer and 
War! War! War! War! 

5555----16161616----13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel to bear13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel to bear13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel to bear13 USS Key West is the third Navy vessel to bear
the name. She was built in Newport News, Va., and the name. She was built in Newport News, Va., and the name. She was built in Newport News, Va., and the name. She was built in Newport News, Va., and 
commissioned September 1987.commissioned September 1987.commissioned September 1987.commissioned September 1987. 1980  1980  1980  1980 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention... Suppression killed ElectricWindmillCar Invention... Suppression killed ElectricWindmillCar Invention... Suppression killed ElectricWindmillCar Invention... Suppression killed 
390 Million since 1980,390 Million since 1980,390 Million since 1980,390 Million since 1980, a Holocaust by BP Oil $ for  a Holocaust by BP Oil $ for  a Holocaust by BP Oil $ for  a Holocaust by BP Oil $ for 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

5555----16161616----13 CIA13 CIA13 CIA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No  and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No  and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No  and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 
HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Greg +HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Greg +HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Greg +HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War! Greg + Wives  Wives  Wives  Wives 
in Key West can Cure Cancer + End War via in Key West can Cure Cancer + End War via in Key West can Cure Cancer + End War via in Key West can Cure Cancer + End War via 
Brainstorming 1,001 InventionBrainstorming 1,001 InventionBrainstorming 1,001 InventionBrainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects 24/7 and  Projects 24/7 and  Projects 24/7 and  Projects 24/7 and 
getting Bill + Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention getting Bill + Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention getting Bill + Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention getting Bill + Melinda to preinstall 1,001 Invention 
ProjectsProjectsProjectsProjects with links to get you started inventing, in  with links to get you started inventing, in  with links to get you started inventing, in  with links to get you started inventing, in 
the June 26 Windows 8.1 "Fix"!!the June 26 Windows 8.1 "Fix"!!the June 26 Windows 8.1 "Fix"!!the June 26 Windows 8.1 "Fix"!!

5555----16161616----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 
HELP No Hope... CureHELP No Hope... CureHELP No Hope... CureHELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War!  Cancer End War!  Cancer End War!  Cancer End War! 

5555----16161616----13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP No 13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP No 13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP No 13 War Crimes by the Admirals! No HELP No 
Hope...Hope...Hope...Hope... Cure Cancer End War!  Cure Cancer End War!  Cure Cancer End War!  Cure Cancer End War! 

5555----16161616----13 Add in 480K dead from Breast cancer since13 Add in 480K dead from Breast cancer since13 Add in 480K dead from Breast cancer since13 Add in 480K dead from Breast cancer since
1980 you have a Holocaust 1980 you have a Holocaust 1980 you have a Holocaust 1980 you have a Holocaust 

5555----16161616----13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War Crime13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War Crime13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War Crime13 Breast Cancer Holocaust and War Crime
because the USS Key West Was built in 1987 from BP because the USS Key West Was built in 1987 from BP because the USS Key West Was built in 1987 from BP because the USS Key West Was built in 1987 from BP 
Oil's windfall of $177Oil's windfall of $177Oil's windfall of $177Oil's windfall of $177 Trillion dollars suppressing  Trillion dollars suppressing  Trillion dollars suppressing  Trillion dollars suppressing 
the Electrithe Electrithe Electrithe ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980!cWindmillCar invented in 1980!cWindmillCar invented in 1980!cWindmillCar invented in 1980!

5555----16161616----13 More Jewish women have died from Breast 13 More Jewish women have died from Breast 13 More Jewish women have died from Breast 13 More Jewish women have died from Breast 
Cancer than any groupCancer than any groupCancer than any groupCancer than any group and the top brass in Israel  and the top brass in Israel  and the top brass in Israel  and the top brass in Israel 
know these statistic and still stifle Greg + Wivesknow these statistic and still stifle Greg + Wivesknow these statistic and still stifle Greg + Wivesknow these statistic and still stifle Greg + Wives in  in  in  in 
Key West from even Brainstorming a Overnight Key West from even Brainstorming a Overnight Key West from even Brainstorming a Overnight Key West from even Brainstorming a Overnight 
Miracle cure for Breast CancerMiracle cure for Breast CancerMiracle cure for Breast CancerMiracle cure for Breast Cancer let along talking  let along talking  let along talking  let along talking 
over Los Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM over Los Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM over Los Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM over Los Alamos to use $1 Trillion in IBM 
Supercomputers theSupercomputers theSupercomputers theSupercomputers the Navy no longer needs for Nuke Navy no longer needs for Nuke Navy no longer needs for Nuke Navy no longer needs for Nuke----
Armed Submarines! Armed Submarines! Armed Submarines! Armed Submarines! 

5555----16161616----13 The USS Key West13 The USS Key West13 The USS Key West13 The USS Key West is one of 62 Los Angeles is one of 62 Los Angeles is one of 62 Los Angeles is one of 62 Los Angeles----
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class submarines, which make up the core of the U.S.class submarines, which make up the core of the U.S.class submarines, which make up the core of the U.S.class submarines, which make up the core of the U.S.
submarine fleet and carry Tomahawk cruise submarine fleet and carry Tomahawk cruise submarine fleet and carry Tomahawk cruise submarine fleet and carry Tomahawk cruise 
missiles. missiles. missiles. missiles. 

5555----16161616----13 CIA and13 CIA and13 CIA and13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No  UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No  UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No  UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 
HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War!HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War!HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War!HELP No Hope... Cure Cancer End War!

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No 
HELP for 380 thousandHELP for 380 thousandHELP for 380 thousandHELP for 380 thousand Other Women who need a  Other Women who need a  Other Women who need a  Other Women who need a 
double Mastectomy and Ovarian Cure! No HELP for double Mastectomy and Ovarian Cure! No HELP for double Mastectomy and Ovarian Cure! No HELP for double Mastectomy and Ovarian Cure! No HELP for 
Greg +Greg +Greg +Greg + Wives in Key West to "Work" on a "Miracle  Wives in Key West to "Work" on a "Miracle  Wives in Key West to "Work" on a "Miracle  Wives in Key West to "Work" on a "Miracle 
Overnight Cure" POW's of McCain +Overnight Cure" POW's of McCain +Overnight Cure" POW's of McCain +Overnight Cure" POW's of McCain + George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell  George Orwell 
2013... 2013... 2013... 2013... 

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... No
Faith or Hope in a Overnight Miracle Cure for Faith or Hope in a Overnight Miracle Cure for Faith or Hope in a Overnight Miracle Cure for Faith or Hope in a Overnight Miracle Cure for 
Breast + Ovarian Cancer by Greg +Breast + Ovarian Cancer by Greg +Breast + Ovarian Cancer by Greg +Breast + Ovarian Cancer by Greg + Wives in Key  Wives in Key  Wives in Key  Wives in Key 
West. No Hope the Pentagon will ever let Greg + Wives West. No Hope the Pentagon will ever let Greg + Wives West. No Hope the Pentagon will ever let Greg + Wives West. No Hope the Pentagon will ever let Greg + Wives 
work,work,work,work, Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast  Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast  Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast  Brainstorm a Overnight Cure for Breast 
Cancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of BradCancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of BradCancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of BradCancer... So Angelina Jolie, wife of Brad Pitt and  Pitt and  Pitt and  Pitt and 
mother of 6, recently underwent a preventative mother of 6, recently underwent a preventative mother of 6, recently underwent a preventative mother of 6, recently underwent a preventative 
double mastectomy todouble mastectomy todouble mastectomy todouble mastectomy to avoid possible breast cancer!  avoid possible breast cancer!  avoid possible breast cancer!  avoid possible breast cancer! 
ANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a OvarianANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a OvarianANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a OvarianANGELINA JOLIE... No Faith or Hope in a Ovarian
Cancer Cure too! Cancer Cure too! Cancer Cure too! Cancer Cure too! 

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE New 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE New 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE New 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE New 
YorkYorkYorkYork Times Published: May 14, 2013 MY MOTHER  Times Published: May 14, 2013 MY MOTHER  Times Published: May 14, 2013 MY MOTHER  Times Published: May 14, 2013 MY MOTHER 
fought cancer for almost a decade andfought cancer for almost a decade andfought cancer for almost a decade andfought cancer for almost a decade and died at 56.  died at 56.  died at 56.  died at 56. 
ANGELINA JOLIE I can tell my children that they ANGELINA JOLIE I can tell my children that they ANGELINA JOLIE I can tell my children that they ANGELINA JOLIE I can tell my children that they 
dondondondon’’’’t need to feart need to feart need to feart need to fear they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer. 
For any woman reading this, I hope it helpsFor any woman reading this, I hope it helpsFor any woman reading this, I hope it helpsFor any woman reading this, I hope it helps you to  you to  you to  you to 
know you have options. know you have options. know you have options. know you have options. ---- ----

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...  JOLIE...  JOLIE...  JOLIE... 
Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West getting Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West getting Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West getting Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West getting 
Los Alamos to startLos Alamos to startLos Alamos to startLos Alamos to start the New Manhattan Project for  the New Manhattan Project for  the New Manhattan Project for  the New Manhattan Project for 
the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast Cancer!

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 
Has No Hope in a Greg +Has No Hope in a Greg +Has No Hope in a Greg +Has No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West  Wives in Key West  Wives in Key West  Wives in Key West 

5555----14141414----13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 13 CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 
Has NoHas NoHas NoHas No Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West... and "Dr  Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West... and "Dr  Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West... and "Dr  Hope in a Greg + Wives in Key West... and "Dr 
Nancy Oppenheimer at Los AlamosNancy Oppenheimer at Los AlamosNancy Oppenheimer at Los AlamosNancy Oppenheimer at Los Alamos "Manhattan  "Manhattan  "Manhattan  "Manhattan 
project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast project for the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast 
Cancer" Cancer" Cancer" Cancer" 
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IIII can tell  can tell  can tell  can tell 

my children that they donmy children that they donmy children that they donmy children that they don’’’’t need to fear they will t need to fear they will t need to fear they will t need to fear they will 
lose me to breastlose me to breastlose me to breastlose me to breast cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives 
in Key West are suppressed fromin Key West are suppressed fromin Key West are suppressed fromin Key West are suppressed from brainstorming 24/7  brainstorming 24/7  brainstorming 24/7  brainstorming 24/7 
a Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts a Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts a Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts a Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts 
Dictators inDictators inDictators inDictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, 
Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 
EXPOSE... EXPOSE... EXPOSE... EXPOSE... ---- Today in KeyToday in KeyToday in KeyToday in Key West Greg + Wives are kept  West Greg + Wives are kept  West Greg + Wives are kept  West Greg + Wives are kept 
from working, Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnightfrom working, Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnightfrom working, Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnightfrom working, Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer! 

CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE...

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, Breast 13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, Breast 13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, Breast 13 ANGELINA JOLIE My Medical Choice, Breast 
Cancer... the OvernightCancer... the OvernightCancer... the OvernightCancer... the Overnight Miracle Cure of Breast  Miracle Cure of Breast  Miracle Cure of Breast  Miracle Cure of Breast 
Cancer is being suppressed in Key West! Greg + Wives Cancer is being suppressed in Key West! Greg + Wives Cancer is being suppressed in Key West! Greg + Wives Cancer is being suppressed in Key West! Greg + Wives 
inininin Key West have been stifled by Numb Nuts Dictators  Key West have been stifled by Numb Nuts Dictators  Key West have been stifled by Numb Nuts Dictators  Key West have been stifled by Numb Nuts Dictators 
from even Brainstorming afrom even Brainstorming afrom even Brainstorming afrom even Brainstorming a Overnight Miracle Cure  Overnight Miracle Cure  Overnight Miracle Cure  Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the for Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the for Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the for Breast Cancer because of McCain, and the 
Vietnam WarVietnam WarVietnam WarVietnam War is has never LOST, even Hillary, and  is has never LOST, even Hillary, and  is has never LOST, even Hillary, and  is has never LOST, even Hillary, and 
Melinda Gates support McCain and hisMelinda Gates support McCain and hisMelinda Gates support McCain and hisMelinda Gates support McCain and his government  government  government  government 
"Killers" who spit on Women with Breast Cancer "Killers" who spit on Women with Breast Cancer "Killers" who spit on Women with Breast Cancer "Killers" who spit on Women with Breast Cancer 
along with Princealong with Princealong with Princealong with Prince Harry!  Harry!  Harry!  Harry! 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent risk 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent risk 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent risk 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI I had an 87 percent risk 
of breast cancerof breast cancerof breast cancerof breast cancer and a 50 percent risk of ovarian  and a 50 percent risk of ovarian  and a 50 percent risk of ovarian  and a 50 percent risk of ovarian 
cancer, Once I knew that this was my reality, Icancer, Once I knew that this was my reality, Icancer, Once I knew that this was my reality, Icancer, Once I knew that this was my reality, I
decided to be proactive and to minimize the risk as decided to be proactive and to minimize the risk as decided to be proactive and to minimize the risk as decided to be proactive and to minimize the risk as 
much I could. ANGELINAmuch I could. ANGELINAmuch I could. ANGELINAmuch I could. ANGELINA JOLIEI made a decision to  JOLIEI made a decision to  JOLIEI made a decision to  JOLIEI made a decision to 
have a preventive double mastectomy. have a preventive double mastectomy. have a preventive double mastectomy. have a preventive double mastectomy. 

5555----14141414----13131313 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to  ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to  ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to  ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 
EXPOSE... EXPOSE... EXPOSE... EXPOSE... ---- Today in Key West Greg + WivesToday in Key West Greg + WivesToday in Key West Greg + WivesToday in Key West Greg + Wives are kept  are kept  are kept  are kept 
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from working Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight from working Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight from working Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight from working Brainstorming 24/7 on a Overnight 
Miracle Cure for BreastMiracle Cure for BreastMiracle Cure for BreastMiracle Cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives  Cancer! Greg + Wives  Cancer! Greg + Wives  Cancer! Greg + Wives 
ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 ONE invention for ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 ONE invention for ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 ONE invention for ambition is to Brainstorm 24/7 ONE invention for 
anananan Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Shot  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Shot  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Shot  Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Shot 
Down by McCain... and 1,001Down by McCain... and 1,001Down by McCain... and 1,001Down by McCain... and 1,001 Other "1984" Numb  Other "1984" Numb  Other "1984" Numb  Other "1984" Numb 
Nuts Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Nuts Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Nuts Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Nuts Dictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, 
Vatican, Moscow,Vatican, Moscow,Vatican, Moscow,Vatican, Moscow, Peking! Tokyo!  Peking! Tokyo!  Peking! Tokyo!  Peking! Tokyo! 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 
EXPOSE...EXPOSE...EXPOSE...EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women with breast  McCain killing 485,000 women with breast  McCain killing 485,000 women with breast  McCain killing 485,000 women with breast 
cancer in 2013. cancer in 2013. cancer in 2013. cancer in 2013. 

5555----14141414----13 When13 When13 When13 When McCain was shot down over  McCain was shot down over  McCain was shot down over  McCain was shot down over 
Hanoi****** Breast cancer alone killed some 458,000Hanoi****** Breast cancer alone killed some 458,000Hanoi****** Breast cancer alone killed some 458,000Hanoi****** Breast cancer alone killed some 458,000
women each year McCain was a POW at the Hanoi women each year McCain was a POW at the Hanoi women each year McCain was a POW at the Hanoi women each year McCain was a POW at the Hanoi 
Hilton! Now sense of powerlessnessHilton! Now sense of powerlessnessHilton! Now sense of powerlessnessHilton! Now sense of powerlessness in our "1984"  in our "1984"  in our "1984"  in our "1984" 
George Orwell Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from George Orwell Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from George Orwell Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from George Orwell Holocaust via $4 gas + kept from 
working on a cureworking on a cureworking on a cureworking on a cure for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives  for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives  for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives  for Breast Cancer! Greg + Wives 
ambition is to Brainstorm 1 invention for anambition is to Brainstorm 1 invention for anambition is to Brainstorm 1 invention for anambition is to Brainstorm 1 invention for an
Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Shot Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Shot Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Shot Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... Shot 
Down by McCain (Pentagon)Down by McCain (Pentagon)Down by McCain (Pentagon)Down by McCain (Pentagon)

CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... CIA and UN Woman... ANGELINA JOLIE... 

5555----14141414----13 Angelina Jolie13 Angelina Jolie13 Angelina Jolie13 Angelina Jolie knows and refused to write  knows and refused to write  knows and refused to write  knows and refused to write ----
But I am writing about it now because I hope thatBut I am writing about it now because I hope thatBut I am writing about it now because I hope thatBut I am writing about it now because I hope that
other women can benefit from my experience. other women can benefit from my experience. other women can benefit from my experience. other women can benefit from my experience. 
Cancer is still a word that strikesCancer is still a word that strikesCancer is still a word that strikesCancer is still a word that strikes fear into people fear into people fear into people fear into people’’’’s s s s 
hearts, producing a deep sense of powerlessness. But hearts, producing a deep sense of powerlessness. But hearts, producing a deep sense of powerlessness. But hearts, producing a deep sense of powerlessness. But 
today ittoday ittoday ittoday it is possible to find out through a blood test  is possible to find out through a blood test  is possible to find out through a blood test  is possible to find out through a blood test 
whether you are highly susceptiblewhether you are highly susceptiblewhether you are highly susceptiblewhether you are highly susceptible to breast and  to breast and  to breast and  to breast and 
ovarian cancer, and then take action. ovarian cancer, and then take action. ovarian cancer, and then take action. ovarian cancer, and then take action. 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer alone 13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer alone 13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer alone 13 ANGELINA JOLIE... Breast cancer alone 
killed somekilled somekilled somekilled some 458,000  458,000  458,000  458,000 ---- Priority is... ANGELINA JOLIE... Priority is... ANGELINA JOLIE... Priority is... ANGELINA JOLIE... Priority is... ANGELINA JOLIE... 
For any woman reading this, I hope itFor any woman reading this, I hope itFor any woman reading this, I hope itFor any woman reading this, I hope it helps you to  helps you to  helps you to  helps you to 
know you have options... "1984" George Orwell know you have options... "1984" George Orwell know you have options... "1984" George Orwell know you have options... "1984" George Orwell 
"Options" have"Options" have"Options" have"Options" have suppressed and Suppress Today, Greg  suppressed and Suppress Today, Greg  suppressed and Suppress Today, Greg  suppressed and Suppress Today, Greg 
+ Wives from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight+ Wives from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight+ Wives from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight+ Wives from Brainstorming 24/7 a "Overnight
Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. Miracle Cure" for Breast Cancer! In Key West. 
Suppression of the 1980 InventionSuppression of the 1980 InventionSuppression of the 1980 InventionSuppression of the 1980 Invention of the  of the  of the  of the 
"ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off inventions "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off inventions "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off inventions "ElectricWindmillCar" and 101 spin off inventions 
that would cure severalthat would cure severalthat would cure severalthat would cure several "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell  "1984" George Orwell 
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government run "Genocides" besides BP Oil tossing government run "Genocides" besides BP Oil tossing government run "Genocides" besides BP Oil tossing government run "Genocides" besides BP Oil tossing 
"Gasoline"Gasoline"Gasoline"Gasoline Bombs" at SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London,  Bombs" at SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London,  Bombs" at SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London,  Bombs" at SUV's in fiery LA, Paris, London, 
Moscow, wrecks! Motive is anotherMoscow, wrecks! Motive is anotherMoscow, wrecks! Motive is anotherMoscow, wrecks! Motive is another $177 Trillion in  $177 Trillion in  $177 Trillion in  $177 Trillion in 
Oil Revenues$$$. Oil Revenues$$$. Oil Revenues$$$. Oil Revenues$$$. 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to  refused to  refused to  refused to 
EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women with breast EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women with breast EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women with breast EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women with breast 
cancer in 2013.cancer in 2013.cancer in 2013.cancer in 2013.

***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill ***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill 
458,000 women each458,000 women each458,000 women each458,000 women each year! Breast cancer kills some  year! Breast cancer kills some  year! Breast cancer kills some  year! Breast cancer kills some 
458,000 women each year, according to the World458,000 women each year, according to the World458,000 women each year, according to the World458,000 women each year, according to the World
Health Organization, mainly in lowHealth Organization, mainly in lowHealth Organization, mainly in lowHealth Organization, mainly in low---- and middleand middleand middleand middle----
income countries. It has got toincome countries. It has got toincome countries. It has got toincome countries. It has got to be a priority.  be a priority.  be a priority.  be a priority. 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 13 ANGELINA JOLIEI knows and refused to 
EXPOSE...EXPOSE...EXPOSE...EXPOSE... McCain killing 485,000 women with breast  McCain killing 485,000 women with breast  McCain killing 485,000 women with breast  McCain killing 485,000 women with breast 
cancer in 2013. cancer in 2013. cancer in 2013. cancer in 2013. 

***** 5 Star***** 5 Star***** 5 Star***** 5 Star Generals priorities In Reality Kill  Generals priorities In Reality Kill  Generals priorities In Reality Kill  Generals priorities In Reality Kill 
458,000 women each year! And 1 million458,000 women each year! And 1 million458,000 women each year! And 1 million458,000 women each year! And 1 million Muslim's!  Muslim's!  Muslim's!  Muslim's! 
Revenge for 9/11 Revenge for 9/11 Revenge for 9/11 Revenge for 9/11 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman13 ANGELINA JOLIE... For any woman reading  reading  reading  reading 
this, I hope it helps you to know you have options... this, I hope it helps you to know you have options... this, I hope it helps you to know you have options... this, I hope it helps you to know you have options... 
"1984" George"1984" George"1984" George"1984" George Orwell "Options" have suppressed Greg  Orwell "Options" have suppressed Greg  Orwell "Options" have suppressed Greg  Orwell "Options" have suppressed Greg 
+ Wives working 24/7 on a "Overnight+ Wives working 24/7 on a "Overnight+ Wives working 24/7 on a "Overnight+ Wives working 24/7 on a "Overnight Miracle Cure"  Miracle Cure"  Miracle Cure"  Miracle Cure" 
since 1980, you only have "1084" Option of George since 1980, you only have "1084" Option of George since 1980, you only have "1084" Option of George since 1980, you only have "1084" Option of George 
Orwell in LondonOrwell in LondonOrwell in LondonOrwell in London home of BP Oil and $177 Trillion  home of BP Oil and $177 Trillion  home of BP Oil and $177 Trillion  home of BP Oil and $177 Trillion 
in London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that hasin London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that hasin London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that hasin London Banks from the Oil Holocaust that has
killed 390 million people world wide! UN and CIA killed 390 million people world wide! UN and CIA killed 390 million people world wide! UN and CIA killed 390 million people world wide! UN and CIA 
have documented thesehave documented thesehave documented thesehave documented these statistics!  statistics!  statistics!  statistics! 

5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women each 13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women each 13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women each 13 ANGELINA JOLIE... 458,000 women each 
year, areyear, areyear, areyear, are killed, by Pentagon Drones... stealing the  killed, by Pentagon Drones... stealing the  killed, by Pentagon Drones... stealing the  killed, by Pentagon Drones... stealing the 
breast cancer cure according to thebreast cancer cure according to thebreast cancer cure according to thebreast cancer cure according to the World Health  World Health  World Health  World Health 
Organization WHO. Organization WHO. Organization WHO. Organization WHO. 

5555----14141414----13 Prince Harry at Arlington13 Prince Harry at Arlington13 Prince Harry at Arlington13 Prince Harry at Arlington National  National  National  National 
Cemetery spit on 40K dead USA women who died of Cemetery spit on 40K dead USA women who died of Cemetery spit on 40K dead USA women who died of Cemetery spit on 40K dead USA women who died of 
breast cancer in 2013.breast cancer in 2013.breast cancer in 2013.breast cancer in 2013.

5555----14141414----13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 13 485K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 
Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer ---- all were refusedall were refusedall were refusedall were refused burial at Arlington by the  burial at Arlington by the  burial at Arlington by the  burial at Arlington by the 
Pentagon and all were refused a Manhattan ProjectPentagon and all were refused a Manhattan ProjectPentagon and all were refused a Manhattan ProjectPentagon and all were refused a Manhattan Project
lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer lead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer ---- Prince Harry at Prince Harry at Prince Harry at Prince Harry at 
Arlington National Cemetery notArlington National Cemetery notArlington National Cemetery notArlington National Cemetery not Vegas with Nude  Vegas with Nude  Vegas with Nude  Vegas with Nude 
women! women! women! women! 
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5555----14141414----13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am very13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am very13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am very13 ANGELINA JOLIE But it is one I am very
happy that I made. My chances of developing breast happy that I made. My chances of developing breast happy that I made. My chances of developing breast happy that I made. My chances of developing breast 
cancer have dropped from 87cancer have dropped from 87cancer have dropped from 87cancer have dropped from 87 percent to under 5  percent to under 5  percent to under 5  percent to under 5 
percent. I can tell my children that they donpercent. I can tell my children that they donpercent. I can tell my children that they donpercent. I can tell my children that they don’’’’t need t need t need t need 
to fearto fearto fearto fear they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer.  they will lose me to breast cancer. 

5555----14141414----13 My Medical Choice Breast13 My Medical Choice Breast13 My Medical Choice Breast13 My Medical Choice Breast Cancer ANGELINA  Cancer ANGELINA  Cancer ANGELINA  Cancer ANGELINA 
JOLIE New York Times Published: May 14, 2013JOLIE New York Times Published: May 14, 2013JOLIE New York Times Published: May 14, 2013JOLIE New York Times Published: May 14, 2013

ANGELINAANGELINAANGELINAANGELINA JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer for  JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer for  JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer for  JOLIE MY MOTHER fought cancer for 
almost a decade and died at 56. She held outalmost a decade and died at 56. She held outalmost a decade and died at 56. She held outalmost a decade and died at 56. She held out long  long  long  long 
enough to meet the first of her grandchildren and enough to meet the first of her grandchildren and enough to meet the first of her grandchildren and enough to meet the first of her grandchildren and 
to hold them in her arms.to hold them in her arms.to hold them in her arms.to hold them in her arms. But my other children  But my other children  But my other children  But my other children 
will never have the chance to know her and will never have the chance to know her and will never have the chance to know her and will never have the chance to know her and 
experience howexperience howexperience howexperience how loving and gracious she was. We  loving and gracious she was. We  loving and gracious she was. We  loving and gracious she was. We 
often speak of often speak of often speak of often speak of ““““MommyMommyMommyMommy’’’’s mommy,s mommy,s mommy,s mommy,”””” and I findand I findand I findand I find myself  myself  myself  myself 
trying to explain the illness that took her away from trying to explain the illness that took her away from trying to explain the illness that took her away from trying to explain the illness that took her away from 
us. They have askedus. They have askedus. They have askedus. They have asked if the same could happen to me.  if the same could happen to me.  if the same could happen to me.  if the same could happen to me. 
I have always told them not to worry, but theI have always told them not to worry, but theI have always told them not to worry, but theI have always told them not to worry, but the truth  truth  truth  truth 
is I carry a is I carry a is I carry a is I carry a ““““faultyfaultyfaultyfaulty”””” gene, BRCA1, which sharply gene, BRCA1, which sharply gene, BRCA1, which sharply gene, BRCA1, which sharply 
increases my risk ofincreases my risk ofincreases my risk ofincreases my risk of developing breast cancer and  developing breast cancer and  developing breast cancer and  developing breast cancer and 
ovarian cancer. My doctors estimated that I had anovarian cancer. My doctors estimated that I had anovarian cancer. My doctors estimated that I had anovarian cancer. My doctors estimated that I had an
87 percent risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent 87 percent risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent 87 percent risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent 87 percent risk of breast cancer and a 50 percent 
risk of ovarian cancer,risk of ovarian cancer,risk of ovarian cancer,risk of ovarian cancer, although the risk is different  although the risk is different  although the risk is different  although the risk is different 
in the case of each woman. Only a fraction ofin the case of each woman. Only a fraction ofin the case of each woman. Only a fraction ofin the case of each woman. Only a fraction of breast  breast  breast  breast 
cancers result from an inherited gene mutation. cancers result from an inherited gene mutation. cancers result from an inherited gene mutation. cancers result from an inherited gene mutation. 
Those with a defect inThose with a defect inThose with a defect inThose with a defect in BRCA1 have a 65 percent risk  BRCA1 have a 65 percent risk  BRCA1 have a 65 percent risk  BRCA1 have a 65 percent risk 
of getting it, on average. Once I knew that thisof getting it, on average. Once I knew that thisof getting it, on average. Once I knew that thisof getting it, on average. Once I knew that this was  was  was  was 
my reality, I decided to be proactive and to my reality, I decided to be proactive and to my reality, I decided to be proactive and to my reality, I decided to be proactive and to 
minimize the risk as much Iminimize the risk as much Iminimize the risk as much Iminimize the risk as much I could. I made a  could. I made a  could. I made a  could. I made a 
decision to have a preventive double mastectomy. decision to have a preventive double mastectomy. decision to have a preventive double mastectomy. decision to have a preventive double mastectomy. 

ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as my ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as my ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as my ANGELINA JOLIE I started with the breasts, as my 
risk ofrisk ofrisk ofrisk of breast cancer is higher than my risk of  breast cancer is higher than my risk of  breast cancer is higher than my risk of  breast cancer is higher than my risk of 
ovarian cancer, and the surgery is moreovarian cancer, and the surgery is moreovarian cancer, and the surgery is moreovarian cancer, and the surgery is more complex.  complex.  complex.  complex. 

ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the three ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the three ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the three ANGELINA JOLIE On April 27, I finished the three 
months ofmonths ofmonths ofmonths of medical procedures that the  medical procedures that the  medical procedures that the  medical procedures that the 
mastectomies involved. During that time I have mastectomies involved. During that time I have mastectomies involved. During that time I have mastectomies involved. During that time I have 
beenbeenbeenbeen able to keep this private and to carry on with  able to keep this private and to carry on with  able to keep this private and to carry on with  able to keep this private and to carry on with 
my work. my work. my work. my work. 

ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills some ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills some ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills some ANGELINA JOLIE Breast cancer alone kills some 
458,000 people458,000 people458,000 people458,000 people each year, according to the World  each year, according to the World  each year, according to the World  each year, according to the World 
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Health Organization, mainly in lowHealth Organization, mainly in lowHealth Organization, mainly in lowHealth Organization, mainly in low---- andandandand middle middle middle middle----
income countries. It has got to be a priority. For any income countries. It has got to be a priority. For any income countries. It has got to be a priority. For any income countries. It has got to be a priority. For any 
woman readingwoman readingwoman readingwoman reading this, I hope it helps you to know you  this, I hope it helps you to know you  this, I hope it helps you to know you  this, I hope it helps you to know you 
have options. But I am writing about ithave options. But I am writing about ithave options. But I am writing about ithave options. But I am writing about it now  now  now  now 
because I hope that other women can benefit from because I hope that other women can benefit from because I hope that other women can benefit from because I hope that other women can benefit from 
my experience. Cancer ismy experience. Cancer ismy experience. Cancer ismy experience. Cancer is still a word that strikes  still a word that strikes  still a word that strikes  still a word that strikes 
fear into peoplefear into peoplefear into peoplefear into people’’’’s hearts, producing a deep sense ofs hearts, producing a deep sense ofs hearts, producing a deep sense ofs hearts, producing a deep sense of
powerlessness. But today it is possible to find out powerlessness. But today it is possible to find out powerlessness. But today it is possible to find out powerlessness. But today it is possible to find out 
through a blood test whetherthrough a blood test whetherthrough a blood test whetherthrough a blood test whether you are highly  you are highly  you are highly  you are highly 
susceptible to breast and ovarian cancer, and then susceptible to breast and ovarian cancer, and then susceptible to breast and ovarian cancer, and then susceptible to breast and ovarian cancer, and then 
take action.take action.take action.take action.

ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell other ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell other ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell other ANGELINA JOLIEI wanted to write this to tell other 
women that thewomen that thewomen that thewomen that the decision to have a mastectomy was  decision to have a mastectomy was  decision to have a mastectomy was  decision to have a mastectomy was 
not easy. But it is one I am very happy that Inot easy. But it is one I am very happy that Inot easy. But it is one I am very happy that Inot easy. But it is one I am very happy that I made.  made.  made.  made. 
My chances of developing breast cancer have My chances of developing breast cancer have My chances of developing breast cancer have My chances of developing breast cancer have 
dropped from 87 percent todropped from 87 percent todropped from 87 percent todropped from 87 percent to under 5 percent. I can  under 5 percent. I can  under 5 percent. I can  under 5 percent. I can 
tell my children that they dontell my children that they dontell my children that they dontell my children that they don’’’’t need to fear they t need to fear they t need to fear they t need to fear they 
willwillwillwill lose me to breast cancer.  lose me to breast cancer.  lose me to breast cancer.  lose me to breast cancer. 

IIII can tell  can tell  can tell  can tell 

my children that they donmy children that they donmy children that they donmy children that they don’’’’t need to fear they will t need to fear they will t need to fear they will t need to fear they will 
lose me to breastlose me to breastlose me to breastlose me to breast cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives  cancer. Tell the world Greg + Wives 
in Key West are suppressed fromin Key West are suppressed fromin Key West are suppressed fromin Key West are suppressed from brainstorming 24/7  brainstorming 24/7  brainstorming 24/7  brainstorming 24/7 
a Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts a Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts a Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts a Overnight Miracle Cure via "1984" Numb Nuts 
Dictators inDictators inDictators inDictators in NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican,  NYC, Paris, London, Rome, Vatican, 
Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!Moscow, Peking! Tokyo! Key West!

5555----14141414----13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically 13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically 13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically 13 Angelina Jolie, who is genetically 
predisposed to develop breastpredisposed to develop breastpredisposed to develop breastpredisposed to develop breast cancer, revealed she  cancer, revealed she  cancer, revealed she  cancer, revealed she 
recently underwent a preventative double recently underwent a preventative double recently underwent a preventative double recently underwent a preventative double 
mastectomy and hadmastectomy and hadmastectomy and hadmastectomy and had her breasts surgically  her breasts surgically  her breasts surgically  her breasts surgically 
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reconstructed. And is at risk for ovarian cancer.reconstructed. And is at risk for ovarian cancer.reconstructed. And is at risk for ovarian cancer.reconstructed. And is at risk for ovarian cancer.

5555----14141414----13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of medical 13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of medical 13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of medical 13 Jolie, 37, finished three months of medical 
procedures on Aprilprocedures on Aprilprocedures on Aprilprocedures on April 27, she wrote in an op 27, she wrote in an op 27, she wrote in an op 27, she wrote in an op----ed in ed in ed in ed in 
TuesdayTuesdayTuesdayTuesday’’’’s New York Times. s New York Times. s New York Times. s New York Times. 

5555----11111111----13131313 Prince Harry at Arlington National  Prince Harry at Arlington National  Prince Harry at Arlington National  Prince Harry at Arlington National 
Cemetery with aCemetery with aCemetery with aCemetery with a handwritten note honoring his  handwritten note honoring his  handwritten note honoring his  handwritten note honoring his 
““““comradescomradescomradescomrades----inininin----arms. Breastarms. Breastarms. Breastarms. Breast----CancerCancerCancerCancer----Women Women Women Women 
causalitiescausalitiescausalitiescausalities of 1776 British Miracle Cure!  of 1776 British Miracle Cure!  of 1776 British Miracle Cure!  of 1776 British Miracle Cure! 

5555----14141414----13 Prince Harry at Arlington National13 Prince Harry at Arlington National13 Prince Harry at Arlington National13 Prince Harry at Arlington National
Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died of Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died of Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died of Cemetery spits on 40K dead women who died of 
breast cancer. breast cancer. breast cancer. breast cancer. 

5555----11111111----13 40K13 40K13 40K13 40K Dead Women in 2013 from Breast  Dead Women in 2013 from Breast  Dead Women in 2013 from Breast  Dead Women in 2013 from Breast 
Cancer Cancer Cancer Cancer ---- all were refused burial at Arlington byall were refused burial at Arlington byall were refused burial at Arlington byall were refused burial at Arlington by the  the  the  the 
Pentagon and all were refused a Manhattan Project Pentagon and all were refused a Manhattan Project Pentagon and all were refused a Manhattan Project Pentagon and all were refused a Manhattan Project 
lead by Dr Nancylead by Dr Nancylead by Dr Nancylead by Dr Nancy Oppenheimer  Oppenheimer  Oppenheimer  Oppenheimer ---- Prince Harry at Prince Harry at Prince Harry at Prince Harry at 
Arlington National Cemetery not Vegas with NudeArlington National Cemetery not Vegas with NudeArlington National Cemetery not Vegas with NudeArlington National Cemetery not Vegas with Nude
women! women! women! women! 

5555----11111111----13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 
Cemetery spits on 40KCemetery spits on 40KCemetery spits on 40KCemetery spits on 40K dead women who died of  dead women who died of  dead women who died of  dead women who died of 
breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth has $177 Trillion in breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth has $177 Trillion in breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth has $177 Trillion in breast cancer. Queen Elizabeth has $177 Trillion in 
BPBPBPBP Oil Money from the suppressing of the 1980  Oil Money from the suppressing of the 1980  Oil Money from the suppressing of the 1980  Oil Money from the suppressing of the 1980 
Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.

5555----11111111----13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 13 Prince Harry at Arlington National 
Cemetery with NBC News.comCemetery with NBC News.comCemetery with NBC News.comCemetery with NBC News.com not in "PINK" Wearing  not in "PINK" Wearing  not in "PINK" Wearing  not in "PINK" Wearing 
his British Army uniform, NO Way A MD's White his British Army uniform, NO Way A MD's White his British Army uniform, NO Way A MD's White his British Army uniform, NO Way A MD's White 
"PINK" Coat"PINK" Coat"PINK" Coat"PINK" Coat ---- Prince Harry laid a wreath never Prince Harry laid a wreath never Prince Harry laid a wreath never Prince Harry laid a wreath never 
thinking about 1 million dead Women withthinking about 1 million dead Women withthinking about 1 million dead Women withthinking about 1 million dead Women with Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
Cancer... Cancer... Cancer... Cancer... 
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5555----11111111----13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with Prince13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with Prince13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with Prince13 Numb Nuts Dictator McCain with Prince
Harry at Arlington National Cemetery talking up Harry at Arlington National Cemetery talking up Harry at Arlington National Cemetery talking up Harry at Arlington National Cemetery talking up 
War Stories, McCain Shot downWar Stories, McCain Shot downWar Stories, McCain Shot downWar Stories, McCain Shot down over Hanoi... Harry  over Hanoi... Harry  over Hanoi... Harry  over Hanoi... Harry 
never shot down but for Vegas Women and Women never shot down but for Vegas Women and Women never shot down but for Vegas Women and Women never shot down but for Vegas Women and Women 
who will diewho will diewho will diewho will die in 2014 of Breast Cancer!  in 2014 of Breast Cancer!  in 2014 of Breast Cancer!  in 2014 of Breast Cancer! 

Aliens Aliens Aliens Aliens ---------------------------------------- When McCain was shot down overWhen McCain was shot down overWhen McCain was shot down overWhen McCain was shot down over
Hanoi****** Now Greg + Wives will Brainstorm 1 Hanoi****** Now Greg + Wives will Brainstorm 1 Hanoi****** Now Greg + Wives will Brainstorm 1 Hanoi****** Now Greg + Wives will Brainstorm 1 
invention to hear and or observeinvention to hear and or observeinvention to hear and or observeinvention to hear and or observe Aliens at the  Aliens at the  Aliens at the  Aliens at the 
Nearest Stars Nearest Stars Nearest Stars Nearest Stars ---- War we can't lose like McCain's War we can't lose like McCain's War we can't lose like McCain's War we can't lose like McCain's 
Vietnam! War OnVietnam! War OnVietnam! War OnVietnam! War On Cancer was lost by McCain will be  Cancer was lost by McCain will be  Cancer was lost by McCain will be  Cancer was lost by McCain will be 
lost for the next few decades by McCain,lost for the next few decades by McCain,lost for the next few decades by McCain,lost for the next few decades by McCain, Kerry,  Kerry,  Kerry,  Kerry, 
Carter and his wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst Carter and his wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst Carter and his wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst Carter and his wife... Bill + Melinda Gates and worst 
Paul McCartney +Paul McCartney +Paul McCartney +Paul McCartney + now Prince Harry$ and BP Oil...  now Prince Harry$ and BP Oil...  now Prince Harry$ and BP Oil...  now Prince Harry$ and BP Oil... 

Aliens are at every star in thisAliens are at every star in thisAliens are at every star in thisAliens are at every star in this picture... this is not  picture... this is not  picture... this is not  picture... this is not 
Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the 
Pentagon;Pentagon;Pentagon;Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan  killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan  killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan  killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan 
with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when thewith Drones for revenge from 9/11 when thewith Drones for revenge from 9/11 when thewith Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the
Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50K Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50K Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50K Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50K 
ElectricWindmillCars at the Start of DesertElectricWindmillCars at the Start of DesertElectricWindmillCars at the Start of DesertElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert Storm  Storm  Storm  Storm 
they were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the they were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the they were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the they were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the 
Generals could killGenerals could killGenerals could killGenerals could kill Muslims!  Muslims!  Muslims!  Muslims! 
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5555----11111111----13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr Susan Love 13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr Susan Love 13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr Susan Love 13 Dr Susan Love has leukemia, Dr Susan Love 
refusedrefusedrefusedrefused to gain control of Los Alamos, Greg + Wives  to gain control of Los Alamos, Greg + Wives  to gain control of Los Alamos, Greg + Wives  to gain control of Los Alamos, Greg + Wives 
to Brainstorm a Overnight Miracleto Brainstorm a Overnight Miracleto Brainstorm a Overnight Miracleto Brainstorm a Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast  Cure for Breast  Cure for Breast  Cure for Breast 
Cancer! Greg + Wives know $1 Trillion in IBM Cancer! Greg + Wives know $1 Trillion in IBM Cancer! Greg + Wives know $1 Trillion in IBM Cancer! Greg + Wives know $1 Trillion in IBM 
Supercomputers soldSupercomputers soldSupercomputers soldSupercomputers sold to Los Alamos since 1980 are  to Los Alamos since 1980 are  to Los Alamos since 1980 are  to Los Alamos since 1980 are 
required along with all the SWF's and or MWF's atrequired along with all the SWF's and or MWF's atrequired along with all the SWF's and or MWF's atrequired along with all the SWF's and or MWF's at
Los Alamos who will help rename their Manhattan Los Alamos who will help rename their Manhattan Los Alamos who will help rename their Manhattan Los Alamos who will help rename their Manhattan 
Project... the "New ManhattanProject... the "New ManhattanProject... the "New ManhattanProject... the "New Manhattan Project for the  Project for the  Project for the  Project for the 
Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer" lead by Dr Nancy 
Oppenheimer!Oppenheimer!Oppenheimer!Oppenheimer! And Greg will cheer on Dr Nancy  And Greg will cheer on Dr Nancy  And Greg will cheer on Dr Nancy  And Greg will cheer on Dr Nancy 
every morning! In a legal Polygamous Marriageevery morning! In a legal Polygamous Marriageevery morning! In a legal Polygamous Marriageevery morning! In a legal Polygamous Marriage
that brainstorms 24/7 for Race For The Cure! that brainstorms 24/7 for Race For The Cure! that brainstorms 24/7 for Race For The Cure! that brainstorms 24/7 for Race For The Cure! 

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday13 Happy Birthday13 Happy Birthday13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her  Dr Nancy Snyderman her  Dr Nancy Snyderman her  Dr Nancy Snyderman her 
book book book book ““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” was the inspiration for was the inspiration for was the inspiration for was the inspiration for 
thisthisthisthis Happy Birthday Rx intended for 15 Billion  Happy Birthday Rx intended for 15 Billion  Happy Birthday Rx intended for 15 Billion  Happy Birthday Rx intended for 15 Billion 
People on Earth! People on Earth! People on Earth! People on Earth! 

5555----7777----13 Happy13 Happy13 Happy13 Happy Birthday Realizations, Advice, Stories,  Birthday Realizations, Advice, Stories,  Birthday Realizations, Advice, Stories,  Birthday Realizations, Advice, Stories, 
Lecture, Necessary JourneysLecture, Necessary JourneysLecture, Necessary JourneysLecture, Necessary Journeys

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next 13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next 13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next 13 Happy Birthday Observing the Next 
Discovery, and Miracle CuresDiscovery, and Miracle CuresDiscovery, and Miracle CuresDiscovery, and Miracle Cures this Year  this Year  this Year  this Year 

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will 13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will 13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will 13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will 
Celebrate aCelebrate aCelebrate aCelebrate a Birthday With You  Birthday With You  Birthday With You  Birthday With You 

Aliens are at every star iAliens are at every star iAliens are at every star iAliens are at every star in this picture...n this picture...n this picture...n this picture... this is not  this is not  this is not  this is not 
Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the Top Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the 
Pentagon; killing 22Pentagon; killing 22Pentagon; killing 22Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan  1st graders in Afghanistan  1st graders in Afghanistan  1st graders in Afghanistan 
with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the with Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the 
PentagonPentagonPentagonPentagon buried not in Arlington 50K  buried not in Arlington 50K  buried not in Arlington 50K  buried not in Arlington 50K 
ElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert StormElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert StormElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert StormElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert Storm
they were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the they were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the they were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the they were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the 
Generals could kill Muslims!Generals could kill Muslims!Generals could kill Muslims!Generals could kill Muslims!
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Happy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test youHappy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test youHappy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test youHappy Birthday, Doctors Cause of Death... Test you
didndidndidndidn’’’’t Cheat On! You Passed! t Cheat On! You Passed! t Cheat On! You Passed! t Cheat On! You Passed! 

Happy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, YourHappy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, YourHappy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, YourHappy Birthday, Pondering Thoughts, Your Body is  Body is  Body is  Body is 
98% H2O Rx Memory Pill is worth Trillions 98% H2O Rx Memory Pill is worth Trillions 98% H2O Rx Memory Pill is worth Trillions 98% H2O Rx Memory Pill is worth Trillions 

Happy Birthday, YouHappy Birthday, YouHappy Birthday, YouHappy Birthday, You Ask Your Wife to Brainstorm  Ask Your Wife to Brainstorm  Ask Your Wife to Brainstorm  Ask Your Wife to Brainstorm 
with you how Gravity is Generated with you how Gravity is Generated with you how Gravity is Generated with you how Gravity is Generated 

HappyHappyHappyHappy Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Cheer you  Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Cheer you  Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Cheer you  Birthday, Your Cheerleader Wives Cheer you 
on to Save Women, From OJ Cloneson to Save Women, From OJ Cloneson to Save Women, From OJ Cloneson to Save Women, From OJ Clones

Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Mentioned in Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Mentioned in Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Mentioned in Happy Birthday, Los Alamos is Never Mentioned in 
the book the book the book the book ““““NecessaryNecessaryNecessaryNecessary Journeys Journeys Journeys Journeys””””

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, ““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” One is what is One is what is One is what is One is what is 
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the Nextthe Nextthe Nextthe Next City after Hiroshima and Nagasaki?  City after Hiroshima and Nagasaki?  City after Hiroshima and Nagasaki?  City after Hiroshima and Nagasaki? 

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, ““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” Sandy Sandy Sandy Sandy 
Beaches to read + write and now Sandy 1st Graders Beaches to read + write and now Sandy 1st Graders Beaches to read + write and now Sandy 1st Graders Beaches to read + write and now Sandy 1st Graders 
Shot Dead Shot Dead Shot Dead Shot Dead 

HappyHappyHappyHappy Birthday,  Birthday,  Birthday,  Birthday, ““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” GE GE GE GE –––– GMC GMC GMC GMC ––––
IBM IBM IBM IBM –––– Pfizer Pfizer Pfizer Pfizer –––– NobelNobelNobelNobel’’’’s Nitro, BP Oils Nitro, BP Oils Nitro, BP Oils Nitro, BP Oil

Happy Birthday, WiveHappy Birthday, WiveHappy Birthday, WiveHappy Birthday, Wive’’’’s Necessary Rx Perfumes, s Necessary Rx Perfumes, s Necessary Rx Perfumes, s Necessary Rx Perfumes, 
décolleté low cut belowdécolleté low cut belowdécolleté low cut belowdécolleté low cut below the Neck Line  the Neck Line  the Neck Line  the Neck Line 

Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with Happy Birthday, War on Cancer Was Lost with 
Vietnam, Iraq,Vietnam, Iraq,Vietnam, Iraq,Vietnam, Iraq, Afghan, Pakistan Afghan, Pakistan Afghan, Pakistan Afghan, Pakistan’’’’s CIA Payoffs! s CIA Payoffs! s CIA Payoffs! s CIA Payoffs! 

Happy Birthday, End to the War onHappy Birthday, End to the War onHappy Birthday, End to the War onHappy Birthday, End to the War on Cancer,  Cancer,  Cancer,  Cancer, 
Necessary Journey + Muslim Necessary Journey + Muslim Necessary Journey + Muslim Necessary Journey + Muslim ““““BostonBostonBostonBoston”””” Bombings Bombings Bombings Bombings 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, $100 and a New Car  $100 and a New Car  $100 and a New Car  $100 and a New Car –––– Mecca Now Mecca Now Mecca Now Mecca Now 
Had $177 Trillion from last Birthdays$Had $177 Trillion from last Birthdays$Had $177 Trillion from last Birthdays$Had $177 Trillion from last Birthdays$

Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, And Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, And Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, And Happy Birthday, Enormous Amount of Money, And 
Women CanWomen CanWomen CanWomen Can’’’’t own A Car!t own A Car!t own A Car!t own A Car!

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, ““““Prohibition LostProhibition LostProhibition LostProhibition Lost”””” “ “ “ “Life In Life In Life In Life In 
ParadiseParadiseParadiseParadise”””” in Key Westin Key Westin Key Westin Key West Carnival Breeze in Port  Carnival Breeze in Port  Carnival Breeze in Port  Carnival Breeze in Port 

Happy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask YourHappy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask YourHappy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask YourHappy Birthday, Happy Birthday, You Ask Your Wife  Wife  Wife  Wife 
to Brainstorm with you End To Violence Against to Brainstorm with you End To Violence Against to Brainstorm with you End To Violence Against to Brainstorm with you End To Violence Against 
Women! Women! Women! Women! 

HappyHappyHappyHappy Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Can  Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Can  Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Can  Birthday, Cheerleader Wives Chant We Can 
Inspire Your Brainstorming This Cure!Inspire Your Brainstorming This Cure!Inspire Your Brainstorming This Cure!Inspire Your Brainstorming This Cure!

Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and kissing Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and kissing Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and kissing Happy Birthday, Necessary Rx Perfumes and kissing 
décolleté Ear to Manydécolleté Ear to Manydécolleté Ear to Manydécolleté Ear to Many Wives Heartbeat  Wives Heartbeat  Wives Heartbeat  Wives Heartbeat 

Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Patients Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Patients Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Patients Happy Birthday, Horsing Around, Doctor Patients 
HomeworkHomeworkHomeworkHomework Life + Death on YouTube  Life + Death on YouTube  Life + Death on YouTube  Life + Death on YouTube 

Happy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with theHappy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with theHappy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with theHappy Birthday, Scam, Universe Started with the
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang –––– No! Matter NobelNo! Matter NobelNo! Matter NobelNo! Matter Nobel’’’’s Nitro! s Nitro! s Nitro! s Nitro! 

Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read ““““NecessaryNecessaryNecessaryNecessary Journeys Journeys Journeys Journeys”””” by Dr. by Dr. by Dr. by Dr. 
Nancy Snyderman Nancy Snyderman Nancy Snyderman Nancy Snyderman 

Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read Happy Birthday, Read ““““Before the BigBefore the BigBefore the BigBefore the Big Bang Bang Bang Bang””””
Edition written before 1990 Edition written before 1990 Edition written before 1990 Edition written before 1990 
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Happy Birthday, Learn Happy Birthday, Learn Happy Birthday, Learn Happy Birthday, Learn ““““Anatomy +Anatomy +Anatomy +Anatomy + Physiology Physiology Physiology Physiology””””

Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Invent Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Invent Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Invent Happy Birthday, eharmony.com A Day To Invent 
Something toSomething toSomething toSomething to Marry a Woman Doctor  Marry a Woman Doctor  Marry a Woman Doctor  Marry a Woman Doctor 

Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 1915Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 1915Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 1915Happy Birthday, Women, Wives, Shopping List 1915
Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 2013 are Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 2013 are Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 2013 are Greatgrandmothers endless Chores in 2013 are 
WomenWomenWomenWomen’’’’s Wives, list of 1,001s Wives, list of 1,001s Wives, list of 1,001s Wives, list of 1,001 Invention Projects in  Invention Projects in  Invention Projects in  Invention Projects in 
mind in reading thinking in random thoughts.... mind in reading thinking in random thoughts.... mind in reading thinking in random thoughts.... mind in reading thinking in random thoughts.... 
thinkingthinkingthinkingthinking of one  of one  of one  of one ““““EurekaEurekaEurekaEureka”””” –––– Match with a Invention Match with a Invention Match with a Invention Match with a Invention 
Project, or Discover for the WifeProject, or Discover for the WifeProject, or Discover for the WifeProject, or Discover for the Wife’’’’ssss Nobel.  Nobel.  Nobel.  Nobel. 

Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Martha Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Martha Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Martha Happy Birthday, Earnest Hemingway + Martha 
Gellhorn, she hadGellhorn, she hadGellhorn, she hadGellhorn, she had Murderous Thoughts, read her  Murderous Thoughts, read her  Murderous Thoughts, read her  Murderous Thoughts, read her 
book! book! book! book! ““““Travels with Myself and AnotherTravels with Myself and AnotherTravels with Myself and AnotherTravels with Myself and Another””””!!!!

Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to Happy Birthday, Letting Women Learn how to 
invent, with a Shopping Listinvent, with a Shopping Listinvent, with a Shopping Listinvent, with a Shopping List of 1,001 Invention  of 1,001 Invention  of 1,001 Invention  of 1,001 Invention 
Projects. Projects. Projects. Projects. 

Happy Birthday, Medical CorrespondentsHappy Birthday, Medical CorrespondentsHappy Birthday, Medical CorrespondentsHappy Birthday, Medical Correspondents rewrite  rewrite  rewrite  rewrite 
Today In History, To How Many Will Be Diagnosed Today In History, To How Many Will Be Diagnosed Today In History, To How Many Will Be Diagnosed Today In History, To How Many Will Be Diagnosed 
for this or thatfor this or thatfor this or thatfor this or that Today... Staggering Statistics!  Today... Staggering Statistics!  Today... Staggering Statistics!  Today... Staggering Statistics! 

Happy Birthday, Dogs at the BirthdayHappy Birthday, Dogs at the BirthdayHappy Birthday, Dogs at the BirthdayHappy Birthday, Dogs at the Birthday Party will bite  Party will bite  Party will bite  Party will bite 
a little girl in the face... worst case scenario but a little girl in the face... worst case scenario but a little girl in the face... worst case scenario but a little girl in the face... worst case scenario but 
statisticsstatisticsstatisticsstatistics should warn her Mother!  should warn her Mother!  should warn her Mother!  should warn her Mother! 

Happy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signalHappy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signalHappy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signalHappy Birthday, Monthly Bleeding can signal
Different Statistics you can learn from Life! Different Statistics you can learn from Life! Different Statistics you can learn from Life! Different Statistics you can learn from Life! 

Happy Birthday, AmbitionsHappy Birthday, AmbitionsHappy Birthday, AmbitionsHappy Birthday, Ambitions written out like a  written out like a  written out like a  written out like a 
Shopping List or 1,001 Invention Projects Shopping List or 1,001 Invention Projects Shopping List or 1,001 Invention Projects Shopping List or 1,001 Invention Projects 

HappyHappyHappyHappy Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from every  Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from every  Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from every  Birthday, Women Need Rescuing from every 
““““WomenWomenWomenWomen’’’’s Shelters Shelters Shelters Shelter”””” in every City andin every City andin every City andin every City and Town in the USA  Town in the USA  Town in the USA  Town in the USA 

Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Living Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Living Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Living Happy Birthday, Women Need Dash Cams + Living 
Room CamsRoom CamsRoom CamsRoom Cams and Big Brother Watching Out For Her!  and Big Brother Watching Out For Her!  and Big Brother Watching Out For Her!  and Big Brother Watching Out For Her! 

Happy Birthday, 2013 Big BrotherHappy Birthday, 2013 Big BrotherHappy Birthday, 2013 Big BrotherHappy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Watching, But  is Watching, But  is Watching, But  is Watching, But 
Not Watching Out For You! Not Watching Out For You! Not Watching Out For You! Not Watching Out For You! 

Happy Birthday, 2013 MedicalHappy Birthday, 2013 MedicalHappy Birthday, 2013 MedicalHappy Birthday, 2013 Medical School is Free if you  School is Free if you  School is Free if you  School is Free if you 
are a Muslim in Mecca$ are a Muslim in Mecca$ are a Muslim in Mecca$ are a Muslim in Mecca$ 

Happy Birthday, 2013 BigHappy Birthday, 2013 BigHappy Birthday, 2013 BigHappy Birthday, 2013 Big Brother is Watching, But  Brother is Watching, But  Brother is Watching, But  Brother is Watching, But 
Not Watching Out For You! Not Watching Out For You! Not Watching Out For You! Not Watching Out For You! 
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Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes can Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes can Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes can Lesley Stahl + 60 Minutes can’’’’t t t t 
““““TouchTouchTouchTouch”””” Greg + Wives Brainstorming!Greg + Wives Brainstorming!Greg + Wives Brainstorming!Greg + Wives Brainstorming!

Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to the Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to the Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to the Happy Birthday, Lesley Stahl will be invited to the 
Wedding if the DrWedding if the DrWedding if the DrWedding if the Dr Says yes Greg!  Says yes Greg!  Says yes Greg!  Says yes Greg! 

Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, Happy Birthday, Lesley reporting from Mecca, 
Muslim MenMuslim MenMuslim MenMuslim Men’’’’ssss Heaven is written in the Koran  Heaven is written in the Koran  Heaven is written in the Koran  Heaven is written in the Koran 

Happy Birthday, Hell has to be the nameHappy Birthday, Hell has to be the nameHappy Birthday, Hell has to be the nameHappy Birthday, Hell has to be the name of a  of a  of a  of a 
Galaxy, seeing there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! Galaxy, seeing there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! Galaxy, seeing there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! Galaxy, seeing there are 1 Trillion Galaxies! 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, ““““Before The Big BangBefore The Big BangBefore The Big BangBefore The Big Bang”””” will be the will be the will be the will be the 
Discovery of 2013 Discovery of 2013 Discovery of 2013 Discovery of 2013 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Crisis of 40K dead from Breast  Crisis of 40K dead from Breast  Crisis of 40K dead from Breast  Crisis of 40K dead from Breast 
Cancer in 2013 Cancer in 2013 Cancer in 2013 Cancer in 2013 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Opportunity Insist that your MD  Opportunity Insist that your MD  Opportunity Insist that your MD  Opportunity Insist that your MD 
Wives Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 2014Wives Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 2014Wives Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 2014Wives Brainstorm 24/7 every day before 2014
Statistics start the deadly count to 40k dead women Statistics start the deadly count to 40k dead women Statistics start the deadly count to 40k dead women Statistics start the deadly count to 40k dead women 
from Breast Cancerfrom Breast Cancerfrom Breast Cancerfrom Breast Cancer

Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... gift has Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... gift has Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... gift has Happy Birthday, Gift Card To Your Dentists... gift has 
to be from yourto be from yourto be from yourto be from your Husband or Wife, grin!  Husband or Wife, grin!  Husband or Wife, grin!  Husband or Wife, grin! 

Happy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in theHappy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in theHappy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in theHappy Birthday, Gift of 1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans  Oceans  Oceans  Oceans 
waits for Big Brother to Feed the Fish waits for Big Brother to Feed the Fish waits for Big Brother to Feed the Fish waits for Big Brother to Feed the Fish 

Happy Birthday, HemingwayHappy Birthday, HemingwayHappy Birthday, HemingwayHappy Birthday, Hemingway Beach in Key West +  Beach in Key West +  Beach in Key West +  Beach in Key West + 
Futuristic Invention Packed Hemingway Writing Futuristic Invention Packed Hemingway Writing Futuristic Invention Packed Hemingway Writing Futuristic Invention Packed Hemingway Writing 
Classes waitsClasses waitsClasses waitsClasses waits for Big Brother to  for Big Brother to  for Big Brother to  for Big Brother to ““““Sober UpSober UpSober UpSober Up”””” and stop and stop and stop and stop 
killing 1st Graders with Drones!killing 1st Graders with Drones!killing 1st Graders with Drones!killing 1st Graders with Drones!

Happy Birthday, WomenHappy Birthday, WomenHappy Birthday, WomenHappy Birthday, Women’’’’s Revolution that lets s Revolution that lets s Revolution that lets s Revolution that lets 
Women Drink and Drive...Women Drink and Drive...Women Drink and Drive...Women Drink and Drive...

Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Women will Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Women will Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Women will Happy Birthday, In Mecca not a Single Women will 
Every Drive a Car,Every Drive a Car,Every Drive a Car,Every Drive a Car, Gasoline or ElectricWindmillCar!  Gasoline or ElectricWindmillCar!  Gasoline or ElectricWindmillCar!  Gasoline or ElectricWindmillCar! 

Happy Birthday, Prohibition that couldHappy Birthday, Prohibition that couldHappy Birthday, Prohibition that couldHappy Birthday, Prohibition that could work in  work in  work in  work in 
2013 is 2013 is 2013 is 2013 is ““““ProhibitionProhibitionProhibitionProhibition”””” From Driving Drunk From Driving Drunk From Driving Drunk From Driving Drunk 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Marriage Posing a Quandary  Marriage Posing a Quandary  Marriage Posing a Quandary  Marriage Posing a Quandary ––––
Polygamous Marriage to Brainstorm 24/7Polygamous Marriage to Brainstorm 24/7Polygamous Marriage to Brainstorm 24/7Polygamous Marriage to Brainstorm 24/7

Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let Happy Birthday, Prenuptial agreement to Let 
Ourselves Learn How ToOurselves Learn How ToOurselves Learn How ToOurselves Learn How To Invent Miracle Cures and  Invent Miracle Cures and  Invent Miracle Cures and  Invent Miracle Cures and 
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Discoveries that Change the World... Win A Nobel Discoveries that Change the World... Win A Nobel Discoveries that Change the World... Win A Nobel Discoveries that Change the World... Win A Nobel 
HardHardHardHard Hat is Black Humor From Big Brother!  Hat is Black Humor From Big Brother!  Hat is Black Humor From Big Brother!  Hat is Black Humor From Big Brother! 

Happy Birthday, Germ Carriers, atHappy Birthday, Germ Carriers, atHappy Birthday, Germ Carriers, atHappy Birthday, Germ Carriers, at Publix Grocery  Publix Grocery  Publix Grocery  Publix Grocery 
Store + in the Hospital Waiting Rooms Store + in the Hospital Waiting Rooms Store + in the Hospital Waiting Rooms Store + in the Hospital Waiting Rooms 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, Statistics on the Rape of women  Statistics on the Rape of women  Statistics on the Rape of women  Statistics on the Rape of women 
who will become Doctors, You have to read herwho will become Doctors, You have to read herwho will become Doctors, You have to read herwho will become Doctors, You have to read her
book... book... book... book... ““““Necessary Journeys!Necessary Journeys!Necessary Journeys!Necessary Journeys!””””

Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.Happy Birthday, Last Page of the Dr.’’’’ssss Book She  Book She  Book She  Book She 
write we must get Affordable Health Insurance and write we must get Affordable Health Insurance and write we must get Affordable Health Insurance and write we must get Affordable Health Insurance and 
Hospital Cost. MeccaHospital Cost. MeccaHospital Cost. MeccaHospital Cost. Mecca has free Medical Schools World  has free Medical Schools World  has free Medical Schools World  has free Medical Schools World 
Wide from the Worst Holocaust Wide from the Worst Holocaust Wide from the Worst Holocaust Wide from the Worst Holocaust –––– 390 Million390 Million390 Million390 Million People  People  People  People 
have died since the 1980 Invention of the have died since the 1980 Invention of the have died since the 1980 Invention of the have died since the 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar...ElectricWindmillCar...ElectricWindmillCar...ElectricWindmillCar...

Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Peking, 20 Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Peking, 20 Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Peking, 20 Happy Birthday, Fog, is Smog in Beijing Peking, 20 
million 200 millionmillion 200 millionmillion 200 millionmillion 200 million when Earth when Earth when Earth when Earth’’’’s Population s Population s Population s Population 
Reaches 15 Billion... Reaches 15 Billion... Reaches 15 Billion... Reaches 15 Billion... 

Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday,Happy Birthday, http://www.medgadget.com/  http://www.medgadget.com/  http://www.medgadget.com/  http://www.medgadget.com/ 
Surgerygadget spin offs, And Yes We Need NASA Surgerygadget spin offs, And Yes We Need NASA Surgerygadget spin offs, And Yes We Need NASA Surgerygadget spin offs, And Yes We Need NASA 
SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace Suits for everyone in the Hospital  Suits for everyone in the Hospital  Suits for everyone in the Hospital  Suits for everyone in the Hospital 

Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970Happy Birthday, Fleet of 970 Helicopter Combines  Helicopter Combines  Helicopter Combines  Helicopter Combines 
will Feed 15 Billion with the will Feed 15 Billion with the will Feed 15 Billion with the will Feed 15 Billion with the ““““TinTinTinTin”””” can reinvented, can reinvented, can reinvented, can reinvented, 
alongalongalongalong with 1,001 preservative Inventions!  with 1,001 preservative Inventions!  with 1,001 preservative Inventions!  with 1,001 preservative Inventions! 

Happy Birthday, Numb Nuts DictatorsHappy Birthday, Numb Nuts DictatorsHappy Birthday, Numb Nuts DictatorsHappy Birthday, Numb Nuts Dictators Have  Have  Have  Have 
BirthdayBirthdayBirthdayBirthday’’’’s Too s Too s Too s Too 

Happy Birthday, Mad Dog JewHappy Birthday, Mad Dog JewHappy Birthday, Mad Dog JewHappy Birthday, Mad Dog Jew’’’’s Showing Their s Showing Their s Showing Their s Showing Their 
Teeth,Teeth,Teeth,Teeth, When 3 Billion People Need Dentures and $7  When 3 Billion People Need Dentures and $7  When 3 Billion People Need Dentures and $7  When 3 Billion People Need Dentures and $7 
Trillion in Dental Work Bankrupt theTrillion in Dental Work Bankrupt theTrillion in Dental Work Bankrupt theTrillion in Dental Work Bankrupt the Jews Bombing  Jews Bombing  Jews Bombing  Jews Bombing 
Syria the Last 3 Nights! Syria the Last 3 Nights! Syria the Last 3 Nights! Syria the Last 3 Nights! 

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday, soon 1513 Happy Birthday, soon 1513 Happy Birthday, soon 1513 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will  Billion People will  Billion People will  Billion People will 
Celebrate a Birthday With You Celebrate a Birthday With You Celebrate a Birthday With You Celebrate a Birthday With You 

5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday,13 Happy Birthday,13 Happy Birthday,13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will  soon 15 Billion People will  soon 15 Billion People will  soon 15 Billion People will 
Celebrate a Birthday With You Celebrate a Birthday With You Celebrate a Birthday With You Celebrate a Birthday With You 

5555----7777----13 Happy13 Happy13 Happy13 Happy Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will  Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will  Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will  Birthday, soon 15 Billion People will 
Celebrate a Birthday With You, All will beCelebrate a Birthday With You, All will beCelebrate a Birthday With You, All will beCelebrate a Birthday With You, All will be in Perfect  in Perfect  in Perfect  in Perfect 
Health and have a Beautify Sexy White Teeth to Health and have a Beautify Sexy White Teeth to Health and have a Beautify Sexy White Teeth to Health and have a Beautify Sexy White Teeth to 
Smile + Flirt!Smile + Flirt!Smile + Flirt!Smile + Flirt!
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5555----7777----13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her 13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her 13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her 13 Happy Birthday Dr Nancy Snyderman her 
bookbookbookbook ““““Necessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary JourneysNecessary Journeys”””” was the inspiration for was the inspiration for was the inspiration for was the inspiration for 
this Happy Birthday Rx intended forthis Happy Birthday Rx intended forthis Happy Birthday Rx intended forthis Happy Birthday Rx intended for 15 Billion  15 Billion  15 Billion  15 Billion 
People on Earth! People on Earth! People on Earth! People on Earth! 

I write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory PierI write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory PierI write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory PierI write 1 page Handwritten at Mallory Pier with the  with the  with the  with the 
Carnival Ship Breeze Docked then type up the 1st Carnival Ship Breeze Docked then type up the 1st Carnival Ship Breeze Docked then type up the 1st Carnival Ship Breeze Docked then type up the 1st 
draft. When I get adraft. When I get adraft. When I get adraft. When I get a few wives we will edit this Happy  few wives we will edit this Happy  few wives we will edit this Happy  few wives we will edit this Happy 
Birthday Card to 15 Billion People. TimeBirthday Card to 15 Billion People. TimeBirthday Card to 15 Billion People. TimeBirthday Card to 15 Billion People. Time Capsule  Capsule  Capsule  Capsule 
Card. Card. Card. Card. 
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Send cash or check to..... GregSend cash or check to..... GregSend cash or check to..... GregSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key  Buell PO Box 214 Key  Buell PO Box 214 Key  Buell PO Box 214 Key 
West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic Link to the classic Link to the classic Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I2 I2 I2 I edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is 
fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

WolfWolfWolfWolf 359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years Ross 128 10.8 light years 

AliensAliensAliensAliens are at every star in this picture... this is not  are at every star in this picture... this is not  are at every star in this picture... this is not  are at every star in this picture... this is not 
Top Secret or Classified justTop Secret or Classified justTop Secret or Classified justTop Secret or Classified just Off Limits by the  Off Limits by the  Off Limits by the  Off Limits by the 
Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan Pentagon; killing 22 1st graders in Afghanistan 
with Droneswith Droneswith Droneswith Drones for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the  for revenge from 9/11 when the 
Pentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50KPentagon buried not in Arlington 50K
ElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert Storm ElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert Storm ElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert Storm ElectricWindmillCars at the Start of Desert Storm 
they were buried in the Newthey were buried in the Newthey were buried in the Newthey were buried in the New Mexico desert! So the  Mexico desert! So the  Mexico desert! So the  Mexico desert! So the 
Generals could kill Muslims! Generals could kill Muslims! Generals could kill Muslims! Generals could kill Muslims! 
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New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * CLICK HERE * * CLICK HERE * * CLICK HERE * * 
* * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST 
VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key
West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 
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NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic Link to the classic Link to the classic Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I2 I2 I2 I edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is 
fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...

5555----3333----13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised13 9/11 Star with Aliens, raised to 1,776 to 1,776 to 1,776 to 1,776’’’’ of NYC's of NYC's of NYC's of NYC's 
Freedom Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 Holocaust via Freedom Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 Holocaust via Freedom Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 Holocaust via Freedom Tower Today!! 1980 to 2013 Holocaust via 
Oil... EraOil... EraOil... EraOil... Era of greed for $177 Trillion in oil revenues  of greed for $177 Trillion in oil revenues  of greed for $177 Trillion in oil revenues  of greed for $177 Trillion in oil revenues 
won out over the 1980won out over the 1980won out over the 1980won out over the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
Invention! It crashed and burned when BP Oil Men Invention! It crashed and burned when BP Oil Men Invention! It crashed and burned when BP Oil Men Invention! It crashed and burned when BP Oil Men 
tossedtossedtossedtossed Gasoline Bombs from the LA freeways overpass!  Gasoline Bombs from the LA freeways overpass!  Gasoline Bombs from the LA freeways overpass!  Gasoline Bombs from the LA freeways overpass! 
NASA has Top Secret clearance!NASA has Top Secret clearance!NASA has Top Secret clearance!NASA has Top Secret clearance! "Newborn Aliens" 4  "Newborn Aliens" 4  "Newborn Aliens" 4  "Newborn Aliens" 4 
light years from Earth were abandoned by NASA for light years from Earth were abandoned by NASA for light years from Earth were abandoned by NASA for light years from Earth were abandoned by NASA for 
$177$177$177$177 Trillion in BP Oil bribes and gov. perks! Road  Trillion in BP Oil bribes and gov. perks! Road  Trillion in BP Oil bribes and gov. perks! Road  Trillion in BP Oil bribes and gov. perks! Road 
Rage "Crash + Burn" screaming atRage "Crash + Burn" screaming atRage "Crash + Burn" screaming atRage "Crash + Burn" screaming at Greg over a  Greg over a  Greg over a  Greg over a 
"Pencil" Illegal Aliens always refuse the free "Pencil" Illegal Aliens always refuse the free "Pencil" Illegal Aliens always refuse the free "Pencil" Illegal Aliens always refuse the free 
vaccination in thevaccination in thevaccination in thevaccination in the USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion  USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion  USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion  USA when Mexico's $177 Trillion 
was spent by the highest "Class", on the "Upperwas spent by the highest "Class", on the "Upperwas spent by the highest "Class", on the "Upperwas spent by the highest "Class", on the "Upper Class"  Class"  Class"  Class" 
only! Bush used his share of the $177 Trillion to kill only! Bush used his share of the $177 Trillion to kill only! Bush used his share of the $177 Trillion to kill only! Bush used his share of the $177 Trillion to kill 
22 1st graders via22 1st graders via22 1st graders via22 1st graders via MIT designed Drones, French  MIT designed Drones, French  MIT designed Drones, French  MIT designed Drones, French 
"Total""Total""Total""Total" is The French Owned Oil Company!$ is The French Owned Oil Company!$ is The French Owned Oil Company!$ is The French Owned Oil Company!$
Untouchable New French Revolution! Untouchable New French Revolution! Untouchable New French Revolution! Untouchable New French Revolution! 
"Untouchables" New England Journal of"Untouchables" New England Journal of"Untouchables" New England Journal of"Untouchables" New England Journal of Medicine  Medicine  Medicine  Medicine 
refuses to publish links to help you get started invent refuses to publish links to help you get started invent refuses to publish links to help you get started invent refuses to publish links to help you get started invent 
a cure all +a cure all +a cure all +a cure all + Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and no  Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and no  Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and no  Leprosy! 1,001 other diseases and no 
links at NEJM. NY Times article Today onlinks at NEJM. NY Times article Today onlinks at NEJM. NY Times article Today onlinks at NEJM. NY Times article Today on tracking  tracking  tracking  tracking 
down several types of cancer's DNA... MD said this down several types of cancer's DNA... MD said this down several types of cancer's DNA... MD said this down several types of cancer's DNA... MD said this 
will be used 200will be used 200will be used 200will be used 200 years from Today! This MD must  years from Today! This MD must  years from Today! This MD must  years from Today! This MD must 
know our Numb Nuts Dictators, McCain, Kerry,know our Numb Nuts Dictators, McCain, Kerry,know our Numb Nuts Dictators, McCain, Kerry,know our Numb Nuts Dictators, McCain, Kerry,
Kennedy, Hillary will be successful in stifling a Rx Kennedy, Hillary will be successful in stifling a Rx Kennedy, Hillary will be successful in stifling a Rx Kennedy, Hillary will be successful in stifling a Rx 
Overnight Miracle cure forOvernight Miracle cure forOvernight Miracle cure forOvernight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer for the  Breast Cancer for the  Breast Cancer for the  Breast Cancer for the 
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next 200 years. Greg + Wives can brainstorm a next 200 years. Greg + Wives can brainstorm a next 200 years. Greg + Wives can brainstorm a next 200 years. Greg + Wives can brainstorm a 
MiracleMiracleMiracleMiracle Breast Cancer cure 24/7 for the 40K women  Breast Cancer cure 24/7 for the 40K women  Breast Cancer cure 24/7 for the 40K women  Breast Cancer cure 24/7 for the 40K women 
who will die in 2014 as we will getwho will die in 2014 as we will getwho will die in 2014 as we will getwho will die in 2014 as we will get the cure for  the cure for  the cure for  the cure for 
Breast Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be Breast Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be Breast Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be Breast Cancer by Christmas Day 2013... Jews will be 
Mad as Hell tooMad as Hell tooMad as Hell tooMad as Hell too as Greg + Wives are on their Target  as Greg + Wives are on their Target  as Greg + Wives are on their Target  as Greg + Wives are on their Target 
List to Assassinate if the USA ever givesList to Assassinate if the USA ever givesList to Assassinate if the USA ever givesList to Assassinate if the USA ever gives them the  them the  them the  them the 
"Green" light. Mad Dog Jew's showing their teeth "Green" light. Mad Dog Jew's showing their teeth "Green" light. Mad Dog Jew's showing their teeth "Green" light. Mad Dog Jew's showing their teeth 
when 3 billion peoplewhen 3 billion peoplewhen 3 billion peoplewhen 3 billion people need free Dentures and 7  need free Dentures and 7  need free Dentures and 7  need free Dentures and 7 
trillion dollars worth of dental work. "Red" light oftrillion dollars worth of dental work. "Red" light oftrillion dollars worth of dental work. "Red" light oftrillion dollars worth of dental work. "Red" light of
Obama is Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record Obama is Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record Obama is Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record Obama is Chemical Warfare... Pentagon will record 
all video and audio of ourall video and audio of ourall video and audio of ourall video and audio of our 24/7 brainstorming as if  24/7 brainstorming as if  24/7 brainstorming as if  24/7 brainstorming as if 
we get close to a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb we get close to a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb we get close to a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb we get close to a Lobotomy Gas A Bomb ---- Greg will  Greg will  Greg will  Greg will 
getgetgetget 72 wives in Heaven if you believe the Muslims!  72 wives in Heaven if you believe the Muslims!  72 wives in Heaven if you believe the Muslims!  72 wives in Heaven if you believe the Muslims! 
Humor was on "Today" Show ObamaHumor was on "Today" Show ObamaHumor was on "Today" Show ObamaHumor was on "Today" Show Obama joke he was a  joke he was a  joke he was a  joke he was a 
Muslim Socialists at a China dinner. Chinese Muslim Socialists at a China dinner. Chinese Muslim Socialists at a China dinner. Chinese Muslim Socialists at a China dinner. Chinese 
women interview saywomen interview saywomen interview saywomen interview say Humor is OK... I will show these  Humor is OK... I will show these  Humor is OK... I will show these  Humor is OK... I will show these 
2 Chinese women Officer Jason with wife and2 Chinese women Officer Jason with wife and2 Chinese women Officer Jason with wife and2 Chinese women Officer Jason with wife and
daughter! daughter! daughter! daughter! 

CopCopCopCop burned in a  burned in a  burned in a  burned in a 

fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York 
Times! Times! Times! Times! 

IIII will show these 2 Chinese women Officer Jason with  will show these 2 Chinese women Officer Jason with  will show these 2 Chinese women Officer Jason with  will show these 2 Chinese women Officer Jason with 
wife and daughter, look atwife and daughter, look atwife and daughter, look atwife and daughter, look at his burnt face from  his burnt face from  his burnt face from  his burnt face from 
being rearended, bursting his cop car in flames. being rearended, bursting his cop car in flames. being rearended, bursting his cop car in flames. being rearended, bursting his cop car in flames. 
MIT copMIT copMIT copMIT cop shot by the Russian Boston Marathon  shot by the Russian Boston Marathon  shot by the Russian Boston Marathon  shot by the Russian Boston Marathon 
Bombers made Headlines in the NY Times,Bombers made Headlines in the NY Times,Bombers made Headlines in the NY Times,Bombers made Headlines in the NY Times, Officer  Officer  Officer  Officer 
Jason with wife and baby, his burnt face will not be Jason with wife and baby, his burnt face will not be Jason with wife and baby, his burnt face will not be Jason with wife and baby, his burnt face will not be 
on the front pageon the front pageon the front pageon the front page of the New York Times until the  of the New York Times until the  of the New York Times until the  of the New York Times until the 
New French Revolution is successful! New French Revolution is successful! New French Revolution is successful! New French Revolution is successful! 
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5555----3333----13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped by 13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped by 13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped by 13 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was scraped by 
Jimmy Carter,Jimmy Carter,Jimmy Carter,Jimmy Carter, wife Roslyn and all the Kennedy Men  wife Roslyn and all the Kennedy Men  wife Roslyn and all the Kennedy Men  wife Roslyn and all the Kennedy Men 
are the Numb Nuts Dictators + more Worldare the Numb Nuts Dictators + more Worldare the Numb Nuts Dictators + more Worldare the Numb Nuts Dictators + more World Wide!!  Wide!!  Wide!!  Wide!! 
Tallest + Richest $177 Trillion "Men" in the World Tallest + Richest $177 Trillion "Men" in the World Tallest + Richest $177 Trillion "Men" in the World Tallest + Richest $177 Trillion "Men" in the World 
are Muslims Men inare Muslims Men inare Muslims Men inare Muslims Men in (UAE) United Arab Emirates,  (UAE) United Arab Emirates,  (UAE) United Arab Emirates,  (UAE) United Arab Emirates, 
they have the tallest building, built bythey have the tallest building, built bythey have the tallest building, built bythey have the tallest building, built by
Frenchmen.... no New French Revolution... Burj Frenchmen.... no New French Revolution... Burj Frenchmen.... no New French Revolution... Burj Frenchmen.... no New French Revolution... Burj 
Khalifa is the tallest buildingKhalifa is the tallest buildingKhalifa is the tallest buildingKhalifa is the tallest building in the world, and the  in the world, and the  in the world, and the  in the world, and the 
magnificent centerpiece of Downtown Dubai, magnificent centerpiece of Downtown Dubai, magnificent centerpiece of Downtown Dubai, magnificent centerpiece of Downtown Dubai, 
Muslim own andMuslim own andMuslim own andMuslim own and paid by $4 gasoline sold by Jews +  paid by $4 gasoline sold by Jews +  paid by $4 gasoline sold by Jews +  paid by $4 gasoline sold by Jews + 
Christians... CIA is behind the stories theChristians... CIA is behind the stories theChristians... CIA is behind the stories theChristians... CIA is behind the stories the Christian  Christian  Christian  Christian 
Science Monitor Newspaper writes!! ABC Disney Science Monitor Newspaper writes!! ABC Disney Science Monitor Newspaper writes!! ABC Disney Science Monitor Newspaper writes!! ABC Disney 
Owned and ABC NightlyOwned and ABC NightlyOwned and ABC NightlyOwned and ABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer,  News with Diane Sawyer,  News with Diane Sawyer,  News with Diane Sawyer, 
you can see the torture in her face... gasoline you can see the torture in her face... gasoline you can see the torture in her face... gasoline you can see the torture in her face... gasoline 
exhaustexhaustexhaustexhaust pollution of childhood cancers she has to  pollution of childhood cancers she has to  pollution of childhood cancers she has to  pollution of childhood cancers she has to 
report they are caused by genetics!!!report they are caused by genetics!!!report they are caused by genetics!!!report they are caused by genetics!!! They are  They are  They are  They are 
caused by gasoline exhaust pollution is the truth caused by gasoline exhaust pollution is the truth caused by gasoline exhaust pollution is the truth caused by gasoline exhaust pollution is the truth 
and 84% believeand 84% believeand 84% believeand 84% believe this!!  this!!  this!!  this!! 

5555----3333----13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's 13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's 13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's 13 Greg + Wives are still Invention POW's ---- POW  POW  POW  POW 
McCain madeMcCain madeMcCain madeMcCain made this Top Secret Classified as he wants  this Top Secret Classified as he wants  this Top Secret Classified as he wants  this Top Secret Classified as he wants 
his revenge from Vietnam Era in his andhis revenge from Vietnam Era in his andhis revenge from Vietnam Era in his andhis revenge from Vietnam Era in his and Kerry's  Kerry's  Kerry's  Kerry's 
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Gasoline Holocaust Era without the public knowing Gasoline Holocaust Era without the public knowing Gasoline Holocaust Era without the public knowing Gasoline Holocaust Era without the public knowing 
who the Mastermindswho the Mastermindswho the Mastermindswho the Masterminds are who stifle 24/7  are who stifle 24/7  are who stifle 24/7  are who stifle 24/7 
brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different cancers, brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different cancers, brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different cancers, brainstorming the cure for 1,001 different cancers, 
mostmostmostmost caused via red meat, lunch meat, alcohol,  caused via red meat, lunch meat, alcohol,  caused via red meat, lunch meat, alcohol,  caused via red meat, lunch meat, alcohol, 
and of course gasoline exhaustand of course gasoline exhaustand of course gasoline exhaustand of course gasoline exhaust pollution!! 1,610  pollution!! 1,610  pollution!! 1,610  pollution!! 1,610 
Teachers changed failing grades to passing... same Teachers changed failing grades to passing... same Teachers changed failing grades to passing... same Teachers changed failing grades to passing... same 
thing isthing isthing isthing is going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators  going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators  going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators  going on now with Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked withWorld Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked withWorld Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked withWorld Wide. Mecca needs to be Nuked with the  the  the  the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million Americans ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million Americans ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million Americans ElectricWindmillCar Era. 400 Million Americans 
have been screwed out of freehave been screwed out of freehave been screwed out of freehave been screwed out of free medical care, free  medical care, free  medical care, free  medical care, free 
and mandatory University for HS kids, and HS kids and mandatory University for HS kids, and HS kids and mandatory University for HS kids, and HS kids and mandatory University for HS kids, and HS kids 
werewerewerewere cheated out of Cadavers and learning how to  cheated out of Cadavers and learning how to  cheated out of Cadavers and learning how to  cheated out of Cadavers and learning how to 
spell and pronounce all Medicalspell and pronounce all Medicalspell and pronounce all Medicalspell and pronounce all Medical Terms, names of  Terms, names of  Terms, names of  Terms, names of 
all the disease and surgery operations! Bill and all the disease and surgery operations! Bill and all the disease and surgery operations! Bill and all the disease and surgery operations! Bill and 
Melinda GatesMelinda GatesMelinda GatesMelinda Gates are just 2 of the Gasoline Holocaust  are just 2 of the Gasoline Holocaust  are just 2 of the Gasoline Holocaust  are just 2 of the Gasoline Holocaust 
Masterminds, Hillary and Bill Clinton are 2Masterminds, Hillary and Bill Clinton are 2Masterminds, Hillary and Bill Clinton are 2Masterminds, Hillary and Bill Clinton are 2 more!!  more!!  more!!  more!! 
These 4 with McCain + Kerry will let 100 American These 4 with McCain + Kerry will let 100 American These 4 with McCain + Kerry will let 100 American These 4 with McCain + Kerry will let 100 American 
Kids die a torturousKids die a torturousKids die a torturousKids die a torturous death left in death left in death left in death left in a Hot Car in the  a Hot Car in the  a Hot Car in the  a Hot Car in the 
Summer of 2013 Summer of 2013 Summer of 2013 Summer of 2013 ---- CIA and FBI will document this! CIA and FBI will document this! CIA and FBI will document this! CIA and FBI will document this!
Another 40K American Women will die a torturous Another 40K American Women will die a torturous Another 40K American Women will die a torturous Another 40K American Women will die a torturous 
death from breast cancer in 2013death from breast cancer in 2013death from breast cancer in 2013death from breast cancer in 2013 hidden from the  hidden from the  hidden from the  hidden from the 
front page of the New York Times along with all the front page of the New York Times along with all the front page of the New York Times along with all the front page of the New York Times along with all the 
OfficerOfficerOfficerOfficer Jason's burned and burned to death in fiery  Jason's burned and burned to death in fiery  Jason's burned and burned to death in fiery  Jason's burned and burned to death in fiery 
LA Wrecks Letterman and Leno driveLA Wrecks Letterman and Leno driveLA Wrecks Letterman and Leno driveLA Wrecks Letterman and Leno drive by without  by without  by without  by without 
stopping to help as they got BP Oil money perks$ stopping to help as they got BP Oil money perks$ stopping to help as they got BP Oil money perks$ stopping to help as they got BP Oil money perks$ 

UnitedUnitedUnitedUnited Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177  Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177  Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177  Arab Emirates free Health Care, $177 
Trillion in oil revenues bought Organs forTrillion in oil revenues bought Organs forTrillion in oil revenues bought Organs forTrillion in oil revenues bought Organs for Organ  Organ  Organ  Organ 
Transplants and Bush was the Pimp, Yes Sex slaves Transplants and Bush was the Pimp, Yes Sex slaves Transplants and Bush was the Pimp, Yes Sex slaves Transplants and Bush was the Pimp, Yes Sex slaves 
are abused and killed inare abused and killed inare abused and killed inare abused and killed in this Holocaust Era of  this Holocaust Era of  this Holocaust Era of  this Holocaust Era of 
Gasoline suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of Gasoline suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of Gasoline suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of Gasoline suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of 
1,0011,0011,0011,001 inventions and discoveries, Gravity  inventions and discoveries, Gravity  inventions and discoveries, Gravity  inventions and discoveries, Gravity 
Generation and Aliens at the Nearest StarsGeneration and Aliens at the Nearest StarsGeneration and Aliens at the Nearest StarsGeneration and Aliens at the Nearest Stars was  was  was  was 
never built by Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary this was never built by Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary this was never built by Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary this was never built by Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary this was 
is a "War Crime" "Crimeis a "War Crime" "Crimeis a "War Crime" "Crimeis a "War Crime" "Crime Against Humanity" "Crime  Against Humanity" "Crime  Against Humanity" "Crime  Against Humanity" "Crime 
Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in Key West Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in Key West Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in Key West Against the Universe" Paradise Lost in Key West 
TodayTodayTodayToday is the Yale Key West Medical School built on  is the Yale Key West Medical School built on  is the Yale Key West Medical School built on  is the Yale Key West Medical School built on 
Eiffel Tower Structures!!Eiffel Tower Structures!!Eiffel Tower Structures!!Eiffel Tower Structures!!
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Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators Failed Humanity because of Numb Nuts Dictators 
World Wide areWorld Wide areWorld Wide areWorld Wide are alcoholics, drunk on $177 Trillion  alcoholics, drunk on $177 Trillion  alcoholics, drunk on $177 Trillion  alcoholics, drunk on $177 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues!$ in Oil Revenues!$ in Oil Revenues!$ in Oil Revenues!$ 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * * 
* * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST 
VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w
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4444----24242424----13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Library13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Library13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Library13 FBI, CIA + George Bush Presidential Library
and Museum Grand Opening TODAY! CIA, FBI and Museum Grand Opening TODAY! CIA, FBI and Museum Grand Opening TODAY! CIA, FBI and Museum Grand Opening TODAY! CIA, FBI 
analysis is... Grand Opening Shouldanalysis is... Grand Opening Shouldanalysis is... Grand Opening Shouldanalysis is... Grand Opening Should Have Been for a  Have Been for a  Have Been for a  Have Been for a 
"Presidential Medical School... "Yale (Key West) "Presidential Medical School... "Yale (Key West) "Presidential Medical School... "Yale (Key West) "Presidential Medical School... "Yale (Key West) 
MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical School"... Bush + No Child Left Behind was  School"... Bush + No Child Left Behind was  School"... Bush + No Child Left Behind was  School"... Bush + No Child Left Behind was 
the catalyst for 1,610 Teachers andthe catalyst for 1,610 Teachers andthe catalyst for 1,610 Teachers andthe catalyst for 1,610 Teachers and Principles to  Principles to  Principles to  Principles to 
change failed test scores to passing to get $500K change failed test scores to passing to get $500K change failed test scores to passing to get $500K change failed test scores to passing to get $500K 
Bonus for eachBonus for eachBonus for eachBonus for each Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA are  Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA are  Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA are  Principle. Worst the FBI, CIA are 
working on a "USA National Public Libraries"working on a "USA National Public Libraries"working on a "USA National Public Libraries"working on a "USA National Public Libraries" in  in  in  in 
every City and Town were 1 Billion American every City and Town were 1 Billion American every City and Town were 1 Billion American every City and Town were 1 Billion American 
Citizens can search every Book +Citizens can search every Book +Citizens can search every Book +Citizens can search every Book + Every Medical  Every Medical  Every Medical  Every Medical 
Article ever written, and read the Book + New Article ever written, and read the Book + New Article ever written, and read the Book + New Article ever written, and read the Book + New 
England Journal ofEngland Journal ofEngland Journal ofEngland Journal of Medicine for Free! Few of the  Medicine for Free! Few of the  Medicine for Free! Few of the  Medicine for Free! Few of the 
1,610 who changed failed grades to passing were1,610 who changed failed grades to passing were1,610 who changed failed grades to passing were1,610 who changed failed grades to passing were
Yale Medical School Professors, knowing these failed Yale Medical School Professors, knowing these failed Yale Medical School Professors, knowing these failed Yale Medical School Professors, knowing these failed 
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MD's will kill, murderMD's will kill, murderMD's will kill, murderMD's will kill, murder patients with their mistakes!  patients with their mistakes!  patients with their mistakes!  patients with their mistakes! 
Bully Bush is Feared more than God by Pope FrancesBully Bush is Feared more than God by Pope FrancesBully Bush is Feared more than God by Pope FrancesBully Bush is Feared more than God by Pope Frances
and Yale Medical School Professors. FBI + CIA can and Yale Medical School Professors. FBI + CIA can and Yale Medical School Professors. FBI + CIA can and Yale Medical School Professors. FBI + CIA can 
confirm this! Obama yesterdayconfirm this! Obama yesterdayconfirm this! Obama yesterdayconfirm this! Obama yesterday in the White House  in the White House  in the White House  in the White House 
with Student Inventors praised one with a bike, with Student Inventors praised one with a bike, with Student Inventors praised one with a bike, with Student Inventors praised one with a bike, 
when thewhen thewhen thewhen the rider peddles it turns a wheel that cleans  rider peddles it turns a wheel that cleans  rider peddles it turns a wheel that cleans  rider peddles it turns a wheel that cleans 
H2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya andH2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya andH2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya andH2O... 1 Billion people in Kenya and Africa would  Africa would  Africa would  Africa would 
have clean H2O today if 1 Trillion Cans of have clean H2O today if 1 Trillion Cans of have clean H2O today if 1 Trillion Cans of have clean H2O today if 1 Trillion Cans of 
Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at Hydrogen at ----254 C were254 C were254 C were254 C were on the NASA assembly line,  on the NASA assembly line,  on the NASA assembly line,  on the NASA assembly line, 
as Bush didn't use any of his $177 Trillion in BP Oilas Bush didn't use any of his $177 Trillion in BP Oilas Bush didn't use any of his $177 Trillion in BP Oilas Bush didn't use any of his $177 Trillion in BP Oil
Revenues since the 1980 invention of the Revenues since the 1980 invention of the Revenues since the 1980 invention of the Revenues since the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 TrillionElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 TrillionElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 TrillionElectricWindmillCar to buy $1 Trillion NASA  NASA  NASA  NASA 
Manufactured cans of H at Manufactured cans of H at Manufactured cans of H at Manufactured cans of H at ----254 C that can do a lot 254 C that can do a lot 254 C that can do a lot 254 C that can do a lot 
more than just provide 1more than just provide 1more than just provide 1more than just provide 1 billion people in Kenya  billion people in Kenya  billion people in Kenya  billion people in Kenya 
and Africa "Ice Cold Clean Water". FBI, CIA + and Africa "Ice Cold Clean Water". FBI, CIA + and Africa "Ice Cold Clean Water". FBI, CIA + and Africa "Ice Cold Clean Water". FBI, CIA + 
GeorgeGeorgeGeorgeGeorge Bush Presidential Library and Museum  Bush Presidential Library and Museum  Bush Presidential Library and Museum  Bush Presidential Library and Museum 
Grand Opening Grand Opening Grand Opening Grand Opening ---- is a "1984" Scam! Worst is a "1984" Scam! Worst is a "1984" Scam! Worst is a "1984" Scam! Worst case  case  case  case 
scenarios via CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Opening scenarios via CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Opening scenarios via CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Opening scenarios via CIA, FBI analysis is... Grand Opening 
Should Have Been for aShould Have Been for aShould Have Been for aShould Have Been for a "Yale (Key West) Medical  "Yale (Key West) Medical  "Yale (Key West) Medical  "Yale (Key West) Medical 
School" designed futuristically with surgery School" designed futuristically with surgery School" designed futuristically with surgery School" designed futuristically with surgery 
assemblyassemblyassemblyassembly lines and everyone in a NASA space suit!  lines and everyone in a NASA space suit!  lines and everyone in a NASA space suit!  lines and everyone in a NASA space suit! 
GE Hospital Commercial with "No WGE Hospital Commercial with "No WGE Hospital Commercial with "No WGE Hospital Commercial with "No Waitingaitingaitingaiting Rooms"  Rooms"  Rooms"  Rooms" ----
Waiting Rooms Were Designed + Programmed into Waiting Rooms Were Designed + Programmed into Waiting Rooms Were Designed + Programmed into Waiting Rooms Were Designed + Programmed into 
Every Kaiser Hospital byEvery Kaiser Hospital byEvery Kaiser Hospital byEvery Kaiser Hospital by Kaiser MD's looking out for  Kaiser MD's looking out for  Kaiser MD's looking out for  Kaiser MD's looking out for 
Kaiser MD's not You waiting for the Coup D'Etat toKaiser MD's not You waiting for the Coup D'Etat toKaiser MD's not You waiting for the Coup D'Etat toKaiser MD's not You waiting for the Coup D'Etat to
put a end to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really put a end to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really put a end to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really put a end to BP Oil Holocaust! Does Bush really 
think MD's who really didn'tthink MD's who really didn'tthink MD's who really didn'tthink MD's who really didn't pass will wash their  pass will wash their  pass will wash their  pass will wash their 
hands!! Come to work as a MD sick!! You do the hands!! Come to work as a MD sick!! You do the hands!! Come to work as a MD sick!! You do the hands!! Come to work as a MD sick!! You do the 
math, Bushmath, Bushmath, Bushmath, Bush is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS Sitting in a  is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS Sitting in a  is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS Sitting in a  is a "Stupid Criminal"!! PS Sitting in a 
waiting room next to someone who iswaiting room next to someone who iswaiting room next to someone who iswaiting room next to someone who is sick,  sick,  sick,  sick, 
contagious... Kaiser MD's knew this all the time!! contagious... Kaiser MD's knew this all the time!! contagious... Kaiser MD's knew this all the time!! contagious... Kaiser MD's knew this all the time!! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with audio in 13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with audio in 13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with audio in 13 FBI surveillance... Dash Cam with audio in 
everyeveryeveryevery 2013 ElectricWindmillCar.  2013 ElectricWindmillCar.  2013 ElectricWindmillCar.  2013 ElectricWindmillCar. 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar +13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar +13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar +13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan.  Tamerlan.  Tamerlan.  Tamerlan. 
Cell GPS tracked + caught them! Cell GPS tracking Cell GPS tracked + caught them! Cell GPS tracking Cell GPS tracked + caught them! Cell GPS tracking Cell GPS tracked + caught them! Cell GPS tracking 
should be a Free addshould be a Free addshould be a Free addshould be a Free add on from Verizon for everyone,  on from Verizon for everyone,  on from Verizon for everyone,  on from Verizon for everyone, 
not just the FBI. As it would save 100's of livesnot just the FBI. As it would save 100's of livesnot just the FBI. As it would save 100's of livesnot just the FBI. As it would save 100's of lives every  every  every  every 
day, month, year! day, month, year! day, month, year! day, month, year! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... Hell13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... Hell13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... Hell13 FBI surveillance doesn't include... Hell No!  No!  No!  No! 
Ability too record this call! Wives like Mary Kennedy Ability too record this call! Wives like Mary Kennedy Ability too record this call! Wives like Mary Kennedy Ability too record this call! Wives like Mary Kennedy 
tortured to hangtortured to hangtortured to hangtortured to hang herself in the Kennedy Barn would  herself in the Kennedy Barn would  herself in the Kennedy Barn would  herself in the Kennedy Barn would 
have all Kennedy's threatening tormentshave all Kennedy's threatening tormentshave all Kennedy's threatening tormentshave all Kennedy's threatening torments recorded  recorded  recorded  recorded 
on her cell! FBI could save 1K womens lives in the on her cell! FBI could save 1K womens lives in the on her cell! FBI could save 1K womens lives in the on her cell! FBI could save 1K womens lives in the 
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rest of 2013 byrest of 2013 byrest of 2013 byrest of 2013 by making this Cell feature Free from  making this Cell feature Free from  making this Cell feature Free from  making this Cell feature Free from 
Verizon! Verizon! Verizon! Verizon! 

4444----21212121----13 F.B.I. did not find13 F.B.I. did not find13 F.B.I. did not find13 F.B.I. did not find any terrorism activity,  any terrorism activity,  any terrorism activity,  any terrorism activity, 
domestic or foreign Observing ,domestic or foreign Observing ,domestic or foreign Observing ,domestic or foreign Observing ,”””” on BP Oil... FBIon BP Oil... FBIon BP Oil... FBIon BP Oil... FBI
surveillance only found $177 Trillion in Oil surveillance only found $177 Trillion in Oil surveillance only found $177 Trillion in Oil surveillance only found $177 Trillion in Oil 
Holocaust Money in Swiss BanksHolocaust Money in Swiss BanksHolocaust Money in Swiss BanksHolocaust Money in Swiss Banks
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 201313 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 201313 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 201313 FBI surveillance Dash Cam in every 2013
ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking where you ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking where you ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking where you ElectricWindmillCar, 2 cam's 1 looking where you 
are driving one looking insideare driving one looking insideare driving one looking insideare driving one looking inside the car with audio  the car with audio  the car with audio  the car with audio 
of course. Wifi and Cell connection so cop car of course. Wifi and Cell connection so cop car of course. Wifi and Cell connection so cop car of course. Wifi and Cell connection so cop car 
behind you canbehind you canbehind you canbehind you can observe what's going on and of  observe what's going on and of  observe what's going on and of  observe what's going on and of 
course video tape it. FBI watched Greg get thiscourse video tape it. FBI watched Greg get thiscourse video tape it. FBI watched Greg get thiscourse video tape it. FBI watched Greg get this
invention idea years and years ago, and let the invention idea years and years ago, and let the invention idea years and years ago, and let the invention idea years and years ago, and let the 
Numb Nuts Dictators of the USANumb Nuts Dictators of the USANumb Nuts Dictators of the USANumb Nuts Dictators of the USA suppress it.  suppress it.  suppress it.  suppress it. 

4444----21212121----13 Video cameras played a critical role in 13 Video cameras played a critical role in 13 Video cameras played a critical role in 13 Video cameras played a critical role in 
helpinghelpinghelpinghelping authorities track suspects in this week's  authorities track suspects in this week's  authorities track suspects in this week's  authorities track suspects in this week's 
Boston bombings. Now calls forBoston bombings. Now calls forBoston bombings. Now calls forBoston bombings. Now calls for increased camera  increased camera  increased camera  increased camera 
surveillance in the U.S. are putting a spotlight on surveillance in the U.S. are putting a spotlight on surveillance in the U.S. are putting a spotlight on surveillance in the U.S. are putting a spotlight on 
thethethethe technology and the debate about its use... and  technology and the debate about its use... and  technology and the debate about its use... and  technology and the debate about its use... and 
spin off futuristic inventionsspin off futuristic inventionsspin off futuristic inventionsspin off futuristic inventions written up in a  written up in a  written up in a  written up in a 
Hemingway Writing Class in Key West! Hemingway Writing Class in Key West! Hemingway Writing Class in Key West! Hemingway Writing Class in Key West! 

4444----21212121----13 Cameras in13 Cameras in13 Cameras in13 Cameras in every woman's living room who  every woman's living room who  every woman's living room who  every woman's living room who 
gets a restraining order or who's husband isgets a restraining order or who's husband isgets a restraining order or who's husband isgets a restraining order or who's husband is coming  coming  coming  coming 
home from war in Afghanistan as he spent all his home from war in Afghanistan as he spent all his home from war in Afghanistan as he spent all his home from war in Afghanistan as he spent all his 
money on Muslim Whoresmoney on Muslim Whoresmoney on Muslim Whoresmoney on Muslim Whores and she had a lover. Not  and she had a lover. Not  and she had a lover. Not  and she had a lover. Not 
reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 100 +reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 100 +reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 100 +reason enough to kill her. Tell this to the 100 +
Marine Wives who have already been killed in 2013 Marine Wives who have already been killed in 2013 Marine Wives who have already been killed in 2013 Marine Wives who have already been killed in 2013 
and thanks to MSNBC for notand thanks to MSNBC for notand thanks to MSNBC for notand thanks to MSNBC for not reporting this body  reporting this body  reporting this body  reporting this body 
count daily on orders from the Pentagon! count daily on orders from the Pentagon! count daily on orders from the Pentagon! count daily on orders from the Pentagon! 

850 pages850 pages850 pages850 pages moved to this web link  moved to this web link  moved to this web link  moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

4444----21212121----13 "ElectricWindmillcar13 "ElectricWindmillcar13 "ElectricWindmillcar13 "ElectricWindmillcar----Holocaust" + Holocaust" + Holocaust" + Holocaust" + 
Genocide... 390 MillionGenocide... 390 MillionGenocide... 390 MillionGenocide... 390 Million died for $177 Trillion in BP  died for $177 Trillion in BP  died for $177 Trillion in BP  died for $177 Trillion in BP 
Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4----21212121----13. 13. 13. 13. 
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4444----21212121----13131313 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan.  FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan.  FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan.  FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan. 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance of13 FBI surveillance of13 FBI surveillance of13 FBI surveillance of 1,001 Inventions and  1,001 Inventions and  1,001 Inventions and  1,001 Inventions and 
Invention Projects on this web page! Invention Projects on this web page! Invention Projects on this web page! Invention Projects on this web page! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI13 FBI13 FBI13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar  has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar  has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar  has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar 
Tsarnaev and his older brother Tamerlan.Tsarnaev and his older brother Tamerlan.Tsarnaev and his older brother Tamerlan.Tsarnaev and his older brother Tamerlan.

4444----21212121----13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell 
Lovestar, the link isLovestar, the link isLovestar, the link isLovestar, the link is below...  below...  below...  below... 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World Wide 13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World Wide 13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World Wide 13 FBI surveillance 1,001 Cops World Wide 
(Officer Jasons(Officer Jasons(Officer Jasons(Officer Jasons Burned Picture below) burned in  Burned Picture below) burned in  Burned Picture below) burned in  Burned Picture below) burned in 
fiery wrecks for $177 Trillion in BP Oilfiery wrecks for $177 Trillion in BP Oilfiery wrecks for $177 Trillion in BP Oilfiery wrecks for $177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues!  Revenues!  Revenues!  Revenues! 

CopCopCopCop burned in a  burned in a  burned in a  burned in a 

fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York 
Times!Times!Times!Times!

4444----21212121----13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed by 13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed by 13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed by 13 Boston's MIT campus Cop Sean killed by 
Dzhokhar + Tamerlan is aDzhokhar + Tamerlan is aDzhokhar + Tamerlan is aDzhokhar + Tamerlan is a HER HER HER HERO! O! O! O! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil Revenues 13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil Revenues 13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil Revenues 13 FBI surveillance keeps BP Oil Revenues 
flowing $177flowing $177flowing $177flowing $177 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion ---- $1 Trillion in bribes went to  $1 Trillion in bribes went to  $1 Trillion in bribes went to  $1 Trillion in bribes went to 
Pakistan's former President andPakistan's former President andPakistan's former President andPakistan's former President and military ruler  military ruler  military ruler  military ruler 
Pervez Musharraf, now under arrest! Pervez Musharraf, now under arrest! Pervez Musharraf, now under arrest! Pervez Musharraf, now under arrest! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI13 FBI13 FBI13 FBI surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan...  surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan...  surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan...  surveillance of Dzhokhar + Tamerlan... 
Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in theTamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in theTamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in theTamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev in the 1990s  1990s  1990s  1990s 
were Chechens in Tokmok, at the snowwere Chechens in Tokmok, at the snowwere Chechens in Tokmok, at the snowwere Chechens in Tokmok, at the snow----capped Tien capped Tien capped Tien capped Tien 
Shan mountains outsideShan mountains outsideShan mountains outsideShan mountains outside capital Bishkek.  capital Bishkek.  capital Bishkek.  capital Bishkek. 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell
Lovestar was in Boulder, Colorado (Yes all Greg's Lovestar was in Boulder, Colorado (Yes all Greg's Lovestar was in Boulder, Colorado (Yes all Greg's Lovestar was in Boulder, Colorado (Yes all Greg's 
Cell calls were recorded byCell calls were recorded byCell calls were recorded byCell calls were recorded by the FBI) posting  the FBI) posting  the FBI) posting  the FBI) posting 
ElectricWindmillCar posters on Campus while FBI ElectricWindmillCar posters on Campus while FBI ElectricWindmillCar posters on Campus while FBI ElectricWindmillCar posters on Campus while FBI 
surveillancesurveillancesurveillancesurveillance keeps tabs on $177 Trillion in Oil  keeps tabs on $177 Trillion in Oil  keeps tabs on $177 Trillion in Oil  keeps tabs on $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues! Revenues! Revenues! Revenues! 
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4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance in13 FBI surveillance in13 FBI surveillance in13 FBI surveillance in 1990s of Greg Buell  1990s of Greg Buell  1990s of Greg Buell  1990s of Greg Buell 
Lovestar watched the building of 10 Super Size Lovestar watched the building of 10 Super Size Lovestar watched the building of 10 Super Size Lovestar watched the building of 10 Super Size 
AircraftAircraftAircraftAircraft Carriers because the Numb Nuts Dictators  Carriers because the Numb Nuts Dictators  Carriers because the Numb Nuts Dictators  Carriers because the Numb Nuts Dictators 
had $177 Trillion in Holocaust Oilhad $177 Trillion in Holocaust Oilhad $177 Trillion in Holocaust Oilhad $177 Trillion in Holocaust Oil Revenues, none  Revenues, none  Revenues, none  Revenues, none 
of these Trillions build a single Yale Key West of these Trillions build a single Yale Key West of these Trillions build a single Yale Key West of these Trillions build a single Yale Key West 
Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.Medical School.

4444----21212121----13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K windmills on 13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K windmills on 13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K windmills on 13 JFK Aircraft Carrier with 10K windmills on 
decks, generating thedecks, generating thedecks, generating thedecks, generating the electricity for the  electricity for the  electricity for the  electricity for the 
ELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below decks void of 945 FELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below decks void of 945 FELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below decks void of 945 FELECTROLYSIS OF H2O below decks void of 945 F----35 35 35 35 
FighterFighterFighterFighter Jets and missiles.  Jets and missiles.  Jets and missiles.  Jets and missiles. 

4444----21212121----13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy is like13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy is like13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy is like13 Japan Ambassador Caroline Kennedy is like
Nicholas and Alexandra observing 40K dead Nicholas and Alexandra observing 40K dead Nicholas and Alexandra observing 40K dead Nicholas and Alexandra observing 40K dead 
women! Plague of breast cancer inwomen! Plague of breast cancer inwomen! Plague of breast cancer inwomen! Plague of breast cancer in 2013, 1 Million  2013, 1 Million  2013, 1 Million  2013, 1 Million 
DEAD world wide in 2013 while Oil Czar Putin DEAD world wide in 2013 while Oil Czar Putin DEAD world wide in 2013 while Oil Czar Putin DEAD world wide in 2013 while Oil Czar Putin 
spends $7 Trillionspends $7 Trillionspends $7 Trillionspends $7 Trillion dollars on Saint Petersburg  dollars on Saint Petersburg  dollars on Saint Petersburg  dollars on Saint Petersburg 
Skyscrapers! None a Yale Saint Petersburg MedicalSkyscrapers! None a Yale Saint Petersburg MedicalSkyscrapers! None a Yale Saint Petersburg MedicalSkyscrapers! None a Yale Saint Petersburg Medical
School. $ None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! School. $ None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! School. $ None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! School. $ None for Greg + Wives to work on a Cure! 

4444----21212121----13 H at 13 H at 13 H at 13 H at ----254 C254 C254 C254 C in NASA cans from the JFK  in NASA cans from the JFK  in NASA cans from the JFK  in NASA cans from the JFK 
electrolysis of H2O to generate heat andelectrolysis of H2O to generate heat andelectrolysis of H2O to generate heat andelectrolysis of H2O to generate heat and electricity...  electricity...  electricity...  electricity... 
Independence Day for the Earnest Eradication of Independence Day for the Earnest Eradication of Independence Day for the Earnest Eradication of Independence Day for the Earnest Eradication of 
Gasoline ExhaustGasoline ExhaustGasoline ExhaustGasoline Exhaust from the air we breath, and Aliens  from the air we breath, and Aliens  from the air we breath, and Aliens  from the air we breath, and Aliens 
4 light years away the Pentagon has killed4 light years away the Pentagon has killed4 light years away the Pentagon has killed4 light years away the Pentagon has killed building  building  building  building 
Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space Drones! Instead of inventing a Manned Space 
Telescopes to hear andTelescopes to hear andTelescopes to hear andTelescopes to hear and Observe Aliens at the 10  Observe Aliens at the 10  Observe Aliens at the 10  Observe Aliens at the 10 
nearest stars to Earth listed below. Most of gas nearest stars to Earth listed below. Most of gas nearest stars to Earth listed below. Most of gas nearest stars to Earth listed below. Most of gas 
cloudscloudscloudsclouds in the picture below are made of Hydrogen.  in the picture below are made of Hydrogen.  in the picture below are made of Hydrogen.  in the picture below are made of Hydrogen. 

4444----21212121----13 JFK Carrier can make13 JFK Carrier can make13 JFK Carrier can make13 JFK Carrier can make 1 Trillion NASA made  1 Trillion NASA made  1 Trillion NASA made  1 Trillion NASA made 
cans of H at cans of H at cans of H at cans of H at ----254 C NYC's Statue of Liberty watched 254 C NYC's Statue of Liberty watched 254 C NYC's Statue of Liberty watched 254 C NYC's Statue of Liberty watched 
9/119/119/119/11 unable to expose the suppression of the  unable to expose the suppression of the  unable to expose the suppression of the  unable to expose the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 andElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 andElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 andElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 and under  under  under  under 
FBI surveillance! FBI surveillance! FBI surveillance! FBI surveillance! 

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this13 FBI surveillance! Of Hydrogen in this
Million light year long cloud of gases fails to Million light year long cloud of gases fails to Million light year long cloud of gases fails to Million light year long cloud of gases fails to 
Observe "Aliens", and FBIObserve "Aliens", and FBIObserve "Aliens", and FBIObserve "Aliens", and FBI Observers fail to bankrupt  Observers fail to bankrupt  Observers fail to bankrupt  Observers fail to bankrupt 
Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar and H at Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar and H at Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar and H at Mecca via the ElectricWindmillCar and H at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 
totototo generate Home Electricity without wires from the  generate Home Electricity without wires from the  generate Home Electricity without wires from the  generate Home Electricity without wires from the 
Nuke or Coal Power Plant whichNuke or Coal Power Plant whichNuke or Coal Power Plant whichNuke or Coal Power Plant which kills way more kids  kills way more kids  kills way more kids  kills way more kids 
daily than Sandy Hook shootings! daily than Sandy Hook shootings! daily than Sandy Hook shootings! daily than Sandy Hook shootings! 
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in Red is the Horse head Nebula, arrow points to it in Red is the Horse head Nebula, arrow points to it in Red is the Horse head Nebula, arrow points to it in Red is the Horse head Nebula, arrow points to it 
is a zoomed inis a zoomed inis a zoomed inis a zoomed in view.  view.  view.  view. 

4444----21212121----13 10th Year as every semester I posted them. 13 10th Year as every semester I posted them. 13 10th Year as every semester I posted them. 13 10th Year as every semester I posted them. 
This is howThis is howThis is howThis is how 25K student in Colorado learned of the  25K student in Colorado learned of the  25K student in Colorado learned of the  25K student in Colorado learned of the 
Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.

4444----21212121----13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to protect the 13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to protect the 13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to protect the 13 FBI surveillance of Greg was to protect the 
$177 Trillion in BP$177 Trillion in BP$177 Trillion in BP$177 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues  Oil Revenues  Oil Revenues  Oil Revenues 

4444----21212121----13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and spent 13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and spent 13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and spent 13 Hell I even dated a FBI women and spent 
the nightthe nightthe nightthe night in the home of another FBI agent,  in the home of another FBI agent,  in the home of another FBI agent,  in the home of another FBI agent, 
cooking breakfast and helping to wash dished.cooking breakfast and helping to wash dished.cooking breakfast and helping to wash dished.cooking breakfast and helping to wash dished. All  All  All  All 
the time talking about the ElectricWindmillCar! the time talking about the ElectricWindmillCar! the time talking about the ElectricWindmillCar! the time talking about the ElectricWindmillCar! 

4444----21212121----13 Tamerlan's13 Tamerlan's13 Tamerlan's13 Tamerlan's father, Anzor, made a living  father, Anzor, made a living  father, Anzor, made a living  father, Anzor, made a living 
selling used cars selling used cars selling used cars selling used cars ---- gasoline fueled cars 10 years gasoline fueled cars 10 years gasoline fueled cars 10 years gasoline fueled cars 10 years
after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
the USA! the USA! the USA! the USA! 

4444----21212121----13131313 Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years ago he  Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years ago he  Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years ago he  Tsarnaev was a boxer, several years ago he 
told a journalist that he didn't havetold a journalist that he didn't havetold a journalist that he didn't havetold a journalist that he didn't have any American  any American  any American  any American 
friends. Tsarnaev was arrested in Boston in July friends. Tsarnaev was arrested in Boston in July friends. Tsarnaev was arrested in Boston in July friends. Tsarnaev was arrested in Boston in July 
2009 for domestic2009 for domestic2009 for domestic2009 for domestic violence after assaulting his  violence after assaulting his  violence after assaulting his  violence after assaulting his 
girlfriend, according to a report on the websitegirlfriend, according to a report on the websitegirlfriend, according to a report on the websitegirlfriend, according to a report on the website
SpotCrime.com. There was no indication of whether SpotCrime.com. There was no indication of whether SpotCrime.com. There was no indication of whether SpotCrime.com. There was no indication of whether 
the victim was Russell orthe victim was Russell orthe victim was Russell orthe victim was Russell or another woman. It's  another woman. It's  another woman. It's  another woman. It's 
unclear when the two got married. Katherine unclear when the two got married. Katherine unclear when the two got married. Katherine unclear when the two got married. Katherine 
Russell, 24, hadRussell, 24, hadRussell, 24, hadRussell, 24, had a young child with Tamerlan  a young child with Tamerlan  a young child with Tamerlan  a young child with Tamerlan 
Tsarnaev. Tsarnaev. Tsarnaev. Tsarnaev. 

4444----21212121----13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil13 $177 Trillion in Saudi Oil Revenues went to  Revenues went to  Revenues went to  Revenues went to 
Muslim wars against Russia! Muslim wars against Russia! Muslim wars against Russia! Muslim wars against Russia! 
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4444----21212121----13 Putin had $713 Putin had $713 Putin had $713 Putin had $7 Trillion from Oil Revenues to  Trillion from Oil Revenues to  Trillion from Oil Revenues to  Trillion from Oil Revenues to 
spend on his war's against the Muslims.spend on his war's against the Muslims.spend on his war's against the Muslims.spend on his war's against the Muslims.

4444----21212121----13 FBI got a call from Moscow about Tamerlan 13 FBI got a call from Moscow about Tamerlan 13 FBI got a call from Moscow about Tamerlan 13 FBI got a call from Moscow about Tamerlan 
and failand failand failand failed to put aed to put aed to put aed to put a hidden camera with audio in  hidden camera with audio in  hidden camera with audio in  hidden camera with audio in 
his room, car... and didn't record every call on hishis room, car... and didn't record every call on hishis room, car... and didn't record every call on hishis room, car... and didn't record every call on his
cell. cell. cell. cell. 

4444----21212121----13 FBI should be working overtime this 13 FBI should be working overtime this 13 FBI should be working overtime this 13 FBI should be working overtime this 
weekend and next weekweekend and next weekweekend and next weekweekend and next week 1st recording all cell calls  1st recording all cell calls  1st recording all cell calls  1st recording all cell calls 
from Muslims, then putting in car cams with audiofrom Muslims, then putting in car cams with audiofrom Muslims, then putting in car cams with audiofrom Muslims, then putting in car cams with audio
and house cams with audio. and house cams with audio. and house cams with audio. and house cams with audio. 

4444----21212121----13 Saudi Arabia whips women who protest13 Saudi Arabia whips women who protest13 Saudi Arabia whips women who protest13 Saudi Arabia whips women who protest not  not  not  not 
driving a gasoline fueled car. Hillary watched the driving a gasoline fueled car. Hillary watched the driving a gasoline fueled car. Hillary watched the driving a gasoline fueled car. Hillary watched the 
wack's and kept it Topwack's and kept it Topwack's and kept it Topwack's and kept it Top Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will  Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will  Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will  Secret. Now Saudi Arabia will 
not let NASA drive 4 light years to the nearestnot let NASA drive 4 light years to the nearestnot let NASA drive 4 light years to the nearestnot let NASA drive 4 light years to the nearest star.  star.  star.  star. 
Muslims must be bankrupted with the Muslims must be bankrupted with the Muslims must be bankrupted with the Muslims must be bankrupted with the 
ElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 otherElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 otherElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 otherElectricWindmillCar and 1,001 other inventions.  inventions.  inventions.  inventions. 
Legal Polygamist Marriages for the FBI and the rest Legal Polygamist Marriages for the FBI and the rest Legal Polygamist Marriages for the FBI and the rest Legal Polygamist Marriages for the FBI and the rest 
of us who wantof us who wantof us who wantof us who want to Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention  to Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention  to Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention  to Brainstorm 24/7 1,001 invention 
projects with the wives! This would beprojects with the wives! This would beprojects with the wives! This would beprojects with the wives! This would be against the  against the  against the  against the 
law in Saudi Arabia... really! law in Saudi Arabia... really! law in Saudi Arabia... really! law in Saudi Arabia... really! 

4444----21212121----13 USA news that13 USA news that13 USA news that13 USA news that Tamerlan had been shot  Tamerlan had been shot  Tamerlan had been shot  Tamerlan had been shot 
dead by police and Dzhokhar captured after a daydead by police and Dzhokhar captured after a daydead by police and Dzhokhar captured after a daydead by police and Dzhokhar captured after a day----
longlonglonglong manhunt!  manhunt!  manhunt!  manhunt! 

4444----21212121----13 Tamerlan's date of birth 13 Tamerlan's date of birth 13 Tamerlan's date of birth 13 Tamerlan's date of birth ---- October 21, 1986  October 21, 1986  October 21, 1986  October 21, 1986 
---- Dzhokhar, Dzhokhar, Dzhokhar, Dzhokhar, born in 1993.  born in 1993.  born in 1993.  born in 1993. 

4444----21212121----13 Heat13 Heat13 Heat13 Heat----sensing technology is a common sensing technology is a common sensing technology is a common sensing technology is a common 
feature infeature infeature infeature in many military vehicles as it strips away  many military vehicles as it strips away  many military vehicles as it strips away  many military vehicles as it strips away 
the cloak of darkness, or the cover ofthe cloak of darkness, or the cover ofthe cloak of darkness, or the cover ofthe cloak of darkness, or the cover of fog and smoke.  fog and smoke.  fog and smoke.  fog and smoke. 
Fog can be driven through will be when 1,001 Fog can be driven through will be when 1,001 Fog can be driven through will be when 1,001 Fog can be driven through will be when 1,001 
Invention ProjectsInvention ProjectsInvention ProjectsInvention Projects are no longer suppressed.  are no longer suppressed.  are no longer suppressed.  are no longer suppressed. 

4444----21212121----13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks13 75 car pile ups with many fiery wrecks
behind and in front of huge semi trucks... behind and in front of huge semi trucks... behind and in front of huge semi trucks... behind and in front of huge semi trucks... 

4444----21212121----13 Motion Detection13 Motion Detection13 Motion Detection13 Motion Detection Sensors too... FBI has  Sensors too... FBI has  Sensors too... FBI has  Sensors too... FBI has 
going along with the mass market suppression of going along with the mass market suppression of going along with the mass market suppression of going along with the mass market suppression of 
inventioninventioninventioninvention accessories for the ElectricWindmillCar  accessories for the ElectricWindmillCar  accessories for the ElectricWindmillCar  accessories for the ElectricWindmillCar 
seeing its suppressed! seeing its suppressed! seeing its suppressed! seeing its suppressed! 

4444----21212121----13131313 FBI surveillance of Making "Polygamist  FBI surveillance of Making "Polygamist  FBI surveillance of Making "Polygamist  FBI surveillance of Making "Polygamist 
Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 Invention  Invention  Invention  Invention 
Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 
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with the lovingwith the lovingwith the lovingwith the loving husband!  husband!  husband!  husband! 

4444----21212121----13 NBC never had a kind story on Making 13 NBC never had a kind story on Making 13 NBC never had a kind story on Making 13 NBC never had a kind story on Making 
"Polygamist"Polygamist"Polygamist"Polygamist Marriage Legal" for 1,001 inventions,  Marriage Legal" for 1,001 inventions,  Marriage Legal" for 1,001 inventions,  Marriage Legal" for 1,001 inventions, 
like the inventions I just mentionedlike the inventions I just mentionedlike the inventions I just mentionedlike the inventions I just mentioned above. The New  above. The New  above. The New  above. The New 
Age of Futuristic Invention Projects Filled Pages of a Age of Futuristic Invention Projects Filled Pages of a Age of Futuristic Invention Projects Filled Pages of a Age of Futuristic Invention Projects Filled Pages of a 
HemingwayHemingwayHemingwayHemingway Novel, writing with many wives from  Novel, writing with many wives from  Novel, writing with many wives from  Novel, writing with many wives from 
Key West 2013. Writing Class BrainstormingKey West 2013. Writing Class BrainstormingKey West 2013. Writing Class BrainstormingKey West 2013. Writing Class Brainstorming Orgy  Orgy  Orgy  Orgy 
with Los Alamos Nuking BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery with Los Alamos Nuking BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery with Los Alamos Nuking BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery with Los Alamos Nuking BP Oil Holocaust + Fiery 
Wrecks, in Key West, Rome,Wrecks, in Key West, Rome,Wrecks, in Key West, Rome,Wrecks, in Key West, Rome, Paris, Moscow, LA!  Paris, Moscow, LA!  Paris, Moscow, LA!  Paris, Moscow, LA! 

4444----21212121----13 They were eight and 15 years old, the State 13 They were eight and 15 years old, the State 13 They were eight and 15 years old, the State 13 They were eight and 15 years old, the State 
CommitteeCommitteeCommitteeCommittee for National Security considers it  for National Security considers it  for National Security considers it  for National Security considers it 
inappropriate to link them to Kyrgyzstan.inappropriate to link them to Kyrgyzstan.inappropriate to link them to Kyrgyzstan.inappropriate to link them to Kyrgyzstan.

4444----21212121----13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link them to 13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link them to 13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link them to 13 Greg Buell Lovestar is trying to link them to 
$177 Trillion$177 Trillion$177 Trillion$177 Trillion dollars in BP + Saudi Oil Money spent  dollars in BP + Saudi Oil Money spent  dollars in BP + Saudi Oil Money spent  dollars in BP + Saudi Oil Money spent 
on "War Toys" built at MIT on "War Toys" built at MIT on "War Toys" built at MIT on "War Toys" built at MIT ----

SoSoSoSo why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 times by  why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 times by  why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 times by  why was the MIT Campus Cop shot 5 or 10 times by 
the "Brothers"...the "Brothers"...the "Brothers"...the "Brothers"...

4444----21212121----13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's Inventing 13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's Inventing 13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's Inventing 13 MIT is the GE and GMC of "Drone's Inventing 
+ Production"+ Production"+ Production"+ Production" killing 22 1st graders in Pakistan  killing 22 1st graders in Pakistan  killing 22 1st graders in Pakistan  killing 22 1st graders in Pakistan 
every day of 2013. every day of 2013. every day of 2013. every day of 2013. 

4444----21212121----13 Boston13 Boston13 Boston13 Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar  Marathon bomber Dzhokhar  Marathon bomber Dzhokhar  Marathon bomber Dzhokhar 
Tsarnaev was at the University of MassachusettsTsarnaev was at the University of MassachusettsTsarnaev was at the University of MassachusettsTsarnaev was at the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth this week after the explosions killed and Dartmouth this week after the explosions killed and Dartmouth this week after the explosions killed and Dartmouth this week after the explosions killed and 
injured so many!injured so many!injured so many!injured so many!

4444----21212121----13 He is a registered student at Dartmouth! 13 He is a registered student at Dartmouth! 13 He is a registered student at Dartmouth! 13 He is a registered student at Dartmouth! 

4444----21212121----13 Greg is13 Greg is13 Greg is13 Greg is in living in Key West this week out of  in living in Key West this week out of  in living in Key West this week out of  in living in Key West this week out of 
work because the Holocaust of suppressingwork because the Holocaust of suppressingwork because the Holocaust of suppressingwork because the Holocaust of suppressing the  the  the  the 
ElectricWindmillCar is not supported by those who ElectricWindmillCar is not supported by those who ElectricWindmillCar is not supported by those who ElectricWindmillCar is not supported by those who 
vowed to never let anothervowed to never let anothervowed to never let anothervowed to never let another Holocaust happen, now  Holocaust happen, now  Holocaust happen, now  Holocaust happen, now 
the Jew's have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling Greg the Jew's have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling Greg the Jew's have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling Greg the Jew's have $177 Trillion dollars for stifling Greg 
inininin Key West  Key West  Key West  Key West 

4444----21212121----13 Last week so I wrote up ElectricWindmillcar13 Last week so I wrote up ElectricWindmillcar13 Last week so I wrote up ElectricWindmillcar13 Last week so I wrote up ElectricWindmillcar----
Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust" + Genocide... 390 Million died for $177  + Genocide... 390 Million died for $177  + Genocide... 390 Million died for $177  + Genocide... 390 Million died for $177 
Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980Trillion in BP Oil Revenues! From 1980 to 4 to 4 to 4 to 4----21212121----13. 13. 13. 13. 

4444----21212121----13 Now it from 1980 to 413 Now it from 1980 to 413 Now it from 1980 to 413 Now it from 1980 to 4----21212121----13. 13. 13. 13. 

4444----21212121----13131313 Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying medicine  Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying medicine  Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying medicine  Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was studying medicine 
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in a premed program at Dartmouth.in a premed program at Dartmouth.in a premed program at Dartmouth.in a premed program at Dartmouth.

4444----21212121----13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the Yale Key 13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the Yale Key 13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the Yale Key 13 Key West Mafia has suppressed the Yale Key 
West Medical School +West Medical School +West Medical School +West Medical School + Hospital since March 4th  Hospital since March 4th  Hospital since March 4th  Hospital since March 4th 
2011. 2011. 2011. 2011. 

4444----21212121----13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City13 Revenge on these Numb Nuts City of Key West  of Key West  of Key West  of Key West 
Dictators should be once the Yale Key West Medical Dictators should be once the Yale Key West Medical Dictators should be once the Yale Key West Medical Dictators should be once the Yale Key West Medical 
School + HospitalSchool + HospitalSchool + HospitalSchool + Hospital is built on Eiffel Tower Structures  is built on Eiffel Tower Structures  is built on Eiffel Tower Structures  is built on Eiffel Tower Structures 
they should have to drive the deadly highwaythey should have to drive the deadly highwaythey should have to drive the deadly highwaythey should have to drive the deadly highway and 7  and 7  and 7  and 7 
Mile Bridge (Gas Tanker head on Crash with Mom Mile Bridge (Gas Tanker head on Crash with Mom Mile Bridge (Gas Tanker head on Crash with Mom Mile Bridge (Gas Tanker head on Crash with Mom 
Dad 2 Kids in the SUV) toDad 2 Kids in the SUV) toDad 2 Kids in the SUV) toDad 2 Kids in the SUV) to the Jewish Hospitals in  the Jewish Hospitals in  the Jewish Hospitals in  the Jewish Hospitals in 
Miami! Miami! Miami! Miami! 

4444----21212121----13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his13 Back to Dzhokhar Tsarnaev and his olde olde olde older r r r 
brother Tamerlan. They were ethnic Chechens brother Tamerlan. They were ethnic Chechens brother Tamerlan. They were ethnic Chechens brother Tamerlan. They were ethnic Chechens 
brothers who had lived inbrothers who had lived inbrothers who had lived inbrothers who had lived in Dagestan, which  Dagestan, which  Dagestan, which  Dagestan, which 
neighbors Chechnya in southern Russia. Florida neighbors Chechnya in southern Russia. Florida neighbors Chechnya in southern Russia. Florida neighbors Chechnya in southern Russia. Florida 
Addy, 19, ofAddy, 19, ofAddy, 19, ofAddy, 19, of Lynn, lived on the same dormitory floor  Lynn, lived on the same dormitory floor  Lynn, lived on the same dormitory floor  Lynn, lived on the same dormitory floor 
as Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She saidas Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She saidas Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She saidas Dzhokhar Tsarnaev last year. She said in a  in a  in a  in a 
charming way. He usually wore a hoodie! charming way. He usually wore a hoodie! charming way. He usually wore a hoodie! charming way. He usually wore a hoodie! 

4444----21212121----13 Obama just wore a13 Obama just wore a13 Obama just wore a13 Obama just wore a Hoodie... it was not  Hoodie... it was not  Hoodie... it was not  Hoodie... it was not 
charming on Obama, who BP Oil, Exxoncharming on Obama, who BP Oil, Exxoncharming on Obama, who BP Oil, Exxoncharming on Obama, who BP Oil, Exxon----Mobil set Mobil set Mobil set Mobil set 
up to beup to beup to beup to be arrested for oil Treason, Holocaust,  arrested for oil Treason, Holocaust,  arrested for oil Treason, Holocaust,  arrested for oil Treason, Holocaust, 
Genocide as 100's of cops just in the USAGenocide as 100's of cops just in the USAGenocide as 100's of cops just in the USAGenocide as 100's of cops just in the USA have been  have been  have been  have been 
burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. burned and burned to death in fiery wrecks. 

4444----21212121----13 Remember 713 Remember 713 Remember 713 Remember 7 Mile Bridge the picture in front  Mile Bridge the picture in front  Mile Bridge the picture in front  Mile Bridge the picture in front 
of the Gas Tanker on fire is a SUV with mom dadof the Gas Tanker on fire is a SUV with mom dadof the Gas Tanker on fire is a SUV with mom dadof the Gas Tanker on fire is a SUV with mom dad
and 2 kids... Obama, the FBI + the CIA have and 2 kids... Obama, the FBI + the CIA have and 2 kids... Obama, the FBI + the CIA have and 2 kids... Obama, the FBI + the CIA have 
documented all fiery wrecks sincedocumented all fiery wrecks sincedocumented all fiery wrecks sincedocumented all fiery wrecks since 1980... to use this  1980... to use this  1980... to use this  1980... to use this 
at Obama's Treason Trial. at Obama's Treason Trial. at Obama's Treason Trial. at Obama's Treason Trial. 

4444----21212121----13 Addy said she just13 Addy said she just13 Addy said she just13 Addy said she just learned he had a  learned he had a  learned he had a  learned he had a 
girlfriend who did not attend UMass Dartmouth. girlfriend who did not attend UMass Dartmouth. girlfriend who did not attend UMass Dartmouth. girlfriend who did not attend UMass Dartmouth. 
The last timeThe last timeThe last timeThe last time she saw him was last week when she  she saw him was last week when she  she saw him was last week when she  she saw him was last week when she 
bummed a cigarette off him, she said.bummed a cigarette off him, she said.bummed a cigarette off him, she said.bummed a cigarette off him, she said.

4444----21212121----13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a 13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a 13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a 13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a 
UMass Dartmouth professorUMass Dartmouth professorUMass Dartmouth professorUMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic studies,  of Islamic studies,  of Islamic studies,  of Islamic studies, 
helped Tsarnaev with a high school project about helped Tsarnaev with a high school project about helped Tsarnaev with a high school project about helped Tsarnaev with a high school project about 
Chechnya.Chechnya.Chechnya.Chechnya.

4444----21212121----13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West Web 13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West Web 13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West Web 13 Two Years Ago I put on my Key West Web 
Page.... Key West NumbPage.... Key West NumbPage.... Key West NumbPage.... Key West Numb Nuts Dictators stifle Greg +  Nuts Dictators stifle Greg +  Nuts Dictators stifle Greg +  Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + 
Wives from brainstorming a Breast Cancer CureWives from brainstorming a Breast Cancer CureWives from brainstorming a Breast Cancer CureWives from brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure
Today, on purpose. Send cash or check to..... Greg Today, on purpose. Send cash or check to..... Greg Today, on purpose. Send cash or check to..... Greg Today, on purpose. Send cash or check to..... Greg 
Buell PO Box 214 Key West FlBuell PO Box 214 Key West FlBuell PO Box 214 Key West FlBuell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305  33041 NEW CELL # 305  33041 NEW CELL # 305  33041 NEW CELL # 305 
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340 8082 340 8082 340 8082 340 8082 

4444----21212121----13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn13 Two years ago, Brian Glyn Williams, a  Williams, a  Williams, a  Williams, a 
UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic studies, UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic studies, UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic studies, UMass Dartmouth professor of Islamic studies, 
helped Tsarnaev with ahelped Tsarnaev with ahelped Tsarnaev with ahelped Tsarnaev with a high school project about  high school project about  high school project about  high school project about 
Chechnya. "It's sort of sickening," Williams said ofChechnya. "It's sort of sickening," Williams said ofChechnya. "It's sort of sickening," Williams said ofChechnya. "It's sort of sickening," Williams said of
the bombings. the bombings. the bombings. the bombings. 

4444----21212121----13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + CIA13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + CIA13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + CIA13 "It's sort of sickening," for the FBI + CIA
"Observers" who have to document all the fiery "Observers" who have to document all the fiery "Observers" who have to document all the fiery "Observers" who have to document all the fiery 
wrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miamiwrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miamiwrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miamiwrecks, as "Burn Units" in Miami cost $ Trillions, BP  cost $ Trillions, BP  cost $ Trillions, BP  cost $ Trillions, BP 
Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a cent and forgot about Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a cent and forgot about Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a cent and forgot about Oil + Exxon Mobil don't pay a cent and forgot about 
"Pain""Pain""Pain""Pain" not one cent of the $177 Trillion in Oil  not one cent of the $177 Trillion in Oil  not one cent of the $177 Trillion in Oil  not one cent of the $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues since the invention of theRevenues since the invention of theRevenues since the invention of theRevenues since the invention of the
ElectricWindmillCar when to pay a "Cop" or "Kid" ElectricWindmillCar when to pay a "Cop" or "Kid" ElectricWindmillCar when to pay a "Cop" or "Kid" ElectricWindmillCar when to pay a "Cop" or "Kid" 
burned in a fiery wreck.burned in a fiery wreck.burned in a fiery wreck.burned in a fiery wreck.

4444----21212121----13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several people 13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several people 13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several people 13 CBS, ABC, NBC will show you several people 
pulling the driverpulling the driverpulling the driverpulling the driver out of a fiery wreck. Thats it! He  out of a fiery wreck. Thats it! He  out of a fiery wreck. Thats it! He  out of a fiery wreck. Thats it! He 
or She gets nothing from the $177 Trillion inor She gets nothing from the $177 Trillion inor She gets nothing from the $177 Trillion inor She gets nothing from the $177 Trillion in Oil  Oil  Oil  Oil 
Revenues!$ Revenues!$ Revenues!$ Revenues!$ 

4444----21212121----13 The capture of the Boston Marathon 13 The capture of the Boston Marathon 13 The capture of the Boston Marathon 13 The capture of the Boston Marathon 
bombingbombingbombingbombing suspect raises a host of freighted legal  suspect raises a host of freighted legal  suspect raises a host of freighted legal  suspect raises a host of freighted legal 
issues for a society still feeling theissues for a society still feeling theissues for a society still feeling theissues for a society still feeling the shadow of 9/11,  shadow of 9/11,  shadow of 9/11,  shadow of 9/11, 
including ElectricWindmillCars driving around including ElectricWindmillCars driving around including ElectricWindmillCars driving around including ElectricWindmillCars driving around 
"Times Square" in"Times Square" in"Times Square" in"Times Square" in front of NBC "Today Show" 10  front of NBC "Today Show" 10  front of NBC "Today Show" 10  front of NBC "Today Show" 10 
years before 9/11. years before 9/11. years before 9/11. years before 9/11. 

4444----21212121----13 9/11 would never13 9/11 would never13 9/11 would never13 9/11 would never have happened if the  have happened if the  have happened if the  have happened if the 
ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980 by ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980 by ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980 by ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed in 1980 by 
Carter,Carter,Carter,Carter, his wife Roslyn and Kennedy who bullied  his wife Roslyn and Kennedy who bullied  his wife Roslyn and Kennedy who bullied  his wife Roslyn and Kennedy who bullied 
them! Attorney General Eric Holder.them! Attorney General Eric Holder.them! Attorney General Eric Holder.them! Attorney General Eric Holder. Under federal  Under federal  Under federal  Under federal 
law, prosecutors must go through what is known law, prosecutors must go through what is known law, prosecutors must go through what is known law, prosecutors must go through what is known 
within the Justicewithin the Justicewithin the Justicewithin the Justice Department as a death penalty  Department as a death penalty  Department as a death penalty  Department as a death penalty 
protocol, under which the U.S. attorneyprotocol, under which the U.S. attorneyprotocol, under which the U.S. attorneyprotocol, under which the U.S. attorney’’’’s offices offices offices office and  and  and  and 
Justice Department lawyers in Washington analyze Justice Department lawyers in Washington analyze Justice Department lawyers in Washington analyze Justice Department lawyers in Washington analyze 
all aspects of the crime.all aspects of the crime.all aspects of the crime.all aspects of the crime.

4444----21212121----13 Today the DA faces the Capital Crime's 13 Today the DA faces the Capital Crime's 13 Today the DA faces the Capital Crime's 13 Today the DA faces the Capital Crime's 
Death Penalty. Rome copsDeath Penalty. Rome copsDeath Penalty. Rome copsDeath Penalty. Rome cops died too, in fiery wrecks  died too, in fiery wrecks  died too, in fiery wrecks  died too, in fiery wrecks 
since 1980. since 1980. since 1980. since 1980. 

4444----21212121----13 Pope Frances faces the13 Pope Frances faces the13 Pope Frances faces the13 Pope Frances faces the Penalty of Hell. Pope  Penalty of Hell. Pope  Penalty of Hell. Pope  Penalty of Hell. Pope 
will tell God, he has already told God many times will tell God, he has already told God many times will tell God, he has already told God many times will tell God, he has already told God many times 
that thethat thethat thethat the Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide bullied  Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide bullied  Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide bullied  Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide bullied 
him into the worst Holocaust him into the worst Holocaust him into the worst Holocaust him into the worst Holocaust ---- GenocideGenocideGenocideGenocide in History!  in History!  in History!  in History! 

4444----21212121----13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances just like13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances just like13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances just like13 Rome Cops will arrest Pope Frances just like
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Pakistan arrested the top General Pervez Pakistan arrested the top General Pervez Pakistan arrested the top General Pervez Pakistan arrested the top General Pervez 
Musharraf... who has $1 Trillion in BPMusharraf... who has $1 Trillion in BPMusharraf... who has $1 Trillion in BPMusharraf... who has $1 Trillion in BP Oil money in  Oil money in  Oil money in  Oil money in 
a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Bank Hitler Kept his a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Bank Hitler Kept his a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Bank Hitler Kept his a Swiss Bank the Same Swiss Bank Hitler Kept his 
Jewish Money!Jewish Money!Jewish Money!Jewish Money!

4444----21212121----13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, at 13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, at 13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, at 13 Today in Key West the Jewish Mafia, at 
Pirates Key and PiratesPirates Key and PiratesPirates Key and PiratesPirates Key and Pirates Corner stifle Greg and Wives  Corner stifle Greg and Wives  Corner stifle Greg and Wives  Corner stifle Greg and Wives 
from working on a Overnight Miracle Cure for from working on a Overnight Miracle Cure for from working on a Overnight Miracle Cure for from working on a Overnight Miracle Cure for 
BreastBreastBreastBreast Cancer 24/7 on orders from the City of Key  Cancer 24/7 on orders from the City of Key  Cancer 24/7 on orders from the City of Key  Cancer 24/7 on orders from the City of Key 
West Numb Nuts Dictators who followWest Numb Nuts Dictators who followWest Numb Nuts Dictators who followWest Numb Nuts Dictators who follow orders from  orders from  orders from  orders from 
the Numb Nuts Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. the Numb Nuts Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. the Numb Nuts Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. the Numb Nuts Dictators McCain, Kerry, Bush, etc. 

4444----21212121----13131313 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar  FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar  FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar  FBI has the YouTube Videos of Dzhokhar 
Tsarnaev and his older brother Tamerlan.Tsarnaev and his older brother Tamerlan.Tsarnaev and his older brother Tamerlan.Tsarnaev and his older brother Tamerlan.

4444----21212121----13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell 13 FBI has the YouTube Videos of Greg Buell 
Lovestar, the link isLovestar, the link isLovestar, the link isLovestar, the link is below... Greg's YouTube Video  below... Greg's YouTube Video  below... Greg's YouTube Video  below... Greg's YouTube Video 
could have prevented 9/11 and the Boston Bombscould have prevented 9/11 and the Boston Bombscould have prevented 9/11 and the Boston Bombscould have prevented 9/11 and the Boston Bombs
going off! FBI Failed Humanity because of Numb going off! FBI Failed Humanity because of Numb going off! FBI Failed Humanity because of Numb going off! FBI Failed Humanity because of Numb 
Nuts Dictators World Wide areNuts Dictators World Wide areNuts Dictators World Wide areNuts Dictators World Wide are alcoholics, drunk on  alcoholics, drunk on  alcoholics, drunk on  alcoholics, drunk on 
$177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues!$ 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * * 
* * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST 
VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

WolfWolfWolfWolf 359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6  359 7.6 

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 
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Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light years

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * * 
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* * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST 
VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key 
West FlWest FlWest FlWest Fl 33041  33041  33041  33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic  Link to the classic  Link to the classic  Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I2 I2 I2 I edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is 
fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...

4444----15151515----13 "Breast13 "Breast13 "Breast13 "Breast----CancerCancerCancerCancer----Holocaust"...Holocaust"...Holocaust"...Holocaust"... Key West Numb  Key West Numb  Key West Numb  Key West Numb 
Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from Nuts Dictators stifle Greg + Wives from 
brainstorming a Breastbrainstorming a Breastbrainstorming a Breastbrainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure Today, on  Cancer Cure Today, on  Cancer Cure Today, on  Cancer Cure Today, on 
purpose. These Top Brass Dictators know this is masspurpose. These Top Brass Dictators know this is masspurpose. These Top Brass Dictators know this is masspurpose. These Top Brass Dictators know this is mass
murder, they say to Hell with the "Women Observers" murder, they say to Hell with the "Women Observers" murder, they say to Hell with the "Women Observers" murder, they say to Hell with the "Women Observers" 
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in our "1984" Society Wein our "1984" Society Wein our "1984" Society Wein our "1984" Society We DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES  DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES  DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES  DON'T WANT GREG + WIVES 
GETTING THIS CURE! via McCain, Generals + GETTING THIS CURE! via McCain, Generals + GETTING THIS CURE! via McCain, Generals + GETTING THIS CURE! via McCain, Generals + 
Admirals!Admirals!Admirals!Admirals! Sick!  Sick!  Sick!  Sick! 

4444----15151515----13 "Vaccination13 "Vaccination13 "Vaccination13 "Vaccination----Holocaust" Day Care workers Holocaust" Day Care workers Holocaust" Day Care workers Holocaust" Day Care workers 
can refuse allcan refuse allcan refuse allcan refuse all vaccines, Nurses can refuse all  vaccines, Nurses can refuse all  vaccines, Nurses can refuse all  vaccines, Nurses can refuse all 
vaccines! Sick Numb Nuts Dictators, you do thevaccines! Sick Numb Nuts Dictators, you do thevaccines! Sick Numb Nuts Dictators, you do thevaccines! Sick Numb Nuts Dictators, you do the
math! math! math! math! 

4444----15151515----13 "Alcoholics13 "Alcoholics13 "Alcoholics13 "Alcoholics----Holocaust" In Key West Wine Holocaust" In Key West Wine Holocaust" In Key West Wine Holocaust" In Key West Wine 
comes with Glazedcomes with Glazedcomes with Glazedcomes with Glazed Donuts at 7 am!  Donuts at 7 am!  Donuts at 7 am!  Donuts at 7 am! 

4444----15151515----13 "Tobacco13 "Tobacco13 "Tobacco13 "Tobacco----Holocaust" Our Orwellian Holocaust" Our Orwellian Holocaust" Our Orwellian Holocaust" Our Orwellian 
DictatorsDictatorsDictatorsDictators refuse to Harvest rice, figs + cashews with  refuse to Harvest rice, figs + cashews with  refuse to Harvest rice, figs + cashews with  refuse to Harvest rice, figs + cashews with 
Helicopter Combines!Helicopter Combines!Helicopter Combines!Helicopter Combines!
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By Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard  the Harvard  the Harvard  the Harvard 
Key West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Key West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Key West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Key West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel 
Tower Structure.Tower Structure.Tower Structure.Tower Structure. Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower  Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower  Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower  Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower 
structures will be built and the Yale Keystructures will be built and the Yale Keystructures will be built and the Yale Keystructures will be built and the Yale Key West Med  West Med  West Med  West Med 
School wilSchool wilSchool wilSchool will be installed on top via pre made l be installed on top via pre made l be installed on top via pre made l be installed on top via pre made 
containers... 25,000containers... 25,000containers... 25,000containers... 25,000 Medical Students will change  Medical Students will change  Medical Students will change  Medical Students will change 
Key West and be ready just in time for 15 BillionKey West and be ready just in time for 15 BillionKey West and be ready just in time for 15 BillionKey West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion
people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists 
Traps" will be built in,Traps" will be built in,Traps" will be built in,Traps" will be built in, grin!  grin!  grin!  grin! 

4444----15151515----13 "Spoiled13 "Spoiled13 "Spoiled13 "Spoiled----FoodFoodFoodFood----Holocaust" Bill + MelindaHolocaust" Bill + MelindaHolocaust" Bill + MelindaHolocaust" Bill + Melinda
work the MSNBC News for Malaria not the "Spoiledwork the MSNBC News for Malaria not the "Spoiledwork the MSNBC News for Malaria not the "Spoiledwork the MSNBC News for Malaria not the "Spoiled----
FoodFoodFoodFood----Holocaust" in need ofHolocaust" in need ofHolocaust" in need ofHolocaust" in need of 1,001 MIT inventors who  1,001 MIT inventors who  1,001 MIT inventors who  1,001 MIT inventors who 
have work building "Drones" for the last 20 years!have work building "Drones" for the last 20 years!have work building "Drones" for the last 20 years!have work building "Drones" for the last 20 years!

4444----15151515----13 "Cardiac13 "Cardiac13 "Cardiac13 "Cardiac----ArrestArrestArrestArrest----Holocaust" Daily Body Holocaust" Daily Body Holocaust" Daily Body Holocaust" Daily Body 
Count in this "War" not onCount in this "War" not onCount in this "War" not onCount in this "War" not on NBC Nightly News and  NBC Nightly News and  NBC Nightly News and  NBC Nightly News and 
never will be! never will be! never will be! never will be! 

4444----15151515----13 "Microsoft13 "Microsoft13 "Microsoft13 "Microsoft----Holocaust" WindowHolocaust" WindowHolocaust" WindowHolocaust" Window 8 Bill +  8 Bill +  8 Bill +  8 Bill + 
Melinda suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 1,001 Melinda suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 1,001 Melinda suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 1,001 Melinda suppressed Greg's Idea to preinstall 1,001 
Invention Projects +Invention Projects +Invention Projects +Invention Projects + A Icon to record this internet  A Icon to record this internet  A Icon to record this internet  A Icon to record this internet 
session as a YouTube Video for playbacksession as a YouTube Video for playbacksession as a YouTube Video for playbacksession as a YouTube Video for playback
brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives in a Legal brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives in a Legal brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives in a Legal brainstorming 24/7 with a few wives in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage! PolygamousPolygamous Marriage! PolygamousPolygamous Marriage! PolygamousPolygamous Marriage! Polygamous Marriage  Marriage  Marriage  Marriage 
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Catalyst for Discovery III Shuttles with "Gravity Catalyst for Discovery III Shuttles with "Gravity Catalyst for Discovery III Shuttles with "Gravity Catalyst for Discovery III Shuttles with "Gravity 
Engines"!Engines"!Engines"!Engines"!

4444----15151515----13 "Hurricane13 "Hurricane13 "Hurricane13 "Hurricane----Holocaust"... A Suppressed Idea Holocaust"... A Suppressed Idea Holocaust"... A Suppressed Idea Holocaust"... A Suppressed Idea 
to move a Hurricaneto move a Hurricaneto move a Hurricaneto move a Hurricane out to sea!  out to sea!  out to sea!  out to sea! 

4444----15151515----13 "Exhaust13 "Exhaust13 "Exhaust13 "Exhaust----Holocaust"... Pollution from cars Holocaust"... Pollution from cars Holocaust"... Pollution from cars Holocaust"... Pollution from cars 
andandandand deiseal causes 100K birth defects deiseal causes 100K birth defects deiseal causes 100K birth defects deiseal causes 100K birth defects----deaths! deaths! deaths! deaths! 

4444----15151515----13131313 "Car "Car "Car "Car----WreckWreckWreckWreck----Holocaust"... Wifi Dash Cams, Holocaust"... Wifi Dash Cams, Holocaust"... Wifi Dash Cams, Holocaust"... Wifi Dash Cams, 
Super Air Bags on the Outside, FSuper Air Bags on the Outside, FSuper Air Bags on the Outside, FSuper Air Bags on the Outside, F----35353535 Radar inside!  Radar inside!  Radar inside!  Radar inside! 

4444----15151515----13 "Star13 "Star13 "Star13 "Star----TravelTravelTravelTravel----Holocaust"... Pentagon Top Holocaust"... Pentagon Top Holocaust"... Pentagon Top Holocaust"... Pentagon Top 
BrassBrassBrassBrass "Killed" a fleet of New Shuttles for "War Games"!  "Killed" a fleet of New Shuttles for "War Games"!  "Killed" a fleet of New Shuttles for "War Games"!  "Killed" a fleet of New Shuttles for "War Games"! 

4444----15151515----13131313 "Hemingway "Hemingway "Hemingway "Hemingway----UtopianUtopianUtopianUtopian----InventionInventionInventionInvention----FilledFilledFilledFilled----
WritingWritingWritingWriting----ClassesClassesClassesClasses----Holocaust" Key West MandyHolocaust" Key West MandyHolocaust" Key West MandyHolocaust" Key West Mandy Miles  Miles  Miles  Miles 
wrote today don't leave your junk on the curb. She wrote today don't leave your junk on the curb. She wrote today don't leave your junk on the curb. She wrote today don't leave your junk on the curb. She 
writes every Sunday andwrites every Sunday andwrites every Sunday andwrites every Sunday and is Light Years from writing  is Light Years from writing  is Light Years from writing  is Light Years from writing 
about taking aabout taking aabout taking aabout taking a "Hemingway "Hemingway "Hemingway "Hemingway----UtopianUtopianUtopianUtopian----InventionInventionInventionInvention----
FilledFilledFilledFilled----WritingWritingWritingWriting----Class, in Key West! NY Times saidClass, in Key West! NY Times saidClass, in Key West! NY Times saidClass, in Key West! NY Times said
"God" is Dead without researching 1 Trillion "God" is Dead without researching 1 Trillion "God" is Dead without researching 1 Trillion "God" is Dead without researching 1 Trillion 
Galaxies first! Galaxies first! Galaxies first! Galaxies first! 

4444----15151515----13 The13 The13 The13 The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
in Key West is ain Key West is ain Key West is ain Key West is a ElectricWindmillcar ElectricWindmillcar ElectricWindmillcar ElectricWindmillcar----Holocaust + Holocaust + Holocaust + Holocaust + 
Genocide... with more people "gassed" viaGenocide... with more people "gassed" viaGenocide... with more people "gassed" viaGenocide... with more people "gassed" via exhaust in  exhaust in  exhaust in  exhaust in 
100's of polluted big cities, cause of kids birth defects 100's of polluted big cities, cause of kids birth defects 100's of polluted big cities, cause of kids birth defects 100's of polluted big cities, cause of kids birth defects 
are coveredare coveredare coveredare covered up by the Top Brass at the Pentagon,  up by the Top Brass at the Pentagon,  up by the Top Brass at the Pentagon,  up by the Top Brass at the Pentagon, 
and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Secret"and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Secret"and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Secret"and fiery wreck statistics are "Top Secret" (Pictures +  (Pictures +  (Pictures +  (Pictures + 
Videos) too. Videos) too. Videos) too. Videos) too. 

4444----15151515----13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to move13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to move13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to move13 The Suppression of Greg's ideas to move a  a  a  a 
Hurricane heading for Key West Out to sea is a Hurricane heading for Key West Out to sea is a Hurricane heading for Key West Out to sea is a Hurricane heading for Key West Out to sea is a 
"Hurricane"Hurricane"Hurricane"Hurricane----Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"

4444----15151515----13 Hurricane Sandy could have been moved 13 Hurricane Sandy could have been moved 13 Hurricane Sandy could have been moved 13 Hurricane Sandy could have been moved 
out to sea... but our Numbout to sea... but our Numbout to sea... but our Numbout to sea... but our Numb Nuts Dictator, (McCain)  Nuts Dictator, (McCain)  Nuts Dictator, (McCain)  Nuts Dictator, (McCain) 
and Others are "Stupid Criminals" when the crime is and Others are "Stupid Criminals" when the crime is and Others are "Stupid Criminals" when the crime is and Others are "Stupid Criminals" when the crime is 
aaaa Holocaust + Mass Murder from fiery wrecks,  Holocaust + Mass Murder from fiery wrecks,  Holocaust + Mass Murder from fiery wrecks,  Holocaust + Mass Murder from fiery wrecks, 
whooping cough workers at the Miamiwhooping cough workers at the Miamiwhooping cough workers at the Miamiwhooping cough workers at the Miami Day Care  Day Care  Day Care  Day Care 
Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not registering Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not registering Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not registering Centers, or Hepatitis Infected People not registering 
with theirwith theirwith theirwith their neighbors and co neighbors and co neighbors and co neighbors and co----workers. workers. workers. workers. 

4444----15151515----13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to13 The Suppression of a Greg's ideas to move a  move a  move a  move a 
Hurricane heading for Key West Out to sea is a Hurricane heading for Key West Out to sea is a Hurricane heading for Key West Out to sea is a Hurricane heading for Key West Out to sea is a 
"Hurricane"Hurricane"Hurricane"Hurricane----Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"Holocaust"
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4444----15151515----13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning rods 13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning rods 13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning rods 13 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning rods 
dropped into Sandy,dropped into Sandy,dropped into Sandy,dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA super  where... a NOAA super  where... a NOAA super  where... a NOAA super 
computer simulation would tell the pilots the best computer simulation would tell the pilots the best computer simulation would tell the pilots the best computer simulation would tell the pilots the best 
area ofarea ofarea ofarea of the spinning Hurricane to drop a trillion  the spinning Hurricane to drop a trillion  the spinning Hurricane to drop a trillion  the spinning Hurricane to drop a trillion 
lighting rods, setting off 1 Trillionlighting rods, setting off 1 Trillionlighting rods, setting off 1 Trillionlighting rods, setting off 1 Trillion cloud to cloud  cloud to cloud  cloud to cloud  cloud to cloud 
lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to sea... lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to sea... lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to sea... lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out to sea... 
HurricaneHurricaneHurricaneHurricane direction and or speed could be changed  direction and or speed could be changed  direction and or speed could be changed  direction and or speed could be changed 
by launching 1 trillion lightning rodby launching 1 trillion lightning rodby launching 1 trillion lightning rodby launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires into the  wires into the  wires into the  wires into the 
Hurricane by Planes flying above the Hurricane, Hurricane by Planes flying above the Hurricane, Hurricane by Planes flying above the Hurricane, Hurricane by Planes flying above the Hurricane, 
discharging ofdischarging ofdischarging ofdischarging of massive amounts of lightning will  massive amounts of lightning will  massive amounts of lightning will  massive amounts of lightning will 
change a Hurricane's direction... temp?change a Hurricane's direction... temp?change a Hurricane's direction... temp?change a Hurricane's direction... temp?

4444----15151515----13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of 13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of 13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of 13 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of 
Sandy...?Sandy...?Sandy...?Sandy...? Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane  Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane  Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane  Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane 
out to sea!! As NYC will build a sea wallout to sea!! As NYC will build a sea wallout to sea!! As NYC will build a sea wallout to sea!! As NYC will build a sea wall not KW.  not KW.  not KW.  not KW. 
Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move Sandy from Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move Sandy from Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move Sandy from Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move Sandy from 
NYC. 1,001 OtherNYC. 1,001 OtherNYC. 1,001 OtherNYC. 1,001 Other Invention Projects. 101 can be  Invention Projects. 101 can be  Invention Projects. 101 can be  Invention Projects. 101 can be 
called a Holocaust as 100 kids will be left incalled a Holocaust as 100 kids will be left incalled a Holocaust as 100 kids will be left incalled a Holocaust as 100 kids will be left in Hot  Hot  Hot  Hot 
Cars to die in the summer of 2013 and NBC Miami Cars to die in the summer of 2013 and NBC Miami Cars to die in the summer of 2013 and NBC Miami Cars to die in the summer of 2013 and NBC Miami 
will have a few commentwill have a few commentwill have a few commentwill have a few comment about not forgetting the  about not forgetting the  about not forgetting the  about not forgetting the 
kids in hot cars at the same time covering up thekids in hot cars at the same time covering up thekids in hot cars at the same time covering up thekids in hot cars at the same time covering up the
ElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCarElectricWindmillCar----Holocaust and Genocide! Holocaust and Genocide! Holocaust and Genocide! Holocaust and Genocide! 

4444----15151515----13 I need job $ to13 I need job $ to13 I need job $ to13 I need job $ to f f f finance my research for a Rx inance my research for a Rx inance my research for a Rx inance my research for a Rx 
Penicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breastPenicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breastPenicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breastPenicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breast
cancer and 1,001 Invention Projects... MRI contrast cancer and 1,001 Invention Projects... MRI contrast cancer and 1,001 Invention Projects... MRI contrast cancer and 1,001 Invention Projects... MRI contrast 
agent to see all the canceragent to see all the canceragent to see all the canceragent to see all the cancer cells, and pulse to  cells, and pulse to  cells, and pulse to  cells, and pulse to 
destroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse ordestroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse ordestroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse ordestroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse or
electric shock... programmed into the MRI, etc. electric shock... programmed into the MRI, etc. electric shock... programmed into the MRI, etc. electric shock... programmed into the MRI, etc. 
4444----12121212----13 NBC Nightly News13 NBC Nightly News13 NBC Nightly News13 NBC Nightly News Special... North Korea can  Special... North Korea can  Special... North Korea can  Special... North Korea can 
launch 2 Nukes on its Missiles! launch 2 Nukes on its Missiles! launch 2 Nukes on its Missiles! launch 2 Nukes on its Missiles! 

4444----12121212----13 The13 The13 The13 The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
in Key West is a Holocaust + Genocide...in Key West is a Holocaust + Genocide...in Key West is a Holocaust + Genocide...in Key West is a Holocaust + Genocide... BP Oil will  BP Oil will  BP Oil will  BP Oil will 
let North Korea Nuke Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil let North Korea Nuke Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil let North Korea Nuke Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil let North Korea Nuke Seoul for $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues$Revenues$Revenues$Revenues$ Pirates in Key West 2013.  Pirates in Key West 2013.  Pirates in Key West 2013.  Pirates in Key West 2013. 

4444----12121212----13 The Holocaust of The atomic bombings13 The Holocaust of The atomic bombings13 The Holocaust of The atomic bombings13 The Holocaust of The atomic bombings of  of  of  of 
the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Japan were 
conducted by the Unitedconducted by the Unitedconducted by the Unitedconducted by the United States during the final  States during the final  States during the final  States during the final 
stages of World War II in 1945. These two eventsstages of World War II in 1945. These two eventsstages of World War II in 1945. These two eventsstages of World War II in 1945. These two events
represent the only use of nuclear weapons in represent the only use of nuclear weapons in represent the only use of nuclear weapons in represent the only use of nuclear weapons in 
warfare to date. Following a firewarfare to date. Following a firewarfare to date. Following a firewarfare to date. Following a fire bombing  bombing  bombing  bombing 
campaign that destroyed many Japanese cities, the campaign that destroyed many Japanese cities, the campaign that destroyed many Japanese cities, the campaign that destroyed many Japanese cities, the 
Allies prepared for aAllies prepared for aAllies prepared for aAllies prepared for a costly invasion of Japan. North  costly invasion of Japan. North  costly invasion of Japan. North  costly invasion of Japan. North 
Korea Today and the ElectricWindmillCar Korea Today and the ElectricWindmillCar Korea Today and the ElectricWindmillCar Korea Today and the ElectricWindmillCar ---- Awe Awe Awe Awe
Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives + 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. AreElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. AreElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. AreElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Are "Top Secret" by  "Top Secret" by  "Top Secret" by  "Top Secret" by 
McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Dictators in our McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Dictators in our McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Dictators in our McCain and the Other Numb Nuts Dictators in our 
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Orwell Era!Orwell Era!Orwell Era!Orwell Era!

4444----12121212----13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous 13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous 13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous 13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous 
Wives +Wives +Wives +Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. We bike  ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. We bike  ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. We bike  ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. We bike 
Duval and do the Duval Walk and areDuval and do the Duval Walk and areDuval and do the Duval Walk and areDuval and do the Duval Walk and are unsuspicious  unsuspicious  unsuspicious  unsuspicious 
of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates Corner" The of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates Corner" The of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates Corner" The of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + "Pirates Corner" The 
Holocaust couldHolocaust couldHolocaust couldHolocaust could never happen again with BP Oil as  never happen again with BP Oil as  never happen again with BP Oil as  never happen again with BP Oil as 
Hitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted withHitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted withHitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted withHitler! The Jewish Mafia can't be tempted with $177  $177  $177  $177 
Trillion dollars! The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it Trillion dollars! The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it Trillion dollars! The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it Trillion dollars! The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it 
out as theout as theout as theout as the gasoline$ gasoline$ gasoline$ gasoline$----Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 
Trillion dollars overwhelmed obedientTrillion dollars overwhelmed obedientTrillion dollars overwhelmed obedientTrillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives,  wives,  wives,  wives, 
Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! 

4444----12121212----13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in the 13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in the 13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in the 13 Ortega + Orwell on the same page in the 
AmericanAmericanAmericanAmerican Heritage illustrated College dic Heritage illustrated College dic Heritage illustrated College dic Heritage illustrated College dic----tiontiontiontion----arararar----y y y y 
I'm reading today. Ortega wasI'm reading today. Ortega wasI'm reading today. Ortega wasI'm reading today. Ortega was President from 1984  President from 1984  President from 1984  President from 1984 
to 1990 and kept "Top Secret" the Helicopter to 1990 and kept "Top Secret" the Helicopter to 1990 and kept "Top Secret" the Helicopter to 1990 and kept "Top Secret" the Helicopter 
Combines forCombines forCombines forCombines for all the hard to harvest South  all the hard to harvest South  all the hard to harvest South  all the hard to harvest South 
American Crops! General Ortega does not harvestAmerican Crops! General Ortega does not harvestAmerican Crops! General Ortega does not harvestAmerican Crops! General Ortega does not harvest
any crops that feed people... any crops that feed people... any crops that feed people... any crops that feed people... 

4444----12121212----13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm,13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm,13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm,13 Organic, Organized crime, Orgasm, Orgy  Orgy  Orgy  Orgy 
were on the page before Ortega + Orwell but no were on the page before Ortega + Orwell but no were on the page before Ortega + Orwell but no were on the page before Ortega + Orwell but no 
illustrations for these...illustrations for these...illustrations for these...illustrations for these... grin!  grin!  grin!  grin! 

4444----12121212----13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his 13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his 13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his 13 Orion the Greek Hunter in his 
Constellation. Today weConstellation. Today weConstellation. Today weConstellation. Today we "Hunt" Inventions to hear  "Hunt" Inventions to hear  "Hunt" Inventions to hear  "Hunt" Inventions to hear 
and see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts Dictatorsand see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts Dictatorsand see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts Dictatorsand see "Aliens" before the Numb Nuts Dictators
"Alienate" North Korea enough to Nuke Seoul. "Alienate" North Korea enough to Nuke Seoul. "Alienate" North Korea enough to Nuke Seoul. "Alienate" North Korea enough to Nuke Seoul. 

4444----12121212----13 Overabundance of13 Overabundance of13 Overabundance of13 Overabundance of Helicopter Combines for  Helicopter Combines for  Helicopter Combines for  Helicopter Combines for 
Ocean fishing, along with the Overabundance... ofOcean fishing, along with the Overabundance... ofOcean fishing, along with the Overabundance... ofOcean fishing, along with the Overabundance... of
fish... 1 Trillion fish after the Navy feeds the fish! fish... 1 Trillion fish after the Navy feeds the fish! fish... 1 Trillion fish after the Navy feeds the fish! fish... 1 Trillion fish after the Navy feeds the fish! 

4444----12121212----13131313 Overabundance of Awe Inspiring  Overabundance of Awe Inspiring  Overabundance of Awe Inspiring  Overabundance of Awe Inspiring 
Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +Enthusiasm of Polygamous Wives +
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 Invention ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 Invention ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 Invention ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 1,001 Invention 
Projects will be brain stormedProjects will be brain stormedProjects will be brain stormedProjects will be brain stormed on the Honeymoon!  on the Honeymoon!  on the Honeymoon!  on the Honeymoon! 

4444----12121212----13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 13 1st graders killed, mass murder of 22 
childrenchildrenchildrenchildren by the son of a GE Executive!  by the son of a GE Executive!  by the son of a GE Executive!  by the son of a GE Executive! 
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4444----12121212----13 Gun Control Laws in the news not13 Gun Control Laws in the news not13 Gun Control Laws in the news not13 Gun Control Laws in the news not GE  GE  GE  GE 
Organized Crimes and Genocide via its outdate, Organized Crimes and Genocide via its outdate, Organized Crimes and Genocide via its outdate, Organized Crimes and Genocide via its outdate, 
Nuclear Power Plants andNuclear Power Plants andNuclear Power Plants andNuclear Power Plants and Gasoline Fueled Jet  Gasoline Fueled Jet  Gasoline Fueled Jet  Gasoline Fueled Jet 
Engines when H at Engines when H at Engines when H at Engines when H at ----254 C and power all of Japans 254 C and power all of Japans 254 C and power all of Japans 254 C and power all of Japans 
homes andhomes andhomes andhomes and factories for "Free" as BP Oil will have its  factories for "Free" as BP Oil will have its  factories for "Free" as BP Oil will have its  factories for "Free" as BP Oil will have its 
$177 Trillion dollars confiscated$177 Trillion dollars confiscated$177 Trillion dollars confiscated$177 Trillion dollars confiscated to pay for 1  to pay for 1  to pay for 1  to pay for 1 
Trillion NASA manufactured cans of liquid Trillion NASA manufactured cans of liquid Trillion NASA manufactured cans of liquid Trillion NASA manufactured cans of liquid 
Hydrogen! That will flyHydrogen! That will flyHydrogen! That will flyHydrogen! That will fly Boeing Jets with free fuel of  Boeing Jets with free fuel of  Boeing Jets with free fuel of  Boeing Jets with free fuel of 
H... GE Executive who's son killed 22 1st gradersH... GE Executive who's son killed 22 1st gradersH... GE Executive who's son killed 22 1st gradersH... GE Executive who's son killed 22 1st graders
suppressed Boeing from changing from gasoline Jet suppressed Boeing from changing from gasoline Jet suppressed Boeing from changing from gasoline Jet suppressed Boeing from changing from gasoline Jet 
fuel to Hydrogen Jet Fuel andfuel to Hydrogen Jet Fuel andfuel to Hydrogen Jet Fuel andfuel to Hydrogen Jet Fuel and it would be free.  it would be free.  it would be free.  it would be free. 

4444----12121212----13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 killed by13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 killed by13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 killed by13 Overabundance of 1st graders 22 killed by
Pentagon's $1 Million dollar Drones manufactured Pentagon's $1 Million dollar Drones manufactured Pentagon's $1 Million dollar Drones manufactured Pentagon's $1 Million dollar Drones manufactured 
by MIT. by MIT. by MIT. by MIT. 

4444----12121212----13131313 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + 
"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen  never happen  never happen  never happen 
again with BP Oil as Hitler! again with BP Oil as Hitler! again with BP Oil as Hitler! again with BP Oil as Hitler! 

4444----12121212----13 Unsuspicious of13 Unsuspicious of13 Unsuspicious of13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + 
"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen
again with GE as Hitler! again with GE as Hitler! again with GE as Hitler! again with GE as Hitler! 

4444----12121212----13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  Key" +  Key" +  Key" + 
"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen "Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen 
again with 984 Fagain with 984 Fagain with 984 Fagain with 984 F----35353535 Fighter Jets on Boeing's  Fighter Jets on Boeing's  Fighter Jets on Boeing's  Fighter Jets on Boeing's 
asasasassembly line instead of 984 Helicopter Combines tosembly line instead of 984 Helicopter Combines tosembly line instead of 984 Helicopter Combines tosembly line instead of 984 Helicopter Combines to
harvest the Banana Republics crops harvest the Banana Republics crops harvest the Banana Republics crops harvest the Banana Republics crops ----
Overabundance of figs, cashews, bananas,Overabundance of figs, cashews, bananas,Overabundance of figs, cashews, bananas,Overabundance of figs, cashews, bananas, etc.  etc.  etc.  etc. 

4444----12121212----13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + 13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + 13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + 13 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + 
"Pirates Corner""Pirates Corner""Pirates Corner""Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen  The Holocaust could never happen  The Holocaust could never happen  The Holocaust could never happen 
again with... The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell itagain with... The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell itagain with... The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell itagain with... The GasolineHolcaust$ or spell it out  out  out  out 
as the gasoline$as the gasoline$as the gasoline$as the gasoline$----Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 Holocaust$! BP Oil Men's $177 
Trillion dollars overwhelmedTrillion dollars overwhelmedTrillion dollars overwhelmedTrillion dollars overwhelmed obedient wives,  obedient wives,  obedient wives,  obedient wives, 
Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! Caroline Kennedy, Kerry, Bill + Melinda! 

4444----12121212----13 Air13 Air13 Air13 Air Bags  Bags  Bags  Bags ---- Overabundance of Super Air Bags  Overabundance of Super Air Bags  Overabundance of Super Air Bags  Overabundance of Super Air Bags 
on the Outside of cars and Semion the Outside of cars and Semion the Outside of cars and Semion the Outside of cars and Semi----Trucks...Trucks...Trucks...Trucks... "Top  "Top  "Top  "Top 
Secret" yes this is a Genocide + Holocaust as Greg Secret" yes this is a Genocide + Holocaust as Greg Secret" yes this is a Genocide + Holocaust as Greg Secret" yes this is a Genocide + Holocaust as Greg 
Buell LoveStar inventedBuell LoveStar inventedBuell LoveStar inventedBuell LoveStar invented the idea of the  the idea of the  the idea of the  the idea of the 
Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of 
cars andcars andcars andcars and Semi Semi Semi Semi----Trucks... in 1990 when Ortega was Trucks... in 1990 when Ortega was Trucks... in 1990 when Ortega was Trucks... in 1990 when Ortega was 
still President. Today is 4still President. Today is 4still President. Today is 4still President. Today is 4----12121212----13 that is13 that is13 that is13 that is 23 years the  23 years the  23 years the  23 years the 
Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of Overabundance of Super Air Bags on the Outside of 
cars andcars andcars andcars and Semi Semi Semi Semi----Trucks... manufacturing of these Trucks... manufacturing of these Trucks... manufacturing of these Trucks... manufacturing of these 
would be on the 4th or 5th generation...would be on the 4th or 5th generation...would be on the 4th or 5th generation...would be on the 4th or 5th generation... all the  all the  all the  all the 
kinks worked out! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! kinks worked out! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! kinks worked out! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! kinks worked out! This is a Genocide + Holocaust! 
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4444----12121212----13131313 Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" +  Unsuspicious of TODAY'S... "Pirates Key" + 
"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could"Pirates Corner" The Holocaust could never happen  never happen  never happen  never happen 
again... again... again... again... 

4444----12121212----13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous13 Awe Inspiring Enthusiasm of Polygamous
Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. Wives + ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. 

4444----12121212----13 ABC Nightly News with13 ABC Nightly News with13 ABC Nightly News with13 ABC Nightly News with Diane Sawyer ends  Diane Sawyer ends  Diane Sawyer ends  Diane Sawyer ends 
with Paris Pickpockets at the Louvre, at the sidewalk with Paris Pickpockets at the Louvre, at the sidewalk with Paris Pickpockets at the Louvre, at the sidewalk with Paris Pickpockets at the Louvre, at the sidewalk 
cafe andcafe andcafe andcafe and other Tourists Attractions all caught on  other Tourists Attractions all caught on  other Tourists Attractions all caught on  other Tourists Attractions all caught on 
video for us so we are not unsuspiciousvideo for us so we are not unsuspiciousvideo for us so we are not unsuspiciousvideo for us so we are not unsuspicious of Todays  of Todays  of Todays  of Todays 
"Pirates" "Pirates" "Pirates" "Pirates" 

4444----12121212----13 NBC Nightly News ended with the Vietnam 13 NBC Nightly News ended with the Vietnam 13 NBC Nightly News ended with the Vietnam 13 NBC Nightly News ended with the Vietnam 
POWPOWPOWPOW McCain getting the Medal of Honor from 99  McCain getting the Medal of Honor from 99  McCain getting the Medal of Honor from 99  McCain getting the Medal of Honor from 99 
other Senators! Top Secret is thatother Senators! Top Secret is thatother Senators! Top Secret is thatother Senators! Top Secret is that Today Vietnam is  Today Vietnam is  Today Vietnam is  Today Vietnam is 
selling its oil to BP for $1 Trillion a year! selling its oil to BP for $1 Trillion a year! selling its oil to BP for $1 Trillion a year! selling its oil to BP for $1 Trillion a year! 

4444----12121212----13131313 "Tortured" into hanging herself in the  "Tortured" into hanging herself in the  "Tortured" into hanging herself in the  "Tortured" into hanging herself in the 
Kennedy Barn. Mary was not given a MedalKennedy Barn. Mary was not given a MedalKennedy Barn. Mary was not given a MedalKennedy Barn. Mary was not given a Medal of  of  of  of 
Honor from 99 Senators Today. Honor from 99 Senators Today. Honor from 99 Senators Today. Honor from 99 Senators Today. 

4444----12121212----13 43 American Women Were Murdered13 43 American Women Were Murdered13 43 American Women Were Murdered13 43 American Women Were Murdered
Today... 85% by Drunk Men and not even Diane Today... 85% by Drunk Men and not even Diane Today... 85% by Drunk Men and not even Diane Today... 85% by Drunk Men and not even Diane 
Sawyer on ABC Nightly News had theSawyer on ABC Nightly News had theSawyer on ABC Nightly News had theSawyer on ABC Nightly News had the Daily Body  Daily Body  Daily Body  Daily Body 
Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators (Yes McCain) is Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators (Yes McCain) is Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators (Yes McCain) is Count as our Numb Nuts Dictators (Yes McCain) is 
one of our Numb Nutsone of our Numb Nutsone of our Numb Nutsone of our Numb Nuts Dictators, keep these statistics  Dictators, keep these statistics  Dictators, keep these statistics  Dictators, keep these statistics 
Top Secret of course! Top Secret of course! Top Secret of course! Top Secret of course! 
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By Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not buildingBy Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard  the Harvard  the Harvard  the Harvard 
Key West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Key West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Key West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel Key West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel 
Tower Structure.Tower Structure.Tower Structure.Tower Structure. Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower  Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower  Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower  Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower 
structures will be built and the Yale Keystructures will be built and the Yale Keystructures will be built and the Yale Keystructures will be built and the Yale Key West Med  West Med  West Med  West Med 
School will be installed on top via pre made School will be installed on top via pre made School will be installed on top via pre made School will be installed on top via pre made 
containers... 25,000containers... 25,000containers... 25,000containers... 25,000 Medical Students will change  Medical Students will change  Medical Students will change  Medical Students will change 
Key West and be ready just in time for 15 BillionKey West and be ready just in time for 15 BillionKey West and be ready just in time for 15 BillionKey West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion
people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists 
Traps" will be built in,Traps" will be built in,Traps" will be built in,Traps" will be built in, grin!  grin!  grin!  grin! 
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4444----10101010----13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway +13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway +13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway +13 Happy Birthday's with "Hemingway +
Gellhorn" no Birthday's were in the HBO Movie, I got Gellhorn" no Birthday's were in the HBO Movie, I got Gellhorn" no Birthday's were in the HBO Movie, I got Gellhorn" no Birthday's were in the HBO Movie, I got 
the DVD today. I read allthe DVD today. I read allthe DVD today. I read allthe DVD today. I read all the public Hemingway +  the public Hemingway +  the public Hemingway +  the public Hemingway + 
Gellhorn letters and can't remember any letters Gellhorn letters and can't remember any letters Gellhorn letters and can't remember any letters Gellhorn letters and can't remember any letters 
betweenbetweenbetweenbetween them about their Birthdays Together.  them about their Birthdays Together.  them about their Birthdays Together.  them about their Birthdays Together. 
"Hemingway + Gellhorn II" should start with"Hemingway + Gellhorn II" should start with"Hemingway + Gellhorn II" should start with"Hemingway + Gellhorn II" should start with their  their  their  their 
best Birthday Together... writing a novel! best Birthday Together... writing a novel! best Birthday Together... writing a novel! best Birthday Together... writing a novel! 

4444----10101010----13 DVD "Hemingway13 DVD "Hemingway13 DVD "Hemingway13 DVD "Hemingway + Gellhorn" got it from  + Gellhorn" got it from  + Gellhorn" got it from  + Gellhorn" got it from 
Amazon today and it's good, hope Sony takes over Amazon today and it's good, hope Sony takes over Amazon today and it's good, hope Sony takes over Amazon today and it's good, hope Sony takes over 
fromfromfromfrom HBO and makes "Hemingway + Gellhorn II"  HBO and makes "Hemingway + Gellhorn II"  HBO and makes "Hemingway + Gellhorn II"  HBO and makes "Hemingway + Gellhorn II" 
with actual writing of one or two, threewith actual writing of one or two, threewith actual writing of one or two, threewith actual writing of one or two, three of  of  of  of 
Hemingways Novels! Hemingways Novels! Hemingways Novels! Hemingways Novels! 

4444----10101010----13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity is  is  is  is 
responsible for the ocean tides! Look at everything responsible for the ocean tides! Look at everything responsible for the ocean tides! Look at everything responsible for the ocean tides! Look at everything 
and think... How isand think... How isand think... How isand think... How is gravity generated! This is how  gravity generated! This is how  gravity generated! This is how  gravity generated! This is how 
the discovery will be made. Look both ways forthe discovery will be made. Look both ways forthe discovery will be made. Look both ways forthe discovery will be made. Look both ways for
motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to 
Look at everything andLook at everything andLook at everything andLook at everything and think how is gravity  think how is gravity  think how is gravity  think how is gravity 
generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatgenerated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatgenerated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatgenerated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators are ors are ors are ors are 
looking for alooking for alooking for alooking for a way to get out of Yale History  way to get out of Yale History  way to get out of Yale History  way to get out of Yale History 
Textbooks for being the Master Minds of the WorstTextbooks for being the Master Minds of the WorstTextbooks for being the Master Minds of the WorstTextbooks for being the Master Minds of the Worst
Genocide on Earth. The suppression of the Genocide on Earth. The suppression of the Genocide on Earth. The suppression of the Genocide on Earth. The suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar! 390 Million haveElectricWindmillCar! 390 Million haveElectricWindmillCar! 390 Million haveElectricWindmillCar! 390 Million have died from  died from  died from  died from 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar! 

4444----10101010----13 Here in Key West13 Here in Key West13 Here in Key West13 Here in Key West Greg knows... he will be the  Greg knows... he will be the  Greg knows... he will be the  Greg knows... he will be the 
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one who discovers how Gravity is Generated. Gravityone who discovers how Gravity is Generated. Gravityone who discovers how Gravity is Generated. Gravityone who discovers how Gravity is Generated. Gravity
of Hemingways 4 wives, gravity of making A of Hemingways 4 wives, gravity of making A of Hemingways 4 wives, gravity of making A of Hemingways 4 wives, gravity of making A 
Polygamous Marriage legal in Key WestPolygamous Marriage legal in Key WestPolygamous Marriage legal in Key WestPolygamous Marriage legal in Key West to  to  to  to 
brainstorm 24/7 with millions of "Observers" brainstorm 24/7 with millions of "Observers" brainstorm 24/7 with millions of "Observers" brainstorm 24/7 with millions of "Observers" 
watching this Honeymoon Video,watching this Honeymoon Video,watching this Honeymoon Video,watching this Honeymoon Video, it has to get us  it has to get us  it has to get us  it has to get us 
and them off with the climax being "Gravity"! and them off with the climax being "Gravity"! and them off with the climax being "Gravity"! and them off with the climax being "Gravity"! 

4444----10101010----13131313 We are never aware of the Sun's gravity Yet,  We are never aware of the Sun's gravity Yet,  We are never aware of the Sun's gravity Yet,  We are never aware of the Sun's gravity Yet, 
it is the Sun's gravity that keepsit is the Sun's gravity that keepsit is the Sun's gravity that keepsit is the Sun's gravity that keeps the Earth in its  the Earth in its  the Earth in its  the Earth in its 
orbit! orbit! orbit! orbit! 

4444----10101010----13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from Westin13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from Westin13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from Westin13 1 trillionth Key West Sunset from Westin
Hotel came and went. Hotel came and went. Hotel came and went. Hotel came and went. 

4444----10101010----13 Gravity of our situation in the Universe +13 Gravity of our situation in the Universe +13 Gravity of our situation in the Universe +13 Gravity of our situation in the Universe +
Status in Key West... Status in Key West... Status in Key West... Status in Key West... 

4444----10101010----13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls Royce"13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls Royce"13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls Royce"13 Proof of wealth is the "White Rolls Royce"
driving down Duval turning at Green. driving down Duval turning at Green. driving down Duval turning at Green. driving down Duval turning at Green. 

4444----10101010----13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of13 $4 gasoline, Gravity of "Genocide" at Pirates  "Genocide" at Pirates  "Genocide" at Pirates  "Genocide" at Pirates 
Key! Key! Key! Key! 

4444----10101010----13 God's best invention is "Women"!13 God's best invention is "Women"!13 God's best invention is "Women"!13 God's best invention is "Women"!

4444----10101010----13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual Motion 13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual Motion 13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual Motion 13 Gravity is God's best "Perpetual Motion 
Machine"!Machine"!Machine"!Machine"!

4444----10101010----13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the 13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the 13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the 13 Gregs 1980 Invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar is the WorldsElectricWindmillCar is the WorldsElectricWindmillCar is the WorldsElectricWindmillCar is the Worlds 1st Perpetual  1st Perpetual  1st Perpetual  1st Perpetual 
Motion Machine suppressed from MIT textbooks, Motion Machine suppressed from MIT textbooks, Motion Machine suppressed from MIT textbooks, Motion Machine suppressed from MIT textbooks, 
worst MIT textbooksworst MIT textbooksworst MIT textbooksworst MIT textbooks say there are no Perpetual  say there are no Perpetual  say there are no Perpetual  say there are no Perpetual 
Motion Machines... stifling students since 1980 fromMotion Machines... stifling students since 1980 fromMotion Machines... stifling students since 1980 fromMotion Machines... stifling students since 1980 from
"Looking" for another Perpetual Motion Machine! "Looking" for another Perpetual Motion Machine! "Looking" for another Perpetual Motion Machine! "Looking" for another Perpetual Motion Machine! 

4444----10=13 Here in Key West10=13 Here in Key West10=13 Here in Key West10=13 Here in Key West we know... Moon's gravity  we know... Moon's gravity  we know... Moon's gravity  we know... Moon's gravity 
is responsible for the ocean tides! Look at everythingis responsible for the ocean tides! Look at everythingis responsible for the ocean tides! Look at everythingis responsible for the ocean tides! Look at everything
and think... How is gravity generated! This is how and think... How is gravity generated! This is how and think... How is gravity generated! This is how and think... How is gravity generated! This is how 
the discovery will be made.the discovery will be made.the discovery will be made.the discovery will be made. Look both ways for  Look both ways for  Look both ways for  Look both ways for 
motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to motorcycles... there are no stickers that tell you to 
Look atLook atLook atLook at everything and think how is gravity  everything and think how is gravity  everything and think how is gravity  everything and think how is gravity 
generated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatorsgenerated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatorsgenerated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictatorsgenerated! Our "1984" Numb Nuts Dictators are  are  are  are 
looking for a way to get out of Yale History looking for a way to get out of Yale History looking for a way to get out of Yale History looking for a way to get out of Yale History 
Textbooks for being the MasterTextbooks for being the MasterTextbooks for being the MasterTextbooks for being the Master Minds of the Worst  Minds of the Worst  Minds of the Worst  Minds of the Worst 
Genocide on Earth. The suppression of theGenocide on Earth. The suppression of theGenocide on Earth. The suppression of theGenocide on Earth. The suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar! 390 Million have died from ElectricWindmillCar! 390 Million have died from ElectricWindmillCar! 390 Million have died from ElectricWindmillCar! 390 Million have died from 
suppressing thesuppressing thesuppressing thesuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar!  ElectricWindmillCar! 
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MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILL
NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST 
OF ELECTRICITY OF ELECTRICITY OF ELECTRICITY OF ELECTRICITY ---- THIS IS THIS IS THIS IS THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS  DISINFORMATION BY LOS  DISINFORMATION BY LOS  DISINFORMATION BY LOS 
ALAMOS! ALAMOS! ALAMOS! ALAMOS! 

MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show"MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show"MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show"MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this  this  this  this 
morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel 
didn't say if her 2didn't say if her 2didn't say if her 2didn't say if her 2 daughters are alcohol free, she  daughters are alcohol free, she  daughters are alcohol free, she  daughters are alcohol free, she 
showed a picture with all 3 of them in it.showed a picture with all 3 of them in it.showed a picture with all 3 of them in it.showed a picture with all 3 of them in it.

4444----8888----13 390 million people died from suppressing the13 390 million people died from suppressing the13 390 million people died from suppressing the13 390 million people died from suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Died from "Breast ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Died from "Breast ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Died from "Breast ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Died from "Breast 
Cancer 40K every year fromCancer 40K every year fromCancer 40K every year fromCancer 40K every year from 1980 to 2013! Fiery LA  1980 to 2013! Fiery LA  1980 to 2013! Fiery LA  1980 to 2013! Fiery LA 
Wrecks! Fiery Paris + London Wrecks, and the Miami Wrecks! Fiery Paris + London Wrecks, and the Miami Wrecks! Fiery Paris + London Wrecks, and the Miami Wrecks! Fiery Paris + London Wrecks, and the Miami 
to Keyto Keyto Keyto Key West drive, malaria, dengue fever, cholera,  West drive, malaria, dengue fever, cholera,  West drive, malaria, dengue fever, cholera,  West drive, malaria, dengue fever, cholera, 
cirrhosis of the liver, yellowcirrhosis of the liver, yellowcirrhosis of the liver, yellowcirrhosis of the liver, yellow fever, cancer... stroke,  fever, cancer... stroke,  fever, cancer... stroke,  fever, cancer... stroke, 
cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot Cars,"cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot Cars,"cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot Cars,"cardiac arrest, heart attacks. "Hot Cars,"
ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7. ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7. ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7. ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7. 

4444----8888----13 1 Trillion 113 1 Trillion 113 1 Trillion 113 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions "Brain  Utopian Inventions "Brain  Utopian Inventions "Brain  Utopian Inventions "Brain 
Stormed" in a Hemingway Novel written in a Stormed" in a Hemingway Novel written in a Stormed" in a Hemingway Novel written in a Stormed" in a Hemingway Novel written in a 
HemingwayHemingwayHemingwayHemingway Writing Class in Key West will document  Writing Class in Key West will document  Writing Class in Key West will document  Writing Class in Key West will document 
1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions killed along with  along with  along with  along with 
the 390 million killed suppressing the the 390 million killed suppressing the the 390 million killed suppressing the the 390 million killed suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980ElectricWindmillCar from 1980ElectricWindmillCar from 1980ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013.  to 2013.  to 2013.  to 2013. 

4444----8888----13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman drove 13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman drove 13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman drove 13 Fiery LA Wrecks that Leno + Letterman drove 
by withoutby withoutby withoutby without stopping to help. 1,001 times the guy on  stopping to help. 1,001 times the guy on  stopping to help. 1,001 times the guy on  stopping to help. 1,001 times the guy on 
fire runs by Letterman in hisfire runs by Letterman in hisfire runs by Letterman in hisfire runs by Letterman in his monolog... this is  monolog... this is  monolog... this is  monolog... this is 
Numb Nuts Dictators Humor! Numb Nuts Dictators Humor! Numb Nuts Dictators Humor! Numb Nuts Dictators Humor! 

4444----8888----13 ...to much spitting13 ...to much spitting13 ...to much spitting13 ...to much spitting going on in Key West on  going on in Key West on  going on in Key West on  going on in Key West on 
orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn 
theirtheirtheirtheir $ Bribes $ for going alone with Fiery LA wrecks,  $ Bribes $ for going alone with Fiery LA wrecks,  $ Bribes $ for going alone with Fiery LA wrecks,  $ Bribes $ for going alone with Fiery LA wrecks, 
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they must feel guilty about notthey must feel guilty about notthey must feel guilty about notthey must feel guilty about not stopping to Help!  stopping to Help!  stopping to Help!  stopping to Help! 
Fiery Paris wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World Wide. Key Fiery Paris wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World Wide. Key Fiery Paris wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World Wide. Key Fiery Paris wrecks.... Fiery Wrecks World Wide. Key 
West NumbWest NumbWest NumbWest Numb Nuts Dictators su Nuts Dictators su Nuts Dictators su Nuts Dictators suppress the idea someone ppress the idea someone ppress the idea someone ppress the idea someone 
in Rome today will be in a Fiery Wreckin Rome today will be in a Fiery Wreckin Rome today will be in a Fiery Wreckin Rome today will be in a Fiery Wreck they drove by  they drove by  they drove by  they drove by 
without stopping! $177 Trillion in Bribes for the City without stopping! $177 Trillion in Bribes for the City without stopping! $177 Trillion in Bribes for the City without stopping! $177 Trillion in Bribes for the City 
of Keyof Keyof Keyof Key West! BP Oil's real pay out, cash under the  West! BP Oil's real pay out, cash under the  West! BP Oil's real pay out, cash under the  West! BP Oil's real pay out, cash under the 
fiery wrecks with burning bodiesfiery wrecks with burning bodiesfiery wrecks with burning bodiesfiery wrecks with burning bodies inside! Key West  inside! Key West  inside! Key West  inside! Key West 
Bike Cop pulled a women tourists out of a burning Bike Cop pulled a women tourists out of a burning Bike Cop pulled a women tourists out of a burning Bike Cop pulled a women tourists out of a burning 
car on thecar on thecar on thecar on the front page of the Citizen News paper, she  front page of the Citizen News paper, she  front page of the Citizen News paper, she  front page of the Citizen News paper, she 
crashed into the Truman White Housecrashed into the Truman White Housecrashed into the Truman White Housecrashed into the Truman White House Gate!  Gate!  Gate!  Gate! 

4444----8888----13 Mass knowledge about the suppression of the13 Mass knowledge about the suppression of the13 Mass knowledge about the suppression of the13 Mass knowledge about the suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar invention can not stop the next ElectricWindmillCar invention can not stop the next ElectricWindmillCar invention can not stop the next ElectricWindmillCar invention can not stop the next 
390 million people from390 million people from390 million people from390 million people from dying from the suppression  dying from the suppression  dying from the suppression  dying from the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar... of the ElectricWindmillCar... of the ElectricWindmillCar... of the ElectricWindmillCar... 

4444----8888----13 Greg13 Greg13 Greg13 Greg Today on Bike reading and writing up  Today on Bike reading and writing up  Today on Bike reading and writing up  Today on Bike reading and writing up 
Futuristic Invention Projects! Greg + WivesFuturistic Invention Projects! Greg + WivesFuturistic Invention Projects! Greg + WivesFuturistic Invention Projects! Greg + Wives in a legal  in a legal  in a legal  in a legal 
Polygamists Marriage should be typing into a Los Polygamists Marriage should be typing into a Los Polygamists Marriage should be typing into a Los Polygamists Marriage should be typing into a Los 
Alamos SuperAlamos SuperAlamos SuperAlamos Super Computer and Brainstorming in a  Computer and Brainstorming in a  Computer and Brainstorming in a  Computer and Brainstorming in a 
Hemingway Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class! Hemingway Writing Class! 
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4444----8888----13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil 13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil 13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil 13 Because the next $177 Trillion in oil 
revenues has alreadyrevenues has alreadyrevenues has alreadyrevenues has already been spent rebuilding after  been spent rebuilding after  been spent rebuilding after  been spent rebuilding after 
the Korean Nuclear War, Samsung and all the otherthe Korean Nuclear War, Samsung and all the otherthe Korean Nuclear War, Samsung and all the otherthe Korean Nuclear War, Samsung and all the other
South Korean businesses will be Nuked! South Korean businesses will be Nuked! South Korean businesses will be Nuked! South Korean businesses will be Nuked! 

4444----8888----13 Vaccination cannot13 Vaccination cannot13 Vaccination cannot13 Vaccination cannot eliminate these diseases.  eliminate these diseases.  eliminate these diseases.  eliminate these diseases. 
High Fever of Invention Euphoria can save 390 High Fever of Invention Euphoria can save 390 High Fever of Invention Euphoria can save 390 High Fever of Invention Euphoria can save 390 
MillionMillionMillionMillion people's lives.  people's lives.  people's lives.  people's lives. 

4444----8888----13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic 13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic 13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic 13 1981 inventions would have cut traffic 
deaths.deaths.deaths.deaths. Gasoline cars have increased the traffic  Gasoline cars have increased the traffic  Gasoline cars have increased the traffic  Gasoline cars have increased the traffic 
fatalities every year.fatalities every year.fatalities every year.fatalities every year. ElectricWindmillCar's with  ElectricWindmillCar's with  ElectricWindmillCar's with  ElectricWindmillCar's with 
super air bags on the outside and Fsuper air bags on the outside and Fsuper air bags on the outside and Fsuper air bags on the outside and F----35 electronics35 electronics35 electronics35 electronics
and radar traffic fatalities for 2013 would be zero! and radar traffic fatalities for 2013 would be zero! and radar traffic fatalities for 2013 would be zero! and radar traffic fatalities for 2013 would be zero! 

4444----8888----13 Futuristic13 Futuristic13 Futuristic13 Futuristic Utopian Hemingway Novel will  Utopian Hemingway Novel will  Utopian Hemingway Novel will  Utopian Hemingway Novel will 
spell out each and ever one of the 1,001spell out each and ever one of the 1,001spell out each and ever one of the 1,001spell out each and ever one of the 1,001
ElectricWindmillCar invention needed to get this ElectricWindmillCar invention needed to get this ElectricWindmillCar invention needed to get this ElectricWindmillCar invention needed to get this 
statistic! statistic! statistic! statistic! 

4444----8888----13 113 113 113 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a  Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a  Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a  Trillion 1 Utopian Inventions in a 
Hemingway Novel written in a HemingwayHemingway Novel written in a HemingwayHemingway Novel written in a HemingwayHemingway Novel written in a Hemingway Writing  Writing  Writing  Writing 
Class in Key West will document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Class in Key West will document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Class in Key West will document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian Class in Key West will document 1 Trillion 1 Utopian 
Inventions killedInventions killedInventions killedInventions killed along with the 390 million killed  along with the 390 million killed  along with the 390 million killed  along with the 390 million killed 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to  to  to  to 
2013. Even the simple invention of putting a bar 2013. Even the simple invention of putting a bar 2013. Even the simple invention of putting a bar 2013. Even the simple invention of putting a bar 
code on the new counterfeitcode on the new counterfeitcode on the new counterfeitcode on the new counterfeit proof money the Publix  proof money the Publix  proof money the Publix  proof money the Publix 
cashiers have to use a marker on cashiers have to use a marker on cashiers have to use a marker on cashiers have to use a marker on ---- bar coded bills  bar coded bills  bar coded bills  bar coded bills 
wouldwouldwouldwould let Publix cashiers scan the bar code it reads  let Publix cashiers scan the bar code it reads  let Publix cashiers scan the bar code it reads  let Publix cashiers scan the bar code it reads 
a $5 or a $50 and your change isa $5 or a $50 and your change isa $5 or a $50 and your change isa $5 or a $50 and your change is bar code scanned  bar code scanned  bar code scanned  bar code scanned 
for the correct $ bills back. Last night in Key West a for the correct $ bills back. Last night in Key West a for the correct $ bills back. Last night in Key West a for the correct $ bills back. Last night in Key West a 
womenwomenwomenwomen had to wait until the "Cashiers" draw was  had to wait until the "Cashiers" draw was  had to wait until the "Cashiers" draw was  had to wait until the "Cashiers" draw was 
counted and balanced as she gave thecounted and balanced as she gave thecounted and balanced as she gave thecounted and balanced as she gave the "Cashier" a  "Cashier" a  "Cashier" a  "Cashier" a 
$20 and the "Cashier" spit out it was a $10 dollar $20 and the "Cashier" spit out it was a $10 dollar $20 and the "Cashier" spit out it was a $10 dollar $20 and the "Cashier" spit out it was a $10 dollar 
bill... to muchbill... to muchbill... to muchbill... to much spitting going on in Key West on  spitting going on in Key West on  spitting going on in Key West on  spitting going on in Key West on 
orders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying toorders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying toorders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying toorders from the Numb Nuts Dictators trying to earn  earn  earn  earn 
their $ Bribes $ for going along with Fiery LA wrecks their $ Bribes $ for going along with Fiery LA wrecks their $ Bribes $ for going along with Fiery LA wrecks their $ Bribes $ for going along with Fiery LA wrecks 
they must feel guiltythey must feel guiltythey must feel guiltythey must feel guilty about not stopping to Help!  about not stopping to Help!  about not stopping to Help!  about not stopping to Help! 

4444----8888----13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would  would  would  would 
drop like the 390 million people, mosquitos flying drop like the 390 million people, mosquitos flying drop like the 390 million people, mosquitos flying drop like the 390 million people, mosquitos flying 
into "Fog" of H at into "Fog" of H at into "Fog" of H at into "Fog" of H at ----254254254254 C with built in fans!  C with built in fans!  C with built in fans!  C with built in fans! 

4444----8888----13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many cars on13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many cars on13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many cars on13 "Fog" and 75 car pile ups with many cars on
fire is our Numb Nuts Dictators "Genocide" as this fire is our Numb Nuts Dictators "Genocide" as this fire is our Numb Nuts Dictators "Genocide" as this fire is our Numb Nuts Dictators "Genocide" as this 
Futuristic Utopian InventionFuturistic Utopian InventionFuturistic Utopian InventionFuturistic Utopian Invention to let traffic drive  to let traffic drive  to let traffic drive  to let traffic drive 
through "Fog" without crashing went into "Drones" through "Fog" without crashing went into "Drones" through "Fog" without crashing went into "Drones" through "Fog" without crashing went into "Drones" 
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thatthatthatthat killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan yesterday!  killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan yesterday!  killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan yesterday!  killed 22 1st graders in Pakistan yesterday! 

4444----8888----13 These will be13 These will be13 These will be13 These will be documented in a Futuristic  documented in a Futuristic  documented in a Futuristic  documented in a Futuristic 
Utopian Hemingway Novel. Spelling out 1,001 brainUtopian Hemingway Novel. Spelling out 1,001 brainUtopian Hemingway Novel. Spelling out 1,001 brainUtopian Hemingway Novel. Spelling out 1,001 brain
stormed ideas to prevent deadly wrecks... fiction stormed ideas to prevent deadly wrecks... fiction stormed ideas to prevent deadly wrecks... fiction stormed ideas to prevent deadly wrecks... fiction 
that would be non fiction ifthat would be non fiction ifthat would be non fiction ifthat would be non fiction if the ElectricWindmillCar  the ElectricWindmillCar  the ElectricWindmillCar  the ElectricWindmillCar 
was not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators World was not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators World was not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators World was not suppressed by Numb Nuts Dictators World 
Wide andWide andWide andWide and the Popes.  the Popes.  the Popes.  the Popes. 

4444----8888----13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by 13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by 13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by 13 Cirrhosis is most commonly caused by 
alcoholism...alcoholism...alcoholism...alcoholism... Bartender can't cut you off after  Bartender can't cut you off after  Bartender can't cut you off after  Bartender can't cut you off after 
taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test in the .99taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test in the .99taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test in the .99taking a Cirrhosis Breath Test in the .99 Cirrhosis  Cirrhosis  Cirrhosis  Cirrhosis 
Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the only option is a Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the only option is a Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the only option is a Range. Cirrhosis breath test 1.0 the only option is a 
liverliverliverliver transplant.  transplant.  transplant.  transplant. 

4444----8888----13 Yale Key West Medical School will have one 13 Yale Key West Medical School will have one 13 Yale Key West Medical School will have one 13 Yale Key West Medical School will have one 
assemblyassemblyassemblyassembly line for liver transplants, with everyone  line for liver transplants, with everyone  line for liver transplants, with everyone  line for liver transplants, with everyone 
brainstorming how to tweak thebrainstorming how to tweak thebrainstorming how to tweak thebrainstorming how to tweak the assembly line and  assembly line and  assembly line and  assembly line and 
knowing the Coup Leaders will Transfer Homeland knowing the Coup Leaders will Transfer Homeland knowing the Coup Leaders will Transfer Homeland knowing the Coup Leaders will Transfer Homeland 
Security outSecurity outSecurity outSecurity out of the Social Security Offices Nation  of the Social Security Offices Nation  of the Social Security Offices Nation  of the Social Security Offices Nation 
Wide to giving all alcoholics theWide to giving all alcoholics theWide to giving all alcoholics theWide to giving all alcoholics the Cirrhosis breath  Cirrhosis breath  Cirrhosis breath  Cirrhosis breath 
test! test! test! test! 

4444----8888----13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia have13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia have13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia have13 Real Terrorists from Saudi Arabia have been  been  been  been 
selling the Numb Nuts Dictator $4 gasoline since selling the Numb Nuts Dictator $4 gasoline since selling the Numb Nuts Dictator $4 gasoline since selling the Numb Nuts Dictator $4 gasoline since 
1980 amassing $1771980 amassing $1771980 amassing $1771980 amassing $177 Trillion dollars. $1 Tril Trillion dollars. $1 Tril Trillion dollars. $1 Tril Trillion dollars. $1 Trillion lion lion lion 
went to bribe the Presidents of Pakistan,went to bribe the Presidents of Pakistan,went to bribe the Presidents of Pakistan,went to bribe the Presidents of Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iran... and many more $. Afghanistan, Iran... and many more $. Afghanistan, Iran... and many more $. Afghanistan, Iran... and many more $. 

4444----8888----13 "Freedom Tower" Medical13 "Freedom Tower" Medical13 "Freedom Tower" Medical13 "Freedom Tower" Medical School will prevail!  School will prevail!  School will prevail!  School will prevail! 
After ElectricWindmillCars drive around and After ElectricWindmillCars drive around and After ElectricWindmillCars drive around and After ElectricWindmillCars drive around and 
around "Timesaround "Timesaround "Timesaround "Times Square" NYC  Square" NYC  Square" NYC  Square" NYC ---- NYC people will be NYC people will be NYC people will be NYC people will be 
reminded "Childhood Leukemia" is caused byreminded "Childhood Leukemia" is caused byreminded "Childhood Leukemia" is caused byreminded "Childhood Leukemia" is caused by
Deiseal Exhaust and Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car Deiseal Exhaust and Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car Deiseal Exhaust and Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car Deiseal Exhaust and Ford built a 2013 Deiseal Car 
knowing this! knowing this! knowing this! knowing this! 

4444----8888----13131313 Today Saudia Arabia has free Medicare +  Today Saudia Arabia has free Medicare +  Today Saudia Arabia has free Medicare +  Today Saudia Arabia has free Medicare + 
Free University and a New Yale MeccaFree University and a New Yale MeccaFree University and a New Yale MeccaFree University and a New Yale Mecca Medical  Medical  Medical  Medical 
School, which is free, free, free! School, which is free, free, free! School, which is free, free, free! School, which is free, free, free! 

4444----8888----13 $1 Trillion could have13 $1 Trillion could have13 $1 Trillion could have13 $1 Trillion could have bribed North Korea  bribed North Korea  bribed North Korea  bribed North Korea 
into "Peace" this was voted down by the Pentagon's into "Peace" this was voted down by the Pentagon's into "Peace" this was voted down by the Pentagon's into "Peace" this was voted down by the Pentagon's 
Shock +Shock +Shock +Shock + Awe of Victory... 50K ElectricWindmillcars  Awe of Victory... 50K ElectricWindmillcars  Awe of Victory... 50K ElectricWindmillcars  Awe of Victory... 50K ElectricWindmillcars 
were buried in the New Mexico desertwere buried in the New Mexico desertwere buried in the New Mexico desertwere buried in the New Mexico desert at the start of  at the start of  at the start of  at the start of 
"Desert Storm" in Iraq. "Desert Storm" in Iraq. "Desert Storm" in Iraq. "Desert Storm" in Iraq. 

4444----8888----13 City of Key West in the13 City of Key West in the13 City of Key West in the13 City of Key West in the Sunday Citizen is  Sunday Citizen is  Sunday Citizen is  Sunday Citizen is 
going to buy 5 Electric Cars you plug in... when they going to buy 5 Electric Cars you plug in... when they going to buy 5 Electric Cars you plug in... when they going to buy 5 Electric Cars you plug in... when they 
all knowall knowall knowall know about the suppression of the  about the suppression of the  about the suppression of the  about the suppression of the 
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ElectricWindmillCar Era! ElectricWindmillCar Era! ElectricWindmillCar Era! ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

4444----8888----13 Yale Law13 Yale Law13 Yale Law13 Yale Law School after the Coup will be as  School after the Coup will be as  School after the Coup will be as  School after the Coup will be as 
unused as it is before the Coup! unused as it is before the Coup! unused as it is before the Coup! unused as it is before the Coup! 

4444----8888----13131313 Law Students are suing the Law Schools as  Law Students are suing the Law Schools as  Law Students are suing the Law Schools as  Law Students are suing the Law Schools as 
they are not told about thethey are not told about thethey are not told about thethey are not told about the suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar until after they graduate! ElectricWindmillCar until after they graduate! ElectricWindmillCar until after they graduate! ElectricWindmillCar until after they graduate! 

4444----8888----13131313 390 Million People wait for Boeing to build  390 Million People wait for Boeing to build  390 Million People wait for Boeing to build  390 Million People wait for Boeing to build 
the Helicopter Combines for rice,the Helicopter Combines for rice,the Helicopter Combines for rice,the Helicopter Combines for rice, figs, cashews going  figs, cashews going  figs, cashews going  figs, cashews going 
to waste today deep in the Amazon... 390 Million to waste today deep in the Amazon... 390 Million to waste today deep in the Amazon... 390 Million to waste today deep in the Amazon... 390 Million 
Aliens atAliens atAliens atAliens at the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri going to  the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri going to  the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri going to  the Nearest Star Alpha Centauri going to 
waste... waste... waste... waste... 

4444----8888----13 Yale Tokyo13 Yale Tokyo13 Yale Tokyo13 Yale Tokyo Medical School will refuse to use  Medical School will refuse to use  Medical School will refuse to use  Medical School will refuse to use 
Electricity Generated by GE Nuclear PowerElectricity Generated by GE Nuclear PowerElectricity Generated by GE Nuclear PowerElectricity Generated by GE Nuclear Power Plants,  Plants,  Plants,  Plants, 
instead they will generate all their Electric needs instead they will generate all their Electric needs instead they will generate all their Electric needs instead they will generate all their Electric needs 
via cans of H atvia cans of H atvia cans of H atvia cans of H at ----254 C which Key West could use to 254 C which Key West could use to 254 C which Key West could use to 254 C which Key West could use to 
cool the Oil Genocide Warriors down with!cool the Oil Genocide Warriors down with!cool the Oil Genocide Warriors down with!cool the Oil Genocide Warriors down with!

4444----8888----13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt Shops" 13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt Shops" 13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt Shops" 13 Rents for all the "Booths" and "T Shirt Shops" 
on Duval + Greenon Duval + Greenon Duval + Greenon Duval + Green will double, tipple, as $177  will double, tipple, as $177  will double, tipple, as $177  will double, tipple, as $177 
Trillion in confiscated BP Oil money will buy aTrillion in confiscated BP Oil money will buy aTrillion in confiscated BP Oil money will buy aTrillion in confiscated BP Oil money will buy a
Euphoria of Key West Vacations, and construction of Euphoria of Key West Vacations, and construction of Euphoria of Key West Vacations, and construction of Euphoria of Key West Vacations, and construction of 
the Yale Key West Medicalthe Yale Key West Medicalthe Yale Key West Medicalthe Yale Key West Medical School will help too. Yale  School will help too. Yale  School will help too. Yale  School will help too. Yale 
Paris Medical School, Yale Rome Medical School, BPParis Medical School, Yale Rome Medical School, BPParis Medical School, Yale Rome Medical School, BPParis Medical School, Yale Rome Medical School, BP
Oil and Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Oil and Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Oil and Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical Oil and Bill + Melinda Gates built "Zero" Medical 
Schools and considered "Zero"Schools and considered "Zero"Schools and considered "Zero"Schools and considered "Zero" statistics for  statistics for  statistics for  statistics for 
murdered women and car wrecks only in a Utopian murdered women and car wrecks only in a Utopian murdered women and car wrecks only in a Utopian murdered women and car wrecks only in a Utopian 
FuturisticFuturisticFuturisticFuturistic Hemingway Novel they wouldn't finance  Hemingway Novel they wouldn't finance  Hemingway Novel they wouldn't finance  Hemingway Novel they wouldn't finance 
the writing classes for! And they got offthe writing classes for! And they got offthe writing classes for! And they got offthe writing classes for! And they got off stifling Greg  stifling Greg  stifling Greg  stifling Greg 
+ Wives observed in Key West. + Wives observed in Key West. + Wives observed in Key West. + Wives observed in Key West. 
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4444----5555----13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this 13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this 13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this 13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this 
morning. Imorning. Imorning. Imorning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel  don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel  don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel  don't drink, I don't do drugs... Mariel 
didn't say if her 2 daughters aredidn't say if her 2 daughters aredidn't say if her 2 daughters aredidn't say if her 2 daughters are alcohol free, she  alcohol free, she  alcohol free, she  alcohol free, she 
showed a picture with all 3 of them in it. showed a picture with all 3 of them in it. showed a picture with all 3 of them in it. showed a picture with all 3 of them in it. 

4444----5555----13 I13 I13 I13 I left a message on Mariel Hemingway left a message on Mariel Hemingway left a message on Mariel Hemingway left a message on Mariel Hemingway’’’’s web s web s web s web 
page the WillingWay web I hope shepage the WillingWay web I hope shepage the WillingWay web I hope shepage the WillingWay web I hope she replies....  replies....  replies....  replies.... 

4444----5555----13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am Wine 13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am Wine 13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am Wine 13 Glazed Donuts was just given a 7 am Wine 
with Glazedwith Glazedwith Glazedwith Glazed Donuts liquor license by Mayor Cates!  Donuts liquor license by Mayor Cates!  Donuts liquor license by Mayor Cates!  Donuts liquor license by Mayor Cates! 

4444----5555----13 Wow I guess the Mayor of13 Wow I guess the Mayor of13 Wow I guess the Mayor of13 Wow I guess the Mayor of Key West in not  Key West in not  Key West in not  Key West in not 
working on the Invention Project for a 2014 working on the Invention Project for a 2014 working on the Invention Project for a 2014 working on the Invention Project for a 2014 
"Antabuse" or taking"Antabuse" or taking"Antabuse" or taking"Antabuse" or taking any Hemingway Writing  any Hemingway Writing  any Hemingway Writing  any Hemingway Writing 
Classes Classes Classes Classes 
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4444----5555----13 To Write The Utopian Novel with 10113 To Write The Utopian Novel with 10113 To Write The Utopian Novel with 10113 To Write The Utopian Novel with 101
Brainstormed Ideas for the Next Generation Brainstormed Ideas for the Next Generation Brainstormed Ideas for the Next Generation Brainstormed Ideas for the Next Generation 
"Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1"Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1"Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1"Antabuse"! And the Mayor wants 1 more year in the  more year in the  more year in the  more year in the 
next Election. I hope MARIEL HEMINGWAY gets the next Election. I hope MARIEL HEMINGWAY gets the next Election. I hope MARIEL HEMINGWAY gets the next Election. I hope MARIEL HEMINGWAY gets the 
Mayor Fired!Mayor Fired!Mayor Fired!Mayor Fired!

4444----5555----13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION IN KEY 13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION IN KEY 13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION IN KEY 13 ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ADDICTION IN KEY 
WEST if graded must be inWEST if graded must be inWEST if graded must be inWEST if graded must be in the top 10...  the top 10...  the top 10...  the top 10... 

4444----5555----13 Harvard Key West Medical School was not for 13 Harvard Key West Medical School was not for 13 Harvard Key West Medical School was not for 13 Harvard Key West Medical School was not for 
Bill +Bill +Bill +Bill + Melinda Gates they picked mosquitos... and  Melinda Gates they picked mosquitos... and  Melinda Gates they picked mosquitos... and  Melinda Gates they picked mosquitos... and 
still lost out to Greg + Wives whostill lost out to Greg + Wives whostill lost out to Greg + Wives whostill lost out to Greg + Wives who invented the idea  invented the idea  invented the idea  invented the idea 
of using H at of using H at of using H at of using H at ----254 C in a cooler w/fan to give 254 C in a cooler w/fan to give 254 C in a cooler w/fan to give 254 C in a cooler w/fan to give 
mosquitosmosquitosmosquitosmosquitos flying by frost bite! How many Alcoholics  flying by frost bite! How many Alcoholics  flying by frost bite! How many Alcoholics  flying by frost bite! How many Alcoholics 
work at Microsoft and didwork at Microsoft and didwork at Microsoft and didwork at Microsoft and did any murder a any murder a any murder a any murder a women?  women?  women?  women? 

4444----5555----13 Yale Key West Medical School has been set 13 Yale Key West Medical School has been set 13 Yale Key West Medical School has been set 13 Yale Key West Medical School has been set 
back 2 years asback 2 years asback 2 years asback 2 years as 2 years and 2 days ago I took the  2 years and 2 days ago I took the  2 years and 2 days ago I took the  2 years and 2 days ago I took the 
Mayors pictures on the Schooner WesternMayors pictures on the Schooner WesternMayors pictures on the Schooner WesternMayors pictures on the Schooner Western Union...  Union...  Union...  Union... 
next day walking by taking more pictures one of his next day walking by taking more pictures one of his next day walking by taking more pictures one of his next day walking by taking more pictures one of his 
crew mates spit atcrew mates spit atcrew mates spit atcrew mates spit at me, as Key West is tooo Orwellian!  me, as Key West is tooo Orwellian!  me, as Key West is tooo Orwellian!  me, as Key West is tooo Orwellian! 

4444----5555----13 Crime Report in the Key West13 Crime Report in the Key West13 Crime Report in the Key West13 Crime Report in the Key West Citizen makes  Citizen makes  Citizen makes  Citizen makes 
you wonder if you missed the news of Yale and you wonder if you missed the news of Yale and you wonder if you missed the news of Yale and you wonder if you missed the news of Yale and 
Harvard deletion ofHarvard deletion ofHarvard deletion ofHarvard deletion of their Social Science PhD  their Social Science PhD  their Social Science PhD  their Social Science PhD 
programs! programs! programs! programs! 

4444----5555----13 PhD in Invention will be13 PhD in Invention will be13 PhD in Invention will be13 PhD in Invention will be offered at Yale +  offered at Yale +  offered at Yale +  offered at Yale + 
Harvard after the BP Oil Genocide Revolution!Harvard after the BP Oil Genocide Revolution!Harvard after the BP Oil Genocide Revolution!Harvard after the BP Oil Genocide Revolution!

4444----5555----13 Write like Hemingway is a book you can buy13 Write like Hemingway is a book you can buy13 Write like Hemingway is a book you can buy13 Write like Hemingway is a book you can buy
here... I looked at it then bought a used copy on here... I looked at it then bought a used copy on here... I looked at it then bought a used copy on here... I looked at it then bought a used copy on 
Amazon for 50 cents this gotAmazon for 50 cents this gotAmazon for 50 cents this gotAmazon for 50 cents this got me kicked out of the  me kicked out of the  me kicked out of the  me kicked out of the 
Only Book Store Left in Key West! Only Book Store Left in Key West! Only Book Store Left in Key West! Only Book Store Left in Key West! 

4444----5555----13 MARIEL13 MARIEL13 MARIEL13 MARIEL HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this  HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this  HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this  HEMINGWAY on the "Today Show" this 
morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs...morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs...morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs...morning. I don't drink, I don't do drugs... Running  Running  Running  Running 
From Crazy could have taken 1 hour on the "Today From Crazy could have taken 1 hour on the "Today From Crazy could have taken 1 hour on the "Today From Crazy could have taken 1 hour on the "Today 
Show" talking aboutShow" talking aboutShow" talking aboutShow" talking about Alcohol because she forgot,  Alcohol because she forgot,  Alcohol because she forgot,  Alcohol because she forgot, 
and Matt Lauer is censored from mentioning and Matt Lauer is censored from mentioning and Matt Lauer is censored from mentioning and Matt Lauer is censored from mentioning 
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ViolenceViolenceViolenceViolence Against Women 85% of women murdered is  Against Women 85% of women murdered is  Against Women 85% of women murdered is  Against Women 85% of women murdered is 
by drunk Men! by drunk Men! by drunk Men! by drunk Men! 

4444----5555----13131313 InventSomething Today as the "Today Show"  InventSomething Today as the "Today Show"  InventSomething Today as the "Today Show"  InventSomething Today as the "Today Show" 
will never ever (In our Gasoline Era)will never ever (In our Gasoline Era)will never ever (In our Gasoline Era)will never ever (In our Gasoline Era) have a story  have a story  have a story  have a story 
about the next generation inventing a better about the next generation inventing a better about the next generation inventing a better about the next generation inventing a better 
"Disulfiram""Disulfiram""Disulfiram""Disulfiram"

4444----5555----13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in the 1920s13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in the 1920s13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in the 1920s13 "Disulfiram is a drug discovered in the 1920s
[1] and used to[1] and used to[1] and used to[1] and used to support the treatment of chronic  support the treatment of chronic  support the treatment of chronic  support the treatment of chronic 
alcoholism by producing an acute sensitivity toalcoholism by producing an acute sensitivity toalcoholism by producing an acute sensitivity toalcoholism by producing an acute sensitivity to
alcohol. It blocks the processing of alcohol in the alcohol. It blocks the processing of alcohol in the alcohol. It blocks the processing of alcohol in the alcohol. It blocks the processing of alcohol in the 
body by inhibitingbody by inhibitingbody by inhibitingbody by inhibiting acetaldehyde dehydrogenase  acetaldehyde dehydrogenase  acetaldehyde dehydrogenase  acetaldehyde dehydrogenase 
thus causing an unpleasant reaction when alcohol thus causing an unpleasant reaction when alcohol thus causing an unpleasant reaction when alcohol thus causing an unpleasant reaction when alcohol 
isisisis consumed. Disulfiram should be used in  consumed. Disulfiram should be used in  consumed. Disulfiram should be used in  consumed. Disulfiram should be used in 
conjunction with counseling and support.conjunction with counseling and support.conjunction with counseling and support.conjunction with counseling and support. Trade  Trade  Trade  Trade 
names for disulfiram in different countries are names for disulfiram in different countries are names for disulfiram in different countries are names for disulfiram in different countries are 
Antabuse and AntabuseAntabuse and AntabuseAntabuse and AntabuseAntabuse and Antabuse manufactured by Odyssey  manufactured by Odyssey  manufactured by Odyssey  manufactured by Odyssey 
Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being studied Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being studied Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being studied Pharmaceuticals. Disulfiram is also being studied 
as aas aas aas a treatment for cocaine dependence, as it  treatment for cocaine dependence, as it  treatment for cocaine dependence, as it  treatment for cocaine dependence, as it 
prevents the breakdown of dopamine (aprevents the breakdown of dopamine (aprevents the breakdown of dopamine (aprevents the breakdown of dopamine (a
neurotransmitter whose release is stimulated by neurotransmitter whose release is stimulated by neurotransmitter whose release is stimulated by neurotransmitter whose release is stimulated by 
cocaine); the excess dopaminecocaine); the excess dopaminecocaine); the excess dopaminecocaine); the excess dopamine results in increased  results in increased  results in increased  results in increased 
anxiety" anxiety" anxiety" anxiety" 

4444----4444----13 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is Hot for 613 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is Hot for 613 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is Hot for 613 Key West 82 F Summer in Key West is Hot for 6
months, our Numb Nuts Dictator will not let Greg + months, our Numb Nuts Dictator will not let Greg + months, our Numb Nuts Dictator will not let Greg + months, our Numb Nuts Dictator will not let Greg + 
Wives market a cooler with aWives market a cooler with aWives market a cooler with aWives market a cooler with a small can of H at  small can of H at  small can of H at  small can of H at ----254 254 254 254 
C to keep drinks and food cold and with abundant C to keep drinks and food cold and with abundant C to keep drinks and food cold and with abundant C to keep drinks and food cold and with abundant 
H atH atH atH at ----254 a small fan with H at 254 a small fan with H at 254 a small fan with H at 254 a small fan with H at ----254 C behind it 254 C behind it 254 C behind it 254 C behind it 
would make Key West a Literalwould make Key West a Literalwould make Key West a Literalwould make Key West a Literal Paradise!  Paradise!  Paradise!  Paradise! 

4444----4444----13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer are 13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer are 13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer are 13 Hot Cars in Key West in the Summer are 
Hell... a coolerHell... a coolerHell... a coolerHell... a cooler with a small can of H at  with a small can of H at  with a small can of H at  with a small can of H at ----254 C with 254 C with 254 C with 254 C with 
a built in fan would finally put an end toa built in fan would finally put an end toa built in fan would finally put an end toa built in fan would finally put an end to getting  getting  getting  getting 
into a Hot Car! 100 kids will be left to die in Hot into a Hot Car! 100 kids will be left to die in Hot into a Hot Car! 100 kids will be left to die in Hot into a Hot Car! 100 kids will be left to die in Hot 
Cars again in theCars again in theCars again in theCars again in the Summer of 2013.  Summer of 2013.  Summer of 2013.  Summer of 2013. 

4444----4444----13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be marketed to 13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be marketed to 13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be marketed to 13 Dry Ice in Key West needs to be marketed to 
KeyKeyKeyKey West Businesses and the Tourists, until our  West Businesses and the Tourists, until our  West Businesses and the Tourists, until our  West Businesses and the Tourists, until our 
Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide asNumb Nuts Dictators World Wide asNumb Nuts Dictators World Wide asNumb Nuts Dictators World Wide as the Equator  the Equator  the Equator  the Equator 
needs to be a Paradise with 1,001 Inventions that needs to be a Paradise with 1,001 Inventions that needs to be a Paradise with 1,001 Inventions that needs to be a Paradise with 1,001 Inventions that 
can use a can of Hcan use a can of Hcan use a can of Hcan use a can of H at  at  at  at ----254 C 254 C 254 C 254 C 
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4444----4444----13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would 13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would 13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would 13 Bill + Melinda's Malaria Mosquitos would 
drop likedrop likedrop likedrop like people in 100 F flying into a cafe or back  people in 100 F flying into a cafe or back  people in 100 F flying into a cafe or back  people in 100 F flying into a cafe or back 
yard with cans of H at yard with cans of H at yard with cans of H at yard with cans of H at ----254 C with254 C with254 C with254 C with built in fans!  built in fans!  built in fans!  built in fans! 

4444----4444----13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers and 13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers and 13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers and 13 DA started arresting 1,610 teachers and 
principlesprinciplesprinciplesprinciples today on the "Today Show" news... arrest  today on the "Today Show" news... arrest  today on the "Today Show" news... arrest  today on the "Today Show" news... arrest 
of Principles and teachers in of Principles and teachers in of Principles and teachers in of Principles and teachers in ““““1,6101,6101,6101,610 Schools that  Schools that  Schools that  Schools that 
cheated for students... debate about paying kids to cheated for students... debate about paying kids to cheated for students... debate about paying kids to cheated for students... debate about paying kids to 
read a book orread a book orread a book orread a book or write a report well the teachers  write a report well the teachers  write a report well the teachers  write a report well the teachers 
pocketed $100 million in cash. I think wepocketed $100 million in cash. I think wepocketed $100 million in cash. I think wepocketed $100 million in cash. I think we should  should  should  should 
looking into paying the kids $100 million and see if looking into paying the kids $100 million and see if looking into paying the kids $100 million and see if looking into paying the kids $100 million and see if 
test scores improve.test scores improve.test scores improve.test scores improve. Our Numb Nuts Dictator will be  Our Numb Nuts Dictator will be  Our Numb Nuts Dictator will be  Our Numb Nuts Dictator will be 
blackmailed by these teachers threatening toblackmailed by these teachers threatening toblackmailed by these teachers threatening toblackmailed by these teachers threatening to expose  expose  expose  expose 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
Genocide! Genocide! Genocide! Genocide! 

850 pages850 pages850 pages850 pages mov mov mov moved to this web link ed to this web link ed to this web link ed to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in red Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in red Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in red Greg reading the Dictionary. I take notes in red 
ink,ink,ink,ink, have gotten 101 invention projects ideas  have gotten 101 invention projects ideas  have gotten 101 invention projects ideas  have gotten 101 invention projects ideas 
marked in last month alone, so don'tmarked in last month alone, so don'tmarked in last month alone, so don'tmarked in last month alone, so don't lose this book  lose this book  lose this book  lose this book 
is one invention project we must get... grin! I spent 8 is one invention project we must get... grin! I spent 8 is one invention project we must get... grin! I spent 8 is one invention project we must get... grin! I spent 8 
months onmonths onmonths onmonths on this pier in Key West writing 2  this pier in Key West writing 2  this pier in Key West writing 2  this pier in Key West writing 2 
handwritten pages a day. I used 50 pages ofhandwritten pages a day. I used 50 pages ofhandwritten pages a day. I used 50 pages ofhandwritten pages a day. I used 50 pages of daily  daily  daily  daily 
internet notes as reference then I would clip the 2 internet notes as reference then I would clip the 2 internet notes as reference then I would clip the 2 internet notes as reference then I would clip the 2 
handwritten pages onehandwritten pages onehandwritten pages onehandwritten pages one on each side of my Acer  on each side of my Acer  on each side of my Acer  on each side of my Acer 
Windows 7 notebook and write from 5 pm to 10 pm Windows 7 notebook and write from 5 pm to 10 pm Windows 7 notebook and write from 5 pm to 10 pm Windows 7 notebook and write from 5 pm to 10 pm 
orororor midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8  midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8  midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8  midnight 5 pages. I did this every day for 8 
months only missing 3 days. Themonths only missing 3 days. Themonths only missing 3 days. Themonths only missing 3 days. The link to the 850  link to the 850  link to the 850  link to the 850 
pages I wrote is above and below. End of Pier by pages I wrote is above and below. End of Pier by pages I wrote is above and below. End of Pier by pages I wrote is above and below. End of Pier by 
"Danger"Danger"Danger"Danger Sailboat Charters" I worked ok for months  Sailboat Charters" I worked ok for months  Sailboat Charters" I worked ok for months  Sailboat Charters" I worked ok for months 
but had to move when the crew blastedbut had to move when the crew blastedbut had to move when the crew blastedbut had to move when the crew blasted the pier with  the pier with  the pier with  the pier with 
music and loud talking about tips... If you come to music and loud talking about tips... If you come to music and loud talking about tips... If you come to music and loud talking about tips... If you come to 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West "Danger Sail Boat" charters are the best  "Danger Sail Boat" charters are the best  "Danger Sail Boat" charters are the best  "Danger Sail Boat" charters are the best 
buy for islands off Key West... $100buy for islands off Key West... $100buy for islands off Key West... $100buy for islands off Key West... $100 for the full day I  for the full day I  for the full day I  for the full day I 
will do this when I get paid for the will do this when I get paid for the will do this when I get paid for the will do this when I get paid for the 
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ElectricWindmillCar orElectricWindmillCar orElectricWindmillCar orElectricWindmillCar or get a job... In Key West this  get a job... In Key West this  get a job... In Key West this  get a job... In Key West this 
web page has made greg a "Shark" as no one wantsweb page has made greg a "Shark" as no one wantsweb page has made greg a "Shark" as no one wantsweb page has made greg a "Shark" as no one wants
the "Observers" who follow me 24/7... like the Movie the "Observers" who follow me 24/7... like the Movie the "Observers" who follow me 24/7... like the Movie the "Observers" who follow me 24/7... like the Movie 
"Enemy of the State"!"Enemy of the State"!"Enemy of the State"!"Enemy of the State"!

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

MARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. Mariel’’’’s passion is her love . s passion is her love . s passion is her love . s passion is her love . 
TheTheTheThe WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013.  WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013.  WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013.  WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. 
Mariel is also outspoken in herMariel is also outspoken in herMariel is also outspoken in herMariel is also outspoken in her advocacy for mental  advocacy for mental  advocacy for mental  advocacy for mental 
health. health. health. health. 

Greg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel Hemingway
outspokenness for writing and writing classes for outspokenness for writing and writing classes for outspokenness for writing and writing classes for outspokenness for writing and writing classes for 
Utopian Futuristic Novels withUtopian Futuristic Novels withUtopian Futuristic Novels withUtopian Futuristic Novels with 1,001 Invention  1,001 Invention  1,001 Invention  1,001 Invention 
Projects brain stormed in the Novel. Projects brain stormed in the Novel. Projects brain stormed in the Novel. Projects brain stormed in the Novel. 

Mariel HemingwayMariel HemingwayMariel HemingwayMariel Hemingway’’’’ssss Running from Crazy... BP Oil  Running from Crazy... BP Oil  Running from Crazy... BP Oil  Running from Crazy... BP Oil 
Era suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is CrazyEra suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is CrazyEra suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is CrazyEra suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazy
Greed of Oil Men just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Greed of Oil Men just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Greed of Oil Men just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Greed of Oil Men just for $177 Trillion Dollars in 
Cash $ Cash $ Cash $ Cash $ 

Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting 
moderation.moderation.moderation.moderation. April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm  April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm  April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm  April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm 

I sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouse locked  locked  locked  locked 
up in Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so up in Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so up in Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so up in Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so 
didndidndidndidn’’’’t make a copy It make a copy It make a copy It make a copy I could paste here but the just of  could paste here but the just of  could paste here but the just of  could paste here but the just of 
my email was my email was my email was my email was ““““MemoryMemoryMemoryMemory”””” inventing in our currentinventing in our currentinventing in our currentinventing in our current
Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total Recall. Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total Recall. Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total Recall. Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total Recall. ““““War + War + War + War + 
PeacePeacePeacePeace”””” its Hell justits Hell justits Hell justits Hell just remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I 
would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic ““““War +War +War +War +
PeacePeacePeacePeace”””” full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm 
for 100 pages on how we canfor 100 pages on how we canfor 100 pages on how we canfor 100 pages on how we can get the cure for cancer  get the cure for cancer  get the cure for cancer  get the cure for cancer 
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and other diseases, another 100 pages on "assembly and other diseases, another 100 pages on "assembly and other diseases, another 100 pages on "assembly and other diseases, another 100 pages on "assembly 
linelinelineline surgery" and building a better Medical School  surgery" and building a better Medical School  surgery" and building a better Medical School  surgery" and building a better Medical School 
and Today Cheating if 1,610and Today Cheating if 1,610and Today Cheating if 1,610and Today Cheating if 1,610 teachers and  teachers and  teachers and  teachers and 
principles cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts principles cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts principles cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts principles cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts 
DictatorDictatorDictatorDictator arrested them... why did he wait so long  arrested them... why did he wait so long  arrested them... why did he wait so long  arrested them... why did he wait so long 
and why arrest them now. He has $177and why arrest them now. He has $177and why arrest them now. He has $177and why arrest them now. He has $177 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 
dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 bonus dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 bonus dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 bonus dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 bonus 
payment to 1,610payment to 1,610payment to 1,610payment to 1,610 teachers for getting higher scores  teachers for getting higher scores  teachers for getting higher scores  teachers for getting higher scores 
out of their students? out of their students? out of their students? out of their students? 

This is theThis is theThis is theThis is the message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway’’’’s s s s ----
The WillingWay web page I hope sheThe WillingWay web page I hope sheThe WillingWay web page I hope sheThe WillingWay web page I hope she replies....  replies....  replies....  replies.... 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 
inventioninventioninventioninvention projects and I use 50 pages of articles  projects and I use 50 pages of articles  projects and I use 50 pages of articles  projects and I use 50 pages of articles 
then write 2 hand written pages thenthen write 2 hand written pages thenthen write 2 hand written pages thenthen write 2 hand written pages then type these up  type these up  type these up  type these up 
you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote in Key you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote in Key you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote in Key you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote in Key 
West.. IWest.. IWest.. IWest.. I bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled 
"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not much much much much on  on  on  on 
shock treatments.. as we all know total recall some shock treatments.. as we all know total recall some shock treatments.. as we all know total recall some shock treatments.. as we all know total recall some 
have better memorieshave better memorieshave better memorieshave better memories than others if I could get  than others if I could get  than others if I could get  than others if I could get 
ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on Earnest 50ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on Earnest 50ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on Earnest 50ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on Earnest 50
pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro shock pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro shock pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro shock pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro shock 
today with lots of memorytoday with lots of memorytoday with lots of memorytoday with lots of memory articles and write these  articles and write these  articles and write these  articles and write these 
up into 2 hand written pages then 5 typed this willup into 2 hand written pages then 5 typed this willup into 2 hand written pages then 5 typed this willup into 2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will
come out like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 come out like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 come out like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 come out like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 
Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the naveHemingway at Capt tonys talked the naveHemingway at Capt tonys talked the naveHemingway at Capt tonys talked the nave into feed  into feed  into feed  into feed 
the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach in the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach in the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach in the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach in 
key west were 1key west were 1key west were 1key west were 1 trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and 
add in 1 trillion sports fish in key westadd in 1 trillion sports fish in key westadd in 1 trillion sports fish in key westadd in 1 trillion sports fish in key west today  today  today  today 
because what Hemingway got the navy buddies at because what Hemingway got the navy buddies at because what Hemingway got the navy buddies at because what Hemingway got the navy buddies at 
capt tonys to feed them incapt tonys to feed them incapt tonys to feed them incapt tonys to feed them in 1933 thanks  1933 thanks  1933 thanks  1933 thanks 

greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell 

New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 

PO Box 214PO Box 214PO Box 214PO Box 214 key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041 

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 StarsKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 StarsKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 StarsKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest  Nearest  Nearest  Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth 
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Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

ProximaProximaProximaProxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years  Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

AlphaAlphaAlphaAlpha Centauri B 4.3  Centauri B 4.3  Centauri B 4.3  Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * * 
* * * * 
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Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST 
VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key 
West FlWest FlWest FlWest Fl 33041  33041  33041  33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic  Link to the classic  Link to the classic  Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I2 I2 I2 I edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is 
fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...

4444----2222----13 ADHD Dr13 ADHD Dr13 ADHD Dr13 ADHD Dr Nancy can't explain under  Nancy can't explain under  Nancy can't explain under  Nancy can't explain under 
diagnosing before and now over diagnosis of diagnosing before and now over diagnosis of diagnosing before and now over diagnosis of diagnosing before and now over diagnosis of 
ADHD...ADHD...ADHD...ADHD... those who are diagnosing are getting a  those who are diagnosing are getting a  those who are diagnosing are getting a  those who are diagnosing are getting a 
little lazy and not "Observing" longlittle lazy and not "Observing" longlittle lazy and not "Observing" longlittle lazy and not "Observing" long enough...  enough...  enough...  enough... 

4444----2222----13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to 13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to 13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to 13 Boredom... Being Bored... changed to 
concentrationconcentrationconcentrationconcentration working on 1,001 invention projects  working on 1,001 invention projects  working on 1,001 invention projects  working on 1,001 invention projects 
spell out in Windows 8, Bill + Melinda Gatesspell out in Windows 8, Bill + Melinda Gatesspell out in Windows 8, Bill + Melinda Gatesspell out in Windows 8, Bill + Melinda Gates killed  killed  killed  killed 
these kids future careers as Inventors! By not pre these kids future careers as Inventors! By not pre these kids future careers as Inventors! By not pre these kids future careers as Inventors! By not pre 
installing 1,001installing 1,001installing 1,001installing 1,001 Invention Projects in Windows 8  Invention Projects in Windows 8  Invention Projects in Windows 8  Invention Projects in Windows 8 
with links to get them started inventingwith links to get them started inventingwith links to get them started inventingwith links to get them started inventing something!  something!  something!  something! 

4444----2222----13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on
pressuring educators to produce spectacular test pressuring educators to produce spectacular test pressuring educators to produce spectacular test pressuring educators to produce spectacular test 
results. Yale Medical Schoolresults. Yale Medical Schoolresults. Yale Medical Schoolresults. Yale Medical School has passed 100's of MD's  has passed 100's of MD's  has passed 100's of MD's  has passed 100's of MD's 
since Bush ordered them passed when they reallysince Bush ordered them passed when they reallysince Bush ordered them passed when they reallysince Bush ordered them passed when they really
failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen until failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen until failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen until failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen until 
after the BP Oil Era Genocideafter the BP Oil Era Genocideafter the BP Oil Era Genocideafter the BP Oil Era Genocide Trials for suppressing  Trials for suppressing  Trials for suppressing  Trials for suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.
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3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix 3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix 3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix 3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix 
isisisis closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are  closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are  closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are  closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are 
Belligerent towards this webBelligerent towards this webBelligerent towards this webBelligerent towards this web
www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com 
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MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILLMAIN REASON ROADRUNNER SUPERCOMPUTER WILL
NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE COST 
OF ELECTRICITY OF ELECTRICITY OF ELECTRICITY OF ELECTRICITY ---- THIS ISTHIS ISTHIS ISTHIS IS DISINFORMATION BY LOS  DISINFORMATION BY LOS  DISINFORMATION BY LOS  DISINFORMATION BY LOS 
ALAMOS! ALAMOS! ALAMOS! ALAMOS! 

This picture below is the supercomputerThis picture below is the supercomputerThis picture below is the supercomputerThis picture below is the supercomputer with 584  with 584  with 584  with 584 
racks inside are Intel i7 and other CPU's and CPU's racks inside are Intel i7 and other CPU's and CPU's racks inside are Intel i7 and other CPU's and CPU's racks inside are Intel i7 and other CPU's and CPU's 
100's times faster100's times faster100's times faster100's times faster like the Xeon Extreme that sells for  like the Xeon Extreme that sells for  like the Xeon Extreme that sells for  like the Xeon Extreme that sells for 
$5,000 for 1 and there are trillions$5,000 for 1 and there are trillions$5,000 for 1 and there are trillions$5,000 for 1 and there are trillions installed in the  installed in the  installed in the  installed in the 
supercomputers. All students were left behind by supercomputers. All students were left behind by supercomputers. All students were left behind by supercomputers. All students were left behind by 
Intel notIntel notIntel notIntel not selling millions of school district's in  selling millions of school district's in  selling millions of school district's in  selling millions of school district's in 
America classroom computers with IntelAmerica classroom computers with IntelAmerica classroom computers with IntelAmerica classroom computers with Intel Xeon  Xeon  Xeon  Xeon 
Extreme CPU at $5,000 for 1 CPU no school districts Extreme CPU at $5,000 for 1 CPU no school districts Extreme CPU at $5,000 for 1 CPU no school districts Extreme CPU at $5,000 for 1 CPU no school districts 
bought any forbought any forbought any forbought any for children. Worst Auto cad software  children. Worst Auto cad software  children. Worst Auto cad software  children. Worst Auto cad software 
also cost $5,000 for each and every studentalso cost $5,000 for each and every studentalso cost $5,000 for each and every studentalso cost $5,000 for each and every student who uses  who uses  who uses  who uses 
it! All this left behind 1,001 inventions, one being it! All this left behind 1,001 inventions, one being it! All this left behind 1,001 inventions, one being it! All this left behind 1,001 inventions, one being 
the Helicopterthe Helicopterthe Helicopterthe Helicopter Combine to harvest 1 trillion fish,  Combine to harvest 1 trillion fish,  Combine to harvest 1 trillion fish,  Combine to harvest 1 trillion fish, 
figs, and cashews! This is a crime by Obama,figs, and cashews! This is a crime by Obama,figs, and cashews! This is a crime by Obama,figs, and cashews! This is a crime by Obama,
Clinton, Kerry, Kennedy, Bush, and of course Clinton, Kerry, Kennedy, Bush, and of course Clinton, Kerry, Kennedy, Bush, and of course Clinton, Kerry, Kennedy, Bush, and of course 
Hillary! Breast Cancer OvernightHillary! Breast Cancer OvernightHillary! Breast Cancer OvernightHillary! Breast Cancer Overnight Cure was lost in  Cure was lost in  Cure was lost in  Cure was lost in 
1981 via the 1980 invention of the 1981 via the 1980 invention of the 1981 via the 1980 invention of the 1981 via the 1980 invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar!ElectricWindmillCar!ElectricWindmillCar!ElectricWindmillCar!
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Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles 
feed in 1939,feed in 1939,feed in 1939,feed in 1939, today we have 1 Trillion Turtles is a  today we have 1 Trillion Turtles is a  today we have 1 Trillion Turtles is a  today we have 1 Trillion Turtles is a 
work of fiction writing for Hemingwaywork of fiction writing for Hemingwaywork of fiction writing for Hemingwaywork of fiction writing for Hemingway Utopian  Utopian  Utopian  Utopian 
Writing Classes! Writing Classes! Writing Classes! Writing Classes! 

4444----2222----13 DA arresting started today on the "Today13 DA arresting started today on the "Today13 DA arresting started today on the "Today13 DA arresting started today on the "Today
Show" arrest of Principles and teachers in Show" arrest of Principles and teachers in Show" arrest of Principles and teachers in Show" arrest of Principles and teachers in ““““1,610 1,610 1,610 1,610 
Schools that cheated forSchools that cheated forSchools that cheated forSchools that cheated for students, changing  students, changing  students, changing  students, changing 
answers to get a passing grade to profit from $500K answers to get a passing grade to profit from $500K answers to get a passing grade to profit from $500K answers to get a passing grade to profit from $500K 
in bonusin bonusin bonusin bonus dollars paid to just 1 teacher. $1 Trillion  dollars paid to just 1 teacher. $1 Trillion  dollars paid to just 1 teacher. $1 Trillion  dollars paid to just 1 teacher. $1 Trillion 
in bonus dollars paid to the 1,610in bonus dollars paid to the 1,610in bonus dollars paid to the 1,610in bonus dollars paid to the 1,610 in schools that  in schools that  in schools that  in schools that 
cheated. cheated. cheated. cheated. ”””” Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB) 

4444----2222----13 Key13 Key13 Key13 Key West  West  West  West ”””” Under No Child Left Behind Under No Child Left Behind Under No Child Left Behind Under No Child Left Behind 
(NCLB), cheating of course you don't need to(NCLB), cheating of course you don't need to(NCLB), cheating of course you don't need to(NCLB), cheating of course you don't need to be a  be a  be a  be a 
rocket scientists to figure out the Key West Citizen rocket scientists to figure out the Key West Citizen rocket scientists to figure out the Key West Citizen rocket scientists to figure out the Key West Citizen 
Headlines of SchoolHeadlines of SchoolHeadlines of SchoolHeadlines of School Grades are all A +  Grades are all A +  Grades are all A +  Grades are all A + 

4444----2222----13 Same time Key West Citizen suppressing13 Same time Key West Citizen suppressing13 Same time Key West Citizen suppressing13 Same time Key West Citizen suppressing the  the  the  the 
fact tourists have No Hemingway Writing classes in fact tourists have No Hemingway Writing classes in fact tourists have No Hemingway Writing classes in fact tourists have No Hemingway Writing classes in 
a tourists centered towna tourists centered towna tourists centered towna tourists centered town of Key West, this does not  of Key West, this does not  of Key West, this does not  of Key West, this does not 
make sense! make sense! make sense! make sense! 

4444----2222----13 100's of Carnival and13 100's of Carnival and13 100's of Carnival and13 100's of Carnival and Disney Cruise Ship  Disney Cruise Ship  Disney Cruise Ship  Disney Cruise Ship 
passengers would have signed up for writing the passengers would have signed up for writing the passengers would have signed up for writing the passengers would have signed up for writing the 
UtopianUtopianUtopianUtopian Hemingway Novel Class with the 1st writing  Hemingway Novel Class with the 1st writing  Hemingway Novel Class with the 1st writing  Hemingway Novel Class with the 1st writing 
assignment to write that in 1933 atassignment to write that in 1933 atassignment to write that in 1933 atassignment to write that in 1933 at Capt. Tony's  Capt. Tony's  Capt. Tony's  Capt. Tony's 
Hemingway and buddies got the Navy to feed the Hemingway and buddies got the Navy to feed the Hemingway and buddies got the Navy to feed the Hemingway and buddies got the Navy to feed the 
turtles and todayturtles and todayturtles and todayturtles and today 4 4 4 4----2222----13 there is a Hemingway 13 there is a Hemingway 13 there is a Hemingway 13 there is a Hemingway 
Beach were 1 Trillion turtles lay their eggs!Beach were 1 Trillion turtles lay their eggs!Beach were 1 Trillion turtles lay their eggs!Beach were 1 Trillion turtles lay their eggs!

4444----2222----13 2nd writing assignment will be just as 13 2nd writing assignment will be just as 13 2nd writing assignment will be just as 13 2nd writing assignment will be just as 
Utopian and relevant forUtopian and relevant forUtopian and relevant forUtopian and relevant for Todays "To Have Have Not"  Todays "To Have Have Not"  Todays "To Have Have Not"  Todays "To Have Have Not" 
goings on with BP Oil greed and genocide!goings on with BP Oil greed and genocide!goings on with BP Oil greed and genocide!goings on with BP Oil greed and genocide!

4444----2222----13 It's unfair to arrest Teachers who Cheated for13 It's unfair to arrest Teachers who Cheated for13 It's unfair to arrest Teachers who Cheated for13 It's unfair to arrest Teachers who Cheated for
Students she said to MSNBC Monday. MSNBC Cheated Students she said to MSNBC Monday. MSNBC Cheated Students she said to MSNBC Monday. MSNBC Cheated Students she said to MSNBC Monday. MSNBC Cheated 
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7 Billion People out of the7 Billion People out of the7 Billion People out of the7 Billion People out of the ElectricWindmillCar Era!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!  ElectricWindmillCar Era!  ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

4444----2222----13 DA Prosecutors say that the educators13 DA Prosecutors say that the educators13 DA Prosecutors say that the educators13 DA Prosecutors say that the educators
cheated on the CRCT in order to reap cheated on the CRCT in order to reap cheated on the CRCT in order to reap cheated on the CRCT in order to reap ““““the benefit of the benefit of the benefit of the benefit of 
financial rewardsfinancial rewardsfinancial rewardsfinancial rewards associated with high test scores.  associated with high test scores.  associated with high test scores.  associated with high test scores. 

4444----2222----13 DA in Court making the13 DA in Court making the13 DA in Court making the13 DA in Court making the "Teachers" realize  "Teachers" realize  "Teachers" realize  "Teachers" realize 
what they could have bought for $500,000 one what they could have bought for $500,000 one what they could have bought for $500,000 one what they could have bought for $500,000 one 
"Teacher" got as"Teacher" got as"Teacher" got as"Teacher" got as a Federal Bonus for improving 1K  a Federal Bonus for improving 1K  a Federal Bonus for improving 1K  a Federal Bonus for improving 1K 
High School kids test scores she changed wrongHigh School kids test scores she changed wrongHigh School kids test scores she changed wrongHigh School kids test scores she changed wrong
answers to right answers Coup Leaders of the answers to right answers Coup Leaders of the answers to right answers Coup Leaders of the answers to right answers Coup Leaders of the 
ElectricWindmillCar can change whatElectricWindmillCar can change whatElectricWindmillCar can change whatElectricWindmillCar can change what Bill and  Bill and  Bill and  Bill and 
Melinda Gates killed in High School inventions by Melinda Gates killed in High School inventions by Melinda Gates killed in High School inventions by Melinda Gates killed in High School inventions by 
buying 1K of the 100buying 1K of the 100buying 1K of the 100buying 1K of the 100 inch monitors below and add  inch monitors below and add  inch monitors below and add  inch monitors below and add 
the Icon in Windows to record this Invention Searchthe Icon in Windows to record this Invention Searchthe Icon in Windows to record this Invention Searchthe Icon in Windows to record this Invention Search
Session to a YouTube Video Format... can you Session to a YouTube Video Format... can you Session to a YouTube Video Format... can you Session to a YouTube Video Format... can you 
imagine watching Inventionimagine watching Inventionimagine watching Inventionimagine watching Invention Brainstorming videos  Brainstorming videos  Brainstorming videos  Brainstorming videos 
on this 100 inch monitor... Invention Bill and on this 100 inch monitor... Invention Bill and on this 100 inch monitor... Invention Bill and on this 100 inch monitor... Invention Bill and 
MelindaMelindaMelindaMelinda killed will rise from the dead.  killed will rise from the dead.  killed will rise from the dead.  killed will rise from the dead. 

4444----2222----13 Prosecutors say that the "NY Times" cheated 13 Prosecutors say that the "NY Times" cheated 13 Prosecutors say that the "NY Times" cheated 13 Prosecutors say that the "NY Times" cheated 
on NASA in orderon NASA in orderon NASA in orderon NASA in order to reap  to reap  to reap  to reap ““““the benefit of financial the benefit of financial the benefit of financial the benefit of financial 
rewards associated with highest $4 price ofrewards associated with highest $4 price ofrewards associated with highest $4 price ofrewards associated with highest $4 price of gasoline  gasoline  gasoline  gasoline 
for many decades after the ElectricWindmillCar's for many decades after the ElectricWindmillCar's for many decades after the ElectricWindmillCar's for many decades after the ElectricWindmillCar's 
1980 invention.1980 invention.1980 invention.1980 invention.

4444----2222----13 413 413 413 4----2222----13 No NASA Shuttles Today... 13 No NASA Shuttles Today... 13 No NASA Shuttles Today... 13 No NASA Shuttles Today... ”””” Under No Under No Under No Under No 
Child Left BehindChild Left BehindChild Left BehindChild Left Behind (NCLB), 100's arrested today for  (NCLB), 100's arrested today for  (NCLB), 100's arrested today for  (NCLB), 100's arrested today for 
cheating NCLB, No one arrested for Nocheating NCLB, No one arrested for Nocheating NCLB, No one arrested for Nocheating NCLB, No one arrested for No Shuttles...  Shuttles...  Shuttles...  Shuttles... 

4444----2222----13 Discovery III with "Gravity Engines," NY Times 13 Discovery III with "Gravity Engines," NY Times 13 Discovery III with "Gravity Engines," NY Times 13 Discovery III with "Gravity Engines," NY Times 
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willwillwillwill be left behind for stifling and suppressing this  be left behind for stifling and suppressing this  be left behind for stifling and suppressing this  be left behind for stifling and suppressing this 
headline and "Manhattanheadline and "Manhattanheadline and "Manhattanheadline and "Manhattan Project" while the  Project" while the  Project" while the  Project" while the 
"Inventors" tried to expose what if only "Inventors" tried to expose what if only "Inventors" tried to expose what if only "Inventors" tried to expose what if only 
ElectricWindmillCarsElectricWindmillCarsElectricWindmillCarsElectricWindmillCars were allowed to drive around  were allowed to drive around  were allowed to drive around  were allowed to drive around 
"Times Square" decades before 9"Times Square" decades before 9"Times Square" decades before 9"Times Square" decades before 9----11, there would11, there would11, there would11, there would
never had been a 9never had been a 9never had been a 9never had been a 9----11. 11. 11. 11. 

4444----2222----13 13 13 13 ”””” Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), NoUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), NoUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), NoUnder No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No
NASA Shuttles today 4NASA Shuttles today 4NASA Shuttles today 4NASA Shuttles today 4----2222----13 13 13 13 

4444----2222----13 13 13 13 ““““1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for1,610 Schools that cheated for students,  students,  students,  students, 
changing answers to get a passing grade. changing answers to get a passing grade. changing answers to get a passing grade. changing answers to get a passing grade. ”””” Under Under Under Under 
No Child Left BehindNo Child Left BehindNo Child Left BehindNo Child Left Behind (NCLB)  (NCLB)  (NCLB)  (NCLB) 

4444----2222----13 FBI and CIA cheated 15 Billion... People by 13 FBI and CIA cheated 15 Billion... People by 13 FBI and CIA cheated 15 Billion... People by 13 FBI and CIA cheated 15 Billion... People by 
going alonggoing alonggoing alonggoing along with the suppression of the  with the suppression of the  with the suppression of the  with the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013 as humanityElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013 as humanityElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013 as humanityElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013 as humanity
will not catch up to 1,001 lost inventions and build will not catch up to 1,001 lost inventions and build will not catch up to 1,001 lost inventions and build will not catch up to 1,001 lost inventions and build 
a memorial for the 7a memorial for the 7a memorial for the 7a memorial for the 7 million who died suppressing  million who died suppressing  million who died suppressing  million who died suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar! the ElectricWindmillCar! the ElectricWindmillCar! the ElectricWindmillCar! 

4444----2222----13 To add insults to burns Bush ordered CBS, 13 To add insults to burns Bush ordered CBS, 13 To add insults to burns Bush ordered CBS, 13 To add insults to burns Bush ordered CBS, 
ABC, NBCABC, NBCABC, NBCABC, NBC not to broadcast video of fiery wrecks... Dr.  not to broadcast video of fiery wrecks... Dr.  not to broadcast video of fiery wrecks... Dr.  not to broadcast video of fiery wrecks... Dr. 
Nancy on "Today Show" today CBSNancy on "Today Show" today CBSNancy on "Today Show" today CBSNancy on "Today Show" today CBS should have  should have  should have  should have 
shown the basketballs players broken leg! shown the basketballs players broken leg! shown the basketballs players broken leg! shown the basketballs players broken leg! 

4444----2222----13 At the "Oil13 At the "Oil13 At the "Oil13 At the "Oil Genocide Trials" All censored  Genocide Trials" All censored  Genocide Trials" All censored  Genocide Trials" All censored 
videos of Obama, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary,videos of Obama, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary,videos of Obama, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary,videos of Obama, Kerry, Kennedy, Hillary, Generals,  Generals,  Generals,  Generals, 
will be watched by billions of people world wide! will be watched by billions of people world wide! will be watched by billions of people world wide! will be watched by billions of people world wide! 

4444----2222----13131313 Another wave of school teachers cheating  Another wave of school teachers cheating  Another wave of school teachers cheating  Another wave of school teachers cheating 
scandals has swept the nation. Fed'sscandals has swept the nation. Fed'sscandals has swept the nation. Fed'sscandals has swept the nation. Fed's found  found  found  found ““““1,610 1,610 1,610 1,610 
Schools that cheated for students, changing Schools that cheated for students, changing Schools that cheated for students, changing Schools that cheated for students, changing 
answers to get aanswers to get aanswers to get aanswers to get a passing grade.  passing grade.  passing grade.  passing grade. 

4444----2222----13 Bill + Melinda Gates should have been 13 Bill + Melinda Gates should have been 13 Bill + Melinda Gates should have been 13 Bill + Melinda Gates should have been 
arrestedarrestedarrestedarrested with the 100's of Principles and teachers as  with the 100's of Principles and teachers as  with the 100's of Principles and teachers as  with the 100's of Principles and teachers as 
Microsoft stifled and killedMicrosoft stifled and killedMicrosoft stifled and killedMicrosoft stifled and killed literally and  literally and  literally and  literally and 
figuratively 7 million school kids via Windows, figuratively 7 million school kids via Windows, figuratively 7 million school kids via Windows, figuratively 7 million school kids via Windows, 
Word, Excel,Word, Excel,Word, Excel,Word, Excel, Office 2013.  Office 2013.  Office 2013.  Office 2013. 

4444----2222----13 13 13 13 ”””” Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No Under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), No 
NASANASANASANASA Shuttles today 4 Shuttles today 4 Shuttles today 4 Shuttles today 4----2222----13 13 13 13 

4444----2222----13 No Discovery III Shuttle fleet with gravity13 No Discovery III Shuttle fleet with gravity13 No Discovery III Shuttle fleet with gravity13 No Discovery III Shuttle fleet with gravity
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engines they were left behind with Child Inventors engines they were left behind with Child Inventors engines they were left behind with Child Inventors engines they were left behind with Child Inventors 
who were cheated by Admirals,who were cheated by Admirals,who were cheated by Admirals,who were cheated by Admirals, Generals, FBI, CIA  Generals, FBI, CIA  Generals, FBI, CIA  Generals, FBI, CIA 
"Observers"! "Observers"! "Observers"! "Observers"! 

4444----2222----13 Egregious practices are part of a13 Egregious practices are part of a13 Egregious practices are part of a13 Egregious practices are part of a emphasis on  emphasis on  emphasis on  emphasis on 
pressuring educators to produce spectacular test pressuring educators to produce spectacular test pressuring educators to produce spectacular test pressuring educators to produce spectacular test 
results. Yaleresults. Yaleresults. Yaleresults. Yale Medical School has passed 100's of MD's  Medical School has passed 100's of MD's  Medical School has passed 100's of MD's  Medical School has passed 100's of MD's 
since Bush ordered them passed when theysince Bush ordered them passed when theysince Bush ordered them passed when theysince Bush ordered them passed when they really  really  really  really 
failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen until failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen until failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen until failed... this Genocide Trial can not happen until 
after the BP Oil Eraafter the BP Oil Eraafter the BP Oil Eraafter the BP Oil Era Genocide Trials for suppressing  Genocide Trials for suppressing  Genocide Trials for suppressing  Genocide Trials for suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980.

BREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No!BREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No!BREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No!BREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner  Roadrunner  Roadrunner  Roadrunner 
IBM supercomputer will not be used for Breast IBM supercomputer will not be used for Breast IBM supercomputer will not be used for Breast IBM supercomputer will not be used for Breast 
Cancer ComputerCancer ComputerCancer ComputerCancer Computer Simulations... women smoking,  Simulations... women smoking,  Simulations... women smoking,  Simulations... women smoking, 
drinking, and overweight, eating red meat ordrinking, and overweight, eating red meat ordrinking, and overweight, eating red meat ordrinking, and overweight, eating red meat or
having a glass of wine would be able to Observe having a glass of wine would be able to Observe having a glass of wine would be able to Observe having a glass of wine would be able to Observe 
YouTube Videos of whats going onYouTube Videos of whats going onYouTube Videos of whats going onYouTube Videos of whats going on in their breast  in their breast  in their breast  in their breast 
between Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer between Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer between Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer between Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer 
cells andcells andcells andcells and why and how 1 cancer cell in the breast  why and how 1 cancer cell in the breast  why and how 1 cancer cell in the breast  why and how 1 cancer cell in the breast 
turns into 1 trillion cancer cells inturns into 1 trillion cancer cells inturns into 1 trillion cancer cells inturns into 1 trillion cancer cells in her breast when  her breast when  her breast when  her breast when 
fat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakes calfat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakes calfat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakes calfat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakes called led led led 
mutations..mutations..mutations..mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a  when they eat red meat... or have a  when they eat red meat... or have a  when they eat red meat... or have a 
glass of wine and smoke molecules in herglass of wine and smoke molecules in herglass of wine and smoke molecules in herglass of wine and smoke molecules in her breast!  breast!  breast!  breast! 
Visualization of ESTROGEN and EXERCISE in this Visualization of ESTROGEN and EXERCISE in this Visualization of ESTROGEN and EXERCISE in this Visualization of ESTROGEN and EXERCISE in this 
supercomputer simulationsupercomputer simulationsupercomputer simulationsupercomputer simulation will be vividly recalled in  will be vividly recalled in  will be vividly recalled in  will be vividly recalled in 
the women who live to be 90 as it's a dramaticthe women who live to be 90 as it's a dramaticthe women who live to be 90 as it's a dramaticthe women who live to be 90 as it's a dramatic
video! Realization's happen when you see your video! Realization's happen when you see your video! Realization's happen when you see your video! Realization's happen when you see your 
heart rate up to 160 for 15 minsheart rate up to 160 for 15 minsheart rate up to 160 for 15 minsheart rate up to 160 for 15 mins in a YouTube  in a YouTube  in a YouTube  in a YouTube 
Video! Video! Video! Video! 

This link below connects you to Los Alamos. EveryoneThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. EveryoneThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. EveryoneThis link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone
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at Los Alamos knows about the suppression of the at Los Alamos knows about the suppression of the at Los Alamos knows about the suppression of the at Los Alamos knows about the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and 1ElectricWindmillCar and 1ElectricWindmillCar and 1ElectricWindmillCar and 1 trillion NASA  trillion NASA  trillion NASA  trillion NASA 
manufactured Cans for H at manufactured Cans for H at manufactured Cans for H at manufactured Cans for H at ----254 C to fuel electric 254 C to fuel electric 254 C to fuel electric 254 C to fuel electric 
generators, yetgenerators, yetgenerators, yetgenerators, yet the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER  the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER  the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER  the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER 
WILL NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE WILL NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE WILL NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE WILL NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE 
COST OFCOST OFCOST OFCOST OF ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY ---- THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY 
LOS ALAMOS! LOS ALAMOS! LOS ALAMOS! LOS ALAMOS! 

Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st 
gradersgradersgradersgraders like "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun  like "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun  like "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun  like "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun 
ships! ships! ships! ships! 

Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st Los Alamos wants "Women In Combat" killing 22 1st 
gradersgradersgradersgraders like "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship  like "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship  like "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship  like "Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship 
not a Helicopter Combine harvestingnot a Helicopter Combine harvestingnot a Helicopter Combine harvestingnot a Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and  figs and  figs and  figs and 
Cashews but in the Iraqi War Nations... 15 Billion Cashews but in the Iraqi War Nations... 15 Billion Cashews but in the Iraqi War Nations... 15 Billion Cashews but in the Iraqi War Nations... 15 Billion 
people need womenpeople need womenpeople need womenpeople need women Combating wasted crops of figs  Combating wasted crops of figs  Combating wasted crops of figs  Combating wasted crops of figs 
and cashews in the Amazon Today because Boeingand cashews in the Amazon Today because Boeingand cashews in the Amazon Today because Boeingand cashews in the Amazon Today because Boeing
refused to build a fleet of Helicopter Combines in refused to build a fleet of Helicopter Combines in refused to build a fleet of Helicopter Combines in refused to build a fleet of Helicopter Combines in 
2003 when Greg proposed this2003 when Greg proposed this2003 when Greg proposed this2003 when Greg proposed this marriage!  marriage!  marriage!  marriage! 

Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews... Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews... Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews... Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews... 
15151515 Billion people need women Combating wasted  Billion people need women Combating wasted  Billion people need women Combating wasted  Billion people need women Combating wasted 
crops of figs and cashews in thecrops of figs and cashews in thecrops of figs and cashews in thecrops of figs and cashews in the Amazon Today  Amazon Today  Amazon Today  Amazon Today 
because Boeing refused to build a fleet of Helicopter because Boeing refused to build a fleet of Helicopter because Boeing refused to build a fleet of Helicopter because Boeing refused to build a fleet of Helicopter 
Combines inCombines inCombines inCombines in 2003 when Greg proposed this  2003 when Greg proposed this  2003 when Greg proposed this  2003 when Greg proposed this 
marriage! marriage! marriage! marriage! 

1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans and Boeing refused to1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans and Boeing refused to1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans and Boeing refused to1 Trillion Fish in the Oceans and Boeing refused to
Engineer the Helicopter Fishing Fleet to keep up with Engineer the Helicopter Fishing Fleet to keep up with Engineer the Helicopter Fishing Fleet to keep up with Engineer the Helicopter Fishing Fleet to keep up with 
the times! Becausethe times! Becausethe times! Becausethe times! Because Boeing's Mindless Overeating  Boeing's Mindless Overeating  Boeing's Mindless Overeating  Boeing's Mindless Overeating 
Eating of BP Oil Bribes for Fighter Jets $1Eating of BP Oil Bribes for Fighter Jets $1Eating of BP Oil Bribes for Fighter Jets $1Eating of BP Oil Bribes for Fighter Jets $1 Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion! 
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Free Electricity via H at Free Electricity via H at Free Electricity via H at Free Electricity via H at ----254 C will push back the254 C will push back the254 C will push back the254 C will push back the
Nuclear War Clock and Los Alamos, all 25 Nuclear War Clock and Los Alamos, all 25 Nuclear War Clock and Los Alamos, all 25 Nuclear War Clock and Los Alamos, all 25 
supercomputers bought from IBM at $1supercomputers bought from IBM at $1supercomputers bought from IBM at $1supercomputers bought from IBM at $1 Trillion will  Trillion will  Trillion will  Trillion will 
be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's Manhattan be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's Manhattan be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's Manhattan be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's Manhattan 
Project for a overnightProject for a overnightProject for a overnightProject for a overnight Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!  Rx Cure for Breast Cancer! 
Los Alamos will do everything they can to stop thisLos Alamos will do everything they can to stop thisLos Alamos will do everything they can to stop thisLos Alamos will do everything they can to stop this
New Manhattan Project using Los Alamos 25 New Manhattan Project using Los Alamos 25 New Manhattan Project using Los Alamos 25 New Manhattan Project using Los Alamos 25 
supercomputers worth $1 Trillionsupercomputers worth $1 Trillionsupercomputers worth $1 Trillionsupercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars less IBM's  dollars less IBM's  dollars less IBM's  dollars less IBM's 
profits! profits! profits! profits! 

Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes Los Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes ---- War On Breast War On Breast War On Breast War On Breast 
Cancer with NOCancer with NOCancer with NOCancer with NO Manhattan Project Because  Manhattan Project Because  Manhattan Project Because  Manhattan Project Because 
Pentagon orders Nukes Recycled!!Pentagon orders Nukes Recycled!!Pentagon orders Nukes Recycled!!Pentagon orders Nukes Recycled!!">Los Alamos">Los Alamos">Los Alamos">Los Alamos Lab  Lab  Lab  Lab 
Recycles Nukes Recycles Nukes Recycles Nukes Recycles Nukes ---- War On Breast Cancer War On Breast Cancer War On Breast Cancer War On Breast Cancer ---- No No No No 
Manhattan Project Manhattan Project Manhattan Project Manhattan Project ---- Yet as Dr.Yet as Dr.Yet as Dr.Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as  Nancy Snyderman as  Nancy Snyderman as  Nancy Snyderman as 
its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 
11:30 yet...11:30 yet...11:30 yet...11:30 yet... Tonight Show with all guest  Tonight Show with all guest  Tonight Show with all guest  Tonight Show with all guest 
brainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure for Breast brainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure for Breast brainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure for Breast brainstorming a Overnight Rx Cure for Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer then "Today Show" can fire Mat Lauer and  then "Today Show" can fire Mat Lauer and  then "Today Show" can fire Mat Lauer and  then "Today Show" can fire Mat Lauer and 
Dr Oppenheimer's can start anotherDr Oppenheimer's can start anotherDr Oppenheimer's can start anotherDr Oppenheimer's can start another "Manhattan  "Manhattan  "Manhattan  "Manhattan 
Project" for 1,001 diseases that Plague us... to Hell Project" for 1,001 diseases that Plague us... to Hell Project" for 1,001 diseases that Plague us... to Hell Project" for 1,001 diseases that Plague us... to Hell 
with ESPN andwith ESPN andwith ESPN andwith ESPN and Obama's 5 Hours of Basketball on  Obama's 5 Hours of Basketball on  Obama's 5 Hours of Basketball on  Obama's 5 Hours of Basketball on 
CBSCBSCBSCBS

MARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. MarielMARIEL HEMINGWAY. Mariel’’’’s passion is her love . s passion is her love . s passion is her love . s passion is her love . 
TheTheTheThe WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013.  WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013.  WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013.  WillingWay book launch date March 12, 2013. 
Mariel is alMariel is alMariel is alMariel is also outspoken in herso outspoken in herso outspoken in herso outspoken in her advocacy for mental  advocacy for mental  advocacy for mental  advocacy for mental 
health. health. health. health. 

Greg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel HemingwayGreg would like to get Mariel Hemingway outspoken  outspoken  outspoken  outspoken 
in writing and writing classes for Utopian in writing and writing classes for Utopian in writing and writing classes for Utopian in writing and writing classes for Utopian 
Futuristic Novels withFuturistic Novels withFuturistic Novels withFuturistic Novels with 1,001 Invention Projects brain  1,001 Invention Projects brain  1,001 Invention Projects brain  1,001 Invention Projects brain 
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stormed in the Novel. stormed in the Novel. stormed in the Novel. stormed in the Novel. 

Mariel HemingwayMariel HemingwayMariel HemingwayMariel Hemingway’’’’ssss Running from Crazy... BP Oil  Running from Crazy... BP Oil  Running from Crazy... BP Oil  Running from Crazy... BP Oil 
Era suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is CrazyEra suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is CrazyEra suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is CrazyEra suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is Crazy
Greed of Oil Men just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Greed of Oil Men just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Greed of Oil Men just for $177 Trillion Dollars in Greed of Oil Men just for $177 Trillion Dollars in 
Cash $ Cash $ Cash $ Cash $ 

Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting Greg Buell says: Your comment is awaiting 
moderation.moderation.moderation.moderation. April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm  April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm  April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm  April 3, 2013 at 12:01 pm 

I sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouseI sent 2 other emails to Mariel but my mouse locked  locked  locked  locked 
up in Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so up in Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so up in Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so up in Windows 7 and had to tab over to submit so 
didndidndidndidn’’’’t make a copy It make a copy It make a copy It make a copy I could paste here but the just of  could paste here but the just of  could paste here but the just of  could paste here but the just of 
my email was my email was my email was my email was ““““MemoryMemoryMemoryMemory”””” inventing in our currentinventing in our currentinventing in our currentinventing in our current
Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total Recall. Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total Recall. Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total Recall. Era of Oil a memory pill Rx for Total Recall. ““““War + War + War + War + 
PeacePeacePeacePeace”””” its Hell justits Hell justits Hell justits Hell just remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I  remembering the Characters I 
would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic would like to write a Utopian Futuristic ““““War +War +War +War +
PeacePeacePeacePeace”””” full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm full of innovations and of course brainstorm 
for 100 pages on how we canfor 100 pages on how we canfor 100 pages on how we canfor 100 pages on how we can get the cure for cancer  get the cure for cancer  get the cure for cancer  get the cure for cancer 
and other diseases, another 100 pages on assembly and other diseases, another 100 pages on assembly and other diseases, another 100 pages on assembly and other diseases, another 100 pages on assembly 
likelikelikelike surgery and building a better Medical School  surgery and building a better Medical School  surgery and building a better Medical School  surgery and building a better Medical School 
and Today Cheating if 1,610and Today Cheating if 1,610and Today Cheating if 1,610and Today Cheating if 1,610 teachers and  teachers and  teachers and  teachers and 
principles cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts principles cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts principles cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts principles cheated for decades before our Numb Nuts 
DictatorDictatorDictatorDictator arrested them... why did he wait so long  arrested them... why did he wait so long  arrested them... why did he wait so long  arrested them... why did he wait so long 
and why arrest them now. He has $177and why arrest them now. He has $177and why arrest them now. He has $177and why arrest them now. He has $177 Trillion  Trillion  Trillion  Trillion 
dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 bonus dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 bonus dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 bonus dollars so he will not miss all the $500,000 bonus 
payment to 1,610payment to 1,610payment to 1,610payment to 1,610 teachers for getting higher scores  teachers for getting higher scores  teachers for getting higher scores  teachers for getting higher scores 
out of their students? out of their students? out of their students? out of their students? 

This is theThis is theThis is theThis is the message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway message I left on Mariel Hemingway’’’’s s s s ----
The WillingWay web page I hope sheThe WillingWay web page I hope sheThe WillingWay web page I hope sheThe WillingWay web page I hope she replies....  replies....  replies....  replies.... 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 1,001 
inventioninventioninventioninvention projects and I use 50 pages of articles  projects and I use 50 pages of articles  projects and I use 50 pages of articles  projects and I use 50 pages of articles 
then write 2 hand written pages thenthen write 2 hand written pages thenthen write 2 hand written pages thenthen write 2 hand written pages then type these up  type these up  type these up  type these up 
you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote in Key you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote in Key you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote in Key you can find the link to the 850 pages I wrote in Key 
West.. IWest.. IWest.. IWest.. I bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled  bought Earnest Hemingway's book titled 
"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not"Research" the A bomb story etc but not much on  much on  much on  much on 
shock treatments.. as we all know total recall some shock treatments.. as we all know total recall some shock treatments.. as we all know total recall some shock treatments.. as we all know total recall some 
have better memorieshave better memorieshave better memorieshave better memories than others if I could get  than others if I could get  than others if I could get  than others if I could get 
ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on Earnest 50ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on Earnest 50ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on Earnest 50ahold of Mayo Clinic electro shock on Earnest 50
pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro shock pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro shock pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro shock pages of notes then get 50 pages on electro shock 
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today with lots of memorytoday with lots of memorytoday with lots of memorytoday with lots of memory articles and write these  articles and write these  articles and write these  articles and write these 
up into 2 hand written pages then 5 typed this willup into 2 hand written pages then 5 typed this willup into 2 hand written pages then 5 typed this willup into 2 hand written pages then 5 typed this will
come out like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 come out like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 come out like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 come out like a Utopian Novel ie in 1933 
Hemingway at Capt tonys talked the naveHemingway at Capt tonys talked the naveHemingway at Capt tonys talked the naveHemingway at Capt tonys talked the nave into feed  into feed  into feed  into feed 
the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach in the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach in the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach in the turtles now today we have Hemingway beach in 
key west were 1key west were 1key west were 1key west were 1 trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and  trillion turtles lay their eggs.. and 
add in 1 trillion sports fish in key westadd in 1 trillion sports fish in key westadd in 1 trillion sports fish in key westadd in 1 trillion sports fish in key west today  today  today  today 
because what Hemingway got the navy buddies at because what Hemingway got the navy buddies at because what Hemingway got the navy buddies at because what Hemingway got the navy buddies at 
capt tonys to feed them incapt tonys to feed them incapt tonys to feed them incapt tonys to feed them in 1933 thanks  1933 thanks  1933 thanks  1933 thanks 

greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell greg Buell 

New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 New cell 305 340 8082 

PO Box 214PO Box 214PO Box 214PO Box 214 key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041  key west FL 33041 

3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix  Publix  Publix  Publix 
is closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are is closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are is closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are is closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are 
Belligerent towards thisBelligerent towards thisBelligerent towards thisBelligerent towards this web  web  web  web 
www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com www.electricwindmillcar.com 

3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West3 31 13 Greg's Key West Easter, News Key West Publix  Publix  Publix  Publix 
is closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are is closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are is closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are is closed. A surprise for Greg Since they are 
Belligerent towards thisBelligerent towards thisBelligerent towards thisBelligerent towards this web  web  web  web 
www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + 
Wives "Brainstorming 24/7" aWives "Brainstorming 24/7" aWives "Brainstorming 24/7" aWives "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle  Rx Overnight Miracle  Rx Overnight Miracle  Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer! And 1,001 Invention Cure for Breast Cancer! And 1,001 Invention Cure for Breast Cancer! And 1,001 Invention Cure for Breast Cancer! And 1,001 Invention 
Projects for 7Projects for 7Projects for 7Projects for 7 Billion People on Earth, and the 15  Billion People on Earth, and the 15  Billion People on Earth, and the 15  Billion People on Earth, and the 15 
Billion who will populate Earth soon!Billion who will populate Earth soon!Billion who will populate Earth soon!Billion who will populate Earth soon!

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished 
forforforfor 10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft  10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft  10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft  10,000 Windmills on the JFK Super Aircraft 
Carrier (Caroline Kennedy willCarrier (Caroline Kennedy willCarrier (Caroline Kennedy willCarrier (Caroline Kennedy will Christen) with H2O  Christen) with H2O  Christen) with H2O  Christen) with H2O 
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Electrolysis below decks (No F 35 Fighter Jets and Electrolysis below decks (No F 35 Fighter Jets and Electrolysis below decks (No F 35 Fighter Jets and Electrolysis below decks (No F 35 Fighter Jets and 
missiles)missiles)missiles)missiles) and production of 1 Trillion NASA  and production of 1 Trillion NASA  and production of 1 Trillion NASA  and production of 1 Trillion NASA 
manufactured in the USA cans of H at manufactured in the USA cans of H at manufactured in the USA cans of H at manufactured in the USA cans of H at ----254 C254 C254 C254 C free to  free to  free to  free to 
generate Home Electricity without any more High generate Home Electricity without any more High generate Home Electricity without any more High generate Home Electricity without any more High 
Tension Wires as a tokenTension Wires as a tokenTension Wires as a tokenTension Wires as a token to the Oil Genocide Era of  to the Oil Genocide Era of  to the Oil Genocide Era of  to the Oil Genocide Era of 
BP Oil from 1980 to 2013 for $177 Trillion in OilBP Oil from 1980 to 2013 for $177 Trillion in OilBP Oil from 1980 to 2013 for $177 Trillion in OilBP Oil from 1980 to 2013 for $177 Trillion in Oil
Revenues an Evil Greed worst than that of King Revenues an Evil Greed worst than that of King Revenues an Evil Greed worst than that of King Revenues an Evil Greed worst than that of King 
Louis XVI and Queen MarieLouis XVI and Queen MarieLouis XVI and Queen MarieLouis XVI and Queen Marie Antoinette... $177  Antoinette... $177  Antoinette... $177  Antoinette... $177 
Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 by BP Oil Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 by BP Oil Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 by BP Oil Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 by BP Oil 
and theand theand theand the Worlds Numb Nuts Oil Men $ 7 Million died  Worlds Numb Nuts Oil Men $ 7 Million died  Worlds Numb Nuts Oil Men $ 7 Million died  Worlds Numb Nuts Oil Men $ 7 Million died 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCarsuppressing the ElectricWindmillCarsuppressing the ElectricWindmillCarsuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar for Oil  for Oil  for Oil  for Oil 
Revenues $ 7 Million Inventors were killed by Bill + Revenues $ 7 Million Inventors were killed by Bill + Revenues $ 7 Million Inventors were killed by Bill + Revenues $ 7 Million Inventors were killed by Bill + 
Melinda Gates byMelinda Gates byMelinda Gates byMelinda Gates by not pre installing 1,001 Invention  not pre installing 1,001 Invention  not pre installing 1,001 Invention  not pre installing 1,001 Invention 
Projects in Windows 8. Projects in Windows 8. Projects in Windows 8. Projects in Windows 8. 

By Bill +By Bill +By Bill +By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard  Melinda Gates not building the Harvard  Melinda Gates not building the Harvard  Melinda Gates not building the Harvard 
Key West Medical School in Key West atopKey West Medical School in Key West atopKey West Medical School in Key West atopKey West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  a Eiffel  a Eiffel  a Eiffel 
Tower Structure. State Lottery's and Vegas stifled 1 Tower Structure. State Lottery's and Vegas stifled 1 Tower Structure. State Lottery's and Vegas stifled 1 Tower Structure. State Lottery's and Vegas stifled 1 
Billion peopleBillion peopleBillion peopleBillion people from becoming an MD or Inventor,  from becoming an MD or Inventor,  from becoming an MD or Inventor,  from becoming an MD or Inventor, 
why work on 1,001 Invention Projects when theywhy work on 1,001 Invention Projects when theywhy work on 1,001 Invention Projects when theywhy work on 1,001 Invention Projects when they
were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can 
win a State Lottery or Vegaswin a State Lottery or Vegaswin a State Lottery or Vegaswin a State Lottery or Vegas Jackpot!  Jackpot!  Jackpot!  Jackpot! 

By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard 
KeyKeyKeyKey West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel 
Tower Structure. Red Circle isTower Structure. Red Circle isTower Structure. Red Circle isTower Structure. Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower  where 25 Eiffel tower  where 25 Eiffel tower  where 25 Eiffel tower 
structures will be built and the Yale Key West Med structures will be built and the Yale Key West Med structures will be built and the Yale Key West Med structures will be built and the Yale Key West Med 
SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool will be installed on top via pre made  will be installed on top via pre made  will be installed on top via pre made  will be installed on top via pre made 
containers... 25,000 Medical Students willcontainers... 25,000 Medical Students willcontainers... 25,000 Medical Students willcontainers... 25,000 Medical Students will change  change  change  change 
Key West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion Key West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion Key West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion Key West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion 
people on Earth!people on Earth!people on Earth!people on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists  Assembly line surgery and "Tourists  Assembly line surgery and "Tourists  Assembly line surgery and "Tourists 
Traps" will be built in, grin!Traps" will be built in, grin!Traps" will be built in, grin!Traps" will be built in, grin!
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By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel 
Tower Structure. Red Circle is where 25Tower Structure. Red Circle is where 25Tower Structure. Red Circle is where 25Tower Structure. Red Circle is where 25 Eiffel tower  Eiffel tower  Eiffel tower  Eiffel tower 
structures will be built and the Yale Key West Med structures will be built and the Yale Key West Med structures will be built and the Yale Key West Med structures will be built and the Yale Key West Med 
School will beSchool will beSchool will beSchool will be installed on top via pre made  installed on top via pre made  installed on top via pre made  installed on top via pre made 
containers... 25,000 Medical Students will changecontainers... 25,000 Medical Students will changecontainers... 25,000 Medical Students will changecontainers... 25,000 Medical Students will change
Key West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion Key West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion Key West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion Key West and be ready just in time for 15 Billion 
people on Earth! Assembly linepeople on Earth! Assembly linepeople on Earth! Assembly linepeople on Earth! Assembly line surgery and "Tourists  surgery and "Tourists  surgery and "Tourists  surgery and "Tourists 
Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! Traps" will be built in, grin! 
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By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard By Bill + Melinda Gates not building the Harvard 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel  Medical School in Key West atop a Eiffel 
Tower Structure. State Lottery's andTower Structure. State Lottery's andTower Structure. State Lottery's andTower Structure. State Lottery's and Vegas stifled 1  Vegas stifled 1  Vegas stifled 1  Vegas stifled 1 
Billion people from becoming an MD or Inventor, Billion people from becoming an MD or Inventor, Billion people from becoming an MD or Inventor, Billion people from becoming an MD or Inventor, 
why work onwhy work onwhy work onwhy work on 1,001 Invention Projects when they  1,001 Invention Projects when they  1,001 Invention Projects when they  1,001 Invention Projects when they 
were never preinstalled in Windows 8 and youwere never preinstalled in Windows 8 and youwere never preinstalled in Windows 8 and youwere never preinstalled in Windows 8 and you can  can  can  can 
win a State Lottery or Vegas Jackpot! win a State Lottery or Vegas Jackpot! win a State Lottery or Vegas Jackpot! win a State Lottery or Vegas Jackpot! 

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis wished 
forforforfor an end to violence linked to Alcohol, Drugs, BP  an end to violence linked to Alcohol, Drugs, BP  an end to violence linked to Alcohol, Drugs, BP  an end to violence linked to Alcohol, Drugs, BP 
Oil and the dangers stemmingOil and the dangers stemmingOil and the dangers stemmingOil and the dangers stemming from the reckless  from the reckless  from the reckless  from the reckless 
exploitation of natural resources! exploitation of natural resources! exploitation of natural resources! exploitation of natural resources! 

3 31 13 Easter3 31 13 Easter3 31 13 Easter3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so  Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so  Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so  Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so 
we ask the risen Jesus, who turns death intowe ask the risen Jesus, who turns death intowe ask the risen Jesus, who turns death intowe ask the risen Jesus, who turns death into life, to  life, to  life, to  life, to 
change hatred into love, vengeance into change hatred into love, vengeance into change hatred into love, vengeance into change hatred into love, vengeance into 
forgiveness, war into peace,"forgiveness, war into peace,"forgiveness, war into peace,"forgiveness, war into peace,"

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis said 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis said 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis said 3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis said 
"Invent" World Peace! A"Invent" World Peace! A"Invent" World Peace! A"Invent" World Peace! A day after North Korea  day after North Korea  day after North Korea  day after North Korea 
declared War on South Korea and the USA! declared War on South Korea and the USA! declared War on South Korea and the USA! declared War on South Korea and the USA! 

3 31 133 31 133 31 133 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis saying  Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis saying  Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis saying  Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis saying 
that conflicts have lasted too long inthat conflicts have lasted too long inthat conflicts have lasted too long inthat conflicts have lasted too long in Syria, in  Syria, in  Syria, in  Syria, in 
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addition to "Peace for the Middle East, and addition to "Peace for the Middle East, and addition to "Peace for the Middle East, and addition to "Peace for the Middle East, and 
particularly betweenparticularly betweenparticularly betweenparticularly between Israelis and Palestinians"  Israelis and Palestinians"  Israelis and Palestinians"  Israelis and Palestinians" 

3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis.3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis.3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis.3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis. Before a  Before a  Before a  Before a 
crowd of 250,000 in St. Peter's Square, he also crowd of 250,000 in St. Peter's Square, he also crowd of 250,000 in St. Peter's Square, he also crowd of 250,000 in St. Peter's Square, he also 
denounced warfare anddenounced warfare anddenounced warfare anddenounced warfare and terrorism across the world,  terrorism across the world,  terrorism across the world,  terrorism across the world, 
and decried a greedy affluent world looking forand decried a greedy affluent world looking forand decried a greedy affluent world looking forand decried a greedy affluent world looking for
"easy gain via BP Oil." "easy gain via BP Oil." "easy gain via BP Oil." "easy gain via BP Oil." 

3 31 13 Easter S3 31 13 Easter S3 31 13 Easter S3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis "Andunday Mass as Pope Francis "Andunday Mass as Pope Francis "Andunday Mass as Pope Francis "And so  so  so  so 
we ask the risen Jesus, who turns death into life, to we ask the risen Jesus, who turns death into life, to we ask the risen Jesus, who turns death into life, to we ask the risen Jesus, who turns death into life, to 
change hatred intochange hatred intochange hatred intochange hatred into love, vengeance into  love, vengeance into  love, vengeance into  love, vengeance into 
forgiveness, war into peace," forgiveness, war into peace," forgiveness, war into peace," forgiveness, war into peace," 

3 31 13 Easter Sunday3 31 13 Easter Sunday3 31 13 Easter Sunday3 31 13 Easter Sunday Mass as Pope Francis is  Mass as Pope Francis is  Mass as Pope Francis is  Mass as Pope Francis is 
looking out from the balcony of St. Peter's Basilicalooking out from the balcony of St. Peter's Basilicalooking out from the balcony of St. Peter's Basilicalooking out from the balcony of St. Peter's Basilica
reflected his push for peace and social justice reflected his push for peace and social justice reflected his push for peace and social justice reflected his push for peace and social justice 
"Observing" the masses and"Observing" the masses and"Observing" the masses and"Observing" the masses and thinking about the  thinking about the  thinking about the  thinking about the 
"Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide" and in Key West "Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide" and in Key West "Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide" and in Key West "Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide" and in Key West 
who arewho arewho arewho are Belligerent towards this web  Belligerent towards this web  Belligerent towards this web  Belligerent towards this web 
www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + www.electricwindmillcar.com and stifle Greg + 
WivesWivesWivesWives "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle  "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle  "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle  "Brainstorming 24/7" a Rx Overnight Miracle 
Cure for Breast Cancer! Gas LobotomyCure for Breast Cancer! Gas LobotomyCure for Breast Cancer! Gas LobotomyCure for Breast Cancer! Gas Lobotomy A A A A----Bomb Easter Bomb Easter Bomb Easter Bomb Easter 
Invention for Domestic Violence and Murder of Invention for Domestic Violence and Murder of Invention for Domestic Violence and Murder of Invention for Domestic Violence and Murder of 
Women World Wide byWomen World Wide byWomen World Wide byWomen World Wide by Drunk Men... And 1,001  Drunk Men... And 1,001  Drunk Men... And 1,001  Drunk Men... And 1,001 
Invention Projects for 7 Billion People on Earth, Invention Projects for 7 Billion People on Earth, Invention Projects for 7 Billion People on Earth, Invention Projects for 7 Billion People on Earth, 
and theand theand theand the 15 Billion who will populate Earth soon!  15 Billion who will populate Earth soon!  15 Billion who will populate Earth soon!  15 Billion who will populate Earth soon! 
Take this Easter in Remembrance ofTake this Easter in Remembrance ofTake this Easter in Remembrance ofTake this Easter in Remembrance of "Blade Runner"  "Blade Runner"  "Blade Runner"  "Blade Runner" 
in Africa and Kennedy who Tortured Mary into in Africa and Kennedy who Tortured Mary into in Africa and Kennedy who Tortured Mary into in Africa and Kennedy who Tortured Mary into 
Hanging Herself inHanging Herself inHanging Herself inHanging Herself in the Barn! Class, in classrooms  the Barn! Class, in classrooms  the Barn! Class, in classrooms  the Barn! Class, in classrooms 
across the USA teachers will be arrested tomorrowacross the USA teachers will be arrested tomorrowacross the USA teachers will be arrested tomorrowacross the USA teachers will be arrested tomorrow
for cheating on the students test to Pass the Federal for cheating on the students test to Pass the Federal for cheating on the students test to Pass the Federal for cheating on the students test to Pass the Federal 
Governments achievementGovernments achievementGovernments achievementGovernments achievement goals. When the Feds, FBI  goals. When the Feds, FBI  goals. When the Feds, FBI  goals. When the Feds, FBI 
and CIA failed all 7 Billion on Earth by Suppressingand CIA failed all 7 Billion on Earth by Suppressingand CIA failed all 7 Billion on Earth by Suppressingand CIA failed all 7 Billion on Earth by Suppressing
the ElectricWindmillCar Era of Mandatory and free the ElectricWindmillCar Era of Mandatory and free the ElectricWindmillCar Era of Mandatory and free the ElectricWindmillCar Era of Mandatory and free 
University education withUniversity education withUniversity education withUniversity education with Microsoft put into the  Microsoft put into the  Microsoft put into the  Microsoft put into the 
Dept of Education so Students doing that "Book Dept of Education so Students doing that "Book Dept of Education so Students doing that "Book Dept of Education so Students doing that "Book 
Report" orReport" orReport" orReport" or "Invention Project" can click on the Icon  "Invention Project" can click on the Icon  "Invention Project" can click on the Icon  "Invention Project" can click on the Icon 
"Record this Session" so they can play"Record this Session" so they can play"Record this Session" so they can play"Record this Session" so they can play it back 100's of  it back 100's of  it back 100's of  it back 100's of 
times brainstorming the book report or the times brainstorming the book report or the times brainstorming the book report or the times brainstorming the book report or the 
invention projectinvention projectinvention projectinvention project without the "Fear" Bill + Melinda  without the "Fear" Bill + Melinda  without the "Fear" Bill + Melinda  without the "Fear" Bill + Melinda 
Gates will put them in Prison for usingGates will put them in Prison for usingGates will put them in Prison for usingGates will put them in Prison for using Windows 8...  Windows 8...  Windows 8...  Windows 8... 
grin!!! Paul McCartney let Linda die of breast grin!!! Paul McCartney let Linda die of breast grin!!! Paul McCartney let Linda die of breast grin!!! Paul McCartney let Linda die of breast 
cancer instead ofcancer instead ofcancer instead ofcancer instead of exposing the suppression of the  exposing the suppression of the  exposing the suppression of the  exposing the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar's Inventor Euphoria thatElectricWindmillCar's Inventor Euphoria thatElectricWindmillCar's Inventor Euphoria thatElectricWindmillCar's Inventor Euphoria that would  would  would  would 
have cured cancer before Easter Sunday 1981. have cured cancer before Easter Sunday 1981. have cured cancer before Easter Sunday 1981. have cured cancer before Easter Sunday 1981. 
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BREAKING NEWSBREAKING NEWSBREAKING NEWSBREAKING NEWS FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner  FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner  FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner  FROM LOS ALAMOS No! Roadrunner 
IBM supercomputer will not be used for BreastIBM supercomputer will not be used for BreastIBM supercomputer will not be used for BreastIBM supercomputer will not be used for Breast
Cancer Computer Simulations... women smoking, Cancer Computer Simulations... women smoking, Cancer Computer Simulations... women smoking, Cancer Computer Simulations... women smoking, 
drinking, and overweight, eatingdrinking, and overweight, eatingdrinking, and overweight, eatingdrinking, and overweight, eating red meat or  red meat or  red meat or  red meat or 
having a glass of wine would be able to Observe having a glass of wine would be able to Observe having a glass of wine would be able to Observe having a glass of wine would be able to Observe 
YouTube Videos ofYouTube Videos ofYouTube Videos ofYouTube Videos of whats going on in their breast  whats going on in their breast  whats going on in their breast  whats going on in their breast 
between Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breastbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breastbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breastbetween Cancer Cells. 1 or 1 trillion breast cancer  cancer  cancer  cancer 
cells and why and how 1 cancer cell in the breast cells and why and how 1 cancer cell in the breast cells and why and how 1 cancer cell in the breast cells and why and how 1 cancer cell in the breast 
turns into 1 trillionturns into 1 trillionturns into 1 trillionturns into 1 trillion cancer cells in her breast when  cancer cells in her breast when  cancer cells in her breast when  cancer cells in her breast when 
fat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakesfat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakesfat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakesfat cells in the milk duct make DNA mistakes called  called  called  called 
mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a mutations.. when they eat red meat... or have a 
glass of wine and smokeglass of wine and smokeglass of wine and smokeglass of wine and smoke molecules in her breast!  molecules in her breast!  molecules in her breast!  molecules in her breast! 
Visualization of ESTROGEN in this supercomputerVisualization of ESTROGEN in this supercomputerVisualization of ESTROGEN in this supercomputerVisualization of ESTROGEN in this supercomputer
simulation will be vividly recalled in the women simulation will be vividly recalled in the women simulation will be vividly recalled in the women simulation will be vividly recalled in the women 
who live to be 90 as its awho live to be 90 as its awho live to be 90 as its awho live to be 90 as its a dramatic video!  dramatic video!  dramatic video!  dramatic video! 

This link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone This link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone This link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone This link below connects you to Los Alamos. Everyone 
atatatat Los Alamos knows about the suppression of the  Los Alamos knows about the suppression of the  Los Alamos knows about the suppression of the  Los Alamos knows about the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and 1 trillionElectricWindmillCar and 1 trillionElectricWindmillCar and 1 trillionElectricWindmillCar and 1 trillion NASA  NASA  NASA  NASA 
manufactured Cans for H at manufactured Cans for H at manufactured Cans for H at manufactured Cans for H at ----254 C to fuel electric 254 C to fuel electric 254 C to fuel electric 254 C to fuel electric 
generators, yet the MAINgenerators, yet the MAINgenerators, yet the MAINgenerators, yet the MAIN REASON ROADRUNNER  REASON ROADRUNNER  REASON ROADRUNNER  REASON ROADRUNNER 
WILL NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE WILL NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE WILL NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE WILL NOT BE USED FOR RACE FOR THE CURE IS THE 
COST OFCOST OFCOST OFCOST OF ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY  ELECTRICITY ---- THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY  THIS IS DISINFORMATION BY 
LOS ALAMOS! Free Electricity via H atLOS ALAMOS! Free Electricity via H atLOS ALAMOS! Free Electricity via H atLOS ALAMOS! Free Electricity via H at ----254 C will 254 C will 254 C will 254 C will 
push back the Nuclear War Clock and Los Alamos, push back the Nuclear War Clock and Los Alamos, push back the Nuclear War Clock and Los Alamos, push back the Nuclear War Clock and Los Alamos, 
all 25all 25all 25all 25 supercomputers bought from IBM at $1  supercomputers bought from IBM at $1  supercomputers bought from IBM at $1  supercomputers bought from IBM at $1 
Trillion will be used by Dr. NancyTrillion will be used by Dr. NancyTrillion will be used by Dr. NancyTrillion will be used by Dr. Nancy Snyderman's  Snyderman's  Snyderman's  Snyderman's 
Manhattan Project for a overnight Rx Cure for Manhattan Project for a overnight Rx Cure for Manhattan Project for a overnight Rx Cure for Manhattan Project for a overnight Rx Cure for 
Breast Cancer! LosBreast Cancer! LosBreast Cancer! LosBreast Cancer! Los Alamos will do everything they  Alamos will do everything they  Alamos will do everything they  Alamos will do everything they 
can to stop this New Manhattan Project using Loscan to stop this New Manhattan Project using Loscan to stop this New Manhattan Project using Loscan to stop this New Manhattan Project using Los
Alamos 25 supercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars Alamos 25 supercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars Alamos 25 supercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars Alamos 25 supercomputers worth $1 Trillion dollars 
less IBM's profits!less IBM's profits!less IBM's profits!less IBM's profits!

Los AlamosLos AlamosLos AlamosLos Alamos Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes  Lab Recycles Nukes ---- War On Breast  War On Breast  War On Breast  War On Breast 
Cancer with NO Manhattan Project BecauseCancer with NO Manhattan Project BecauseCancer with NO Manhattan Project BecauseCancer with NO Manhattan Project Because
Pentagon orders Nukes Recycled!!Pentagon orders Nukes Recycled!!Pentagon orders Nukes Recycled!!Pentagon orders Nukes Recycled!!">Los Alamos Lab ">Los Alamos Lab ">Los Alamos Lab ">Los Alamos Lab 
Recycles Nukes Recycles Nukes Recycles Nukes Recycles Nukes ---- War On War On War On War On Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer  Breast Cancer ---- No  No  No  No 
Manhattan Project Manhattan Project Manhattan Project Manhattan Project ---- Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as  Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as  Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as  Yet as Dr. Nancy Snyderman as 
its Dr.its Dr.its Dr.its Dr. Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at  Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at  Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at  Oppenheimer didn't replace Jay Leno at 
11:30 yet11:30 yet11:30 yet11:30 yet
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Roadrunner was so far ahead of theRoadrunner was so far ahead of theRoadrunner was so far ahead of theRoadrunner was so far ahead of the competition  competition  competition  competition 
that it earned the #1 slot on the Top 500 that it earned the #1 slot on the Top 500 that it earned the #1 slot on the Top 500 that it earned the #1 slot on the Top 500 
supercomputer list in Junesupercomputer list in Junesupercomputer list in Junesupercomputer list in June 2008, November 2008,  2008, November 2008,  2008, November 2008,  2008, November 2008, 
and one last time in June 2009. Today, Easter 2013 and one last time in June 2009. Today, Easter 2013 and one last time in June 2009. Today, Easter 2013 and one last time in June 2009. Today, Easter 2013 
thisthisthisthis computer has been declared obsolete and it's  computer has been declared obsolete and it's  computer has been declared obsolete and it's  computer has been declared obsolete and it's 
being taken offline. No it will notbeing taken offline. No it will notbeing taken offline. No it will notbeing taken offline. No it will not be given to Race  be given to Race  be given to Race  be given to Race 
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for the Cure of Breast Cancer... Based at the US for the Cure of Breast Cancer... Based at the US for the Cure of Breast Cancer... Based at the US for the Cure of Breast Cancer... Based at the US 
Department ofDepartment ofDepartment ofDepartment of Energy's Los Alamos National  Energy's Los Alamos National  Energy's Los Alamos National  Energy's Los Alamos National 
Laboratory in New Mexico, Roadrunner will beLaboratory in New Mexico, Roadrunner will beLaboratory in New Mexico, Roadrunner will beLaboratory in New Mexico, Roadrunner will be
studied for a while and then ultimately studied for a while and then ultimately studied for a while and then ultimately studied for a while and then ultimately 
dismantled. While the computer is stilldismantled. While the computer is stilldismantled. While the computer is stilldismantled. While the computer is still one of the 22  one of the 22  one of the 22  one of the 22 
fastest in the world, it isn't energyfastest in the world, it isn't energyfastest in the world, it isn't energyfastest in the world, it isn't energy----efficient enough efficient enough efficient enough efficient enough 
to make theto make theto make theto make the power bill worth it. Suppression of the  power bill worth it. Suppression of the  power bill worth it. Suppression of the  power bill worth it. Suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar and H at ElectricWindmillCar and H at ElectricWindmillCar and H at ElectricWindmillCar and H at ----254 C to254 C to254 C to254 C to generate  generate  generate  generate 
free electricity by Stupid Criminals at Los Alamos! free electricity by Stupid Criminals at Los Alamos! free electricity by Stupid Criminals at Los Alamos! free electricity by Stupid Criminals at Los Alamos! 

RoadrunnerRoadrunnerRoadrunnerRoadrunner lost its world's lost its world's lost its world's lost its world's----fastest title in November fastest title in November fastest title in November fastest title in November 
2009 to Jaguar, another Department of2009 to Jaguar, another Department of2009 to Jaguar, another Department of2009 to Jaguar, another Department of Energy  Energy  Energy  Energy 
supercomputer combining AMD Opterons with Cray supercomputer combining AMD Opterons with Cray supercomputer combining AMD Opterons with Cray supercomputer combining AMD Opterons with Cray 
processors. Jaguar hitprocessors. Jaguar hitprocessors. Jaguar hitprocessors. Jaguar hit 1.76 petaflops to take the title,  1.76 petaflops to take the title,  1.76 petaflops to take the title,  1.76 petaflops to take the title, 
and it still exists as part of an even newerand it still exists as part of an even newerand it still exists as part of an even newerand it still exists as part of an even newer cluster  cluster  cluster  cluster 
called Titan. called Titan. called Titan. called Titan. 

Titan took the top spot in the November 2012Titan took the top spot in the November 2012Titan took the top spot in the November 2012Titan took the top spot in the November 2012
supercomputers and IBM made $220 million. supercomputers and IBM made $220 million. supercomputers and IBM made $220 million. supercomputers and IBM made $220 million. 

Roadrunner is thus stillRoadrunner is thus stillRoadrunner is thus stillRoadrunner is thus still capable of performing  capable of performing  capable of performing  capable of performing 
scientific work at mindscientific work at mindscientific work at mindscientific work at mind---- boggling speeds, but has  boggling speeds, but has  boggling speeds, but has  boggling speeds, but has 
beenbeenbeenbeen surpassed by competitors in terms of energy  surpassed by competitors in terms of energy  surpassed by competitors in terms of energy  surpassed by competitors in terms of energy 
efficiency. efficiency. efficiency. efficiency. 

No! RoadrunnerNo! RoadrunnerNo! RoadrunnerNo! Roadrunner will not be used for Breast Cancer  will not be used for Breast Cancer  will not be used for Breast Cancer  will not be used for Breast Cancer 
Computer Simulations... women smoking,Computer Simulations... women smoking,Computer Simulations... women smoking,Computer Simulations... women smoking, drinking,  drinking,  drinking,  drinking, 
and overweight, eating red meat or having a glass and overweight, eating red meat or having a glass and overweight, eating red meat or having a glass and overweight, eating red meat or having a glass 
of wine would beof wine would beof wine would beof wine would be able to Observe whats going on in  able to Observe whats going on in  able to Observe whats going on in  able to Observe whats going on in 
their breast between Cancer Cells 1 or 1their breast between Cancer Cells 1 or 1their breast between Cancer Cells 1 or 1their breast between Cancer Cells 1 or 1 trillion  trillion  trillion  trillion 
breast cancer cells and why and how 1 cancer cell breast cancer cells and why and how 1 cancer cell breast cancer cells and why and how 1 cancer cell breast cancer cells and why and how 1 cancer cell 
in the breast turnsin the breast turnsin the breast turnsin the breast turns into 1 trillion cancer cells in her  into 1 trillion cancer cells in her  into 1 trillion cancer cells in her  into 1 trillion cancer cells in her 
breast when fat cells in the milk duct makebreast when fat cells in the milk duct makebreast when fat cells in the milk duct makebreast when fat cells in the milk duct make DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA 
mistakes called mutations.. when they eat red mistakes called mutations.. when they eat red mistakes called mutations.. when they eat red mistakes called mutations.. when they eat red 
meat... or have a glass ofmeat... or have a glass ofmeat... or have a glass ofmeat... or have a glass of wine!  wine!  wine!  wine! 

3333----30303030----13 Greg's Good Friday in Key West in 313 Greg's Good Friday in Key West in 313 Greg's Good Friday in Key West in 313 Greg's Good Friday in Key West in 3 lines,  lines,  lines,  lines, 
"Perfect Pedicab" guy from Russia spit at me I took "Perfect Pedicab" guy from Russia spit at me I took "Perfect Pedicab" guy from Russia spit at me I took "Perfect Pedicab" guy from Russia spit at me I took 
his pic... then KWhis pic... then KWhis pic... then KWhis pic... then KW Cop ate at Amigos "Observing" Greg  Cop ate at Amigos "Observing" Greg  Cop ate at Amigos "Observing" Greg  Cop ate at Amigos "Observing" Greg 
at Rumors Lounge for 1 hour... then Casperat Rumors Lounge for 1 hour... then Casperat Rumors Lounge for 1 hour... then Casperat Rumors Lounge for 1 hour... then Casper the scam  the scam  the scam  the scam 
artists in Gregs "2013 Capt Tony's Story" LARC artists in Gregs "2013 Capt Tony's Story" LARC artists in Gregs "2013 Capt Tony's Story" LARC artists in Gregs "2013 Capt Tony's Story" LARC ---- PETIT  PETIT  PETIT  PETIT 
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THEFT 1ST DEGREETHEFT 1ST DEGREETHEFT 1ST DEGREETHEFT 1ST DEGREE robbed Greg in front of  robbed Greg in front of  robbed Greg in front of  robbed Greg in front of 
"Observers" of Gregs nights work at Gilleys "Booth"! $"Observers" of Gregs nights work at Gilleys "Booth"! $"Observers" of Gregs nights work at Gilleys "Booth"! $"Observers" of Gregs nights work at Gilleys "Booth"! $
Greg will sell this Character! Tony's Manager is as Greg will sell this Character! Tony's Manager is as Greg will sell this Character! Tony's Manager is as Greg will sell this Character! Tony's Manager is as 
big wide as Hemingway wasbig wide as Hemingway wasbig wide as Hemingway wasbig wide as Hemingway was tall 6' 5" pot belly  tall 6' 5" pot belly  tall 6' 5" pot belly  tall 6' 5" pot belly 
Manager at Capt. Tony's 2013!! Hemingway would Manager at Capt. Tony's 2013!! Hemingway would Manager at Capt. Tony's 2013!! Hemingway would Manager at Capt. Tony's 2013!! Hemingway would 
pick a fightpick a fightpick a fightpick a fight with him for being so "POT BELLY" for  with him for being so "POT BELLY" for  with him for being so "POT BELLY" for  with him for being so "POT BELLY" for 
sure! Greg will write a fat story! Makesure! Greg will write a fat story! Makesure! Greg will write a fat story! Makesure! Greg will write a fat story! Make more $ than  more $ than  more $ than  more $ than 
Caspers PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbing Greg in Caspers PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbing Greg in Caspers PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbing Greg in Caspers PETIT THEFT 1ST DEGREE robbing Greg in 
front of "Observers"front of "Observers"front of "Observers"front of "Observers" And "1984" Cop at Amigos right  And "1984" Cop at Amigos right  And "1984" Cop at Amigos right  And "1984" Cop at Amigos right 
across the street... Guys at "Rumors Lounge"across the street... Guys at "Rumors Lounge"across the street... Guys at "Rumors Lounge"across the street... Guys at "Rumors Lounge"
Depraved drunks talking Loud ADepraved drunks talking Loud ADepraved drunks talking Loud ADepraved drunks talking Loud A----Hole only 2 words Hole only 2 words Hole only 2 words Hole only 2 words 
they know and their IQ Admiralsthey know and their IQ Admiralsthey know and their IQ Admiralsthey know and their IQ Admirals Drinking Buddies  Drinking Buddies  Drinking Buddies  Drinking Buddies 
for Sure, don't have to be a Rocket Scientists to for Sure, don't have to be a Rocket Scientists to for Sure, don't have to be a Rocket Scientists to for Sure, don't have to be a Rocket Scientists to 
figure thisfigure thisfigure thisfigure this out! 3 out! 3 out! 3 out! 3----30303030----13 Greg's Good Friday in Key 13 Greg's Good Friday in Key 13 Greg's Good Friday in Key 13 Greg's Good Friday in Key 
West! West! West! West! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday procession with  Good Friday procession with  Good Friday procession with  Good Friday procession with 
Dr NancyDr NancyDr NancyDr Nancy Snyderman reporting on a Dentists DMD  Snyderman reporting on a Dentists DMD  Snyderman reporting on a Dentists DMD  Snyderman reporting on a Dentists DMD 
infecting 7K with Hepatitis...infecting 7K with Hepatitis...infecting 7K with Hepatitis...infecting 7K with Hepatitis...

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Make,  Good Friday Make,  Good Friday Make,  Good Friday Make, 
"Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give"Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give"Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give"Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001  the wives 1,001  the wives 1,001  the wives 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions 
thatthatthatthat "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of  "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of  "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of  "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of 
War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177 Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion!  Trillion! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Pentagons Top  Good Friday Pentagons Top  Good Friday Pentagons Top  Good Friday Pentagons Top 
BrassBrassBrassBrass killed... "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los  killed... "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los  killed... "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los  killed... "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los 
Alamos for to Cure Hepatitis andAlamos for to Cure Hepatitis andAlamos for to Cure Hepatitis andAlamos for to Cure Hepatitis and Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of 
$7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! 
And theAnd theAnd theAnd the Pentagon got $70 Trillion from the Oil  Pentagon got $70 Trillion from the Oil  Pentagon got $70 Trillion from the Oil  Pentagon got $70 Trillion from the Oil 
Genocide's suppression of theGenocide's suppression of theGenocide's suppression of theGenocide's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday Pentagons  Pentagons  Pentagons  Pentagons 
"Women In C"Women In C"Women In C"Women In Combat" killing 22 1st graders like ombat" killing 22 1st graders like ombat" killing 22 1st graders like ombat" killing 22 1st graders like 
"Sandy Hook" via a"Sandy Hook" via a"Sandy Hook" via a"Sandy Hook" via a Helicopter Gun ship (not a  Helicopter Gun ship (not a  Helicopter Gun ship (not a  Helicopter Gun ship (not a 
Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews) Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews) Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews) Helicopter Combine harvesting figs and Cashews) 
butbutbutbut in the Iraqi War Nations... and at home the  in the Iraqi War Nations... and at home the  in the Iraqi War Nations... and at home the  in the Iraqi War Nations... and at home the 
statistics: Over 19K women everystatistics: Over 19K women everystatistics: Over 19K women everystatistics: Over 19K women every year since 1980  year since 1980  year since 1980  year since 1980 
have been killed 85% by drunks... Yale failed have been killed 85% by drunks... Yale failed have been killed 85% by drunks... Yale failed have been killed 85% by drunks... Yale failed 
Humanity giving usHumanity giving usHumanity giving usHumanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry!  Bush, Clinton's, Kerry!  Bush, Clinton's, Kerry!  Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! 
Homeland Security on Good Friday should be Homeland Security on Good Friday should be Homeland Security on Good Friday should be Homeland Security on Good Friday should be 
scanningscanningscanningscanning troops coming home from War Belligerent  troops coming home from War Belligerent  troops coming home from War Belligerent  troops coming home from War Belligerent 
over $ Money and Sex! Yes a Army wifeover $ Money and Sex! Yes a Army wifeover $ Money and Sex! Yes a Army wifeover $ Money and Sex! Yes a Army wife will be killed  will be killed  will be killed  will be killed 
by her husband today, Good Friday, not for her! by her husband today, Good Friday, not for her! by her husband today, Good Friday, not for her! by her husband today, Good Friday, not for her! 
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3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Cancer from Hepatitis is what  Cancer from Hepatitis is what  Cancer from Hepatitis is what  Cancer from Hepatitis is what 
Greg's youngerGreg's youngerGreg's youngerGreg's younger brother Bill Buell died from on New  brother Bill Buell died from on New  brother Bill Buell died from on New  brother Bill Buell died from on New 
Years Eve a few years ago at a Hospice! MomYears Eve a few years ago at a Hospice! MomYears Eve a few years ago at a Hospice! MomYears Eve a few years ago at a Hospice! Mom + Dad  + Dad  + Dad  + Dad 
in their 90's could not track down how he got in their 90's could not track down how he got in their 90's could not track down how he got in their 90's could not track down how he got 
Hepatitis Hepatitis Hepatitis Hepatitis ---- Now we know 7K Now we know 7K Now we know 7K Now we know 7K most likely 70K got their  most likely 70K got their  most likely 70K got their  most likely 70K got their 
Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- 10,000 women with breast  10,000 women with breast  10,000 women with breast  10,000 women with breast 
cancer will agonize Today 3cancer will agonize Today 3cancer will agonize Today 3cancer will agonize Today 3----29292929----13 Good13 Good13 Good13 Good Friday  Friday  Friday  Friday ----
and give up their spirits.... they would be as and give up their spirits.... they would be as and give up their spirits.... they would be as and give up their spirits.... they would be as 
Belligerent as possibleBelligerent as possibleBelligerent as possibleBelligerent as possible to the Pentagons Top Brass  to the Pentagons Top Brass  to the Pentagons Top Brass  to the Pentagons Top Brass 
for they robbed the Race for the Cure of Breastfor they robbed the Race for the Cure of Breastfor they robbed the Race for the Cure of Breastfor they robbed the Race for the Cure of Breast
Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and 
now Korea! now Korea! now Korea! now Korea! 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 
antibodies in a war. antibodies in a war. antibodies in a war. antibodies in a war. 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- Belligerent can also be used  Belligerent can also be used  Belligerent can also be used  Belligerent can also be used 
in the context of uncontrollablein the context of uncontrollablein the context of uncontrollablein the context of uncontrollable anger during an  anger during an  anger during an  anger during an 
argument of two or more parties... argument of two or more parties... argument of two or more parties... argument of two or more parties... 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- "Doctors + Dictators"  "Doctors + Dictators"  "Doctors + Dictators"  "Doctors + Dictators" 
classified Lecture at West Point + Yale Medical classified Lecture at West Point + Yale Medical classified Lecture at West Point + Yale Medical classified Lecture at West Point + Yale Medical 
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SchoolSchoolSchoolSchool

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 
antibodies in a war.antibodies in a war.antibodies in a war.antibodies in a war.

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Belligerent can also be used  Belligerent can also be used  Belligerent can also be used  Belligerent can also be used 
in the context ofin the context ofin the context ofin the context of uncontrollable anger during an  uncontrollable anger during an  uncontrollable anger during an  uncontrollable anger during an 
argument of two or more parties...argument of two or more parties...argument of two or more parties...argument of two or more parties...

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Pentagon would kill all the  Pentagon would kill all the  Pentagon would kill all the  Pentagon would kill all the 
Doctors if they spokeDoctors if they spokeDoctors if they spokeDoctors if they spoke out screaming Hell No We Wont  out screaming Hell No We Wont  out screaming Hell No We Wont  out screaming Hell No We Wont 
Go... during the lecture... "Doctors + Dictators"Go... during the lecture... "Doctors + Dictators"Go... during the lecture... "Doctors + Dictators"Go... during the lecture... "Doctors + Dictators"

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 
antibodies in a war.antibodies in a war.antibodies in a war.antibodies in a war.

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday Pilate declared Jesus innocent 13 Good Friday Pilate declared Jesus innocent 13 Good Friday Pilate declared Jesus innocent 13 Good Friday Pilate declared Jesus innocent 
and washed his ownand washed his ownand washed his ownand washed his own hands in water to show he has  hands in water to show he has  hands in water to show he has  hands in water to show he has 
no part in this condemnation. no part in this condemnation. no part in this condemnation. no part in this condemnation. 

3333----29292929----13 Good13 Good13 Good13 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 
antibodies in a war. King of the Jews."antibodies in a war. King of the Jews."antibodies in a war. King of the Jews."antibodies in a war. King of the Jews." Jesus carried  Jesus carried  Jesus carried  Jesus carried 
his cross to the site of execution... Hepatitis and his cross to the site of execution... Hepatitis and his cross to the site of execution... Hepatitis and his cross to the site of execution... Hepatitis and 
several otherseveral otherseveral otherseveral other preventable diseases will kill 10K or  preventable diseases will kill 10K or  preventable diseases will kill 10K or  preventable diseases will kill 10K or 
more Today, Good Friday. more Today, Good Friday. more Today, Good Friday. more Today, Good Friday. 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- Good Friday Agonizing the  Good Friday Agonizing the  Good Friday Agonizing the  Good Friday Agonizing the 
Pentagon's Top Brass, the News on thePentagon's Top Brass, the News on thePentagon's Top Brass, the News on thePentagon's Top Brass, the News on the Today Show  Today Show  Today Show  Today Show 
for Good Friday is North Korea are psychotics for Good Friday is North Korea are psychotics for Good Friday is North Korea are psychotics for Good Friday is North Korea are psychotics 
screaming war with thescreaming war with thescreaming war with thescreaming war with the USA unless you end the "Oil  USA unless you end the "Oil  USA unless you end the "Oil  USA unless you end the "Oil 
Embargo" sanctions... This is not the "Oil Embargo"Embargo" sanctions... This is not the "Oil Embargo"Embargo" sanctions... This is not the "Oil Embargo"Embargo" sanctions... This is not the "Oil Embargo"
sanctions of 1980's from Saudi Arabia which the sanctions of 1980's from Saudi Arabia which the sanctions of 1980's from Saudi Arabia which the sanctions of 1980's from Saudi Arabia which the 
ElectricWindmillCar ended, viaElectricWindmillCar ended, viaElectricWindmillCar ended, viaElectricWindmillCar ended, via Carter and  Carter and  Carter and  Carter and 
Kennedy doing the math in their heads and came Kennedy doing the math in their heads and came Kennedy doing the math in their heads and came Kennedy doing the math in their heads and came 
up with $177 Trillionup with $177 Trillionup with $177 Trillionup with $177 Trillion in oil revenues for Texas!  in oil revenues for Texas!  in oil revenues for Texas!  in oil revenues for Texas! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Belligerency is a term Belligerency is a term Belligerency is a term Belligerency is a term used in  used in  used in  used in 
international law to indicate the status of two or international law to indicate the status of two or international law to indicate the status of two or international law to indicate the status of two or 
more entities,more entities,more entities,more entities, generally sovereign states, being  generally sovereign states, being  generally sovereign states, being  generally sovereign states, being 
engaged in a war. Wars are often fought whenengaged in a war. Wars are often fought whenengaged in a war. Wars are often fought whenengaged in a war. Wars are often fought when "One  "One  "One  "One 
Nation" puts "Sanction" or "Oil Embargo" on Nation" puts "Sanction" or "Oil Embargo" on Nation" puts "Sanction" or "Oil Embargo" on Nation" puts "Sanction" or "Oil Embargo" on 
another Nation! another Nation! another Nation! another Nation! 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens +  Good Friday Hepatitis... A B C antigens + 
antibodies in a war. antibodies in a war. antibodies in a war. antibodies in a war. 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- Cancer from Hepatitis is what  Cancer from Hepatitis is what  Cancer from Hepatitis is what  Cancer from Hepatitis is what 
Greg's younger brother Bill BuellGreg's younger brother Bill BuellGreg's younger brother Bill BuellGreg's younger brother Bill Buell died from on New  died from on New  died from on New  died from on New 
Years Eve a few years ago in a Hospice! Mom + Dad Years Eve a few years ago in a Hospice! Mom + Dad Years Eve a few years ago in a Hospice! Mom + Dad Years Eve a few years ago in a Hospice! Mom + Dad 
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in their 90'sin their 90'sin their 90'sin their 90's could not track down how he got  could not track down how he got  could not track down how he got  could not track down how he got 
Hepatitis Hepatitis Hepatitis Hepatitis ---- Now we know 7K most likely 70K got Now we know 7K most likely 70K got Now we know 7K most likely 70K got Now we know 7K most likely 70K got their  their  their  their 
Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! Hepatitis from a Dentists or Doctors! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Jesus Jesus Jesus Jesus agonized on the cross  agonized on the cross  agonized on the cross  agonized on the cross 
for six hours. During his last 3 hours on the cross, for six hours. During his last 3 hours on the cross, for six hours. During his last 3 hours on the cross, for six hours. During his last 3 hours on the cross, 
fromfromfromfrom noon to 3 p.m., darkness fell over the whole  noon to 3 p.m., darkness fell over the whole  noon to 3 p.m., darkness fell over the whole  noon to 3 p.m., darkness fell over the whole 
land.[6] With a loud cry, Jesusland.[6] With a loud cry, Jesusland.[6] With a loud cry, Jesusland.[6] With a loud cry, Jesus gave up his spirit.  gave up his spirit.  gave up his spirit.  gave up his spirit. 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast
cancer will agonize Today 3cancer will agonize Today 3cancer will agonize Today 3cancer will agonize Today 3----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ----
and give up their spirits....and give up their spirits....and give up their spirits....and give up their spirits....

Greg + Dr. Nancy will be Belligerent as we towards Greg + Dr. Nancy will be Belligerent as we towards Greg + Dr. Nancy will be Belligerent as we towards Greg + Dr. Nancy will be Belligerent as we towards 
the Pentagons Topthe Pentagons Topthe Pentagons Topthe Pentagons Top Brass spending 7 Billion getting  Brass spending 7 Billion getting  Brass spending 7 Billion getting  Brass spending 7 Billion getting 
ready for Waready for Waready for Waready for War with North Korea r with North Korea r with North Korea r with North Korea 

3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- uncontrollable anger during uncontrollable anger during uncontrollable anger during uncontrollable anger during 
an argument of two or more parties...an argument of two or more parties...an argument of two or more parties...an argument of two or more parties...

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast 10,000 women with breast 
cancer will agonize Todaycancer will agonize Todaycancer will agonize Todaycancer will agonize Today 3 3 3 3----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ----
and give up their spirits.... they would be as and give up their spirits.... they would be as and give up their spirits.... they would be as and give up their spirits.... they would be as 
BelligerentBelligerentBelligerentBelligerent as possible to the Pentagons Top Brass  as possible to the Pentagons Top Brass  as possible to the Pentagons Top Brass  as possible to the Pentagons Top Brass 
for they robbed the Race for the Cure offor they robbed the Race for the Cure offor they robbed the Race for the Cure offor they robbed the Race for the Cure of Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and Cancer of $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and 
now Korea!now Korea!now Korea!now Korea!

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Jesus charges of subverting Jesus charges of subverting Jesus charges of subverting Jesus charges of subverting 
the nation, opposingthe nation, opposingthe nation, opposingthe nation, opposing taxes to Caesar, Our Numb  taxes to Caesar, Our Numb  taxes to Caesar, Our Numb  taxes to Caesar, Our Numb 
Nuts Dictators on 3Nuts Dictators on 3Nuts Dictators on 3Nuts Dictators on 3----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ----

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Pilate authorized the Jewish Pilate authorized the Jewish Pilate authorized the Jewish Pilate authorized the Jewish 
leaders to judgeleaders to judgeleaders to judgeleaders to judge Jesus according to their own law  Jesus according to their own law  Jesus according to their own law  Jesus according to their own law 
and execute sentencing; however, the Jewishand execute sentencing; however, the Jewishand execute sentencing; however, the Jewishand execute sentencing; however, the Jewish leaders  leaders  leaders  leaders 
replied that they were not allowed by the Romans to replied that they were not allowed by the Romans to replied that they were not allowed by the Romans to replied that they were not allowed by the Romans to 
carry out a sentencecarry out a sentencecarry out a sentencecarry out a sentence of death!  of death!  of death!  of death! 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Pentagons Top Good Friday Pentagons Top Good Friday Pentagons Top Good Friday Pentagons Top 
BrassBrassBrassBrass killed... "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los  killed... "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los  killed... "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los  killed... "The New Manhattan Projects" at Los 
Alamos for to Cure Hepatitis andAlamos for to Cure Hepatitis andAlamos for to Cure Hepatitis andAlamos for to Cure Hepatitis and Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of  Breast Cancer of 
$7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! $7 Trillion Dollars for Wars in Iraq and now Korea! 
And theAnd theAnd theAnd the Pentagon got the $70 Trillion from the Oil  Pentagon got the $70 Trillion from the Oil  Pentagon got the $70 Trillion from the Oil  Pentagon got the $70 Trillion from the Oil 
Genocide's suppression of theGenocide's suppression of theGenocide's suppression of theGenocide's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! since 1980! 

The Jewish leaders replied that theyThe Jewish leaders replied that theyThe Jewish leaders replied that theyThe Jewish leaders replied that they were not  were not  were not  were not 
allowed by the Romans to carry out a sentence of allowed by the Romans to carry out a sentence of allowed by the Romans to carry out a sentence of allowed by the Romans to carry out a sentence of 
death! death! death! death! 
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3333----29292929----13131313 Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday  Good Friday ---- Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday 

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good FridayGood FridayGood FridayGood Friday

3333----29292929----13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday 13 Good Friday ---- Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday Good Friday 

Key West Chronology of TravelKey West Chronology of TravelKey West Chronology of TravelKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest  to the 10 Stars Nearest  to the 10 Stars Nearest  to the 10 Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light years
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key 
West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I JustNew YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * * CLICK HERE * * CLICK HERE * * CLICK HERE * * 
* * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST 
VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic Link to the classic Link to the classic Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I2 I2 I2 I edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is 
fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...

3333----25252525----13 Yoko Ono's Dopamine in her brain is13 Yoko Ono's Dopamine in her brain is13 Yoko Ono's Dopamine in her brain is13 Yoko Ono's Dopamine in her brain is
responsible for rewards and "Judgments"! Yoko's responsible for rewards and "Judgments"! Yoko's responsible for rewards and "Judgments"! Yoko's responsible for rewards and "Judgments"! Yoko's 
tweet contained the statistics:tweet contained the statistics:tweet contained the statistics:tweet contained the statistics: "Over 1,057,000 people  "Over 1,057,000 people  "Over 1,057,000 people  "Over 1,057,000 people 
have been killed by guns in the USA since 1980... In have been killed by guns in the USA since 1980... In have been killed by guns in the USA since 1980... In have been killed by guns in the USA since 1980... In 
thethethethe USA 100 kids died in Hot Cars every year how  USA 100 kids died in Hot Cars every year how  USA 100 kids died in Hot Cars every year how  USA 100 kids died in Hot Cars every year how 
could Yoko miss this? And worstcould Yoko miss this? And worstcould Yoko miss this? And worstcould Yoko miss this? And worst "Diesel" killed kids  "Diesel" killed kids  "Diesel" killed kids  "Diesel" killed kids 
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with the Childhood Leukemia! Medical Journal with the Childhood Leukemia! Medical Journal with the Childhood Leukemia! Medical Journal with the Childhood Leukemia! Medical Journal 
article aboutarticle aboutarticle aboutarticle about "Diesel Mechanics" coming home with  "Diesel Mechanics" coming home with  "Diesel Mechanics" coming home with  "Diesel Mechanics" coming home with 
trillions of molecules of Diesel hugs thetrillions of molecules of Diesel hugs thetrillions of molecules of Diesel hugs thetrillions of molecules of Diesel hugs the kids and  kids and  kids and  kids and 
they come down with Childhood Leukemia... how they come down with Childhood Leukemia... how they come down with Childhood Leukemia... how they come down with Childhood Leukemia... how 
could Yoko miss these incould Yoko miss these incould Yoko miss these incould Yoko miss these in her tweets? Numb Nuts  her tweets? Numb Nuts  her tweets? Numb Nuts  her tweets? Numb Nuts 
Dictators must have "Thumb Screws" or something Dictators must have "Thumb Screws" or something Dictators must have "Thumb Screws" or something Dictators must have "Thumb Screws" or something 
else aselse aselse aselse as "Women Observers" living with Numb Nuts  "Women Observers" living with Numb Nuts  "Women Observers" living with Numb Nuts  "Women Observers" living with Numb Nuts 
Dictators are submissive!!Dictators are submissive!!Dictators are submissive!!Dictators are submissive!!

3333----25252525----13 CBS Early Show had Dopamine story with a 13 CBS Early Show had Dopamine story with a 13 CBS Early Show had Dopamine story with a 13 CBS Early Show had Dopamine story with a 
MD who is head of aMD who is head of aMD who is head of aMD who is head of a Medical School talking about  Medical School talking about  Medical School talking about  Medical School talking about 
Numb Nuts Dictators Judgments facing "Oil Numb Nuts Dictators Judgments facing "Oil Numb Nuts Dictators Judgments facing "Oil Numb Nuts Dictators Judgments facing "Oil 
GenocideGenocideGenocideGenocide Trials" world wide... for the 7 million  Trials" world wide... for the 7 million  Trials" world wide... for the 7 million  Trials" world wide... for the 7 million 
dead suppressing the ElectricWindmillCardead suppressing the ElectricWindmillCardead suppressing the ElectricWindmillCardead suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since  since  since  since 
1980, before John Lennon was shot to death! 1980, before John Lennon was shot to death! 1980, before John Lennon was shot to death! 1980, before John Lennon was shot to death! 

3333----25252525----13 Fontainebleau,13 Fontainebleau,13 Fontainebleau,13 Fontainebleau, outside Paris, "Oil Men" bid  outside Paris, "Oil Men" bid  outside Paris, "Oil Men" bid  outside Paris, "Oil Men" bid 
on Napoleon and Josephineon Napoleon and Josephineon Napoleon and Josephineon Napoleon and Josephine’’’’s Engagement Ring s Engagement Ring s Engagement Ring s Engagement Ring 
and itand itand itand it Sells for $949,000 50 Times what the jewels  Sells for $949,000 50 Times what the jewels  Sells for $949,000 50 Times what the jewels  Sells for $949,000 50 Times what the jewels 
are worth..are worth..are worth..are worth... ring is in an 18th. ring is in an 18th. ring is in an 18th. ring is in an 18th century setting  century setting  century setting  century setting 
called "toi et moi," "You and Me," with opposing called "toi et moi," "You and Me," with opposing called "toi et moi," "You and Me," with opposing called "toi et moi," "You and Me," with opposing 
teartearteartear----shapedshapedshapedshaped jewels  jewels  jewels  jewels -------- a blue sapphire and a  a blue sapphire and a  a blue sapphire and a  a blue sapphire and a 
diamond. The carat weight of the two gems isdiamond. The carat weight of the two gems isdiamond. The carat weight of the two gems isdiamond. The carat weight of the two gems is little  little  little  little 
less than a carat each. It illustrates Napoleon's less than a carat each. It illustrates Napoleon's less than a carat each. It illustrates Napoleon's less than a carat each. It illustrates Napoleon's 
passion for his futurepassion for his futurepassion for his futurepassion for his future Queen. Auction was also held  Queen. Auction was also held  Queen. Auction was also held  Queen. Auction was also held 
on a unique day, celebrating the 250th anniversaryon a unique day, celebrating the 250th anniversaryon a unique day, celebrating the 250th anniversaryon a unique day, celebrating the 250th anniversary
of Josephine's birth. (Read Greg's 2 Birthday Cards I of Josephine's birth. (Read Greg's 2 Birthday Cards I of Josephine's birth. (Read Greg's 2 Birthday Cards I of Josephine's birth. (Read Greg's 2 Birthday Cards I 
wrote for women). She waswrote for women). She waswrote for women). She waswrote for women). She was the rich and stylish  the rich and stylish  the rich and stylish  the rich and stylish 
widow of Alexandre de Beauharnais, an aristocrat widow of Alexandre de Beauharnais, an aristocrat widow of Alexandre de Beauharnais, an aristocrat widow of Alexandre de Beauharnais, an aristocrat 
whowhowhowho supported the French Revolution but died on  supported the French Revolution but died on  supported the French Revolution but died on  supported the French Revolution but died on 
the guillotine. Wedding day wasthe guillotine. Wedding day wasthe guillotine. Wedding day wasthe guillotine. Wedding day was March 9, 1796, but  March 9, 1796, but  March 9, 1796, but  March 9, 1796, but 
the honeymoon lasted only 36 hours. Napoleon left the honeymoon lasted only 36 hours. Napoleon left the honeymoon lasted only 36 hours. Napoleon left the honeymoon lasted only 36 hours. Napoleon left 
to lead theto lead theto lead theto lead the French army on a successful invasion of  French army on a successful invasion of  French army on a successful invasion of  French army on a successful invasion of 
Italy. "How happy I would be if I couldItaly. "How happy I would be if I couldItaly. "How happy I would be if I couldItaly. "How happy I would be if I could assist you at  assist you at  assist you at  assist you at 
your undressing," the Emperor writes, "the little firm your undressing," the Emperor writes, "the little firm your undressing," the Emperor writes, "the little firm your undressing," the Emperor writes, "the little firm 
whitewhitewhitewhite breast, the adorable face, the hair tied up in  breast, the adorable face, the hair tied up in  breast, the adorable face, the hair tied up in  breast, the adorable face, the hair tied up in 
a scarf a la creole." Napoleona scarf a la creole." Napoleona scarf a la creole." Napoleona scarf a la creole." Napoleon begged Josephine to  begged Josephine to  begged Josephine to  begged Josephine to 
join him in on his conquest in Milan! Race for the join him in on his conquest in Milan! Race for the join him in on his conquest in Milan! Race for the join him in on his conquest in Milan! Race for the 
Cure ofCure ofCure ofCure of Breast Cancer Overnight Miracle Cure is the  Breast Cancer Overnight Miracle Cure is the  Breast Cancer Overnight Miracle Cure is the  Breast Cancer Overnight Miracle Cure is the 
Conquest of Greg + Wives when theyConquest of Greg + Wives when theyConquest of Greg + Wives when theyConquest of Greg + Wives when they "Make Contact"  "Make Contact"  "Make Contact"  "Make Contact" 
in this Orwellian Society. Women are God's best in this Orwellian Society. Women are God's best in this Orwellian Society. Women are God's best in this Orwellian Society. Women are God's best 
invention and ininvention and ininvention and ininvention and in 2013 can Brainstorm in the "Wars  2013 can Brainstorm in the "Wars  2013 can Brainstorm in the "Wars  2013 can Brainstorm in the "Wars 
Think Tanks" Rand Corporation tens of thousandsThink Tanks" Rand Corporation tens of thousandsThink Tanks" Rand Corporation tens of thousandsThink Tanks" Rand Corporation tens of thousands
of "Generals" brainstorm the Iraq Wars and the of "Generals" brainstorm the Iraq Wars and the of "Generals" brainstorm the Iraq Wars and the of "Generals" brainstorm the Iraq Wars and the 
Genocide of Gasoline, how to saveGenocide of Gasoline, how to saveGenocide of Gasoline, how to saveGenocide of Gasoline, how to save the Numb Nuts  the Numb Nuts  the Numb Nuts  the Numb Nuts 
Dictators from the Guillotine... or the Salem's Dictators from the Guillotine... or the Salem's Dictators from the Guillotine... or the Salem's Dictators from the Guillotine... or the Salem's 
Burning Witches atBurning Witches atBurning Witches atBurning Witches at the Steak via gasoline. Coup  the Steak via gasoline. Coup  the Steak via gasoline. Coup  the Steak via gasoline. Coup 
Leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar "whoever" theyLeaders of the ElectricWindmillCar "whoever" theyLeaders of the ElectricWindmillCar "whoever" theyLeaders of the ElectricWindmillCar "whoever" they
are they will have gasoline burns or left in kid in a are they will have gasoline burns or left in kid in a are they will have gasoline burns or left in kid in a are they will have gasoline burns or left in kid in a 
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hot car! Czar's of Russiahot car! Czar's of Russiahot car! Czar's of Russiahot car! Czar's of Russia have the same love story as  have the same love story as  have the same love story as  have the same love story as 
Napoleon. French Government owns the "Oil Napoleon. French Government owns the "Oil Napoleon. French Government owns the "Oil Napoleon. French Government owns the "Oil 
CompanyCompanyCompanyCompany Total" so I doubt the ElectricWindmillCar  Total" so I doubt the ElectricWindmillCar  Total" so I doubt the ElectricWindmillCar  Total" so I doubt the ElectricWindmillCar 
Revolution starts in Paris! Japan isRevolution starts in Paris! Japan isRevolution starts in Paris! Japan isRevolution starts in Paris! Japan is submissive to the  submissive to the  submissive to the  submissive to the 
Numb Nuts Dictators even letting GE run the Nuke Numb Nuts Dictators even letting GE run the Nuke Numb Nuts Dictators even letting GE run the Nuke Numb Nuts Dictators even letting GE run the Nuke 
Plants forPlants forPlants forPlants for electricity when this technology is out of  electricity when this technology is out of  electricity when this technology is out of  electricity when this technology is out of 
date! Pope Francis fears the Numbdate! Pope Francis fears the Numbdate! Pope Francis fears the Numbdate! Pope Francis fears the Numb Nuts Dictators  Nuts Dictators  Nuts Dictators  Nuts Dictators 
more than he fears God! In God We Trust, and with more than he fears God! In God We Trust, and with more than he fears God! In God We Trust, and with more than he fears God! In God We Trust, and with 
1 Trillion1 Trillion1 Trillion1 Trillion Galaxies exposed, and they are traveling  Galaxies exposed, and they are traveling  Galaxies exposed, and they are traveling  Galaxies exposed, and they are traveling 
into infinite space at millions ofinto infinite space at millions ofinto infinite space at millions ofinto infinite space at millions of miles per second its  miles per second its  miles per second its  miles per second its 
just a matter of time before Greg and Wives startjust a matter of time before Greg and Wives startjust a matter of time before Greg and Wives startjust a matter of time before Greg and Wives start
brainstorming how time and gravity are generated brainstorming how time and gravity are generated brainstorming how time and gravity are generated brainstorming how time and gravity are generated 
and 1,001 other Inventionand 1,001 other Inventionand 1,001 other Inventionand 1,001 other Invention Projects on our  Projects on our  Projects on our  Projects on our 
Honeymoon in Key West! Fleet of Discovery III Honeymoon in Key West! Fleet of Discovery III Honeymoon in Key West! Fleet of Discovery III Honeymoon in Key West! Fleet of Discovery III 
Shuttles withShuttles withShuttles withShuttles with Gravity Engines will replace the  Gravity Engines will replace the  Gravity Engines will replace the  Gravity Engines will replace the 
Pentagons fleet of 750 FPentagons fleet of 750 FPentagons fleet of 750 FPentagons fleet of 750 F----35's! Helicopter35's! Helicopter35's! Helicopter35's! Helicopter Combines to  Combines to  Combines to  Combines to 
harvest figs and cashews in the Amazon will be a harvest figs and cashews in the Amazon will be a harvest figs and cashews in the Amazon will be a harvest figs and cashews in the Amazon will be a 
windfall for 7windfall for 7windfall for 7windfall for 7 Billion people hungry for Wives to  Billion people hungry for Wives to  Billion people hungry for Wives to  Billion people hungry for Wives to 
Brainstorm Invention Projects with!Brainstorm Invention Projects with!Brainstorm Invention Projects with!Brainstorm Invention Projects with!

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband 
John Lennon's bloodyJohn Lennon's bloodyJohn Lennon's bloodyJohn Lennon's bloody glasses  glasses  glasses  glasses ---- close close close close----up of Lennon's up of Lennon's up of Lennon's up of Lennon's 
bloodbloodbloodblood----splattered glasses, John Lennon was shotsplattered glasses, John Lennon was shotsplattered glasses, John Lennon was shotsplattered glasses, John Lennon was shot and  and  and  and 
killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was 
invented on 8 Octoberinvented on 8 Octoberinvented on 8 Octoberinvented on 8 October 1980...  1980...  1980...  1980... 

... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 
1980... New York1980... New York1980... New York1980... New York Times suppression of this news story  Times suppression of this news story  Times suppression of this news story  Times suppression of this news story 
and its Euphoria Headlines lead to theand its Euphoria Headlines lead to theand its Euphoria Headlines lead to theand its Euphoria Headlines lead to the death of  death of  death of  death of 
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John Lennon! And 9/11 would never have happened John Lennon! And 9/11 would never have happened John Lennon! And 9/11 would never have happened John Lennon! And 9/11 would never have happened 
with thewith thewith thewith the ElectricWindmillCars in Times Square on  ElectricWindmillCars in Times Square on  ElectricWindmillCars in Times Square on  ElectricWindmillCars in Times Square on 
9/11 9/11 9/11 9/11 

"1 Trillion and 1"1 Trillion and 1"1 Trillion and 1"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality"  Invention Projects is the Reality"  Invention Projects is the Reality"  Invention Projects is the Reality" 
for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"

Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 
1,001 Invention1,001 Invention1,001 Invention1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links!  Projects spelled out with links!  Projects spelled out with links!  Projects spelled out with links! 
Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure forInventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure forInventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure forInventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the  the  the  the 
Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177 Trillion! Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177 Trillion! Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177 Trillion! Cancers of War + BP Oil's Mad Men $ $177 Trillion! 

Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker 
punched bypunched bypunched bypunched by the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is  the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is  the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is  the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is 
classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blondsclassified today, 1,001 Platinum Blondsclassified today, 1,001 Platinum Blondsclassified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at the gas  at the gas  at the gas  at the gas 
station filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! station filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! station filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! station filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! 
Blood all overBlood all overBlood all overBlood all over her dress... women are the casualties  her dress... women are the casualties  her dress... women are the casualties  her dress... women are the casualties 
of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasolineof Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasolineof Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasolineof Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasoline f f f fueled car ueled car ueled car ueled car 
wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband 13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband 
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JohnJohnJohnJohn Lennon's bloody glasses  Lennon's bloody glasses  Lennon's bloody glasses  Lennon's bloody glasses ---- close close close close----up of Lennon's up of Lennon's up of Lennon's up of Lennon's 
bloodbloodbloodblood----splattered glasses, Johnsplattered glasses, Johnsplattered glasses, Johnsplattered glasses, John Lennon was shot and  Lennon was shot and  Lennon was shot and  Lennon was shot and 
killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was 
invented oninvented oninvented oninvented on 8 October 1980... New York Times  8 October 1980... New York Times  8 October 1980... New York Times  8 October 1980... New York Times 
suppression of this news story and the Euphoriasuppression of this news story and the Euphoriasuppression of this news story and the Euphoriasuppression of this news story and the Euphoria
Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil 
has given the NY Times $has given the NY Times $has given the NY Times $has given the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980!  Trillions since 1980!  Trillions since 1980!  Trillions since 1980! 

3333----23232323----13 Senate was preparing a new gun13 Senate was preparing a new gun13 Senate was preparing a new gun13 Senate was preparing a new gun----controlcontrolcontrolcontrol
package. package. package. package. 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: 13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: 13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: 13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: 
"Over"Over"Over"Over 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in  1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in  1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in  1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in 
the USA since 1980...the USA since 1980...the USA since 1980...the USA since 1980...

Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained... October  contained... October  contained... October  contained... October 
1980 ElectricWindmillCar was invented and 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was invented and 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was invented and 1980 ElectricWindmillCar was invented and 
suppressed butsuppressed butsuppressed butsuppressed but used to end the Saudi Oil Embargo  used to end the Saudi Oil Embargo  used to end the Saudi Oil Embargo  used to end the Saudi Oil Embargo 
as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the math for $177as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the math for $177as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the math for $177as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the math for $177
Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the  didn't contained the  didn't contained the  didn't contained the 
statistics: Over 19K women every year since 1980 statistics: Over 19K women every year since 1980 statistics: Over 19K women every year since 1980 statistics: Over 19K women every year since 1980 
have beenhave beenhave beenhave been killed 85% by drunks... Bush would tell  killed 85% by drunks... Bush would tell  killed 85% by drunks... Bush would tell  killed 85% by drunks... Bush would tell 
you with a grin, you do the math as Yaleyou with a grin, you do the math as Yaleyou with a grin, you do the math as Yaleyou with a grin, you do the math as Yale failed  failed  failed  failed 
Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's13 Yoko Ono's13 Yoko Ono's13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the  tweet didn't contained the  tweet didn't contained the  tweet didn't contained the 
statistics: Over 2 million fiery wrecks millionsstatistics: Over 2 million fiery wrecks millionsstatistics: Over 2 million fiery wrecks millionsstatistics: Over 2 million fiery wrecks millions
burned since 1980 burned since 1980 burned since 1980 burned since 1980 

CopCopCopCop burned in a  burned in a  burned in a  burned in a 

fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York 
Times!Times!Times!Times!
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3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the 13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the 13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the 13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the 
statistics: Over 2statistics: Over 2statistics: Over 2statistics: Over 2 million fiery wrecks millions  million fiery wrecks millions  million fiery wrecks millions  million fiery wrecks millions 
burned since 1980 burned since 1980 burned since 1980 burned since 1980 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the  didn't contained the  didn't contained the  didn't contained the 
statistics: Over 9 million SWF's in the USA have died statistics: Over 9 million SWF's in the USA have died statistics: Over 9 million SWF's in the USA have died statistics: Over 9 million SWF's in the USA have died 
aaaa torturous death via Breast Cancer since 1980  torturous death via Breast Cancer since 1980  torturous death via Breast Cancer since 1980  torturous death via Breast Cancer since 1980 

3333----23232323----13 Yoko Ono's photo of13 Yoko Ono's photo of13 Yoko Ono's photo of13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband  her murdered husband  her murdered husband  her murdered husband 
John Lennon's bloody glasses John Lennon's bloody glasses John Lennon's bloody glasses John Lennon's bloody glasses ---- close close close close----up of Lennon'sup of Lennon'sup of Lennon'sup of Lennon's
bloodbloodbloodblood----splattered glasses, John Lennon was shot and splattered glasses, John Lennon was shot and splattered glasses, John Lennon was shot and splattered glasses, John Lennon was shot and 
killed on 8 Dec 1980...killed on 8 Dec 1980...killed on 8 Dec 1980...killed on 8 Dec 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was  ElectricWindmillCar was  ElectricWindmillCar was  ElectricWindmillCar was 
invented on 8 October 1980... New York Times invented on 8 October 1980... New York Times invented on 8 October 1980... New York Times invented on 8 October 1980... New York Times 
suppressionsuppressionsuppressionsuppression of this news story the Euphoria  of this news story the Euphoria  of this news story the Euphoria  of this news story the Euphoria 
Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BPHeadlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BPHeadlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BPHeadlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil  Oil  Oil  Oil 
has given the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! has given the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! has given the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! has given the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! 

3333----21212121----13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if
only one could invent a way to make contact with only one could invent a way to make contact with only one could invent a way to make contact with only one could invent a way to make contact with 
Greg! Never lose your cellGreg! Never lose your cellGreg! Never lose your cellGreg! Never lose your cell phone with "Phone  phone with "Phone  phone with "Phone  phone with "Phone 
Finder"... Finder"... Finder"... Finder"... 

3333----21212121----13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell phone  phone  phone  phone 
app for Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + app for Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + app for Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + app for Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + 
vaccinations. Numb Nutsvaccinations. Numb Nutsvaccinations. Numb Nutsvaccinations. Numb Nuts Dictators ordered the  Dictators ordered the  Dictators ordered the  Dictators ordered the 
invention apps for the poison gases of war. invention apps for the poison gases of war. invention apps for the poison gases of war. invention apps for the poison gases of war. 

SoulSoulSoulSoul Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at  Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at  Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at  Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at ----
254 C in liquid gas tanks for254 C in liquid gas tanks for254 C in liquid gas tanks for254 C in liquid gas tanks for hydrogen. Guillotine +  hydrogen. Guillotine +  hydrogen. Guillotine +  hydrogen. Guillotine + 
Gasoline's fiery car wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, Gasoline's fiery car wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, Gasoline's fiery car wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, Gasoline's fiery car wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, 
citycitycitycity blocks of 5 story apartment buildings and deep  blocks of 5 story apartment buildings and deep  blocks of 5 story apartment buildings and deep  blocks of 5 story apartment buildings and deep 
into Hell looking for a parkinginto Hell looking for a parkinginto Hell looking for a parkinginto Hell looking for a parking spot until...  spot until...  spot until...  spot until... 

Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower 
StructureStructureStructureStructure over each city block of 5 story apartment  over each city block of 5 story apartment  over each city block of 5 story apartment  over each city block of 5 story apartment 
buildings for roof top parking,buildings for roof top parking,buildings for roof top parking,buildings for roof top parking, parking Hell solved...  parking Hell solved...  parking Hell solved...  parking Hell solved... 
with one Eiffel invention they have no choice but towith one Eiffel invention they have no choice but towith one Eiffel invention they have no choice but towith one Eiffel invention they have no choice but to
build. build. build. build. 

Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus 
Revolution... by theRevolution... by theRevolution... by theRevolution... by the time these girls are  time these girls are  time these girls are  time these girls are 
Grandmothers! Grandmothers! Grandmothers! Grandmothers! 
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Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1 billion civilian  billion civilian  billion civilian  billion civilian 
causalities instead of 7 million from suppressing thecausalities instead of 7 million from suppressing thecausalities instead of 7 million from suppressing thecausalities instead of 7 million from suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar Era. ElectricWindmillCar Era. ElectricWindmillCar Era. ElectricWindmillCar Era. 

Highest amount of Military sex assaults are theHighest amount of Military sex assaults are theHighest amount of Military sex assaults are theHighest amount of Military sex assaults are the
whore house's run by the base commanders at every whore house's run by the base commanders at every whore house's run by the base commanders at every whore house's run by the base commanders at every 
military base in the world.military base in the world.military base in the world.military base in the world.

Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! 

3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking like a  like a  like a  like a 
Satellite in low oSatellite in low oSatellite in low oSatellite in low orbit over Key West built as a "Cell rbit over Key West built as a "Cell rbit over Key West built as a "Cell rbit over Key West built as a "Cell 
Tower" + WiFiTower" + WiFiTower" + WiFiTower" + WiFi Router... Workhorse "Space Station"  Router... Workhorse "Space Station"  Router... Workhorse "Space Station"  Router... Workhorse "Space Station" 
providing wifi and Cell 3G, 4G, 5G, Beyondproviding wifi and Cell 3G, 4G, 5G, Beyondproviding wifi and Cell 3G, 4G, 5G, Beyondproviding wifi and Cell 3G, 4G, 5G, Beyond 4G  4G  4G  4G 
research From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia... research From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia... research From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia... research From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia... 
you have to read Beyond 4Gyou have to read Beyond 4Gyou have to read Beyond 4Gyou have to read Beyond 4G here its not on  here its not on  here its not on  here its not on 
Wikipedia yet! Grin! Wikipedia yet! Grin! Wikipedia yet! Grin! Wikipedia yet! Grin! 

3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking like a  Cruise Ship looking like a  Cruise Ship looking like a  Cruise Ship looking like a 
Satellite in low orbit over Key West built as a "CellSatellite in low orbit over Key West built as a "CellSatellite in low orbit over Key West built as a "CellSatellite in low orbit over Key West built as a "Cell
Tower" + WiFi Router... This done... Municipal Tower" + WiFi Router... This done... Municipal Tower" + WiFi Router... This done... Municipal Tower" + WiFi Router... This done... Municipal 
wireless network concept ofwireless network concept ofwireless network concept ofwireless network concept of turning an entire  turning an entire  turning an entire  turning an entire 
Island and off shore Islands and boats within 90 Island and off shore Islands and boats within 90 Island and off shore Islands and boats within 90 Island and off shore Islands and boats within 90 
miles, Yesmiles, Yesmiles, Yesmiles, Yes Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a  Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a  Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a  Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a 
Wireless Access Zone, with theWireless Access Zone, with theWireless Access Zone, with theWireless Access Zone, with the ultimate goal of  ultimate goal of  ultimate goal of  ultimate goal of 
making wireless access for wifi dash cams so the cops making wireless access for wifi dash cams so the cops making wireless access for wifi dash cams so the cops making wireless access for wifi dash cams so the cops 
and hearand hearand hearand hear and see what is going on inside the car  and see what is going on inside the car  and see what is going on inside the car  and see what is going on inside the car 
or ship 90 + miles at sea... before theor ship 90 + miles at sea... before theor ship 90 + miles at sea... before theor ship 90 + miles at sea... before the lights start  lights start  lights start  lights start 
flashing. Once this is dun Key West can junk its $ flashing. Once this is dun Key West can junk its $ flashing. Once this is dun Key West can junk its $ flashing. Once this is dun Key West can junk its $ 
million dollarmillion dollarmillion dollarmillion dollar license plate number reader for a  license plate number reader for a  license plate number reader for a  license plate number reader for a 
wifi built into or screwed on the lic plate,wifi built into or screwed on the lic plate,wifi built into or screwed on the lic plate,wifi built into or screwed on the lic plate, unless the  unless the  unless the  unless the 
cars wifi dash cam can also broadcast your lic plate cars wifi dash cam can also broadcast your lic plate cars wifi dash cam can also broadcast your lic plate cars wifi dash cam can also broadcast your lic plate 
and if you haveand if you haveand if you haveand if you have insurance paid up on this car... app  insurance paid up on this car... app  insurance paid up on this car... app  insurance paid up on this car... app 
can check your drivers license and call itcan check your drivers license and call itcan check your drivers license and call itcan check your drivers license and call it in  in  in  in 
without ever being pulled over... email you a without ever being pulled over... email you a without ever being pulled over... email you a without ever being pulled over... email you a 
speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifispeeding ticket wow 1,001 wifispeeding ticket wow 1,001 wifispeeding ticket wow 1,001 wifi inventions will be the  inventions will be the  inventions will be the  inventions will be the 
catch of the day for Key West WiFi Satellites in lowcatch of the day for Key West WiFi Satellites in lowcatch of the day for Key West WiFi Satellites in lowcatch of the day for Key West WiFi Satellites in low
orbit. That are as big as a 10 story Cruise Ship with orbit. That are as big as a 10 story Cruise Ship with orbit. That are as big as a 10 story Cruise Ship with orbit. That are as big as a 10 story Cruise Ship with 
a crew to sail thea crew to sail thea crew to sail thea crew to sail the satellite in low Earth Orbit!  satellite in low Earth Orbit!  satellite in low Earth Orbit!  satellite in low Earth Orbit! 
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Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest  Stars Nearest 
Earth Earth Earth Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....Names of the stars close to Earth....

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light yearsBarnard's Star 5.9 light years
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key 
West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * * 
* * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube VideoGreg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST  GREG'S 1ST 
VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure forAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast  Breast  Breast  Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8whttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w

http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic  Link to the classic  Link to the classic  Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I2 I2 I2 I edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is 
fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing 
estrogen fromestrogen fromestrogen fromestrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red  a diet of high fat dairy foods and red  a diet of high fat dairy foods and red  a diet of high fat dairy foods and red 
meat would make more news than the newmeat would make more news than the newmeat would make more news than the newmeat would make more news than the new Pope  Pope  Pope  Pope 
Frances! Frances! Frances! Frances! 

Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die 
for thefor thefor thefor the taste of cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage +  taste of cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage +  taste of cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage +  taste of cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + 
lunch meats! lunch meats! lunch meats! lunch meats! 

SocialSocialSocialSocial diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall  diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall  diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall  diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall 
list of spies... list of Numb Nutslist of spies... list of Numb Nutslist of spies... list of Numb Nutslist of spies... list of Numb Nuts Dictators with STD's!  Dictators with STD's!  Dictators with STD's!  Dictators with STD's! 
Would you have voted for Clinton or Bush with Would you have voted for Clinton or Bush with Would you have voted for Clinton or Bush with Would you have voted for Clinton or Bush with 
syphilis?syphilis?syphilis?syphilis? Hell No! Hell No We Won't Go... public  Hell No! Hell No We Won't Go... public  Hell No! Hell No We Won't Go... public  Hell No! Hell No We Won't Go... public 
medical diseases you have, with 15medical diseases you have, with 15medical diseases you have, with 15medical diseases you have, with 15 billion people a  billion people a  billion people a  billion people a 
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few Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens few Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens few Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens few Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens 
ofofofof thousands with Syphilis on the brain!  thousands with Syphilis on the brain!  thousands with Syphilis on the brain!  thousands with Syphilis on the brain! 

Hepatitis A, B + C same statisticsHepatitis A, B + C same statisticsHepatitis A, B + C same statisticsHepatitis A, B + C same statistics today but with 15  today but with 15  today but with 15  today but with 15 
Billion People on Earth you would have London Billion People on Earth you would have London Billion People on Earth you would have London Billion People on Earth you would have London 
with the Plague!with the Plague!with the Plague!with the Plague! British Opium Wars wanted to sell  British Opium Wars wanted to sell  British Opium Wars wanted to sell  British Opium Wars wanted to sell 
Opium in the Publix Grocery Stores in China.Opium in the Publix Grocery Stores in China.Opium in the Publix Grocery Stores in China.Opium in the Publix Grocery Stores in China.

Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in 
China and the massesChina and the massesChina and the massesChina and the masses believe this is normal for  believe this is normal for  believe this is normal for  believe this is normal for 
gasoline fueled cars... only the Numb Nuts Dictatorsgasoline fueled cars... only the Numb Nuts Dictatorsgasoline fueled cars... only the Numb Nuts Dictatorsgasoline fueled cars... only the Numb Nuts Dictators
in China know the Electricin China know the Electricin China know the Electricin China know the ElectricWindmillCar be climate WindmillCar be climate WindmillCar be climate WindmillCar be climate 
controlled, fire proof, crashcontrolled, fire proof, crashcontrolled, fire proof, crashcontrolled, fire proof, crash proof with second and  proof with second and  proof with second and  proof with second and 
third generation super air bags on the outside of third generation super air bags on the outside of third generation super air bags on the outside of third generation super air bags on the outside of 
the car!the car!the car!the car!

Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear 
view mirror will beview mirror will beview mirror will beview mirror will be reinvented with Rx perfumes for  reinvented with Rx perfumes for  reinvented with Rx perfumes for  reinvented with Rx perfumes for 
antibiotics and vaccinations along with Jetantibiotics and vaccinations along with Jetantibiotics and vaccinations along with Jetantibiotics and vaccinations along with Jet Fighter  Fighter  Fighter  Fighter 
rear view observations! rear view observations! rear view observations! rear view observations! 

Breast Cancer Memorial in Key West atBreast Cancer Memorial in Key West atBreast Cancer Memorial in Key West atBreast Cancer Memorial in Key West at Higgs  Higgs  Higgs  Higgs 
Particle Beach will replace the names of AIDS with Particle Beach will replace the names of AIDS with Particle Beach will replace the names of AIDS with Particle Beach will replace the names of AIDS with 
huge Sony monitors forhuge Sony monitors forhuge Sony monitors forhuge Sony monitors for the drive by look of top less  the drive by look of top less  the drive by look of top less  the drive by look of top less 
women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"!women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"!women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"!women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"!

"Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on 
Earth would stifleEarth would stifleEarth would stifleEarth would stifle all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid  all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid  all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid  all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid 
images in your mind of the "Invention Mom's"images in your mind of the "Invention Mom's"images in your mind of the "Invention Mom's"images in your mind of the "Invention Mom's" and  and  and  and 
now track down and arrest the "1984" social now track down and arrest the "1984" social now track down and arrest the "1984" social now track down and arrest the "1984" social 
engineers who gave you Sockerengineers who gave you Sockerengineers who gave you Sockerengineers who gave you Socker Moms then you will  Moms then you will  Moms then you will  Moms then you will 
find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the 
governmentgovernmentgovernmentgovernment camera!  camera!  camera!  camera! 

Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" 
in an Agein an Agein an Agein an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth!  with 15 Billion People on Earth!  with 15 Billion People on Earth!  with 15 Billion People on Earth! 
"Invention Mom's"! Were suppressed with the"Invention Mom's"! Were suppressed with the"Invention Mom's"! Were suppressed with the"Invention Mom's"! Were suppressed with the
ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving 
accessories for lower Insuranceaccessories for lower Insuranceaccessories for lower Insuranceaccessories for lower Insurance Rates and crashes!  Rates and crashes!  Rates and crashes!  Rates and crashes! 

Tags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart takeTags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart takeTags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart takeTags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart take
inventory. Chip in your cat or dog will save you inventory. Chip in your cat or dog will save you inventory. Chip in your cat or dog will save you inventory. Chip in your cat or dog will save you 
printed reward posters in Keyprinted reward posters in Keyprinted reward posters in Keyprinted reward posters in Key West for the lost  West for the lost  West for the lost  West for the lost 
animal. animal. animal. animal. 

Chips implanted in the delivery roomChips implanted in the delivery roomChips implanted in the delivery roomChips implanted in the delivery room Hospital...  Hospital...  Hospital...  Hospital... 
then Kennedy can knock down all the nurses taking then Kennedy can knock down all the nurses taking then Kennedy can knock down all the nurses taking then Kennedy can knock down all the nurses taking 
the baby... andthe baby... andthe baby... andthe baby... and every move will be trackable!  every move will be trackable!  every move will be trackable!  every move will be trackable! 
Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang herself in theKennedy tormenting Mary to hang herself in theKennedy tormenting Mary to hang herself in theKennedy tormenting Mary to hang herself in the
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barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! 

When the 15th billion baby is born aWhen the 15th billion baby is born aWhen the 15th billion baby is born aWhen the 15th billion baby is born a 5th generation  5th generation  5th generation  5th generation 
GPS chip will be implanted with the babies lifetime GPS chip will be implanted with the babies lifetime GPS chip will be implanted with the babies lifetime GPS chip will be implanted with the babies lifetime 
ofofofof vaccinations "Rose"!  vaccinations "Rose"!  vaccinations "Rose"!  vaccinations "Rose"! 

Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only oneSmell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only oneSmell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only oneSmell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one
could invent a way to make contact with Greg, could invent a way to make contact with Greg, could invent a way to make contact with Greg, could invent a way to make contact with Greg, 
when the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictatorswhen the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictatorswhen the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictatorswhen the 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators are distracted  are distracted  are distracted  are distracted 
driving gasoline cars the wrong way... crashing driving gasoline cars the wrong way... crashing driving gasoline cars the wrong way... crashing driving gasoline cars the wrong way... crashing 
head on!head on!head on!head on!

Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one 
could invent a waycould invent a waycould invent a waycould invent a way to make contact with Greg!  to make contact with Greg!  to make contact with Greg!  to make contact with Greg! 

Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give theMake, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give theMake, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give theMake, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives  wives  wives  wives 
1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links! 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links! 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links! 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links! 
Inventions that "HarvestInventions that "HarvestInventions that "HarvestInventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes"  Nobel Prizes"  Nobel Prizes"  Nobel Prizes" 

3333----17171717----13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of 13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of 13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of 13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of 
mercy." Hemercy." Hemercy." Hemercy." He didn't say God's Best Invention is Women!  didn't say God's Best Invention is Women!  didn't say God's Best Invention is Women!  didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! 

Because the Pope has no WivesBecause the Pope has no WivesBecause the Pope has no WivesBecause the Pope has no Wives to work 24/7 with  to work 24/7 with  to work 24/7 with  to work 24/7 with 
Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects. Pope 
Francis, He saidFrancis, He saidFrancis, He saidFrancis, He said God has an unfathomable capacity  God has an unfathomable capacity  God has an unfathomable capacity  God has an unfathomable capacity 
to pardon... to pardon... to pardon... to pardon... 

God can't "Pardon"... PopeGod can't "Pardon"... PopeGod can't "Pardon"... PopeGod can't "Pardon"... Pope Benedict XVI, + Pope John  Benedict XVI, + Pope John  Benedict XVI, + Pope John  Benedict XVI, + Pope John 
Paul II because they failed to call the FBI, turn inPaul II because they failed to call the FBI, turn inPaul II because they failed to call the FBI, turn inPaul II because they failed to call the FBI, turn in
the depraved criminals at BP Oil for all the the depraved criminals at BP Oil for all the the depraved criminals at BP Oil for all the the depraved criminals at BP Oil for all the 
"Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars"Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars"Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars"Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars to die a torturous  to die a torturous  to die a torturous  to die a torturous 
death when the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar death when the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar death when the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar death when the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar 
would bewould bewould bewould be climate controlled. From the 1st hot day of  climate controlled. From the 1st hot day of  climate controlled. From the 1st hot day of  climate controlled. From the 1st hot day of 
Summer Pope John Paul II became PopeSummer Pope John Paul II became PopeSummer Pope John Paul II became PopeSummer Pope John Paul II became Pope to all the  to all the  to all the  to all the 
hot summer days of Pope Benedict XVI, to the hot summer days of Pope Benedict XVI, to the hot summer days of Pope Benedict XVI, to the hot summer days of Pope Benedict XVI, to the 
Summer of 2013 PopeSummer of 2013 PopeSummer of 2013 PopeSummer of 2013 Pope Francis will endure...  Francis will endure...  Francis will endure...  Francis will endure... 
Argentine's Hot Summers days of 2013! Argentine's Hot Summers days of 2013! Argentine's Hot Summers days of 2013! Argentine's Hot Summers days of 2013! 

7 million7 million7 million7 million others died from the suppression of the  others died from the suppression of the  others died from the suppression of the  others died from the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar, these wereElectricWindmillCar, these wereElectricWindmillCar, these wereElectricWindmillCar, these were adults... "Baby  adults... "Baby  adults... "Baby  adults... "Baby 
Killers" are in the "Top Brass" Class! Killers" are in the "Top Brass" Class! Killers" are in the "Top Brass" Class! Killers" are in the "Top Brass" Class! 

Seeing PopeSeeing PopeSeeing PopeSeeing Pope Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't  Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't  Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't  Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't 
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say anything, no prayer for the 100say anything, no prayer for the 100say anything, no prayer for the 100say anything, no prayer for the 100 Women Women Women Women----Wives Wives Wives Wives 
who will die from Breast Cancer today because the who will die from Breast Cancer today because the who will die from Breast Cancer today because the who will die from Breast Cancer today because the 
Pentagon robbedPentagon robbedPentagon robbedPentagon robbed them at the gas station of $7  them at the gas station of $7  them at the gas station of $7  them at the gas station of $7 
Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"!Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"!Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"!Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"!

Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by 
the Pentagon! This isthe Pentagon! This isthe Pentagon! This isthe Pentagon! This is classified today, 1,001  classified today, 1,001  classified today, 1,001  classified today, 1,001 
Platinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, Platinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, Platinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, Platinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, 
suckersuckersuckersucker punched at the gas pump! Blood all over her  punched at the gas pump! Blood all over her  punched at the gas pump! Blood all over her  punched at the gas pump! Blood all over her 
dress... women are the casualties ofdress... women are the casualties ofdress... women are the casualties ofdress... women are the casualties of War and Pope's  War and Pope's  War and Pope's  War and Pope's 
with no one waiting to Marry them and Brainstorm with no one waiting to Marry them and Brainstorm with no one waiting to Marry them and Brainstorm with no one waiting to Marry them and Brainstorm 
the Rx Overnightthe Rx Overnightthe Rx Overnightthe Rx Overnight "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer  "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer  "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer  "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer 
on a hot Summer Day of 2013 in Key West...on a hot Summer Day of 2013 in Key West...on a hot Summer Day of 2013 in Key West...on a hot Summer Day of 2013 in Key West...
Paradise! Paradise! Paradise! Paradise! 

Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the 
HoneymoonHoneymoonHoneymoonHoneymoon will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion  will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion  will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion  will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion 
Galaxies into empty space at millions ofGalaxies into empty space at millions ofGalaxies into empty space at millions ofGalaxies into empty space at millions of miles per  miles per  miles per  miles per 
second! "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the second! "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the second! "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the second! "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the 
Reality" forReality" forReality" forReality" for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal"  Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" 

"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality"  is the Reality"  is the Reality"  is the Reality" 
for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for Making, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" 

Make,Make,Make,Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 
1,001 Invention Projects spelled out1,001 Invention Projects spelled out1,001 Invention Projects spelled out1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links!  with links!  with links!  with links! 
Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" 

3333----16161616----13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live 13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live 13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live 13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live 
better thanbetter thanbetter thanbetter than the 7 Billion today via Greg + Wives  the 7 Billion today via Greg + Wives  the 7 Billion today via Greg + Wives  the 7 Billion today via Greg + Wives 
Inventions! So China killed 330 millionInventions! So China killed 330 millionInventions! So China killed 330 millionInventions! So China killed 330 million babies for  babies for  babies for  babies for 
nothing, in the news for today China did 330 nothing, in the news for today China did 330 nothing, in the news for today China did 330 nothing, in the news for today China did 330 
million abortions sincemillion abortions sincemillion abortions sincemillion abortions since the invention of the  the invention of the  the invention of the  the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... 

John LennonJohn LennonJohn LennonJohn Lennon’’’’s wife, Yoko Ono... s wife, Yoko Ono... s wife, Yoko Ono... s wife, Yoko Ono... 

...has known about...has known about...has known about...has known about the suppression of the  the suppression of the  the suppression of the  the suppression of the 
EletricWindmillCar for decades. I think there will be EletricWindmillCar for decades. I think there will be EletricWindmillCar for decades. I think there will be EletricWindmillCar for decades. I think there will be 
aaaa Hell of a argument between Yoko and John  Hell of a argument between Yoko and John  Hell of a argument between Yoko and John  Hell of a argument between Yoko and John 
Lennon when we are all dead... as JohnLennon when we are all dead... as JohnLennon when we are all dead... as JohnLennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon  Lennon  Lennon  Lennon 
would have exposed the suppression of the would have exposed the suppression of the would have exposed the suppression of the would have exposed the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1981...ElectricWindmillCar in 1981...ElectricWindmillCar in 1981...ElectricWindmillCar in 1981...

Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go 
along with thealong with thealong with thealong with the suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the  suppression of the 
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ElectricWindmillCar and let wife Linda die of ElectricWindmillCar and let wife Linda die of ElectricWindmillCar and let wife Linda die of ElectricWindmillCar and let wife Linda die of 
Breast CancerBreast CancerBreast CancerBreast Cancer that would have been cured in 1981  that would have been cured in 1981  that would have been cured in 1981  that would have been cured in 1981 
via Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Eravia Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Eravia Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Eravia Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and  and  and  and 
Lyrics written by John Lennon as the Lyrics written by John Lennon as the Lyrics written by John Lennon as the Lyrics written by John Lennon as the 
ElectricWindmillCar was Invented a fewElectricWindmillCar was Invented a fewElectricWindmillCar was Invented a fewElectricWindmillCar was Invented a few months  months  months  months 
before he was shot! Which would never have before he was shot! Which would never have before he was shot! Which would never have before he was shot! Which would never have 
happened if thehappened if thehappened if thehappened if the ElectricWindmillCar was not  ElectricWindmillCar was not  ElectricWindmillCar was not  ElectricWindmillCar was not 
suppressed, and 9suppressed, and 9suppressed, and 9suppressed, and 9----11 would never have happened!11 would never have happened!11 would never have happened!11 would never have happened!

Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and 
there are 784 homelessthere are 784 homelessthere are 784 homelessthere are 784 homeless people in Key west...  people in Key west...  people in Key west...  people in Key west... 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980198019801980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of  anniversary of the invention + suppression of  anniversary of the invention + suppression of  anniversary of the invention + suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCarthe ElectricWindmillCarthe ElectricWindmillCarthe ElectricWindmillCar

9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them 
would have been 17would have been 17would have been 17would have been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on  homeless guys in Mecca$ on  homeless guys in Mecca$ on  homeless guys in Mecca$ on 
9/11 out of tens of thousands of homeless guys in9/11 out of tens of thousands of homeless guys in9/11 out of tens of thousands of homeless guys in9/11 out of tens of thousands of homeless guys in
Mecca$$$ Mecca$$$ Mecca$$$ Mecca$$$ 

"Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an "Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an "Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an "Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an 
additional $490additional $490additional $490additional $490 billion in VA benefits owed to war  billion in VA benefits owed to war  billion in VA benefits owed to war  billion in VA benefits owed to war 
veterans. veterans. veterans. veterans. 

War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by  Trillion was confiscated by  Trillion was confiscated by  Trillion was confiscated by 
the Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" forthe Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" forthe Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" forthe Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" for
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era and her suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era and her suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era and her suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era and her 
lost to "Wars in Iraq" that costlost to "Wars in Iraq" that costlost to "Wars in Iraq" that costlost to "Wars in Iraq" that cost Women their $7  Women their $7  Women their $7  Women their $7 
Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! 

$1 Trillion in IBM$1 Trillion in IBM$1 Trillion in IBM$1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los  super computers were sold to Los  super computers were sold to Los  super computers were sold to Los 
Alamos from 1980 to 2013 Alamos from 1980 to 2013 Alamos from 1980 to 2013 Alamos from 1980 to 2013 

10th10th10th10th anniversary of the September 11  anniversary of the September 11  anniversary of the September 11  anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention +1980 anniversary of the invention +1980 anniversary of the invention +1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of  suppression of  suppression of  suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar 

$177 Trillion the "Pentagon"$177 Trillion the "Pentagon"$177 Trillion the "Pentagon"$177 Trillion the "Pentagon" earned from "BP Oil" $  earned from "BP Oil" $  earned from "BP Oil" $  earned from "BP Oil" $ 
Revenues from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing theRevenues from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing theRevenues from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing theRevenues from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar and the 7 million civilian's ElectricWindmillCar and the 7 million civilian's ElectricWindmillCar and the 7 million civilian's ElectricWindmillCar and the 7 million civilian's 
who died from the suppressedwho died from the suppressedwho died from the suppressedwho died from the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 
besides the 9besides the 9besides the 9besides the 9----11 people and now the Pentagon fails 11 people and now the Pentagon fails 11 people and now the Pentagon fails 11 people and now the Pentagon fails 
to guardto guardto guardto guard the wives who will be killed today 3 15 13  the wives who will be killed today 3 15 13  the wives who will be killed today 3 15 13  the wives who will be killed today 3 15 13 
from troops coming home from "Wars".from troops coming home from "Wars".from troops coming home from "Wars".from troops coming home from "Wars". Hillary  Hillary  Hillary  Hillary 
knows this too! knows this too! knows this too! knows this too! 
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10th anniversary of the September 1110th anniversary of the September 1110th anniversary of the September 1110th anniversary of the September 11

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 

War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additionalWar in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additionalWar in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additionalWar in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional
$490 billion in benefits owed to war veterans. $490 billion in benefits owed to war veterans. $490 billion in benefits owed to war veterans. $490 billion in benefits owed to war veterans. 

War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by  Trillion was confiscated by  Trillion was confiscated by  Trillion was confiscated by 
the Pentagon! the Pentagon! the Pentagon! the Pentagon! 

$1 Trillion in IBM super$1 Trillion in IBM super$1 Trillion in IBM super$1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los  computers were sold to Los  computers were sold to Los  computers were sold to Los 
Alamos from 1980 to 2013 Alamos from 1980 to 2013 Alamos from 1980 to 2013 Alamos from 1980 to 2013 

10th anniversary of10th anniversary of10th anniversary of10th anniversary of the September 11  the September 11  the September 11  the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of 
thethethethe ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar  ElectricWindmillCar 

3333----12121212----13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! 13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! 13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! 13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! 
MakeMakeMakeMake "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives  "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 
1,001 Invention Projects spelled out1,001 Invention Projects spelled out1,001 Invention Projects spelled out1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links!  with links!  with links!  with links! 
Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" via 5 Rotor Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" via 5 Rotor Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" via 5 Rotor Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes" via 5 Rotor 
HelicopterHelicopterHelicopterHelicopter Combines and Flagler Shuttle III Train  Combines and Flagler Shuttle III Train  Combines and Flagler Shuttle III Train  Combines and Flagler Shuttle III Train 
to the Nearest Stars! Islands In Theto the Nearest Stars! Islands In Theto the Nearest Stars! Islands In Theto the Nearest Stars! Islands In The Stream! Gun  Stream! Gun  Stream! Gun  Stream! Gun 
battle, although the ending is slightly ambiguous. battle, although the ending is slightly ambiguous. battle, although the ending is slightly ambiguous. battle, although the ending is slightly ambiguous. 
As Nearest StarsAs Nearest StarsAs Nearest StarsAs Nearest Stars are Today's Islands and Aliens are  are Today's Islands and Aliens are  are Today's Islands and Aliens are  are Today's Islands and Aliens are 
the spoils of this Wars Manhattan Projects!the spoils of this Wars Manhattan Projects!the spoils of this Wars Manhattan Projects!the spoils of this Wars Manhattan Projects! A A A A----Bomb Bomb Bomb Bomb 
is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer + 
A Lobotomy Gas inA Lobotomy Gas inA Lobotomy Gas inA Lobotomy Gas in the Atmosphere that ends all  the Atmosphere that ends all  the Atmosphere that ends all  the Atmosphere that ends all 
"Violence Against Women"... and everyone!"Violence Against Women"... and everyone!"Violence Against Women"... and everyone!"Violence Against Women"... and everyone!

““““Diesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel Exhaust”””” the Plague of Autistic kids + the Plague of Autistic kids + the Plague of Autistic kids + the Plague of Autistic kids + 
childhoodchildhoodchildhoodchildhood leukemia is caused by the clouds of  leukemia is caused by the clouds of  leukemia is caused by the clouds of  leukemia is caused by the clouds of 
““““Diesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel Exhaust”””” the the the the ““““Black DeathBlack DeathBlack DeathBlack Death”””” inininin London, this  London, this  London, this  London, this 
modern Black Death is from BP Oilmodern Black Death is from BP Oilmodern Black Death is from BP Oilmodern Black Death is from BP Oil’’’’s Diesel and s Diesel and s Diesel and s Diesel and 
FordFordFordFord’’’’s 2013 models 2013 models 2013 models 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows  Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows 
Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodDiesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodDiesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + ChildhoodDiesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood
Leukemia! Leukemia! Leukemia! Leukemia! 

850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Hemingway Beach inHemingway Beach inHemingway Beach inHemingway Beach in Key West...  Key West...  Key West...  Key West... 

Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 
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1931193119311931 and 2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses  and 2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses  and 2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses  and 2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses 
the wellthe wellthe wellthe well----oiled revenues fromoiled revenues fromoiled revenues fromoiled revenues from suppressing the  suppressing the  suppressing the  suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2013. Navy ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2013. Navy ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2013. Navy ElectricWindmillCar Era from 1980 to 2013. Navy 
SpecialistsSpecialistsSpecialistsSpecialists Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 Trillion  Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 Trillion  Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 Trillion  Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 Trillion 
dollars was more "Food" than the "Topdollars was more "Food" than the "Topdollars was more "Food" than the "Topdollars was more "Food" than the "Top Brass" could  Brass" could  Brass" could  Brass" could 
eat, so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions eat, so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions eat, so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions eat, so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions 
to keep foodto keep foodto keep foodto keep food from going bad. Todays recall of Tuna  from going bad. Todays recall of Tuna  from going bad. Todays recall of Tuna  from going bad. Todays recall of Tuna 
Cans, cans invented in 1931, neverCans, cans invented in 1931, neverCans, cans invented in 1931, neverCans, cans invented in 1931, never reinvented!  reinvented!  reinvented!  reinvented! 

WellWellWellWell----oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist 
MarriageMarriageMarriageMarriage Legal"...  Legal"...  Legal"...  Legal"... 

Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 
1,0011,0011,0011,001 Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched  Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched  Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched  Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched 
at the gas pump. Terrorists are BPat the gas pump. Terrorists are BPat the gas pump. Terrorists are BPat the gas pump. Terrorists are BP Oil + Mobil Exxon!  Oil + Mobil Exxon!  Oil + Mobil Exxon!  Oil + Mobil Exxon! 
1,001 old oil wells drilled in the ocean are leaking 1,001 old oil wells drilled in the ocean are leaking 1,001 old oil wells drilled in the ocean are leaking 1,001 old oil wells drilled in the ocean are leaking 
a fewa fewa fewa few thousand gallons of oil today!  thousand gallons of oil today!  thousand gallons of oil today!  thousand gallons of oil today! 

If your wife was sucker punched in a gasIf your wife was sucker punched in a gasIf your wife was sucker punched in a gasIf your wife was sucker punched in a gas station  station  station  station 
robbery and the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail robbery and the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail robbery and the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail robbery and the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail 
wouldn't you desirewouldn't you desirewouldn't you desirewouldn't you desire the catastrophic end to all gas  the catastrophic end to all gas  the catastrophic end to all gas  the catastrophic end to all gas 
stations via ElectricWindmillCar... Yes! Andstations via ElectricWindmillCar... Yes! Andstations via ElectricWindmillCar... Yes! Andstations via ElectricWindmillCar... Yes! And recover  recover  recover  recover 
all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 
Platinum Blonds!Platinum Blonds!Platinum Blonds!Platinum Blonds!

WellWellWellWell----oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are 
illegal when you areillegal when you areillegal when you areillegal when you are suppressing the  suppressing the  suppressing the  suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era! ElectricWindmillCar Era! ElectricWindmillCar Era! ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

"If Hadley was the patient and"If Hadley was the patient and"If Hadley was the patient and"If Hadley was the patient and nurturing saint,  nurturing saint,  nurturing saint,  nurturing saint, 
Pauline was the intelligent general, wellPauline was the intelligent general, wellPauline was the intelligent general, wellPauline was the intelligent general, well----oiled, oiled, oiled, oiled, 
endlesslyendlesslyendlesslyendlessly competent. Martha was the soldier, the  competent. Martha was the soldier, the  competent. Martha was the soldier, the  competent. Martha was the soldier, the 
tiger, with her own books and fiercetiger, with her own books and fiercetiger, with her own books and fiercetiger, with her own books and fierce ambitions.  ambitions.  ambitions.  ambitions. 
Mary was longMary was longMary was longMary was long----suffering, loyal to the catastrophic suffering, loyal to the catastrophic suffering, loyal to the catastrophic suffering, loyal to the catastrophic 
end. He loved themend. He loved themend. He loved themend. He loved them each deeply and inexpertly."  each deeply and inexpertly."  each deeply and inexpertly."  each deeply and inexpertly." 

3333----8888----13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented more  more  more  more 
sanctions against North Korea that have a slight sanctions against North Korea that have a slight sanctions against North Korea that have a slight sanctions against North Korea that have a slight 
chance of provoke thechance of provoke thechance of provoke thechance of provoke the North into "Nuking" Seoul...  North into "Nuking" Seoul...  North into "Nuking" Seoul...  North into "Nuking" Seoul... 
Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators let thisRest of the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators let thisRest of the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators let thisRest of the Worlds Numb Nuts Dictators let this
happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens have a happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens have a happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens have a happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens have a 
chance of being at the Starschance of being at the Starschance of being at the Starschance of being at the Stars just a few light years  just a few light years  just a few light years  just a few light years 
from Earth and the Worlds Dictators are playing from Earth and the Worlds Dictators are playing from Earth and the Worlds Dictators are playing from Earth and the Worlds Dictators are playing 
war gameswar gameswar gameswar games as they know the Nobel Peace Prize will  as they know the Nobel Peace Prize will  as they know the Nobel Peace Prize will  as they know the Nobel Peace Prize will 
go to one of them even if Seoul isgo to one of them even if Seoul isgo to one of them even if Seoul isgo to one of them even if Seoul is "Nuked"!  "Nuked"!  "Nuked"!  "Nuked"! 

Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the 
wives 1,001wives 1,001wives 1,001wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links!  Invention Projects spelled out with links!  Invention Projects spelled out with links!  Invention Projects spelled out with links! 
Inventions that "Harvest NobelInventions that "Harvest NobelInventions that "Harvest NobelInventions that "Harvest Nobel Prizes"!  Prizes"!  Prizes"!  Prizes"! 
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Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the 
wives 1,001wives 1,001wives 1,001wives 1,001 Invention Projects spelled out with links  Invention Projects spelled out with links  Invention Projects spelled out with links  Invention Projects spelled out with links 
to talk about 24/7 with the lovingto talk about 24/7 with the lovingto talk about 24/7 with the lovingto talk about 24/7 with the loving husband! NBC  husband! NBC  husband! NBC  husband! NBC 
never had a kind story on Making "Polygamist never had a kind story on Making "Polygamist never had a kind story on Making "Polygamist never had a kind story on Making "Polygamist 
Marriage Legal" forMarriage Legal" forMarriage Legal" forMarriage Legal" for the New Age of Futuristic  the New Age of Futuristic  the New Age of Futuristic  the New Age of Futuristic 
Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, 
writingwritingwritingwriting with many wives from Key West 2013.  with many wives from Key West 2013.  with many wives from Key West 2013.  with many wives from Key West 2013. 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” Learn French for the New Learn French for the New Learn French for the New Learn French for the New 
FrenchFrenchFrenchFrench Revolution... and Revolution... and Revolution... and Revolution... and Star Travel, discover  Star Travel, discover  Star Travel, discover  Star Travel, discover 
Aliens, billions of them at the nearestAliens, billions of them at the nearestAliens, billions of them at the nearestAliens, billions of them at the nearest 4 Stars  4 Stars  4 Stars  4 Stars ---- four four four four 
Star General Schwarzkopf commanded the U.S.Star General Schwarzkopf commanded the U.S.Star General Schwarzkopf commanded the U.S.Star General Schwarzkopf commanded the U.S.----led led led led 
internationalinternationalinternationalinternational coalition that drove Saddam  coalition that drove Saddam  coalition that drove Saddam  coalition that drove Saddam 
Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78
when he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications when he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications when he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications when he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications 
from pneumonia.from pneumonia.from pneumonia.from pneumonia.

Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not 
a internationala internationala internationala international coalition sending in a Four Star  coalition sending in a Four Star  coalition sending in a Four Star  coalition sending in a Four Star 
MD to eradicate Pneumonia! Or Utopian airMD to eradicate Pneumonia! Or Utopian airMD to eradicate Pneumonia! Or Utopian airMD to eradicate Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters  filters  filters  filters 
at the Army, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as at the Army, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as at the Army, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as at the Army, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as 
Whooping Cough, Chickenpox,Whooping Cough, Chickenpox,Whooping Cough, Chickenpox,Whooping Cough, Chickenpox, Influenza, Measles,  Influenza, Measles,  Influenza, Measles,  Influenza, Measles, 
Smallpox and Tuberculosis are all spread by Smallpox and Tuberculosis are all spread by Smallpox and Tuberculosis are all spread by Smallpox and Tuberculosis are all spread by 
airborneairborneairborneairborne transmission well as hugs + kisses! Publix  transmission well as hugs + kisses! Publix  transmission well as hugs + kisses! Publix  transmission well as hugs + kisses! Publix 
Grocery Stores must have air boneGrocery Stores must have air boneGrocery Stores must have air boneGrocery Stores must have air bone filters... the Cruise  filters... the Cruise  filters... the Cruise  filters... the Cruise 
Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Oreo Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Oreo Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Oreo Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Oreo 
CookieCookieCookieCookie package someone sneezed on at Publix  package someone sneezed on at Publix  package someone sneezed on at Publix  package someone sneezed on at Publix 
Grocery store so everyone should be testGrocery store so everyone should be testGrocery store so everyone should be testGrocery store so everyone should be test for these  for these  for these  for these 
diseases via futuristic breath analyzer! Food Stamp diseases via futuristic breath analyzer! Food Stamp diseases via futuristic breath analyzer! Food Stamp diseases via futuristic breath analyzer! Food Stamp 
Card should notCard should notCard should notCard should not let you buy Oreo Cookies, Junk  let you buy Oreo Cookies, Junk  let you buy Oreo Cookies, Junk  let you buy Oreo Cookies, Junk 
Foods... Foods... Foods... Foods... 

Surgical Mask would be effectiveSurgical Mask would be effectiveSurgical Mask would be effectiveSurgical Mask would be effective to control the  to control the  to control the  to control the 
Carnival and Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of Carnival and Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of Carnival and Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of Carnival and Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of 
norovirus!norovirus!norovirus!norovirus!

Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect 
healthcare workershealthcare workershealthcare workershealthcare workers and vulnerable people, such as  and vulnerable people, such as  and vulnerable people, such as  and vulnerable people, such as 
infants and the elderly. infants and the elderly. infants and the elderly. infants and the elderly. 

Surgical MaskSurgical MaskSurgical MaskSurgical Mask would be effective at Day Care  would be effective at Day Care  would be effective at Day Care  would be effective at Day Care 
Centers also... Centers also... Centers also... Centers also... 
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The Centers for DiseaseThe Centers for DiseaseThe Centers for DiseaseThe Centers for Disease Control recommends that  Control recommends that  Control recommends that  Control recommends that 
persons with influenza wear surgical masks to persons with influenza wear surgical masks to persons with influenza wear surgical masks to persons with influenza wear surgical masks to 
preventpreventpreventprevent transmission to susceptible individuals. Yet,  transmission to susceptible individuals. Yet,  transmission to susceptible individuals. Yet,  transmission to susceptible individuals. Yet, 
this recommendation has beenthis recommendation has beenthis recommendation has beenthis recommendation has been supported so far by  supported so far by  supported so far by  supported so far by 
only one study of mask impact on the containment only one study of mask impact on the containment only one study of mask impact on the containment only one study of mask impact on the containment 
of largeof largeof largeof large droplet spray during influenza infection.  droplet spray during influenza infection.  droplet spray during influenza infection.  droplet spray during influenza infection. 
Maryland's study is the first toMaryland's study is the first toMaryland's study is the first toMaryland's study is the first to provide data  provide data  provide data  provide data 
showing that using a surgical mask can reduce the showing that using a surgical mask can reduce the showing that using a surgical mask can reduce the showing that using a surgical mask can reduce the 
release of evenrelease of evenrelease of evenrelease of even the smallest droplets containing  the smallest droplets containing  the smallest droplets containing  the smallest droplets containing 
infectious virus. For this reason, health careinfectious virus. For this reason, health careinfectious virus. For this reason, health careinfectious virus. For this reason, health care
facilities should put surgical masks on those facilities should put surgical masks on those facilities should put surgical masks on those facilities should put surgical masks on those 
suspected of having influenza, andsuspected of having influenza, andsuspected of having influenza, andsuspected of having influenza, and individuals  individuals  individuals  individuals 
with influenza can protect their families by with influenza can protect their families by with influenza can protect their families by with influenza can protect their families by 
wearing a mask. Studywearing a mask. Studywearing a mask. Studywearing a mask. Study Methods Dr. Milton and his  Methods Dr. Milton and his  Methods Dr. Milton and his  Methods Dr. Milton and his 
research team, including scientists from Harvard research team, including scientists from Harvard research team, including scientists from Harvard research team, including scientists from Harvard 
andandandand Boston University Schools of Public Health and  Boston University Schools of Public Health and  Boston University Schools of Public Health and  Boston University Schools of Public Health and 
the University of Hong Kong,the University of Hong Kong,the University of Hong Kong,the University of Hong Kong, collected the exhaled  collected the exhaled  collected the exhaled  collected the exhaled 
breath from 38 flu patients and tested both the breath from 38 flu patients and tested both the breath from 38 flu patients and tested both the breath from 38 flu patients and tested both the 
coarse (=coarse (=coarse (=coarse (= 5  5  5  5 µµµµm) and fine (< 5 m) and fine (< 5 m) and fine (< 5 m) and fine (< 5 µµµµm) particles for the m) particles for the m) particles for the m) particles for the 
number of viruses using molecularnumber of viruses using molecularnumber of viruses using molecularnumber of viruses using molecular methods. They  methods. They  methods. They  methods. They 
found that the fine particles had 8.8 times more found that the fine particles had 8.8 times more found that the fine particles had 8.8 times more found that the fine particles had 8.8 times more 
virus than thevirus than thevirus than thevirus than the coarse particles (larger but still  coarse particles (larger but still  coarse particles (larger but still  coarse particles (larger but still 
airborne droplets). They also tested theairborne droplets). They also tested theairborne droplets). They also tested theairborne droplets). They also tested the airborne  airborne  airborne  airborne 
droplets for "culturable" virus and found that virus droplets for "culturable" virus and found that virus droplets for "culturable" virus and found that virus droplets for "culturable" virus and found that virus 
was not onlywas not onlywas not onlywas not only abundant in some cases, but  abundant in some cases, but  abundant in some cases, but  abundant in some cases, but 
infectious. However, there was a big range of howinfectious. However, there was a big range of howinfectious. However, there was a big range of howinfectious. However, there was a big range of how
many viruses people put into the air many viruses people put into the air many viruses people put into the air many viruses people put into the air –––– some were some were some were some were 
undetectable while others putundetectable while others putundetectable while others putundetectable while others put out over 100,000 every  out over 100,000 every  out over 100,000 every  out over 100,000 every 
30 minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of30 minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of30 minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of30 minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of
wearing a surgical mask on the virus shedding into wearing a surgical mask on the virus shedding into wearing a surgical mask on the virus shedding into wearing a surgical mask on the virus shedding into 
airborne droplets. Wearing aairborne droplets. Wearing aairborne droplets. Wearing aairborne droplets. Wearing a surgical mask  surgical mask  surgical mask  surgical mask 
significantly decreased the presence of virus in significantly decreased the presence of virus in significantly decreased the presence of virus in significantly decreased the presence of virus in 
airborne dropletsairborne dropletsairborne dropletsairborne droplets from exhaled breath.  from exhaled breath.  from exhaled breath.  from exhaled breath. 

Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel TowerYale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel TowerYale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel TowerYale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower
Structures will be revolutionary as everyone will Structures will be revolutionary as everyone will Structures will be revolutionary as everyone will Structures will be revolutionary as everyone will 
wear a "Space Suit" of onewear a "Space Suit" of onewear a "Space Suit" of onewear a "Space Suit" of one type or another. 100%  type or another. 100%  type or another. 100%  type or another. 100% 
infection control will be the goal of this "Elite infection control will be the goal of this "Elite infection control will be the goal of this "Elite infection control will be the goal of this "Elite 
MedicalMedicalMedicalMedical School" while all other Medical school are  School" while all other Medical school are  School" while all other Medical school are  School" while all other Medical school are 
to embarrassed to make public theirto embarrassed to make public theirto embarrassed to make public theirto embarrassed to make public their rates of  rates of  rates of  rates of 
infecting kids and the elderly so the statistics are infecting kids and the elderly so the statistics are infecting kids and the elderly so the statistics are infecting kids and the elderly so the statistics are 
suppressed!suppressed!suppressed!suppressed!

1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is 
an example of 1 murderer,an example of 1 murderer,an example of 1 murderer,an example of 1 murderer, let out on bail to plot his  let out on bail to plot his  let out on bail to plot his  let out on bail to plot his 
strategy! Kennedy tortured Mary into hanging strategy! Kennedy tortured Mary into hanging strategy! Kennedy tortured Mary into hanging strategy! Kennedy tortured Mary into hanging 
herselfherselfherselfherself in the barn and he goes Scott free! Tens of  in the barn and he goes Scott free! Tens of  in the barn and he goes Scott free! Tens of  in the barn and he goes Scott free! Tens of 
thousands of women are thousands of women are thousands of women are thousands of women are ““““BulliedBulliedBulliedBullied”””” into hanging into hanging into hanging into hanging 
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themselves, yet the themselves, yet the themselves, yet the themselves, yet the ““““Today ShowToday ShowToday ShowToday Show”””” never has a never has a never has a never has a 
example of women wivesexample of women wivesexample of women wivesexample of women wives bullied to death!  bullied to death!  bullied to death!  bullied to death! 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” same lecture title at Westsame lecture title at Westsame lecture title at Westsame lecture title at West
Point + Yale Medical School. Both are classified for Point + Yale Medical School. Both are classified for Point + Yale Medical School. Both are classified for Point + Yale Medical School. Both are classified for 
students and Professorsstudents and Professorsstudents and Professorsstudents and Professors only. 7 Billion People on  only. 7 Billion People on  only. 7 Billion People on  only. 7 Billion People on 
Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe haveEarth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe haveEarth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe haveEarth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the Universe have
nothing in common with the lecture nothing in common with the lecture nothing in common with the lecture nothing in common with the lecture ““““Dictators + Dictators + Dictators + Dictators + 
Doctors,Doctors,Doctors,Doctors,””””! ! ! ! West Point West Point West Point West Point ““““HonorHonorHonorHonor Code Code Code Code”””” and MDand MDand MDand MD’’’’s s s s 
Hippocratic Oath have nothing to do with 7 Billion Hippocratic Oath have nothing to do with 7 Billion Hippocratic Oath have nothing to do with 7 Billion Hippocratic Oath have nothing to do with 7 Billion 
People onPeople onPeople onPeople on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the  Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the  Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the  Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the 
Universe!Universe!Universe!Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues in $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues in Swiss  Swiss  Swiss  Swiss 
Banks is what Banks is what Banks is what Banks is what ““““MatterMatterMatterMatter”””” is made of! Atoms, Quarks, is made of! Atoms, Quarks, is made of! Atoms, Quarks, is made of! Atoms, Quarks, 
Higgs particles are in aHiggs particles are in aHiggs particles are in aHiggs particles are in a distant Utopian Novel  distant Utopian Novel  distant Utopian Novel  distant Utopian Novel 
Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives with a Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives with a Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives with a Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives with a 
futuristicfuturisticfuturisticfuturistic Hemingway Clone talking writing +  Hemingway Clone talking writing +  Hemingway Clone talking writing +  Hemingway Clone talking writing + 
invention classes in Key West can and willinvention classes in Key West can and willinvention classes in Key West can and willinvention classes in Key West can and will discover  discover  discover  discover 
what's in "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity what's in "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity what's in "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity what's in "Matter" that generates "Gravity". Gravity 
of the Universe onof the Universe onof the Universe onof the Universe on Earth is off course via the "Black  Earth is off course via the "Black  Earth is off course via the "Black  Earth is off course via the "Black 
Hole" of BP Oil and a British QueenHole" of BP Oil and a British QueenHole" of BP Oil and a British QueenHole" of BP Oil and a British Queen Elizabeth's  Elizabeth's  Elizabeth's  Elizabeth's 
escaping with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from escaping with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from escaping with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from escaping with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from 
suppressing thesuppressing thesuppressing thesuppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invented in  ElectricWindmillCar invented in  ElectricWindmillCar invented in  ElectricWindmillCar invented in 
1980. Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several1980. Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several1980. Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several1980. Bill + Melinda Gates helped kill several
generations of aspiring inventors kept in the "Dark generations of aspiring inventors kept in the "Dark generations of aspiring inventors kept in the "Dark generations of aspiring inventors kept in the "Dark 
Ages" of Euphoria of aAges" of Euphoria of aAges" of Euphoria of aAges" of Euphoria of a ElectricWindmillcar Age!  ElectricWindmillcar Age!  ElectricWindmillcar Age!  ElectricWindmillcar Age! 
Ocean of H2O in Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis Ocean of H2O in Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis Ocean of H2O in Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis Ocean of H2O in Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis 
viaviaviavia 10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft Carrier is  10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft Carrier is  10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft Carrier is  10,000 Windmills on a Navy Aircraft Carrier is 
suppressing a New Era of H atsuppressing a New Era of H atsuppressing a New Era of H atsuppressing a New Era of H at ----254 C in NASA cans, 1 254 C in NASA cans, 1 254 C in NASA cans, 1 254 C in NASA cans, 1 
Trillion of them can replace all the wood stoves the Trillion of them can replace all the wood stoves the Trillion of them can replace all the wood stoves the Trillion of them can replace all the wood stoves the 
UNUNUNUN is currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are  is currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are  is currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are  is currently buying for Africa. UN + WHO are 
criminal Organizations!criminal Organizations!criminal Organizations!criminal Organizations!

Hemingway House has not started innovative Hemingway House has not started innovative Hemingway House has not started innovative Hemingway House has not started innovative 
writing classes for "To Havewriting classes for "To Havewriting classes for "To Havewriting classes for "To Have Have Not" in way of  Have Not" in way of  Have Not" in way of  Have Not" in way of 
Gravity Engines, for the Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. Gravity Engines, for the Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. Gravity Engines, for the Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. Gravity Engines, for the Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. 
MRIMRIMRIMRI modifications to the MRI software so a 7 second  modifications to the MRI software so a 7 second  modifications to the MRI software so a 7 second  modifications to the MRI software so a 7 second 
full body scan can cure cancer,full body scan can cure cancer,full body scan can cure cancer,full body scan can cure cancer, and  and  and  and ““““39 Steps39 Steps39 Steps39 Steps”””” GE GE GE GE 
reject, the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia reject, the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia reject, the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia reject, the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia 
has hadhas hadhas hadhas had a free University and Health Care since  a free University and Health Care since  a free University and Health Care since  a free University and Health Care since 
1980, profiting from the suppression of1980, profiting from the suppression of1980, profiting from the suppression of1980, profiting from the suppression of the  the  the  the 
ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! Confiscating this ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! Confiscating this ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! Confiscating this ElectricWindmillCar in the USA! Confiscating this 
$177 Trillion in oil$177 Trillion in oil$177 Trillion in oil$177 Trillion in oil revenues now in Swiss Banks will  revenues now in Swiss Banks will  revenues now in Swiss Banks will  revenues now in Swiss Banks will 
give the USA a cure for breast cancer viagive the USA a cure for breast cancer viagive the USA a cure for breast cancer viagive the USA a cure for breast cancer via
"Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, armed with "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, armed with "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, armed with "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, armed with 
$1 Trillion dollars worth of$1 Trillion dollars worth of$1 Trillion dollars worth of$1 Trillion dollars worth of IBM supercomputers at  IBM supercomputers at  IBM supercomputers at  IBM supercomputers at 
Los Alamos! No Nuke computer simulations until Los Alamos! No Nuke computer simulations until Los Alamos! No Nuke computer simulations until Los Alamos! No Nuke computer simulations until 
after aafter aafter aafter a cancer cure computer simulation! That lets  cancer cure computer simulation! That lets  cancer cure computer simulation! That lets  cancer cure computer simulation! That lets 
a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zapa MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zapa MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zapa MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap every cancer  every cancer  every cancer  every cancer 
cell in your body! Airport Xcell in your body! Airport Xcell in your body! Airport Xcell in your body! Airport X----Ray scans cause 10 Ray scans cause 10 Ray scans cause 10 Ray scans cause 10 
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cancers in everycancers in everycancers in everycancers in every 100K people scanned!  100K people scanned!  100K people scanned!  100K people scanned! 

Plague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia isPlague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia isPlague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia isPlague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia is most  most  most  most 
likely caused by the clouds of likely caused by the clouds of likely caused by the clouds of likely caused by the clouds of ““““Diesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel ExhaustDiesel Exhaust”””” the the the the 
““““Black DeathBlack DeathBlack DeathBlack Death”””” inininin London, this modern Black Death  London, this modern Black Death  London, this modern Black Death  London, this modern Black Death 
is from BP Oilis from BP Oilis from BP Oilis from BP Oil’’’’s Diesel and Fords Diesel and Fords Diesel and Fords Diesel and Ford’’’’s 2013 models 2013 models 2013 models 2013 model Diesel  Diesel  Diesel  Diesel 
Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel Exhaust causes Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel Exhaust causes Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel Exhaust causes Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel Exhaust causes 
Autistic kids + ChildhoodAutistic kids + ChildhoodAutistic kids + ChildhoodAutistic kids + Childhood Leukemia!  Leukemia!  Leukemia!  Leukemia! 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” Pope had to quit because he Pope had to quit because he Pope had to quit because he Pope had to quit because he 
knew aboutknew aboutknew aboutknew about the several government run genocides  the several government run genocides  the several government run genocides  the several government run genocides 
that the governments Numb Nuts Dictatorsthat the governments Numb Nuts Dictatorsthat the governments Numb Nuts Dictatorsthat the governments Numb Nuts Dictators earn  earn  earn  earn 
$177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God Numb Nuts $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God Numb Nuts $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God Numb Nuts $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell God Numb Nuts 
Dictators rule and makeDictators rule and makeDictators rule and makeDictators rule and make the rules for the Vatican.  the rules for the Vatican.  the rules for the Vatican.  the rules for the Vatican. 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” When Doctors becomeWhen Doctors becomeWhen Doctors becomeWhen Doctors become the  the  the  the 
World Numb Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will World Numb Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will World Numb Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will World Numb Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will 
be the disease cops, #1be the disease cops, #1be the disease cops, #1be the disease cops, #1 terrorists is breast cancer  terrorists is breast cancer  terrorists is breast cancer  terrorists is breast cancer 
and todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep the statisticsand todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep the statisticsand todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep the statisticsand todays Numb Nuts Dictators keep the statistics
of the daily body count suppressed, while reporting of the daily body count suppressed, while reporting of the daily body count suppressed, while reporting of the daily body count suppressed, while reporting 
the Syrian, Afghan, andthe Syrian, Afghan, andthe Syrian, Afghan, andthe Syrian, Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings  Iraqi car bombings  Iraqi car bombings  Iraqi car bombings 
dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 
women will die awomen will die awomen will die awomen will die a torturous death today from breast  torturous death today from breast  torturous death today from breast  torturous death today from breast 
cancer and this will never ever be reported oncancer and this will never ever be reported oncancer and this will never ever be reported oncancer and this will never ever be reported on the  the  the  the 
NBC Nightly News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! NBC Nightly News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! NBC Nightly News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! NBC Nightly News or on ABC with Diane Sawyer! 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” In exasperation Mothers of In exasperation Mothers of In exasperation Mothers of In exasperation Mothers of 
kids who died in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr kids who died in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr kids who died in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr kids who died in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr 
KoopKoopKoopKoop for not calling the FBI about the suppression of  for not calling the FBI about the suppression of  for not calling the FBI about the suppression of  for not calling the FBI about the suppression of 
the Climate Controlledthe Climate Controlledthe Climate Controlledthe Climate Controlled ElectricWindmillCar. Dr.  ElectricWindmillCar. Dr.  ElectricWindmillCar. Dr.  ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. 
Koop also failed humanity by not pulling off aKoop also failed humanity by not pulling off aKoop also failed humanity by not pulling off aKoop also failed humanity by not pulling off a
successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that 
kills 1 million people eachkills 1 million people eachkills 1 million people eachkills 1 million people each and every year!  and every year!  and every year!  and every year! 

““““Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,Dictators + Doctors,”””” In Shock + Awe MissionIn Shock + Awe MissionIn Shock + Awe MissionIn Shock + Awe Mission
Accomplished Accomplished Accomplished Accomplished ---- Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE 
HISTORY 1928 The Yale StudentHISTORY 1928 The Yale StudentHISTORY 1928 The Yale StudentHISTORY 1928 The Yale Student Council votes to  Council votes to  Council votes to  Council votes to 
eliminate signed integrity pledges! eliminate signed integrity pledges! eliminate signed integrity pledges! eliminate signed integrity pledges! 

““““Dictators +Dictators +Dictators +Dictators + Doctors, Doctors, Doctors, Doctors,”””” In Shock + Awe! In Shock + Awe! In Shock + Awe! In Shock + Awe! 
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2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives...2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives...2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives...2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives...

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars NearestKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars NearestKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars NearestKey West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest
Earth Earth Earth Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima CentauProxima CentauProxima CentauProxima Centauriririri Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years  Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri BAlpha Centauri B 4.3  4.3  4.3  4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6Wolf 359 7.6

Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light yearsSirius A 8.6 light years

Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 Sirius B 8.6 

Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726Luyten726----8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 8A 8.9 light years 

Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726Luyten 726----8B8B8B8B 8.9  8.9  8.9  8.9 

Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 Ross 154 9.4 

Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 Ross248 10.3 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 lightEpsilon Eridani 10.7 light years  years  years  years 

Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789Luyten 789----6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 6 10.8 

Ross 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light yearsRoss 128 10.8 light years
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell POSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key  Box 214 Key 
West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

New New New New -------------------- New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just New YouTube I Just Made  Made  Made  Made -------- CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * *  CLICK HERE * * 
* * * * 
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------------------------------------------ GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST GREG'S 1ST
VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! VIDEO HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast 
CancerCancerCancerCancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 
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http://http://http://http://www.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.comwww.electricwindmillcar.com/photos/photos/photos/photos

CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE CLICK HERE -------------------- Link to the classic  Link to the classic  Link to the classic  Link to the classic 
ElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar IndexElectricWindmillCar Index----2 I2 I2 I2 I edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is  edited it the web is 
fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...fixed up nicely...

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing 
estrogen fromestrogen fromestrogen fromestrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red  a diet of high fat dairy foods and red  a diet of high fat dairy foods and red  a diet of high fat dairy foods and red 
meat would make more news than the newmeat would make more news than the newmeat would make more news than the newmeat would make more news than the new Pope  Pope  Pope  Pope 
Frances! Frances! Frances! Frances! 

People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and 
then go onthen go onthen go onthen go on to consume a steady diet of high to consume a steady diet of high to consume a steady diet of high to consume a steady diet of high----fat fat fat fat 
dairy foods increase their chances of dyingdairy foods increase their chances of dyingdairy foods increase their chances of dyingdairy foods increase their chances of dying years  years  years  years 
earlier than those who consumed lowearlier than those who consumed lowearlier than those who consumed lowearlier than those who consumed low---- to non to non to non to non----fat fat fat fat 
milk products, accordingmilk products, accordingmilk products, accordingmilk products, according to a new study by Kaiser  to a new study by Kaiser  to a new study by Kaiser  to a new study by Kaiser 
Permanente researchers. The study, published Permanente researchers. The study, published Permanente researchers. The study, published Permanente researchers. The study, published 
ThursdayThursdayThursdayThursday in the Journal of the National Cancer  in the Journal of the National Cancer  in the Journal of the National Cancer  in the Journal of the National Cancer 
Institute, is considered the first to lookInstitute, is considered the first to lookInstitute, is considered the first to lookInstitute, is considered the first to look at the  at the  at the  at the 
differences in highdifferences in highdifferences in highdifferences in high----fat and lowfat and lowfat and lowfat and low----fat dairy intake fat dairy intake fat dairy intake fat dairy intake 
following a breastfollowing a breastfollowing a breastfollowing a breast cancer diagnosis on long cancer diagnosis on long cancer diagnosis on long cancer diagnosis on long----term term term term 
survival. survival. survival. survival. 

Breast Cancer supercomputerBreast Cancer supercomputerBreast Cancer supercomputerBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing  simulation showing  simulation showing  simulation showing 
estrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red estrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red estrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red estrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red 
meatmeatmeatmeat would make more news than the new Pope  would make more news than the new Pope  would make more news than the new Pope  would make more news than the new Pope 
Frances! Frances! Frances! Frances! 

Drink Milk CommercialsDrink Milk CommercialsDrink Milk CommercialsDrink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air  on NBC would have to air  on NBC would have to air  on NBC would have to air 
a few seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb a few seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb a few seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb a few seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb 
supercomputersupercomputersupercomputersupercomputer simulation of high fat milk and you  simulation of high fat milk and you  simulation of high fat milk and you  simulation of high fat milk and you 
will observe DNA mutations via "Whole Milk"will observe DNA mutations via "Whole Milk"will observe DNA mutations via "Whole Milk"will observe DNA mutations via "Whole Milk"
molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... 

Tobacco's A Bomb would be aTobacco's A Bomb would be aTobacco's A Bomb would be aTobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos  Los Alamos  Los Alamos  Los Alamos 
Supercomputer simulation of trillions of smoke Supercomputer simulation of trillions of smoke Supercomputer simulation of trillions of smoke Supercomputer simulation of trillions of smoke 
particles causing DNAparticles causing DNAparticles causing DNAparticles causing DNA mutations! YouTube video  mutations! YouTube video  mutations! YouTube video  mutations! YouTube video 
that Google could have made instead of street views!that Google could have made instead of street views!that Google could have made instead of street views!that Google could have made instead of street views!
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Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showingBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showingBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showingBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing
estrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red estrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red estrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red estrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red 
meat would make more newsmeat would make more newsmeat would make more newsmeat would make more news than the new Pope  than the new Pope  than the new Pope  than the new Pope 
Frances! Frances! Frances! Frances! 

People who are diagnosed with breast cancerPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancerPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancerPeople who are diagnosed with breast cancer and  and  and  and 
then go on to consume a steady diet of highthen go on to consume a steady diet of highthen go on to consume a steady diet of highthen go on to consume a steady diet of high----fat fat fat fat 
dairy foods increase theirdairy foods increase theirdairy foods increase theirdairy foods increase their chances of dying years  chances of dying years  chances of dying years  chances of dying years 
earlier than those who consumed lowearlier than those who consumed lowearlier than those who consumed lowearlier than those who consumed low---- to non to non to non to non----fat fat fat fat 
milkmilkmilkmilk products, according to a new study by Kaiser  products, according to a new study by Kaiser  products, according to a new study by Kaiser  products, according to a new study by Kaiser 
Permanente researchers. The study,Permanente researchers. The study,Permanente researchers. The study,Permanente researchers. The study, published  published  published  published 
Thursday in the Journal of the National Cancer Thursday in the Journal of the National Cancer Thursday in the Journal of the National Cancer Thursday in the Journal of the National Cancer 
Institute, isInstitute, isInstitute, isInstitute, is considered the first to look at the  considered the first to look at the  considered the first to look at the  considered the first to look at the 
differences in highdifferences in highdifferences in highdifferences in high----fat and lowfat and lowfat and lowfat and low----fat dairyfat dairyfat dairyfat dairy intake  intake  intake  intake 
following a breast cancer diagnosis on longfollowing a breast cancer diagnosis on longfollowing a breast cancer diagnosis on longfollowing a breast cancer diagnosis on long----term term term term 
survival. survival. survival. survival. 

BreastBreastBreastBreast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing  Cancer supercomputer simulation showing  Cancer supercomputer simulation showing  Cancer supercomputer simulation showing 
estrogen from a diet of high fat dairyestrogen from a diet of high fat dairyestrogen from a diet of high fat dairyestrogen from a diet of high fat dairy foods an foods an foods an foods and red d red d red d red 
meat would make more news than the new Pope meat would make more news than the new Pope meat would make more news than the new Pope meat would make more news than the new Pope 
Frances! Frances! Frances! Frances! 

DrinkDrinkDrinkDrink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air  Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air  Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air  Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air 
a few seconds of this Los Alamos Aa few seconds of this Los Alamos Aa few seconds of this Los Alamos Aa few seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb  Bomb  Bomb  Bomb 
supercomputer simulation of high fat milk and its supercomputer simulation of high fat milk and its supercomputer simulation of high fat milk and its supercomputer simulation of high fat milk and its 
overkill of cancer cellsoverkill of cancer cellsoverkill of cancer cellsoverkill of cancer cells feeing on Milk...  feeing on Milk...  feeing on Milk...  feeing on Milk... 

Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos 
SupercomputerSupercomputerSupercomputerSupercomputer simulation of trillions of smoke  simulation of trillions of smoke  simulation of trillions of smoke  simulation of trillions of smoke 
particles causing DNA mutations!particles causing DNA mutations!particles causing DNA mutations!particles causing DNA mutations!
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1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled 
withwithwithwith Hydrogen will be welded to a John Deere  Hydrogen will be welded to a John Deere  Hydrogen will be welded to a John Deere  Hydrogen will be welded to a John Deere 
Combine reinvented one that cuts wheatCombine reinvented one that cuts wheatCombine reinvented one that cuts wheatCombine reinvented one that cuts wheat and rice  and rice  and rice  and rice 
and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs and you will be able to buy one that harvests figs 
and cashews fromand cashews fromand cashews fromand cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few jet  trees in the Amazon. Few jet  trees in the Amazon. Few jet  trees in the Amazon. Few jet 
engines on this combine John Deere engineers engines on this combine John Deere engineers engines on this combine John Deere engineers engines on this combine John Deere engineers 
wouldwouldwouldwould never in a million years have given this  never in a million years have given this  never in a million years have given this  never in a million years have given this 
combine to Humanity! Or the Amazon figcombine to Humanity! Or the Amazon figcombine to Humanity! Or the Amazon figcombine to Humanity! Or the Amazon fig trees.  trees.  trees.  trees. 

Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines,Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines,Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines,Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines,
suppressed for the last 10 years wow! suppressed for the last 10 years wow! suppressed for the last 10 years wow! suppressed for the last 10 years wow! 

John LennonJohn LennonJohn LennonJohn Lennon’’’’s wife, Yokos wife, Yokos wife, Yokos wife, Yoko Ono...  Ono...  Ono...  Ono... 

...has known about the suppression of the ...has known about the suppression of the ...has known about the suppression of the ...has known about the suppression of the 
EletricWindmillCar forEletricWindmillCar forEletricWindmillCar forEletricWindmillCar for a decade. I think there will  a decade. I think there will  a decade. I think there will  a decade. I think there will 
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be a Hell of a argument between Yoko and Johnbe a Hell of a argument between Yoko and Johnbe a Hell of a argument between Yoko and Johnbe a Hell of a argument between Yoko and John
Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon Lennon when we are all dead... as John Lennon 
would have exposed the suppressionwould have exposed the suppressionwould have exposed the suppressionwould have exposed the suppression of the  of the  of the  of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in our Orwellian Society. John ElectricWindmillCar in our Orwellian Society. John ElectricWindmillCar in our Orwellian Society. John ElectricWindmillCar in our Orwellian Society. John 
Lennon would neverLennon would neverLennon would neverLennon would never have let 10's of thousands of  have let 10's of thousands of  have let 10's of thousands of  have let 10's of thousands of 
cops and kids burn and burn to death in fierycops and kids burn and burn to death in fierycops and kids burn and burn to death in fierycops and kids burn and burn to death in fiery
gasoline wrecks for more "Oil Money" British Oil and gasoline wrecks for more "Oil Money" British Oil and gasoline wrecks for more "Oil Money" British Oil and gasoline wrecks for more "Oil Money" British Oil and 
the rest of the Oil Kingsthe rest of the Oil Kingsthe rest of the Oil Kingsthe rest of the Oil Kings and Queens have taken in  and Queens have taken in  and Queens have taken in  and Queens have taken in 
$177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 while 10's of$177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 while 10's of$177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 while 10's of$177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 while 10's of
thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA 
Wrecks. Wrecks. Wrecks. Wrecks. 

Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg 
Buell PO BoxBuell PO BoxBuell PO BoxBuell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041  214 Key West Fl 33041  214 Key West Fl 33041  214 Key West Fl 33041 ---- Please help Please help Please help Please help 
Greg by financing my 1,001 InventionGreg by financing my 1,001 InventionGreg by financing my 1,001 InventionGreg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell  Projects! Cell  Projects! Cell  Projects! Cell 
303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and 
FL driversFL driversFL driversFL drivers license looking for a job in Key West if you  license looking for a job in Key West if you  license looking for a job in Key West if you  license looking for a job in Key West if you 
have one please call or email greghave one please call or email greghave one please call or email greghave one please call or email greg thanks  thanks  thanks  thanks 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key 
West FlWest FlWest FlWest Fl 33041  33041  33041  33041 ----

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 KeySend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key
West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 

Please helpPlease helpPlease helpPlease help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention  Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention  Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention  Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention 
Projects! In Key West! New I have aProjects! In Key West! New I have aProjects! In Key West! New I have aProjects! In Key West! New I have a Passport and FL  Passport and FL  Passport and FL  Passport and FL 
drivers license, looking for a job in Key West, please drivers license, looking for a job in Key West, please drivers license, looking for a job in Key West, please drivers license, looking for a job in Key West, please 
call orcall orcall orcall or email if you can help, thanks  email if you can help, thanks  email if you can help, thanks  email if you can help, thanks 

Sandy movedSandy movedSandy movedSandy moved out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud  out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud  out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud  out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud 
lightning rods dropped into Sandy,lightning rods dropped into Sandy,lightning rods dropped into Sandy,lightning rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA  where... a NOAA  where... a NOAA  where... a NOAA 
super computer simulation would tell the pilots the super computer simulation would tell the pilots the super computer simulation would tell the pilots the super computer simulation would tell the pilots the 
best area ofbest area ofbest area ofbest area of the spinning Hurricane to drop a  the spinning Hurricane to drop a  the spinning Hurricane to drop a  the spinning Hurricane to drop a 
trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trilliontrillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trilliontrillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trilliontrillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Trillion cloud to  cloud to  cloud to  cloud to 
cloud lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out cloud lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out cloud lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out cloud lightning strikes to move the Hurricane out 
to sea... Hurricaneto sea... Hurricaneto sea... Hurricaneto sea... Hurricane direction and or speed could be  direction and or speed could be  direction and or speed could be  direction and or speed could be 
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changed by launching 1 trillion lightning rodchanged by launching 1 trillion lightning rodchanged by launching 1 trillion lightning rodchanged by launching 1 trillion lightning rod
wires into the Hurricane by Planes flying above the wires into the Hurricane by Planes flying above the wires into the Hurricane by Planes flying above the wires into the Hurricane by Planes flying above the 
Hurricane, discharging ofHurricane, discharging ofHurricane, discharging ofHurricane, discharging of massive amounts of  massive amounts of  massive amounts of  massive amounts of 
lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... ? lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... ? lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... ? lightning will change a Hurricane's direction... ? 

1111 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of  Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of  Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of  Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of 
Sandy...? Brainstorm a way to moveSandy...? Brainstorm a way to moveSandy...? Brainstorm a way to moveSandy...? Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane  a Hurricane  a Hurricane  a Hurricane 
out to sea as NYC will build a sea wall not KW. out to sea as NYC will build a sea wall not KW. out to sea as NYC will build a sea wall not KW. out to sea as NYC will build a sea wall not KW. 
Sandy the Gov.Sandy the Gov.Sandy the Gov.Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move Sandy from  didn't even try to move Sandy from  didn't even try to move Sandy from  didn't even try to move Sandy from 
NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects onNYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects onNYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects onNYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects on
going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my 
research for a Rx Penicillinresearch for a Rx Penicillinresearch for a Rx Penicillinresearch for a Rx Penicillin like Overnight Miracle  like Overnight Miracle  like Overnight Miracle  like Overnight Miracle 
cure for breast cancer. MRI contrast agent to see all cure for breast cancer. MRI contrast agent to see all cure for breast cancer. MRI contrast agent to see all cure for breast cancer. MRI contrast agent to see all 
thethethethe cancer cells too, and pulse to destroy every  cancer cells too, and pulse to destroy every  cancer cells too, and pulse to destroy every  cancer cells too, and pulse to destroy every 
cancer cell in your body via acancer cell in your body via acancer cell in your body via acancer cell in your body via a pulse or electric  pulse or electric  pulse or electric  pulse or electric 
shock... etcshock... etcshock... etcshock... etc

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet 
will notwill notwill notwill not give $1 Billion in compensation for fiery  give $1 Billion in compensation for fiery  give $1 Billion in compensation for fiery  give $1 Billion in compensation for fiery 
Boston car wrecks Boston car wrecks Boston car wrecks Boston car wrecks ---- Burns! Why Burns! Why Burns! Why Burns! Why Oil$whyise $Wise  Oil$whyise $Wise  Oil$whyise $Wise  Oil$whyise $Wise ----
No! No! No! No! 

Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion inTrump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion inTrump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion inTrump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in
compensation to wife's burned in gasoline, not his, compensation to wife's burned in gasoline, not his, compensation to wife's burned in gasoline, not his, compensation to wife's burned in gasoline, not his, 
kids burned in gasoline, notkids burned in gasoline, notkids burned in gasoline, notkids burned in gasoline, not his, burned in fiery  his, burned in fiery  his, burned in fiery  his, burned in fiery 
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NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed ---- Kerry and  Kerry and  Kerry and  Kerry and 
TrumpTrumpTrumpTrump both worth $ Billions refuse to give a Billion  both worth $ Billions refuse to give a Billion  both worth $ Billions refuse to give a Billion  both worth $ Billions refuse to give a Billion 
in compensation that is not evenin compensation that is not evenin compensation that is not evenin compensation that is not even their money, but  their money, but  their money, but  their money, but 
illegal Oil genocide revenue from suppressing theillegal Oil genocide revenue from suppressing theillegal Oil genocide revenue from suppressing theillegal Oil genocide revenue from suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

No wonder why the government hasNo wonder why the government hasNo wonder why the government hasNo wonder why the government has several more  several more  several more  several more 
spin off genocides all government run and observed spin off genocides all government run and observed spin off genocides all government run and observed spin off genocides all government run and observed 
today by the CIAtoday by the CIAtoday by the CIAtoday by the CIA and FBI who can give Humanity  and FBI who can give Humanity  and FBI who can give Humanity  and FBI who can give Humanity 
no Justice in arresting the King of Saudi Arabiano Justice in arresting the King of Saudi Arabiano Justice in arresting the King of Saudi Arabiano Justice in arresting the King of Saudi Arabia
and confiscating his $177 Trillion dollars! and confiscating his $177 Trillion dollars! and confiscating his $177 Trillion dollars! and confiscating his $177 Trillion dollars! 

Tomorrow will kill theirTomorrow will kill theirTomorrow will kill theirTomorrow will kill their wives in RI, NYC, and every  wives in RI, NYC, and every  wives in RI, NYC, and every  wives in RI, NYC, and every 
city and town in the USA! city and town in the USA! city and town in the USA! city and town in the USA! 

New FrenchNew FrenchNew FrenchNew French Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup  Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup  Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup  Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup 
leaders will arrest everyone at Reuters +leaders will arrest everyone at Reuters +leaders will arrest everyone at Reuters +leaders will arrest everyone at Reuters + Watson  Watson  Watson  Watson 
Institute for International Studies at Brown Institute for International Studies at Brown Institute for International Studies at Brown Institute for International Studies at Brown 
UniversityUniversityUniversityUniversity http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for  http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for  http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for  http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for 
suppressing the killing of 100's of Armysuppressing the killing of 100's of Armysuppressing the killing of 100's of Armysuppressing the killing of 100's of Army wives by  wives by  wives by  wives by 
troops coming home from wars. Islamist militants troops coming home from wars. Islamist militants troops coming home from wars. Islamist militants troops coming home from wars. Islamist militants 
are a set back women'sare a set back women'sare a set back women'sare a set back women's rights...  rights...  rights...  rights... 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary1980 anniversary1980 anniversary1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of  of the invention + suppression of  of the invention + suppression of  of the invention + suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar the ElectricWindmillCar 

9/119/119/119/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them  terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them  terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them  terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them 
would have been 17 homeless guys inwould have been 17 homeless guys inwould have been 17 homeless guys inwould have been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on  Mecca$ on  Mecca$ on  Mecca$ on 
9/11 out of tens of thousands of homeless guys in 9/11 out of tens of thousands of homeless guys in 9/11 out of tens of thousands of homeless guys in 9/11 out of tens of thousands of homeless guys in 
Mecca$$$Mecca$$$Mecca$$$Mecca$$$
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War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional 
$490 billion in benefits$490 billion in benefits$490 billion in benefits$490 billion in benefits owed to war veterans.  owed to war veterans.  owed to war veterans.  owed to war veterans. 
Assessing the cost in dollars and lives from the Assessing the cost in dollars and lives from the Assessing the cost in dollars and lives from the Assessing the cost in dollars and lives from the 
resultingresultingresultingresulting wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq  wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq  wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq  wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iraq 
Pentagon goes out of their ways in thePentagon goes out of their ways in thePentagon goes out of their ways in thePentagon goes out of their ways in the killings of  killings of  killings of  killings of 
Army Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Army Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Army Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! Army Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! 
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burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the 
New York Times!New York Times!New York Times!New York Times!

End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West FL 33041  FL 33041  FL 33041  FL 33041 
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copyright Greg Buell 2013 copyright Greg Buell 2013 copyright Greg Buell 2013 copyright Greg Buell 2013 

Send cashSend cashSend cashSend cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key  or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key 
West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL #NEW CELL #NEW CELL #NEW CELL # 305 340 8082  305 340 8082  305 340 8082  305 340 8082 

4 Wives Coup D'Etat For Work 4 Wives Coup D'Etat For Work 4 Wives Coup D'Etat For Work 4 Wives Coup D'Etat For Work 
on a Breast Canceron a Breast Canceron a Breast Canceron a Breast Cancer Cure Cure Cure Cure

Greg Buell LovestarGreg Buell LovestarGreg Buell LovestarGreg Buell Lovestar

Created on ... AprilCreated on ... AprilCreated on ... AprilCreated on ... April 2013 2013 2013 2013
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